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Internet of !ings (IoT) is a promising networking scenario
in the cyber world, bridging physical devices and virtual
objects. By considering the limited capacity of smart things,
cloud computing is generally applied to store and process the
massive data collected by the IoT. Furthermore, fog com-
puting is described as an extension and a complement to
cloud computing. It utilizes fog nodes to perform storage,
computation, and communication locally. !e merging of
cloud/fog computing and IoT can be seen as the best of two
worlds by concurrently offering ubiquitous sensing services
and powerful processing capabilities.

Despite the advantages of cloud/fog-assisted IoT, it is
unwise to neglect the significance of security and privacy in
this highly heterogeneous and interconnected system.
Various solutions have recently been put forward inde-
pendently for cloud, fog, or IoT environments to deal with
security threats to IoTdevices and sensitive data. However, a
few crucial features, such as heterogeneity and scalability,
have not been appropriately considered in these solutions.

!is Special Issue aims to compile recent research efforts
dedicated to studying the security and privacy of rapidly
increasing cloud/fog-assisted IoT applications. A summary
of all the accepted papers is provided as follows.

!e paper by Mekala et al. designed a data analytic
weight measurement (DAWM) model and multiobjective
heuristic user service demand (MHUSD) approach for profit
maximization and adequate service reliability. !e DAWM
model concentrates on instances or machine size with elastic
service of generic lambda function to scale up and scale
down the instance size as per demand request by considering

instance computation status and its service execution rate
and energy consumption. !e MHUSD approach measures
the CPS profit rate and USD rate before sharing the re-
sources to the instances. !e fundamental logic is if the
instance DAWM rate is not above moderate or moderate,
then the CSP does not share the resources as per demand;
otherwise, the CSP shares the resources. In addition, the CSP
scales up and down the cost of the resources as per the USD
rate to maximize the profit (a business model).

In the paper by Zhang et al., a constant-size CP-ABE
scheme with outsourced decryption for the cloud-assisted
IoT is proposed. In their scheme, the ciphertexts and the
attribute-based private keys for users are both of constant
size, which can alleviate the transmission overhead and
reduce the occupied storage space. And, the outsourced
decryption algorithm in their work is privacy-protective,
which means the proxy server cannot know anything about
the access policy of the ciphertext and the attribute set of the
user while performing the online partial decryption algo-
rithm. !is scheme can prevent privacy from leaking out to
the proxy server. And, they have rigorously proved that their
scheme is selectively indistinguishably secure under the
chosen-ciphertext attacks (IND-CCAs) in the random oracle
model (ROM). Finally, the authors evaluate and implement
their scheme and other CP-ABE schemes in terms of space
and time complexity to confirm that their scheme is more
suitable and applicable for cloud-assisted IoT.

!e paper by Pan et al. proposed an intrusion detection
model. !e model can be deployed in the architecture based
on cloud computing and fog computing to play its role
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better.!e designed intrusion detection algorithm combines
kNN and sine cosine algorithm (SCA). Specifically, SCA is
used to optimize the hyperparameters of kNN, thereby
improving the classification accuracy of kNN. !is algo-
rithm can significantly improve the accuracy of intrusion
detection and reduce the false alarm rate. In the benchmark
function test, the proposed algorithm shows good optimi-
zation efficiency.

In the paper by Wang et al., a bibliometric analysis of
edge computing for the Internet of things was performed
using theWeb of Science (WoS) Core Collection dataset.!e
relevant literature published in this field was quantitatively
analyzed based on a bibliometric analysis method combined
with VOSviewer software. !e development history, re-
search hotspots, and future directions of this field were also
studied. !e research results show that the number of lit-
erature studies published in edge computing for the Internet
of things is on the rise over time, especially after 2017, and
the growth rate is accelerating.

!e paper by Ullah et al. proposed a scheme named task
priority-based data-prefetching scheduler (TPDS), which
tries to improve the data locality through available cached
and prefetching data for offloading tasks to the edge com-
puting nodes.!e proposed TPDS prioritizes the tasks in the
queue based on the available cached data in the edge
computing nodes. Consequently, it increases the utilization
of cached data and reduces the overhead caused by data
eviction. !e simulation results show that the proposed
TPDS can be effective in terms of task scheduling and data
locality.

In the paper by Mahmood et al., a Software Defined
Networking (SDN)-based DDoS Protection System named
S-DPS is proposed. It provides an early detection mecha-
nism with mitigation of anomaly in real time. !e approach
offers the best deployment location of defense mechanism
due to the centralized control of the network. S-DPS has
demonstrated its effectiveness and efficiency in terms of
Detection Rate and minimal CPU/RAM utilization, con-
sidering DDoS protection focusing on smurf attacks, socket
stress attacks, and SYN flood attacks.

!e paper by Ling et al. proposed multiauthority attri-
bute-based encryption with traceable and dynamic policy
updating. !e proposed T-DPU-MCP-ABE is used to
protect user’s data privacy and solve the problem that the
single authorization center load is too large, the user key
leakage cannot be traced, and the data owner frequently
changes the access policy in cloud storage CP-ABE access
control for IoT. !e scheme is constructed on prime order
groups over a large attribute universe. !erefore, it is more
suitable for multiuser scenarios. !e authors prove that the
designed scheme is static, secure, and traceable based on
state-of-the-art security models. Finally, through theoretical
comparison and extensive experimental comparisons, the
authors show that the proposed algorithm can be better than
the baseline algorithms.

In the paper by Liao et al., a systematic literature review
of the current solutions and approaches available for
assessing the security of software components to protect
software systems for the Internet of!ings is presented.!is

paper searches the literature in the popular and well-known
libraries, filters the relevant literature, organizes the filter
papers, and extracts derivations from the selected studies
based on different perspectives.

!e paper by Tseng et al. proposed a generic con-
struction of inner product predicate encryption under
symmetric-key setting, called private inner product predi-
cate encryption, from a specific key-homomorphic pseu-
dorandom function. In addition, they show that the
proposed construction is also payload-hiding, attribute-
hiding, and predicate-hiding secure. With the advantage of
the generic construction, if the underlying pseudorandom
function can resist quantum attacks, then through the
proposed generic construction, a quantum-resistant private
inner product predicate encryption can be obtained. Hence,
compared with other private inner product predicate en-
cryption schemes, our scheme enjoys more robust security.

In the paper byWu et al., a secure authentication and key
agreement scheme is proposed. !is scheme compensates
for the imperfections of the previously proposed schemes.
For a security evaluation of the proposed authentication
scheme, informal security analysis, and the Bur-
rows–Abadi–Needham (BAN) logic analysis are imple-
mented. In addition, the ProVerif tool is used to normalize
the security verification of the scheme. Finally, the perfor-
mance comparisons with the former schemes show that the
proposed scheme is more applicable and secure.
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,e heterogeneous resource-required application tasks increase the cloud service provider (CSP) energy cost and revenue by
providing demand resources. Enhancing CSP profit and preserving energy cost is a challenging task. Most of the existing
approaches consider task deadline violation rate rather than performance cost and server size ratio during profit estimation, which
impacts CSP revenue and causes high service cost. To address this issue, we develop two algorithms for profit maximization and
adequate service reliability. First, a belief propagation-influenced cost-aware asset scheduling approach is derived based on the
data analytic weight measurement (DAWM) model for effective performance and server size optimization. Second, the mul-
tiobjective heuristic user service demand (MHUSD) approach is formulated based on the CPS profit estimation model and the
user service demand (USD) model with dynamic acyclic graph (DAG) phenomena for adequate service reliability. ,e DAWM
model classifies prominent servers to preserve the server resource usage and cost during an effective resource slicing process by
considering each machine execution factor (remaining energy, energy and service cost, workload execution rate, service deadline
violation rate, cloud server configuration (CSC), service requirement rate, and service level agreement violation (SLAV) penalty
rate).,eMHUSD algorithmmeasures the user demand service rate and cost based on the USD and CSP profit estimationmodels
by considering service demand weight, tenant cost, and energy cost. ,e simulation results show that the proposed system has
accomplished the average revenue gain of 35%, cost of 51%, and profit of 39% than the state-of-the-art approaches.

1. Introduction

Nowadays, cloud computing has become a backbone for
government enterprises and education sectors because of
providing continuous resource (memory, CPU, and band-
width) allocation service to ensure their application service
reliability. ,e cloud service supplier shares the resources
among end-users based on cost function’s value (CF) tomeet

the demand of system performance. Many service suppliers
estimate the server cost based on bandwidth usage rate
(BUR) and energy usage rate (EUR). As per the Gartner
report, the cloud service provider (CSP) market would grow
approximately 331.2 billion dollars in 2022 [1]. ,e cloud
global report [2] confines 623.3-billion-dollar market
growth rate in 2023 for data computation. ,e statistical
analysis states that cloud computing has a notable impact on
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the Internet of,ings (IoT), blockchain, and soft computing
measurement systems with artificial intelligence models.,e
tasks are divided into subtasks with relative attribute defi-
nitions through DAG theory. ,e DAG approach shows a
prominent impact while dealing with complex workflow
applications such as systematic mathematical applications
[3–5]. Data analytic languages such as Hive and Pig [6–8]
platforms handle the MapReduce model queries. ,us, the
DAG theory’s importance tremendously changed over the
past decade since it influences the service execution time and
resource usage. ,erefore, this issue is formulated as NP-
hard [9], and many heuristic approaches resolved the same
issue through resource usage consolidation [10–12].

Each machine enables a list of resource attributes (e.g.,
CPU, RAM size, and hard disc space) provided by CSP. In our
solution, the cloud resource cost is optimized by estimating
user service demands (such as CPU, IOPS, memory, and
storage). For instance, an online incremental learningmethod
has been designed in [13–15] to estimate service completion
time based on heuristic algorithms by allocating the arrived
service requests to the correct VM. However, these ap-
proaches have not considered server size and machine re-
source usage rates which causes performance delay.
,erefore, in our approach, we consider CSC size, effective
resource management of machines, and resource autoscaling
methods; these are not present in state-of-the-art approaches.
Several examinations were carried out for designing effective
resource allocation methods to reduce allocation cost by
satisfying service request requirements. Most current studies
[16] have not considered the pricing models and data analysis
models; some on-demand pricing models are considered with
an inadequate measurement index. Several recent studies [17]
recognize the importance of both on-demand data analytical
models and reserved pricing models to minimize resource
allocation costs. However, our solution assesses the server
resource capacity rate, profit, and cost based on the data
analysis model. ,e user service demand measurement al-
gorithm is essential for profitmaximization by autoscaling the
resource allocation certainty.

Our research work aim is to design a novel profit opti-
mization model for CSPs to enhance their revenue maxi-
mization (RM) by maintaining reliable quality of service
(QoS). ,e profit optimization model must impact active
server count, cost, and speed tomeet the end-user satisfaction,
influencing their service continuity. If there is no precise
profit optimization model, then the profit and service quality
and revenue generation factors will be affected. However, CSP
revenuemaximization has become a billion-dollar question in
the competitive service computing market because of het-
erogeneous resource-required application tasks.

To address the listed issues, we develop two algorithms
for profit maximization and adequate service reliability.
First, a belief propagation-influenced cost-aware asset
scheduling approach is derived based on the data analytic
weight measurement (DAWM) model for effective perfor-
mance and server size optimization. Second, the multi-
objective heuristic user service demand (MHUSD) approach
is formulated based on the CPS profit estimation model and
the user service demand (USD) model with dynamic acyclic

graph (DAG) phenomena for adequate service reliability.
,e DAWM model classifies prominent servers to preserve
the server resource usage and cost during an effective re-
source slicing process by considering each machine exe-
cution factor (remaining energy, energy and service cost,
workload execution rate, service deadline violation rate,
cloud server configuration (CSC), service requirement rate,
and service level agreement violation (SLAV) penalty rate).
,e MHUSD algorithm measures the user demand service
rate and cost based on the USD and CSP profit estimation
models by considering service demand weight, service
tenant cost, and machine energy cost.

1.1. Key Contributions. ,e trade-off between cost optimi-
zation and revenue maximization models is extensively
examined in Section 2. Our manuscript’s key contributions
are summarized as follows:

(1) Develop a data analytic weight measurement
(DAWM) approach to optimize service quality and
price of CSP during an effective resource slicing
process by considering each machine cost and rev-
enue, and profit.

(2) Develop a multiobjective heuristic user service de-
mand (MHUSD) based on the CPS profit estimation
model and the user service demand (USD) model to
measure the user demand service rate cost by con-
sidering service demand weight, service tenant cost,
andmachine energy cost. Subsequently, theMHUSD
algorithm also considers maximum baring wait-time
of end-user to maximize CSP revenue and optimize
operational energy cost.

(3) Simulation results confirm the advantage of the
proposed approaches, enhancement rate of revenue,
and the CSP’s profit attributes. ,e impacts of
mathematical key factors are being analyzed theo-
retically and practically.

,e manuscript’s respite is designed as Section 2 briefly
explains research gaps and problem statements of extant
approaches. Section 3 describes the proposed system and its
mathematical models with an algorithm in detail. Section 4
evaluates the investigation outcomes, and Section 5 con-
cludes the manuscripts.

2. Related Work

,is section describes the examination of related research
work, which is classified into 3 steps, such as profit maxi-
mization, green data center, and graph theory-based task
consolidation approaches.

2.1. Profit Maximization. Several profit maximization
methods are proposed for the sustainability of green com-
puting. We can observe the current scenario and require-
ment analysis of revenue in Figure 1. In [18], the broker
management system has been designed to maximize the VM
cost and minimize user cost. ,e author formulates
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multiserver configuration cost as a profit maximization is-
sue, and a heuristic method has been designed to solve this
issue. ,e delay-sensitive workload dimensionality has been
examined based on a novel online heuristic approach to
optimize the system’s cost and profit [19]. Subsequently, the
offline issue is formulated as NP-hard, and it has been re-
solved by a linear programming concept. In [20], a dynamic
cost charging method has been designed to fix specific prices
to servers as per the resource demand. A pricing approach
has been designed to regulate the prices dynamically as per
the demand of a kind. In [21, 22], the service penalty has
diminished and enhances the profit by VM replacement
approach through a mixed-integer nonlinear program called
NP-hard; subsequently, a novel heuristic method has been
designed to optimize the penalties and profits.

CPS profit maximization approaches have been ex-
tensively examined in this literature survey. In [23], the
authors designed a stochastic programming scheme for
the subscription of computing resources to maximize
service providers’ profit during user request uncertainty.
In [24], a profit control policy has been designed to assess
machine computing capacity, which decides to maximize
the service provider profit. In [25–27], an SLA-based
resource allocation issue has formulated with profit
maximization objective with the consideration of 3 di-
mensions (processing, storage, and communication). In
[28], a service request (SR) distribution approach is
designed to enhance the profit with quality of service rate
as per the service demand. In [29], the author has
addressed the service provider revenue maximization
issue by consolidating the service tenant cost and power
consumption cost. A joint optimization scheduling model
has been designed to manage delay-tolerant batch services
based on pricing decisions to maximize service provider
revenue [30]. In [31], the authors designed a model to
maximize the service provider revenue based on the
machine’s tenant cost, resource demand size, and the
application workload. A suitable online algorithm has
been designed for the geo-distributed cloud with an
adaptive VM resource cost scheme to maximize the ser-
vice provider revenue [32]. ,e relationship between load

balance, revenue, and the cost has concentrated on
maximizing the service provider revenue than state-of-
the-art approaches [33]. In [34, 35], a virtual resource
rental strategy has been designed based on tenant cost,
task urgency, and task uncertainty to enhance provider
profit.

A hill-climbing algorithm has been designed to estimate
customer service satisfaction by analyzing demandmark and
profit fluctuations [36]. It assesses the customer satisfaction
from economic growth ratio by leveraging the cloud server
configuration (CSC), task arrival rate, and profit up-downs.
,erefore, the CSC directly impacts the cloud user service
satisfaction rate and the inadequate customer satisfaction
also has a direct impact on service request arrival rate.
However, there is a lack of an accurate decision-making
system and data analysis system that affects the server’s
profit and performance cost. A profit estimation model has
been designed by considering CSC, service requirement rate,
SLA, SLAV penalty rate, energy cost, tenant cost, and
current CSP margin profit [37]. A server task execution
speed-based power usage model is also designed to assess the
CSP profit.

2.2. Green Data Centre. In [38], a mixed-integer linear
program has been designed for resource allocation to op-
timize the data center cost and energy consumption. Green
computing accomplishes the proficient process and usage of
assets by limiting the vitality utilization. An enhanced ant
colony approach for optimal VM execution has been de-
veloped to enhance vitality utilization and to optimize the
cost of cloud environment [39–42]. ,e practical swarm
optimization (PSO) approach resolves the task allocation
issue by consolidating data center count and task demand. In
distributed computing, the assets have to schedule effectively
to achieve a high-performance rate. Accordingly, the mul-
titarget PSO approach remains preferable to enhance the
resource usage rates. ,erefore, this approach effectively
increases the usage of assets and lessens energy and
makespan. ,e outcomes delineated that the proposed
strategy multiobjective practical swarm optimization

Price in
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Figure 1: Formulation of revenue maximization. (a) Haphazard cost impact. (b) Expected cost importance.
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(MOPSO) performance is quite beneficial than concerned
existing models. A VM scheduling approach has been
designed based on multidimensional resource imperatives,
for example, link capacity, to diminish the quantities of
dynamic PMs to preserve energy utilization. ,e 2-step
heuristic approach resolves the VM scheduling through
migration and VM positioning models [43, 44]. ,e
designed method has consolidated the execution time than
extant systems in a simulation platform. Asset over-
burdening is still an issue, and live relocation does not
uphold the change of VM performance. In [45], the energy-
aware asset allocation approach has been investigated to
improve the energy productivity of a server farm without
SLA negotiations. An asset scheduling strategy with a he-
reditary method has been proposed to improve the usage of
assets and save the expense of energy in distributed com-
puting [46, 47]. It utilizes a migration approach dependent
on 3 load degrees (CPU usage, the throughput of organi-
zation, and pace of circle I/O). ,e calculation succeeds in
improving the usage of assets, and saving energy by run-time
asset scheduling is high. An energy preservation system is
classified by assorting the asset into four distinct classifi-
cations (CPU, memory, storage, and networks). Addition-
ally, the author designed a unique asset scheduling system
dependent on cloud assets’ energy streamlining with as-
sessment technique [48]. ,e study [49] evaluates every
machine’s fitness value, which helps assess the machine rank
based on the performance and resource usage rate. However,
the machine rank evolution process consumes more time
which influences the performance, and task scheduling
policy leads to high-performance cost.,e complexity rate is
high over large-scale frameworks.

2.3. Graph <eory-Based Resource/Task Scheduling.
Dynamic acyclic graph (DAG) has been used for task
scheduling by considering PM capacity and task resource
weight to formulate the issue [50]. Here, X[i, j] matrix
identifies the errand evolution time of all VMs under
different instances. To address all these issues, we design a
data analytic weight measurement (DAWM) approach to
optimize a cloud service provider’s quality and price during
an effective resource slicing process by considering each
machine’s cost and revenue, and profit. ,e entire cost does
not iteratively consider traditional DAG-based models
during the measurement of data analysis. Subsequently, we
design a multiobjective heuristic user service demand
(MHUSD) algorithm based on the CPS profit estimation
model and the user service demand (USD) model to
measure the user demand service rate and cost by con-
sidering service demand weight, service tenant cost, and
machine energy cost.

3. DAWM System Model

A belief propagation-influenced data analysis model is
designed for CSP profit maximization by formulating
DAG task and resource scheduling policy, as shown in
Figure 2. ,e CSP receives a service request from the cloud

user, and by default, the CSP has three service modes: on-
demand, advanced reservation, and spot resource allo-
cation, which helps to slice the resources as per resource
demand. As per the received service request, the CSP
assesses its demand, cost, performance, profit, and re-
quired server size factors. ,e CSP consolidates the
overprovisioning machines by optimizing the service
execution cost and machine asset usage. Cloud service
suppliers drive the data utility analytic method on ma-
chines to classify the high- and low-resource usage rate
machines, preserve CDC usage and performance cost, and
avoid instant repudiations/migrations.

It classifies adaptive servers after the first iteration by
concocting an exact data analytic weight measurement
(DAWM) model. First, a belief propagation influences a
cost-aware asset scheduling approach based on the data
analytic weight measurement (DAWM) model, which ef-
fectively optimizes the performance cost and server size.
,e DAWMmodel classifies prominent servers to preserve
the server resource usage and cost during an effective re-
source slicing process by considering each machine exe-
cution factor (remaining energy, energy and service price,
workload execution rate, service deadline violation rate,
cloud server configuration (CSC), service requirement rate,
and service level agreement violation (SLAV) penalty rate).
Second, the multiobjective heuristic user service demand
(MHUSD) approach is processed based on the CPS profit
estimation model and the user service demand (USD)
model with dynamic acyclic graph (DAG) phenomena for
adequate service reliability. ,e MHUSD algorithm
prognosticates the user demand service rate and cost based
on the USD and CSP profit estimation models by con-
sidering service demand weight, service tenant cost, and
machine energy cost. ,e USD model estimates the re-
source service demand to estimate the profit and revenue
gain and the system’s performance cost. ,e CSP profit
estimation model helps assess the service profit by fore-
casting the server’s performance cost, energy usage, and
resource tenant cost. Each subsection describes a sub-
component of the framework mathematically and
theoretically.

3.1. Cloud Service Provider Model. ,e CSP offers various
services to cloud end-users. For instance, infrastructure is a
service, where the resources are being offered as VMs to
meet the end-user satisfaction by running their applications.
,e user service request (USR) is submitted to the service
provider, which runs on a multiserver system to deliver the
response for the received service requests. Consider a
multiserver system (MSS) enables N homogeneous servers
with m speed, and these are modeled based on the
(M/M/M) queuing system. Assume that the MSS frame-
work receives a number of user service requests with a rate of
u. ,e service time v � (x/m), where x refers to required
instruction count to execute the USR and mean v � (x/m).
,e service rate of the USR is denoted as q � (1/v) � (m/x).
,e server utilization rate is estimated with equation (1), and
it is denoted with Z:
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Z �
u

N · q
�

u

N · (m/x)
�

u · x

N · m
, (1)

ρr �

ρ0
(N · ρ)

r

r!
, r≤N,

ρ0
N

N
· ρr

 
r

N!
, r>N,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(2)

where ρr refers to probability of r service requests which
are executing at a server. In case if there are no tasks/
service requests, then the probability of zero service re-
quest is

ρ0 � 

N− 1

r�0

(N · ρ)
r

r!
+

(N · ρ)
N

N!
·

1
1 − Z

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠. (3)

Subsequently, ρb is the probability of new arrived SRs,
which should wait when the server system is busy exe-
cuting assigned tasks where ρN refers to probability of all

N SRs. ,e probability density function is defined with
equation (5), and d refers to service waiting time:

ρa � 

∞

r�N

ρr �
ρN

1 − N
, (4)

ρden(t) � 1 − ρa(  · d + N · q · ρN · e
− (1− ρ)N·q(t)

.

(5)

Figure 3 illustrates the DAG task classification and
scheduling scheme that accomplishes by evaluating cost
price/unit of the machine, which is magnified with ample of
time required for task completion. ,erefore, for instance, n

is the number of VMs of F[i] type with weight W[r[i]],
∴∀1≤ i≤ n. Let τ be the required time to finish all the errands
on a set of VMs through the DAG-based approach. ,e
collected value/unit time is 1≤i≤nW[r[i]]. Appropriately,
the complete performance weight is (φ, ϑ(t),ϖ(t)), and it is
characterized as
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Weight(φ, ϑ(t),ϖ(t)) � 
1≤i≤n

W[r[i]] × τ. (6)
3.2. Service Level Agreement Model. ,e SLA is a method
which maintains a trade-off between price and service
quality between end-user and CSP. Here, the required
service attribute x is executed within the response time T, to
meet the application deadline:

S(x, T) �

cx, if 0≤d≤
b

m0
−
1
m

  · x,

c +
b · p

m0
−

p

m
 x − p · d, if

b

m0
−
1
m

  · x<d≤
c

p
+

b

m0
−
1
m

  · x,

0, if d>
c

p
+

b

m0
−
1
m

  · x,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(7)

where a is the service cost/unit, d is the penalty cost if any
SLA violation, b is the constant weight of SLA, and m0 is the
expected service processing speed. ,ere are three condi-
tions listed even the service request has under waiting time.
,erefore, T � ((d + x)/m):

(1 )If d has low value than bc × m0, it provides high-
quality, reliable service

(2) If d is in-between the ((b/m0) −

(1/m)) · x< d≤ ((c/p) + (b/m0) − (1/m)) · x, time
interval leads to moderate service quality

(3) If d is longer than ((c/p) + (b/m0) − (1/m)) · x, then
the service is free because the service request waited
long time in queue

Equation (7) is used to assess the prognosticated
service charge of the CSP based on 5 parameters:

c, p, b, d, andm. Here, c refers to service cost/unit, p

refers to SLAV penalty cost, m0 refers to expected service
speed, b refers to SLA constant weight, and d is the average
service waiting time.

3.3. User Service SatisfactionModel. User service satisfaction
(USS) is estimated in two ways: quality of service (QoS) and
price of service (PoS). QoS describes the discrepancy be-
tween users’ expectations (how to server SR) and users’
perceptions (how to perform service). ,e user’s quality of
service (ηsq

i (x, T)) is evaluated with

ηsq
i (x, T) �

1, if Jac ≥ Jex,

e
− Jac − Jex( )/Jex| |, if Jac ≥ Jex.

⎧⎨

⎩ (8)

................

................
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Figure 3: Belief propagation-influenced MRS cost assessment submodel.
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,e ηtc
i � e((Sex− Sac)/Sex) is a fundamental expression to

assess the price of service (PoS) with equation (9). Here,
Sexand Sac refer to expected cost and actual cost, respectively:

(1 )If Sex � Sac, then ηtc
i � 1, shows there is not impact

on user satisfaction

(2) If Sex > Sac, then it leads to the higher service cost
(ηtc

i < 1), and it decreases by increasing the actual
price

(3) If Sex < Sac, then it leads to the lower service cost
(ηtc

i > 1), and it increases by decreasing the actual
price

ηtc
i (x, T) �

1, if 0≤ d≤
b

m0
−
1
m

  · x

e
(1/m)+(d/x)− b/m0( )( )·(p/c)

, if
b

m0
−
1
m

  · x<d≤
c

p
+

b

m0
−
1
m

 ,

e, if d>
c

p
+

b

m0
−
1
m

  · x.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(9)

,e USS (ηsa
i ) is defined as product of service price and

quality of service (ηsa
i � ηsq

i (x, T) + ηtc
i (x, T)) with (10).

Such that,

ηsa
i �

1, if 0≤d≤
b

m0
−
1
m

  · x,

e
1+ (1/m)− b/m0( )( )·(p/c)+d( )/ x· (p/c)− 1/ b/m0( )−(1/m)( )( )( )( )( ), if

b

m0
−
1
m

  · x<d≤
c

p
+

b

m0
−
1
m

 ,

e
2− d/ b/m0( )− (1/m)( )·x

, if d>
c

p
+

b

m0
−
1
m

  · x.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(10)

,e product of sum is calculated with equation (8) and
equation (9).

3.4. User Demand Service Estimation Model and Algorithm.
,e user service demand weight factor (ηexpeci,k ) assessment
plays an essential role to optimize the cost of cloud service
provider, and it is estimated with equation (11):

ηexp ec

i,k � 
x

k�1
Ki χk − ck( , (11)

where x refers to a list of service attributes, Ki refers to the
service attribute weight, χk refers to the attribute perception,
and ck refers to the attribute expectation.

,e service demand is formulated as the product of
potential demand and user service demand weight factor. It
is defined as

ηdema
i,k � 0.25 × α + β × ηexpeci,k , (where α, β> 0), (12)

where α and β refer to constant basic demand and constant
potential demand. Subsequently, both values must be greater
than >0, such as α, β> 0.

MHUDS algorithm 1 assesses the user service demand
adequately. Lines 1-2 define the entail parameters and at-
tributes for estimation of the user service demand. Line 4
assesses all the service attributes of the cloud service provider
and also checks the CPS set. Line 5 helps assess the lower and
upper bound value that should not be less than <R. Line 6
estimates the median value of the service attribute demand.
Line 7 assesses the ηdema

i,x (uk
m) which should not be less than

0. ηdema
i,x (uk

m) refers to user service demand of attribute k with
middle-range value. Similarly, the rest of the two variables
refer to higher and lower values of the user service demand
rate. Lines 12–15 are used to update the concerned value at
each iteration of time.
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3.5. CPS Profit EstimationModel. ,e CSP profit is assessed
based on the gap between the profits gained by acquiring
services to users and the monetary cost of processing user
SRs. Equation (13) is defined with function number and

server speed (i.e., N and m). ,e average revenue of CSP is
estimated as a product of the expected cost of SR and user
service demand:

S � − 0.25 ×
ρa · c · x

ρa · c · x (N · m − ux) × b/m0(  − (1/m)(  + 1( 
2

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ � S(N,m), (13)

φ � S(N,m) × ηdema
i,k , (14)

where ηdema
i,k refers to USD based on user service attribute

value. ,e CSP cost is defined as a paid infrastructure tenant
cost and the power cost of system function, and it is assessed
with equation (15). ,e server energy consumption is also
estimated with equation (17):

ϑ(t) � N · s × t, (15)

ξ(t) � N · Ωnst × z +Ωst(  · t · ξn
s , (16)

where z refers to server usage, Ωnst refers to dynamic power
usage, and Ωst refers to static power usage. Assuming that
ξn

s (t) refers to energy usage cost at processing time t, the
electricity bill (ϖ(t)) is defines as

ϖ(t) � ξ(t) × ξn
s (t). (17)

,e CSP profit at t is described as the revenue minus
from the rental and electricity cost, and it is estimated with
equation (18):

G(N,m) � φ − ϑ(t) − ϖ(t). (18)

3.5.1. CSP Profit Maximization Factor. ,e probability of
having N SRs is described with equation (19). ,e Taylor
series influences approximately (N! ≈

����
2πN

√
(N/e)N) to

assess the CSP profit as follows:

ρN � ρ0 ×
(N · Z)

N

N!
, (19)

ρN �
1 − Z

1 − Z ×
����
2πN

√
e

Z− 1/Z  
N

+ 1
, (20)

updated derivation

ρN �
1

����
2πN

√
e

Z− 1/Z  
N

+ 1
. (21)

,e CSP maximized profit assess as follows:

S(N,m) � − 0.25 × ρa · c · x ×
1

(N · m − ux) × b/m0(  − (1/m)(  + 1( 
2

× 1/
����
2πN

√
e

Z− 1/Z  
N

+ 1 

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠. (22)

3.6. DAG Task Scheduling Methodology. ,e errands are
assigned through a computational method, which comes
under the DAG-based process by considering the frame-
work’s performance weight. It can be observed in Figure 4.
We characterize a graph G � V, E{ }. V � v1, v2, v3, . . . , vn 

where vi speaks to a comparing errand ti and it executes
consecutively on a machine. E � e1, e2, e3, . . . , em remains
priority connection among errands because of information
reliability. An errand is not initiated until the last errand
remains finished.

Because of dissimilar conditions in the cloud, each PM
ability remains to differ. ,erefore, we consider the X[i, j]

matrix to identify and for a keen track of each errand
processing time ti on jth VM. Here, we have not considered
weight and performance factors to measure the assets. In our
system, we deliberately utilize a matrix to measure perfor-
mance time on various VMs, rather than utilizing a con-
sistent weight factor to estimate execution time. As per the
data analysis model dataset, wemeasure each level (Li) of the
convolution network with DAG-based spark. Specifically,
each spark stage alludes a vertex, and the connection among
2 phases is compared with organized point. ,e apexes with
0 degree remain reflected as phases that complete in parallel
(Pi). ,e 0-degree vertices of DAG indicate with L. ,e
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organizing system remains recursively performed and for-
wards the outcome to any phase of DAG. According to
equation (23), we measure most outrageous performance
time of all processing phases in parallel (Pi) and that re-
cursively upgrades the task finish time:

Max
i∈S

T
i
L ≤TTask ≤ 

i∈S
T

i
L. (23)

3.7. Estimation ofOptimal Price. ,e price-demand function
estimates optimal price of service by considering the trade-
off between service price ϕ and the concern service demand
Δ based on their service request mode such as on-demand
service, reserved service, and spot instance service. It is
formulated as

Δ � Δre + Δod − Δre(  ×
ϕ − ϕre

ϕod − ϕre

 , (24)

where Δod refers to price-demand of on-demand service and
Δre refers to price-demand of reserved service, and similarly,
for price, ϕod refers to price for on-demand service and ϕod

refers to price for reserved service.

Theorem 1. Let us assume that the CSP considers Z units of
time. If service price is φ and average service execution time is
t, then the anticipated service price is

ϕexp e � Zϕ
1

1 − e
− (Z/t)

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠. (25)

Proof. ,e CSP considers Z units of time, the optimal price
is measured with average service execution time t, and it can
be measured as

ϕ(t) � Z⌈
t

Z
⌉ × ϕ. (26)

It is defined as follows: the service request price is (n +

1)Zϕ in (nZ, (n + 1)Z] time interval.
,e probability distribution function of t is

g(τ) �
1
τ

× e
− (Z/t)

. (27)

,e expected price is

ϕexp e � 
∞

0
ϕ(t) · g(t)dt,

� 
∞

0


(n+1)Z

nZ
g(t)(n + 1) · Z · ϕ dt

� 
∞

0
(n + 1) · Z · ϕ − e

− (Z/t)
 

(n+1)Z

nZ

� Z · ϕ
∞

0
e

− (nZ/t)
,

� Z · ϕ lim
n⟶∞

1 − e
− (n/t)

 
n

1 − e
− (n/t)

 

� Z · ϕ
1

1 − e
− (n/t)

 

.

(28)

Hence, the theorem is proved and the forecasting service
arrival demand is approximately
u � Δumax � Δre + (Δod − Δre) × ((ϕ − ϕre)/ϕod − ϕre)umax.

,e forecasting service price is
Sexpec � φ − CSPcost � φ − nϕre. So, the maximum price
must have to measure (zsexpec/zϕ) � 0, such that

1. Vertice as a task (Vj
i) = t j

i (δ j
i)

V1
L

V2
L

V5
L

V4
LV3

L

2. Here, L = 1 (for first PL)

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

EL
4,5

EL
2,5

EL
3,5

EL
1,3
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1,2 EL

1,4

3. EL
i, j⌃ = wL

i 
,i+1 (δ ′j

i)

Figure 4: Representation of DAG task, where v1⟶ v5 entry and exit nodes with weight factor.
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zu

zϕ
�
Δod − Δre

ϕod − ϕre

 umax, where
zuϕ
zϕ

� u +
Δod − Δre

ϕod − ϕre

 umaxϕ,

(29)

where slos � ((Znen(1− Z))/
����
2πn

√
) refers to loss of server

profit, but the probability of expected server profit loss is

zs
los
exp ec

zϕ
�

1
����
2πn

√
z e

n(1− Z)
 

zϕ
Z

n
+ e

n(1− Z)zZ
n

zϕ
⎡⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎦

�
1
����
2πn

√ Z
n
e

n(1− Z)
−
1
ℓ

zu

zϕ
  

+ Z
n− 1

· n · e
n(1− Z)

−
1
nℓ

zu

zϕ
 

�
Z

n
e

n(1− Z)

����
2πn

√
1 − Z

ℓZ
zu

zϕ

� s
los1 − Z

ℓZ
zu

zϕ
, since s

los
�

Z
n
e

n(1− Z)

����
2πn

√ .

(30)

Subsequently, the probability of forecasting service price
is

zsexpec

zϕ
� u +

zu

zϕ
ϕ 1 − s

los
(t)  + uϕt − s

los1 − Z

ℓZ
zu

zϕ
  

� u 1 − s
los

(t) 

+ ϕt
zu

zϕ
1 − s

los
(t)  − s

los
(t)n(1 − Z) .

(31)
□

3.8. Estimating Optimal Price. In Algorithm 2, the partial
derivative is formulated through slos. It formulates accurate
service price though the service arrival rate is high with low
profit loss. Lines 1–3 define the input variables, and line 4
applies the models to all arrived service requests. Lines 6–9
estimate the optimal price demand, and lines 10–19 estimate
optimal price value based on equations (31) and (13).

3.9. DAWM Algorithm for Cloud Server Size and Cost
Analysis. Algorithm 3 assess the server size and perfor-
mance cost. It assesses the customer satisfaction from the
machine economic growth ratio by leveraging the cloud
server configuration (CSC) called server size, task arrival
rate, and performance cost of the machine. ,erefore, the
CSC has a direct impact on the cloud user service satisfaction
rate and the inadequate customer satisfaction, and it also has
direct impact on service request arrival rate. Line 1 defines
the essential input parameters to accomplish the objectives.
Lines 2–5 assess the service execution cost using equation
(13) and update the machine matrix H[i, j], for effective
prognostication of server configuration size. Lines 6 and 7

update the all machine execution speed rates andmaintained
in an array. Lines 8 to 10 assess the performance cost in
association with CSC (s), service resource requirement rate
(K), SLAV penalty rate (L), and energy and resource tenant
cost. Lines 12–15 update the iterative value to mitigate
performance rate and system execution cost.

4. Experimental Result Analysis

,e proposed DAWM is simulated with real data in
MATLAB R2017b, and the system specifications are 8GB
DDR4 memory and an Intel Core i7-6700HQ CPU with
2.6GHz. We consider DAG [V, E] consisting 25–150 sen-
sors. Every network enables 5% of data centres in the net-
work size, and its capacity varies from 5000 to 75000GHz.
,e active servers are varying from 1000 to 1500. ,e idle
server constant energy consumption is 90 − 180Watt; else
the energy consumption is measured based on its energy
usage rate, and it is in range [0.5, 1.5]; energy price is
([15, 55]/Mwh). ,e link bandwidth between sensors varies
from 1500 to 25, 000Mbps and delay transmission is
3 − 6ms. ,e revenue gain is [0.15, 0.25], which is not static.
Each service execution bandwidth is set from 15 − 25Mbps,
computing demand is 3 − 5GHz, and the execution of each
service is 5 − 30 (data packets/ms). ,e simulation param-
eters related to power cost, constant workloads, CSC, service
requirement rate, SLAV penalty rate, energy cost, tenant
cost, and current CSP margin profit are listed in Table 1.

Figure 5 illustrates the average execution time required
to process the user service request. It has been compared
with four state-of-the-art approaches (SPEA2, COMCPM,
NSGA-II, and OMCPM) which are published recently. It is
noticed that the proposed approach has high-performance
rate than remaining approaches such as 41.2%, 55.56%,
59.89%, and 61.52% faster than SPEA2, COMCPM, NSGA-
II, and OMCPM, respectively.

Figure 6 illustrates profit, revenue, and cost of the
proposed system and SPEA2, COMCPM, NSGA-II, and
OMCPM approaches. ,e proposed system achieved
moderately high revenue by 10%, 8.1%, 8.9%, and 8.91% than
SPEA2, COMCPM, NSGA-II, and OMCPM approaches.
Subsequently, our approach achieves 2.31%, 2.01%, 1.7%,
and 1.37% high profit than four approaches, since our ap-
proach estimates the demand of service request and it an-
alyses the machine performance before assigning the load.
,e reason is that user service request (USR) is submitted to
the service provider, which runs on a multiserver system to
deliver the response for the received service requests. ,e
CSP assesses the machine data with our deep learning data
analytical model. It makes an accurate decision to enhance
the system performance by preserving service cost and to
enhance the revenue gain consolidating each machine
performance. ,e second reason is that the task is being
scheduled base on DAG theory which influences the energy
and resource of the system leads to enhance the revenue and
optimizes the service request cost.

Figure 7 shows the user service demand flexibility im-
pact. We can observe that the active cloud server (from 15 to
75) count and the processing speed m of active servers are
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high, but there is no impact on the service execution demand
rate. If the server count increases, then the user service
demand execution rate does not increase, and it is sometimes
stable to cope up the reliable quality of service with adequate
computing performance. If the USD is high, the server
system is frequently unable to meet the service demand
requirement synchronously. In such cases, if the customer
waits for a long time, then the USD rate becomes low due to
low service demand. Usually, the USD may remain constant
when the USDmarket is stable, which would not affect third-
party factors.

Figure 8 shows CSP profit outcomes. As we can observe,
the profit rate is drastically decreased when the active servers
are increased from 15 to 75.,e high server processing speed
m has no impact as we expected. ,e profit ratio is increased
due to the USD rate increment than the new active server
cost. ,e revenue enhancement and server size factors are
not impacting server cost, but USD will get diminished due
to the decrement of CSP profit. Consequently, the profit
returns stable when the USD becomes constant. Figure 9
shows the server processing speed comparative study. ,e
server processing speed is decreased when the server size

input: CPS: N � N1 + N2 + N3 + · · · + Nn 

output: user demand service
(1) Let initialize α≠ 0, β≠ 0, ηexpeci,k ≠ 0;
(2) Int u, define range [uk

l , uk
h], ηdema

i,x (uk
l )> 0, ηdema

i,x (uk
h)< 0;

(3) for each Ni ∈ N do
(4) Estimate ηdema

i,k � 0.25 × (α + β × ηexpeci,k ) − u;
(5) while (ηdema

i,x (uk
l ) − ηdema

i,x (uk
h))>R do

(6) ηdema
i,k (uk

m) � ((ηdema
i,k (uk

l ) − ηdema
i,k (uk

h))/2);
(7) if ηdema

i,x (uk
m)< 0 then

(8) Assign ηdema
i,x (uk

h)⟵ ηdema
i,x (uk

m);
(9) else
(10) Assign ηdema

i,x (uk
l )⟵ ηdema

i,x (uk
m);

(11) end
(12) Update ηdema

i,x (uk
l ) and ηdema

i,x (uk
m);

(13) Estimate ηdema
i,k (uk

m) � ((ηdema
i,k (uk

l ) − ηdema
i,k (uk

h))/2);
(14) end
(15) Confine it as potential value for next iteration ηdema

i,k (uk
m);

(16) Return user demand service value.
(17) end

ALGORITHM 1: MHUDS algorithm.

input: u, t, n,ϕre,ϕod,Δre,Δod

output: optimal price of service
(1) Let ϕopti � − ∞,Δopti � − ∞;
(2) ϕst⟵ least price, server usage<1;
(3) ϕen⟵ ϕod;
(4) for each Ni ∈ N do
(5) Estimate Δst and Δst using equations (30) and (13);
(6) if Δst × Δst > 0 then
(7) ϕopti � ϕst;
(8) Estimate Δopti using (13) and with Sexpec � φ − CSPcost � φ − nϕre;
(9) end
(10) while Δst × Δed > error do
(11) ϕmid � ((ϕst + ϕen)/2);
(12) Estimate Δmid using (13) and (31);
(13) if Δst × Δst > 0 then
(14) ϕst⟵ϕmid;
(15) else
(16) ϕen⟵ ϕmid;
(17) end
(18) end
(19) ϕopti � ((ϕst + ϕe d)/2);
(20) end

ALGORITHM 2: Optimal price estimation algorithm.
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increases; the computation size is fixed, which restricts the
execution of the services. ,e increased server count de-
mands to decrease the systems service execution speed.
Figure 10 illustrates the increased profit during server size,
and USD rates are increased. ,e high-computation-re-
quired USDs are led to enhance the CSP profit. We can
observe that the USD is moderate due to server size en-
hancement. We noticed that if active servers are less but the
server speed is high, the profit increases. If we maintain

input: (1) Host set: N � N1 + N2 + N3 + · · · + Nn ,
(2) Ex : execution time matrix of host
(3) C : cost weight matrix of host/VM

output: performance cost of server
(1) Let T � T1 + T2 + T3 + · · · + Tt 

(2) for each Ni ∈ N do
(3) Find minimum cost-effective host (6) and (13)
(4) Nj[i] � Nj + H[i, j]

(5) end
(6) Ttot � ∀Ti

Ti

(7) Update Nj[i], ⟵ SortHostCostQueue(φ, ϑ(t),ϖ(t))
(8) for each i to hm do
(9) λ�Cost(K, S, L) � 1≤i≤KC[S[i]] × TToT

(10) Ri � Cost(Nj) − λi

(11) end
(12) K′ � K − λi

(13) for each Ri ∈ Nn do
(14) λ++

i

(15) end
(16) Return performance cost of server

ALGORITHM 3: DAWM algorithm.

Table 1: Simulation parameters.

S. no. Notation Value
1. m0 1.5 BIPS
2. b 5
3. x 1.5 BI
4. c 20 units/BI
5. s 20 units/sec
6. Nc 9.5
7. p 5
8. Ωst 2Watts/sec
9. ξn

s (t) 0.1 unit/Watt× sec
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Figure 5: Average execution time of DAWM, SPEA2, COMCPM,
NSGA-II, and OMCPM.
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constant computing capacity, the server speed is impacted
by the increase of active server count, which causes a de-
crease in the profit. ,erefore, if the server size is peak and
speed remains constant, it saves the energy cost and impacts
CSP profit.

Figure 11 shows the comparative analyses of the server
size and profit by regulating the server speed and USD rate.
To assess the outcomes, we have used Table 1 listed pa-
rameters. If we increase the m value, then the active server
size gets low due to m value increment under USD certainty.
,e profit gets impact when the energy cost is high and
influences service execution speed to diminish CSP profit.

Table 2 shows the comparative study analysis concerning
all state-of-the-art approaches. ,e proposed system has
outstanding profit, such as a 35.5% average. Subsequently,
the profit is accomplished due to the data analysis model,
and also performance rate of our system remains increased
than existing approaches. ,e machine performance and
execution cost measurement estimations played an essential
role to gain adequate noticeable profit for CSP.

Table 3 illustrates our approach’s simulation outcomes
with the unit price 0.6$ and average execution time 0.6ms.
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Figure 7: User service demand analysis over server infrastructure
size with various service execution speeds.
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,e service price, service price-demand, maximum average
service arrival rate, error rate, and user cost are assessed with
average service execution time.

5. Conclusion

,e proposed approach has been designed based on a belief
propagation-influenced analytical data model to enhance
CSP profit through DAG-based task and resource sched-
uling policy. It optimizes the CDC asset usage rate by
consolidating overprovisioning machines. Cloud service
suppliers drive the data utility analytic method on machines
with low-resource usage rates to preserve CDC usage and

performance cost and avoid instant repudiations/
migrations.

It initially recognizes feasible servers after the first it-
eration by concocting the data analytic weight measurement
(DAWM) model. ,e DAWM model optimizes the cloud
service provider’s average cost by 51% due to considering
eachmachine’s cost and revenue during an effective resource
slicing process. ,e multiobjective heuristic user service
demand (MHUSD) algorithm accomplished average server
performance by 41% and average CSP revenue gain by 35%
due to CPS profit estimation model and the user service
demand (USD) model with dynamic acyclic graph (DAG)
phenomena by providing adequate service reliability. It
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Figure 11: Profit analysis over server infrastructure size with various user service demands (ηdema
i,k ).

Table 2: Profit comparative analysis based on server size and server speed.

Server size
DAWM SPEA2 COMCPM NSGA-II OMCPM

SS Profit SS Profit SS Profit SS Profit SS Profit
m2.6xlarge 4.5 590 3.9 520 3.5 480 3 440 2.8 530
m2.2xlarge 3.5 510 3.3 480 2.9 415 2.2 395 2.1 490
m1.2xmedi 2 440 2.2 315 2.5 335 1.8 360 1.9 450
m1.xsmall 1.5 370 1.9 255 1.75 290 1.7 300 1.5 320
Note: SS, server speed.

Table 3: Simulation outcome with the unit price 0.6$ and average execution time 0.6ms.

umax nopti ϕopti Δopti User cost (%) Error (%)

50 110 7.59 251.32 48.912 2.15
60 118 7.21 310.68 48.245 1.91
70 125 7.84 372.98 48.329 1.88
80 167 7.99 415.25 49.786 1.52
90 182 7.23 490.89 49.791 1.49
100 195 7.51 525.15 51.012 1.32
110 229 7.58 590.69 40.452 1.31
120 250 7.32 610.15 45.697 1.28
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considers service demand weight, service tenant cost, and
machine energy cost. Subsequently, the MHUSD algorithm
also considers maximum baring wait-time of end-user to
maximize CSP revenue and optimize operational energy
cost. Google cloud tracer confines the optimized average
system profit by 590$, and service execution speed is 4.5 sec/
MIPS with the m2.6X large core system. ,e simulation
results show that our system has an average service exe-
cution speed faster than the remaining approaches, such as
41.2%, 55.56%, 59.89%, and 61.52% faster than SPEA2,
COMCPM, NSGA-II, and OMCPM, respectively. Subse-
quently, the proposed system achieved moderately high
revenue by 10%, 8.1%, 8.9%, and 8.91% than SPEA2,
COMCPM, NSGA-II, and OMCPM approaches and profit
by 2.31%, 2.01%, 1.7%, and 1.37% than the state-of-the-art
approaches.
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In recent years, ciphertext-policy attribute-based encryption (CP-ABE) has been recognized as a solution to the challenge of the
information privacy and data confidentiality in cloud-assisted Internet-of-(ings (IoT). Since the devices in cloud-assisted IoTare
generally resource-constrained, the lightweight CP-ABE is more suitable for the cloud-assisted IoT. So how to construct the
lightweight CP-ABE for the cloud-assisted IoT to achieve the fine-grained access control and ensure the privacy and confi-
dentiality simultaneously is a prominent challenge. (us, in this paper, we propose a constant-size CP-ABE scheme with
outsourced decryption for the cloud-assisted IoT. In our scheme, the ciphertexts and the attribute-based private keys for users are
both of constant size, which can alleviate the transmission overhead and reduce the occupied storage space. Our outsourced
decryption algorithm is privacy-protective, which means the proxy server cannot know anything about the access policy of the
ciphertext and the attributes set of the user during performing the online partial decryption algorithm. (is will prevent the
privacy from leaking out to the proxy server. And we rigorously prove that our scheme is selectively indistinguishably secure
under the chosen ciphertext attacks (IND-CCA) in the random oracle model (ROM). Finally, by evaluating and implementing our
scheme as well as other CP-ABE schemes, we can observe that our scheme is more suitable and applicable for cloud-assisted IoT.

1. Introduction

IoT has been recognized as a new paradigm in the network
and information area in recent years [1, 2]. By means of the
widespread deployment of spatially distributed devices, such
as sensors, radio-frequency identification (RFID), wireless
devices, and smartphones, IoT has the perfect sensing and
actuation capabilities and makes the existing information
system intelligent. (ough IoTgives a new dimension to the
Internet and has envisioned a future in which digital and
physical entities can be linked in anywhere [3–5], security is
still a critical obstacle for enabling the widespread adoption
of the cloud-assisted IoT. To solve the security and privacy
problem in IoT environment, many works design some
authentication protocols [6], signature schemes [7] for In-
dustrial Internet of (ings (IIoT) [8, 9], Internet of Vehicles
(IoV) [10, 11], and RFID networks [12]. But how to design a
one-to-many and fine-grained access control encryption

mechanism for the cloud-assisted IoT is still being an open
issue.

In cloud-assisted IoT, the data owners and the users all use
the smart IoT devices. In traditional cloud-assisted IoT system,
data owners transmit the data to the cloud server over the
transmission media and the users download the data from the
cloud storage. A hacker can easily access and steal the data in
cleartext stored on the cloud storage. So, an encryption
mechanism should be deployed in the cloud-assisted IoT ar-
chitecture to ensure the data confidentiality and prevent the
unauthorized access of the data [13, 14]. Figure 1 shows the
comparison of the traditional cloud-assisted IoTsystem and the
encryption mechanism-based cloud-assisted IoT system.

ABE [15] is a new cryptographic primitive widely researched
in recent years which supports one-to-many encryption and
refines the access control to the attribute level. So, ABE has been
regarded as a powerful encryption mechanism for the cloud-
assisted IoT. Particularly, CP-ABE [16–18], which is a type of
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ABE, enables the data owner to customize an access formula
over a set of attributes for each ciphertext and only if the user’s
attributes set meets the access policy, the user can decrypt the
ciphertext. So, in CP-ABE, the data owner can precisely control
the access to his/her data, and this makes CP-ABE a more
applicable encryption tool for the cloud-based system. Never-
theless, in cloud-assisted IoT, the devices are generally resource-
constrained (e.g., limited battery life, storage, and computing
capability); the traditional CP-ABE is too complex to be fit-for-
purpose. In typical CP-ABE, as [16–18], the ciphertext length
grows linearly with the number of the attributes in the access
policy and the size of the user’s attribute-based private key also
grows linearly with the size of the user’s attributes set. Fur-
thermore, as the access structure becomes more complex, the
decryption time by the user will become longer, which not only
increases the power consumption of the user’s portable devices,
but also makes the system less useful. To make CP-ABE ap-
plicable for the lightweight devices in the cloud-assisted IoT, in
this paper, we propose a lightweight CP-ABE scheme with both
constant-size ciphertexts and private keys. And we also invent a
privacy-preserving outsourced decryption algorithm for the
users to alleviate their computing burden. (e privacy-pre-
serving outsourced decryption algorithm can protect the privacy
of the users and the data owners from divulging to the proxy
server that means during performing the online partial de-
cryption phase, the proxy server cannot know anything about
the access policy associated with the ciphertext and the attributes
set of the user. (is will prevent the privacy from leaking out to
the proxy server. To rigorously prove that our scheme is se-
lectively IND-CCA secure in ROM, we reduce our scheme to
n-aMSE-DDH problem [19–21].

1.1. Related Works. Lately, some researchers improve CP-
ABE in two approaches to make the pure CP-ABE schemes
applicable for the resource-constrained devices in IoT en-
vironment. One way is to construct the lightweight CP-ABE

to mitigate the transmission overhead of the system. And
another way is outsourcing the decryption phase to proxy
server to relieve the computing burden of the users used IoT
devices.

1.1.1. Constant-Size CP-ABE. (ese works [20, 22] con-
struct the constant-size ciphertext CP-ABE schemes
which are using “(reshold policy” as their access
structures. (e scheme in [21] improves the work [20] to
make a constant-size ciphertext CP-ABE scheme based
on “(reshold policy” without dummy attributes. Emura
et al. [23] build a fully constant-size CP-ABE scheme
with both constant-size ciphertexts and private keys, but
the access structure in their scheme [23] is using the less
expressive “Strict AND-gate Policy.” And these works
[24, 25] use [23] as their base construction also using the
less expressive “Strict AND-gate Policy.” To make a
trade-off between the expressiveness of the access
structure and scale of the scheme, Yang et.al [26], Doshi
and Jinwala [27], and Han et al. [28] use “AND-gate
Policy with Wildcards” as their access structures to build
the CP-ABE schemes with constant-size ciphertexts. To
further lighten the CP-ABE schemes and reduce the
transmission pressure, these schemes [19, 29] use “Tol-
erant AND-gate Policy based on Bits String” as their
access structures which encoding an access structure to a
bit string.

1.1.2. Outsourced Decryption. Green et al. firstly proposed a
new cryptographic primitive of outsourced decryption CP-
ABE in [30]. But in their schemes, a malicious proxy server
could return a wrong transformed ciphertext to the user by
disloyally running the outsourced transforming algorithm.
(us, their scheme [30] does not strictly guarantee the
correctness of the transformed ciphertext sent to users. To
solve this flaw, Lai et al. [31] add a verification function to

Hacker
Data owners (DOs) Data owners (DOs)

Upload the data in cleartext onto the cloud

Detect even steal
the sensitive data from cloud

Cloud

Hacker

Cloud

Upload the ciphertext onto the cloud

Encrypt the data to a ciphertext in advance
by using the encryption mechanism

�e attacker cannot decrypt the
ciphertext to detect the sensitive

information

Figure 1: (e comparison of the traditional cloud-assisted IoT system and the encryption mechanism-based cloud-assisted IoT system.
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[30], but their scheme [31] adds some redundant compo-
nents to the original ciphertext; this will make their ci-
phertext being twice length of the original ciphertext. To
increase the efficiency of [31], Lin et al. [32], Qin et al. [33],
andMao et al. [34], respectively, designed a CP-ABE scheme
with outsourced decryption and efficient decryption veri-
fication simultaneously. And all the schemes above [30–34]
are based on [17]. Recently, Ning et al. [35] proposed an
auditable σtime outsourced CP-ABE scheme based on [18],
which can achieve higher security and can resist various
types of attacks such as key-leakage attacks. And some
schemes [36–38] with different properties combine with the
outsourced decryption to make their schemes more suitable
for IoTdevices. But the users in all the above outsourced CP-
ABE schemes will expose their attribute sets to the proxy
server for running the semidecryption, which will lead to the
disclosure of the privacy.

2. Preliminaries

2.1. AND-gate Access Structures

2.1.1. Strict AND-gate Policy. Let N � name1,name2, . . . ,

namen} be the set of the attribute names. And Si � vi,1,

vi,2, . . . , vi,ni
} is the possible values set of the name namei.

L � [l1, l2, . . . , ln] is the attribute set of a user, where li is an
element in Si (li ∈ Si, 1≤ i≤ n). (e W � [w1, w2, . . . , wn] is
a strict AND-gate policy where wi is an element in Si

(wi ∈ Si, 1≤ i≤ n). Iff for all i ∈ [1, n], li � wi holds, we call L

satisfies the policy W. (e scheme in [23] uses the “Strict
AND-gate Policy” as its access structure.

2.1.2. AND-Gate Policy with Wildcards. Let N � name1,

name2, . . . , namen} be the set of the attribute names. And
Si � vi,1, vi,2, . . . , vi,ni

  is the possible values set of the name
namei. L � [l1, l2, . . . , ln] is the attribute set of a user where li
is an element in Si (li ∈ Si, 1≤ i≤ n). (e W � [w1, w2, . . . ,

wn] is an AND-gate policy with wildcards where wi is an
element in Si or the wildcard ∗ (wi ∈ Si, ∗ , 1≤ i≤ n). IW

is the set of indices i (1≤ i≤ n) in which wi ≠ ∗; that is,
IW � i|1≤ i≤ n, wi ≠ ∗ . Iff for all i ∈ IW, li � wi holds, we
call L satisfies the policy W. (e schemes in [26, 27] use the
“AND-gate Policy with Wildcards” as their access structure.

2.1.3. Tolerant AND-Gate Policy Based on Bits String. Let
U � Attr1,Attr2, ...,Attrn  be the attribute universe.
L � l1l2, . . . , ln is an n-bit string used to denote a user’s
attribute set where li ∈ 0, 1{ }(1≤ i≤ n). If li � 1, it means that
the user has the attribute Attri and if li � 0, it means that the
user does not have the attribute Attri. And W � w1w2, . . . ,

wn (wi ∈ 0, 1{ }, 1≤ i≤ n) is the policy n-bit string. If
wi � 1, it means that the access policy W needs the attribute
Attri and if wi � 0, it means that the access policy W does
not care about attribute Attri. IW is the set of indices
i(1≤ i≤ n) in which wi � 1; that is, IW � i|1≤ i≤ n, wi � 1 .
|IW| denotes the size of IW. Iff for all i ∈ IW, li � wi � 1
holds, we call the attributes set L satisfies the access policyW.
For instance, suppose U � Attr1,Attr2,Attr3,Attr4,Attr5 

and two attribute sets as L1 � 10011 and L2 � 00111. (e
access policy is W � 10001. So, we can observe that L1 can
satisfy W and L2 cannot meet W. (e schemes in [19, 39] use
the “Tolerant AND-gate Policy based on Bits String” as their
access structure.

(rough the description of the three types of AND-
gate access structures, we can observe that the “AND-gate
Policy with Wildcards” and “Tolerant AND-gate Policy
based on Bits String” are more flexible and expressive
than the “Strict AND-gate Policy.” Furthermore,
encoding an access structure to a bit string can compress
the size of the access structure and which also can
mitigate the communication burden. Our scheme uses
the “Tolerant AND-gate Policy Based on Bits String” as
the access structure.

2.2. Bilinear Pairings. G1, G2 are two elliptic groups and GT

is a multiplicative group. g0 is a generator of G1 and h0 is a
generator of G2. G1, G2, GT are all with prime order p.
e: G1 × G2⟶ GT is called the bilinear pairing if

(i) For any g ∈ G1, h ∈ G2 and a, b ∈ Z∗p, we have
e(ga, hb) � e(g, h)ab.

(ii) If g0 is a generator of G1 and h0 is a generator of G2,
e(g0, h0) is a generator of GT.

(iii) Group operations in G1, G2 and e: G1 × G2⟶ GT

are both efficiently computable. If G1 and G2 are the
same group, that is, G1 � G2 � G, we call e: G ×

G⟶ GT the symmetric bilinear pairing.

And, the terms BP � G1, G2, GT, p, g0, h0, e  are called
the bilinear pairing terms.

2.3. n-aMSE-DDH Problem [19–21]. Let BP � G1, G2, GT,

p, g0, h0, e} be the bilinear pairing terms. Let f(x) and θ(x)

be two coprime polynomials in Zp[x]. Choose a, c←R Z∗p
where “←R ” means “randomly choose from.” Give T, p

→ to
any probabilistic polynomial-time (PPT) adversary. (en,
no adversary has the nonnegligible advantage to distinguish
T � e(g0, h0)

cf(a) or T � R, where R is a random element in
GT. And p

→
�

g
ai

0 
0≤ i≤ n− 1

, g
af(a)
0 , g

caf(a)
0 ;

h
ai

0 
0≤ i≤ n

, h
c
0;

h
ai/θ(a)( )

0 
0≤ i≤ n

.

(1)

3. Our Constant-Size CP-ABE Scheme with
Privacy-Preserving Outsourced Decryption

3.1. System Architecture. (e framework of our cloud-
assisted IoT system used our scheme is shown in Figure 2.
(ere are six entities involved in our system which are stated
as follows.
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3.1.1. Attribute Authority (AA). AA is in charge of initial-
izing the system and generating the private keys for users.

3.1.2. Cloud Storage. (e cloud storage stores the ciphertexts
for data owners (DOs).

3.1.3. Data Owner (DOs). DOs encrypt the data to ci-
phertexts and upload the ciphertexts to the cloud.

3.1.4. Users. (e users download the ciphertexts from the
cloud storage then retrieve the plaintext by the decryption
algorithm. (e users have two types. One type is Users with
PCs and the other is Users with smart IoT devices.

(i) Users with PCs: users with PCs retrieve the plaintext
by running the local-decryption phase

(ii) Users with IoT devices: the users with smartphones
or the smart tablets can retrieve the data by per-
forming the privacy-preserving outsourced decryp-
tion phase

3.1.5. Proxy Server. Proxy servers take charge of running the
online partial decryption algorithm for the users with smart
IoT devices. Note that the proxy servers cannot know
anything about the user’s attributes and the access policy
associated with the ciphertext during running the partial
decryption.

3.2. Algorithm Definitions. (e workflow of our cloud-
assisted IoTsystem used in our scheme is shown in Figure 3.
(ere are four algorithms in our scheme described as below.

3.2.1. Setup. AA initializes the system by executing the Setup
algorithm to export the public parameters PK and master
private key MK of the system. AA preserves the private
master key privately and publishes the public parameters to
all the entities in the system.

3.2.2. AttrKeyGen. A user forms his attribute set as a bit
string then sends his/her bit string-based attribute set to the
AA; AA runs the AttrKeyGen algorithm to generate the
constant-size attribute-based private key for the user. (en,
the user will preserve the attribute-based key privately. If the
user’s attribute set can meet the access policy associated with
the ciphertext, he/she can use his/her private key to decrypt
the ciphertext.

3.2.3. Encrypt. A DO customizes a bit string formed attri-
bute-based access policy for the data; then, by the Encrypt
algorithm, the DO encrypts the data under the customized
access policy to a ciphertext, which is constant size.(en, the
DO uploads the ciphertext with the bit string formed access
policy onto the cloud storage.

3.2.4. Decrypt. A user downloads the ciphertext with the
access policy from the cloud storage. If the user’s attribute set
meets the access policy, then he/she can retrieve the data by
running the Decrypt algorithm. And, the Decrypt algorithm
has two modes. One mode is local decryption. (e local
decryption means all the computations are running on the
user’s local device, and this mode is suitable for the users
with PCs. If the user is using the smart IoTdevices, then the
user can choose the other decryption mode called privacy-
preserving outsourced decryption to securely and privately
outsource some complex computations to the proxy server.
(is will reduce the decryption time of the user and save the

Encrypt:
data (M)

Ciphertext (CT)

Public parameters

Data owners (DOs)

Bit string-based and-gate

Upload the ciphertext (CT) and the and-gate policy

Attribute-based private key

Attribute-based private key

Users with PC

User

Users with IoT devices (e.g.,
smartphones and smart tablets)

Proxy server

PDC Data (M)

(5) Final decryption and
verification

(4) Return the PDC to the user(2) Send the BV, BK and CT
to the proxy server

(3) Online partial decryption
CT→partially decrypted ciphertext (PDC)

(1) Compute the blinded vector
(BV) and the blinded key (BK)

Attribute authority (AA)

Local decryption and
verification Ciphertext (CT) Data (M)

Download the ciphertext (CT) and the and-gate policy

Cloud storage

Figure 2: Our system framework.
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battery power of the user’s smart IoT device. Note that the
proxy servers cannot know anything about the user’s at-
tributes and the access policy associated with the ciphertext
during partially decrypting the ciphertext.

3.3. Security Model. We define a selectively IND-CCA se-
curity game for our scheme which involves an adversary
algorithm A and a challenge algorithm C in.

(i) Initialization.A sends a bit string based AND-gate
challenge access structure W∗ to C.

(ii) Setup. C runs setup algorithm to generate the
master private key MK and public parameters PK.
(en, C sends PK to A.

(iii) Key Query 1.A queries a list of bit strings toC for
the key queries. Note that all the key queries cannot
satisfy the challenge access structure W∗.

(iv) Decryption Query 1. A queries the decryption of
ciphertext Encrypt(Wi, Mi) from C.

(v) Challenge.A sends two messages M0 ∈ 0, 1{ }lm and
M1 ∈ 0, 1{ }lm to C for challenge. C b←R 0, 1{ } and
sends W∗,Encrypt(W∗, M)b  back to A.

(vi) Key Query 2. Same as Key Query 1. Notice that all
key queries in this phase also cannot satisfy the
access structure W∗.

(vii) Decryption Query 2. Same as Decryption Query 1.
And notice that the decryption queries cannot be
the challenge messages M0 and M1.

(viii) Guess. A outputs a guess b′b.

AdvA � Pr[b′ � b] − (1/2). A wins the confidentiality
game if AdvA is nonnegligible.

3.4. Scheme Construction

3.4.1. Setup. AA performs the Setup phase to initialize the
system by the following steps.

Attribute authority
(AA)

Public parameters

Send the attribute set to AA through a
secure channel

Return the attribute-based private key to the user through
the secure channel

Upload the ciphertext to cloud storage

Return the ciphertext path in cloud storage
to the data owner

Return the requested ciphertext
to the user

Request for a ciphertext

Data owner
(DO)

Cloud
storage User Proxy

server

Privacy-preserving
outsourced decryption

(4) Return the PDC to
the user

(2) Send the BF, BV and the
ciphertext to the proxy server

Setup

AttrKeyGen

Encrypt:
plaintext→ciphertext

Local decryption and verification
ciphertext → plaintext

(1) Compute the blinded vector (BV)
and the blinded key (BK)

(5) Final decryption & verification:
PDC → plaintext

(3) Online partially decrypt:
plaintext → partially decrypted ciphertext (PDC) 

Figure 3: Our system framework.
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(i) AA exports a bilinear pairing BP � G1, G2, GT,

p, g, h, e} from the security parameter κ. g is a
generator of G1 and h is a generator of G2. (en, AA
chooses four one-way collision-resistance hash
function as H1, H′: 0, 1{ }∗Z∗p, H2: GT 0, 1{ }lβ ,
H3: 0, 1{ }lβ 0, 1{ }lm .

(ii) AA defines the attribute universe U � Attr1,

Attr2, . . . ,Attrn} of the system, n � |U|. (en, AA
a, k1, k2 ←

R
Z∗p and computes hi � hai

, ui � hk1ai

,

vi � hk2ai

}n
i�0.

(iii) Finally, AA preserves the master private key (MK)
and publishes the public parameters (PK) as

MK � g, a, k1, k2;

PK � U, hi, ui, vi 
n

i�0, H1, H2, H3, H′, e(g, h), g
a
.

(2)

3.4.2. AttrKeyGen. A user forms his attribute set as a bit
string L � l1l2, . . . , ln where li ∈ 0, 1{ }(1≤ i≤ n) and then
sends L to the AA via a secure channel. (en, AA generates
the attribute-based private key for the user by the following
steps.

(i) AA generates an n − degree at most polynomial
function f(x, L) � 

n
i�1 (x + H′(Attri))

1− li in
Zp[x] by using the bit string L. (en, AA computes
f(a, L) � 

n
i�1 (a + H′(Attri))

1− li .
(ii) AA ru←

R
Z∗p and computes su with the condition

(1/f(a, L)) � k1su + k2ru, that is, su � (((1/f(a,

L)) − k2ru)/k1).
(iii) Finally, AA computes the attribute-based private

key Ku � Ku,1 � gru , Ku,2 � gsu  for the user and
sends Ku to the user via a secure channel.

3.4.3. Encrypt. DO performs the following steps to encrypt
the data M ∈ 0, 1{ }lm .

(i) DO customizes an AND-gate access structure based
on bit string as W � w1w2, . . . , wn where
wi ∈ 0, 1{ }(1≤ i≤ n) for the data M ∈ 0, 1{ }lm . Iw is
the set of indices i(1≤ i≤ n)in which wi � 1, that is,
Iw � i|1≤ i≤ n, wi � 1 . And |Iw| denotes the size of

Iw. Notice that |Iw|> 0. (en, DO generates a (n −

|IW|) − degree polynomial f(x, W) � 
n
i�1 (x + H′

(Attri))
1− wi in Zp[x] by using the access bit string

W. Let fi,W be the coefficient of xi in f(x, W).
(ii) DO βm←

R
0, 1{ }lβ and computes rm � H1(W, M, βm).

(iii) Finally, DO computes the ciphertext for the data
M ∈ 0, 1{ }lm as CT � C1, C2, C3, C4, C5  and then
sends CT, W{ } to the cloud storage.

C1 � g
a

( 
rm ;

C2 � 

n− |IW|

i�0
ui( 

fi,W⎛⎝ ⎞⎠

rm

� h
rmk1

n− |IW |

i�0
aifi,W � h

rmk1f(a,W)
;

C3 � 

n− IW| |

i�0
vi( 

fi,W⎛⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎠

rm

� h
rmk2

n− |IW |

i�0
aifi,W � h

rmk2f(a,W)
;

C4 � H2 e(g, h)
rm( ⊕ βm;

C5 � H3 βm( ⊕M.

(3)

3.4.4. Decryption. (e user downloads the ciphertext
CT, W{ } from the cloud storage. If the user’s attributes set L

can meet the access policy W associated with the ciphertext,
the user can decrypt the ciphertext in two ways. One way is
the local decryption and another is the privacy-preserving
outsourced decryption. If the user uses the PC, he/she can
use the local decryption algorithm to obtain the data. Or if
the user uses the IoTdevice, such as smartphone, he/she can
use the privacy-preserving outsourced decryption to obtain
the data without the computing pressure. Notice that if and
only if L meets W, the user can generate a (n − |IW|) −

degree at most polynomial F(x, L, W) �

(f(x, W)/f(x, L)) � 
n
i�1 (x + H′(Attri))

li − wi � 
n− |IW|
i�0

xiFi,L,W in Zp[x] where Fi,L,W is the coefficient of xi and it is

clear that F0,L,W ≠ 0. F
→

� (F0,L,W, F1,L,W, . . . , Fn− |IW|,L,W) is
the coefficient vector of F(x, L, W) in Z∗p.

Local decryption: the user runs the local decryption by
the following steps:
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W � e C1, 

n− IW| |

i�1
hi− 1( 

Fi,L,W⎛⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎠ � e g
arm , 

n− IW| |

i�1
h

ai− 1Fi,L,W⎛⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎠ � e(g, h)
arm

n− IW| |
i�1 ai− 1Fi,L,W � e(g, h)

rm
n− IW| |
i�1 aiFi,L,W

� e(g, h)
rm 

n− IW| |

i�1
aiFi,L,W+F0,L,W− F0,L,W 

� e(g, h)
rmF(a,L,W)− rmF0,L,W ,

U � e Ku,2, C2  � e(g, h)
k1f(a,W)rmsu ,

V � e Ku,1, C3  � e(g, h)
k2f(a,W)rmru ,

UV � e(g, h)
k1f(a,W)rmsu+k2f(a,W)rmru � e(g, h)

rmf(a,W) k1su+k2ru( ) � e(g, h)
rm(f(a,W)/f(a,L))

� e(g, h)
rmF(a,L,W),

UV

W
 

1/F0,L,W( )
�

e(g, h)rmF(a,L,W)

e(g, h)rmF(a,L,W)− rmF0,L,W
 

1/F0,L,W( )

� e(g, h)
rm � V1,

βm′ � C4 ⊕H2 V1( ,

M′ � C5 ⊕H3 βm′( .

(4)

(en, the user computes rm′ � H1(W, M′, βm′) and
verifies V1�

?
e(g, h)r

m′ . If the equation holds, this indicates
the user decrypts the ciphertext successfully (M′ � M).

Privacy-preserving outsourced decryption: the user

u1, u2←
R
Z∗p  and computes the blinded coefficient vector

BV
��→

in Z∗p and the blinded private key BK as

BV
��→

� 0, u1F1,L,W, . . . , u1Fn− IW| |,L,W  mod p;

BK � BKu,1 � K
u2
u,1, BKu,2 � K

u2
u,2 .

(5)

(en, the user sends C1, C2, C3, BV
��→

, BK  to the proxy
server. It is clear that the proxy server only cannot
know anything about L and W from the blind coefficient
vector BV

��→
and the blind private key BK. (e proxy server

uses C1, C2, C3, BV
��→

, BK  to compute

P1 � e C1, 

n− IW| |

i�1
hi− 1( 

u1Fi,L,W⎛⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎠ � e g
arm , 

n− IW| |

i�1
h

ai− 1u1Fi,L,W⎛⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎠ � e(g, h)
arm

n− IW| |
i�1 ai− 1u1Fi,L,W

� e(g, h)
u1rm

n− IW| |

i�1
aiFi,L,W � e(g, h)

u1rm 
n− IW| |

i�1
aiFi,L,W+F0,L,W− F0,L,W 

� e(g, h)
u1 rmF(a,L,W)− rmF0,L,W( ),

U′ � e BKu,2, C2  � e(g, h)
u2k1f(a,W)rmsu ,

V′ � e BKu,1, C3  � e(g, h)
u2k2f(a,W)rmru ,

P2 � U′V′ � e(g, h)
u2 k1f(a,W)rmsu+k2f(a,W)rmru( ) � e(g, h)

u2 rmf(a,W) k1su+k2ru( )( )

� e(g, h)
u2rmF(a,L,W)

.

(6)

(en, proxy server sends P1, P2  back to the user. (e
user uses C4, C5, P1, P2, u1, u2  to compute

Security and Communication Networks 7



W � P
1/u1
1 � e(g, h)

rmF(a,L,W)− rmF0,L,W ; J � P
1/u2
2 � e(g, h)

rmF(a,L,W)
;

J

W
 

1/F0,L,W( )
�

e(g, h)rmF(a,L,W)

e(g, h)rmF(a,L,W)− rmF0,L,W
 

1/F0,L,W( )

� e(g, h)
rm � V1,

βm′ � C4 ⊕H2 V1( ,

M′ � C5 ⊕H3 βm′( .

(7)

(en, the user computes rm′ � H1(W, M′, βm′) and
verifies V1�

?
e(g, h)r

m′ . If the equation holds, this indicates
the user decrypts the ciphertext successfully (M′ � M).

3.5. Security Analysis

?eorem. If the n-aMSE-DDH problem holds, then our
scheme is selectively IND-CCA-secure.

Proof. Suppose there is a PPTadversaryAwho can break the
security of our scheme with a nonnegligible advantage AdvA.
(en, we can construct a PPTsimulator algorithmC which is
able to solve the n-aMSE-DDH problem with the non-
negligible advantage (AdvA − (qH2

/p)) by interacting withA
in the followingmanner where p is the order of group GT and
qH2

is the number of the queries to the oracle H2.

3.5.1. Initialization. Note that there are n attributes U �

Attr1,Attr2, . . . ,Attrn  in the scheme. A submits the
challenge access bit string W∗ � w∗1w∗2 , . . . , w∗n where
w∗i ∈ 0, 1{ }(1≤ i≤ n) to C. IW∗ � i|1≤ i≤ n, w∗i � 1 . |IW∗ |

is the size of IW∗ . C v1, v2, . . . , vn ←
R
Z∗p and sets

θ(x) � f x, W
∗

(  � 
n

i�1
x + vi( 

1− w∗
i ;

f(x) � 
n

i�1
x + vi( 

w∗
i ,

(8)

θ(x) is a (n − |IW∗ |) − degree polynomial inZp[x] and f(x)

is a (n) − degree polynomial in Zp[x].
C sends θ(x) and f(x) to the n-aMSE-DHH problem

and receives the problem instances p
→

, T  from n-aMSE-
DHH problem. T is the challenge term and
T � e(g0, h0)

cf(a) or T � R where R is a random element in
GT. And p

→
�

g
ai

0 
0≤ i≤ n− 1

, g
af(a)
0 , g

caf(a)
0 ;

h
ai

0 
0≤ i≤ n

, h
c
0;

h
ai/(θ(a))
0 

0≤ i≤ n
,

(9)

where g0 is a generator of G1 and h0 is a generator of G2 and
e: G1 × G2⟶ GT mod p.

3.5.2. Setup. C w1, w2 ←
R
Z∗p and implicitly sets master

private key MK as

g � g
f(a)
0 , a � a, k1 �

w1

θ(a)
, k2 �

w2

θ(a)
. (10)

(e public parameters PK are computed as
h � h0, e(g, h) � e g0, h0( 

f(a)
, g

a
� g

af(a)
0 ;

hi � h
ai

0 , ui � h
ai/(θ(a))
0 

w1
, vi � h

ai/(θ(a))
0 

w2

 
n

i�1
.

(11)

Finally, C sends PK to A.

3.5.3. Hash Queries. A can access the hash oracles
(H′, H1, H2, H3), and C maintains the hash lists
LH′ ,LH1

,LH2
,LH3

  to record the queries and responses,
respectively. If the query has a previous response and the
output result recorded in the hash lists, C will respond with
the recorded result in the hash lists. Otherwise, C will
perform as follows.

(i) H′ Oracle. Let the input of H′ be in
U � Attr1,Attr2, . . . ,Attrn . If the input of H′ is
Attri, C sets vi as the output. And the term
Attri: vi  will be recorded i LH′ .

(ii) H1 Oracle. Let the input of H1 be (Wi, Mi, βi). C
responds H1(Wi, Mi, βi) with a random ri ∈ Z∗p.
And the term (Wi, Mi, βi): ri  will be recorded in
LH1

.
(iii) H2 Oracle. Let the query to H2 be e(g, h)ri . C re-

sponds H2(e(g, h)ri ) with a random Ri ∈ 0, 1{ }lβ .
And the term e(g, h)ri : Ri  will be recorded in
LH2

.
(iv) H3 Oracle. Let the query to H3 be βi. C responds

H3(βi) with a random Qi ∈ 0, 1{ }lm . And the term
βi: Qi  will be recorded in LH3

.

3.5.4. Key Query 1. A sends an attribute bit string
L � l1l2, . . . , ln where li ∈ 0, 1{ }(1≤ i≤ n) to C for one key
query. Note that L cannot meet the challenge policy W∗. C
sets

f(x, L) � 
n

i�1
x + H′ Attri( ( 

1− li � ff(x, L)fθ(x, L),

(12)

ff(x, L) are the terms in f(x) and fθ(x, L) are the terms in
θ(x). f(x, L) can be computed by the part of terms in f(x)

8 Security and Communication Networks



and θ(x). And if L does not fulfill the challenge access
structure W∗, the degree of the polynomial ff(x, L) is
nonzero.

C r←R Z∗p and implicitly sets ru � (k1ra/k2) by
computing

g
ru � g

af(a)
0 

w1r/w2( )
. (13)

Implicitly set

su �
1
k1

1
f(a, L)

− k2ru  �
θ(a)

w1f(a, L)
− ra. (14)

C computes gsu as

g
su � g

θ(a)/w1f(a,L)( )− ra
� g

f(a)θ(a)/w1f(a,L)( )
0 g

af(a)
0 

− r
.

(15)

We denote

f(x)θ(x)

w1f(x, L)
�

1
w1


n
i�1 x + H′ Attri( ( 


n
i�1 x + H′ Attri( ( 

1− li �
1

w1


n

i�1 x + H′ Attri( ( 
li � f(x, L).

(16)

Let fi,L be the coefficient of xi in f(x, L). f(x, L) is a
(n − 1) − degree at most polynomial in Zp[x].

g
f(a,L)
0 can be computed by the terms in p

→ as

g
f(a,L)
0 � g

1/w1( )
n− 1
i�0

fi,Lai

0 � 
n− 1

i�0
g

ai

0 

fi,L
⎛⎝ ⎞⎠

1/w1( )

. (17)

So, gsu can be computed as

g
su � g

f(a,L)
0 g

af(a)
0 

− r
. (18)

Finally, C sends Ku � Ku,1 � gru , Ku,2 � gsu  to A.

3.5.5. Decryption Query 1. For any decryption query on
Encrypt(Wi, Mi), if there exists (Wi, Mi, βi, ri, Ri, Qi) in the
hash lists LH′ ,LH1

,LH2
,LH3

  such that the ciphertext is
generated using ri,C sets Mi as the output of the decryption
query to A. Otherwise, C outputs null. No query will be
aborted since all valid encryptions need the response from
hash oracles H′, H1, H2, H3 , and the response contains the
random number ri which is used in encryption.

3.5.6. Challenge. A sends two messages M0 ∈ 0, 1{ }lm and
M1 ∈ 0, 1{ }lm to C for challenge. C implicitly defines rm � c

by setting

C1 � g
af(a)c
0 ;

C2 � h
c
0( 

w1 ;

C3 � h
c
0( 

w2 .

(19)

(en, C randomly chooses βm ∈ 0, 1{ }lβ , b ∈ 0, 1{ } and
computes

C4 � H2(T)⊕ βm;

C5 � H3 βm( ⊕Mb.
(20)

Finally, C sends W∗, C1, C2, C3, C4, C5  to A.

3.5.7. Key Query 2. It is the same as Key Query 1. Notice that
all key queries in this phase also cannot satisfy the access
structure W∗.

3.5.8. Decryption Query 2. It is the same as Decryption
Query 1. And notice that the decryption queries cannot be
the challenge messages M0 and M1.

3.5.9. Guess. Eventually, A gives the guess b′ of b to the
simulator C.

If b′ � b, the simulator C outputs 0 and guesses
T � e(g0, h0)

cf(a); otherwise, C outputs 1 and guesses
T � R.

If the n-aMSE-DHH problem sends T � e(g0, h0)
cf(a) to

the simulatorC. (e attackerA plays the real security game
as our actual scheme. Referring to our supposition, the
attacker has AdvA selectively breaking our actual scheme.
So,

Pr b′ � b ∣ T � e g0, h0( 
cf(a)

  �
1
2

+ AdvA; Pr C p
→

, T � e g0, h0( 
cf(a)

  � 0  �
1
2

+ AdvA. (21)

If the n-aMSE-DHH problem sends T � R to C, all the
bits in Mb are hidden due to R. So, Pr b′ � b ∣ T � R  �

1
2
. (22)

Security and Communication Networks 9



Table 1: Properties comparison.

Scheme Access structure Constant-size
ciphertext

Constant-size
private key

Outsourced
decryption Security Bilinear group

[23] Strict AND-gate Policy √ √ ×
Selectively IND-CPA

secure Prime order

[20] (reshold √ × ×
Selectively IND-CPA

secure Prime order

[21] (reshold √ × ×
Selectively IND-CPA

secure Prime order

[16] Access tree × × ×
Selectively IND-CPA

secure Prime order

[17] Linear secret sharing
schemes (LSSS) [40] × × ×

Selectively IND-CPA-
secure Prime order

[18] LSSS × × ×
Selectively IND-CPA

secure Prime order

[41] LSSS × × ×
Fully (adaptively) IND-

CPA secure
Composite

order

[26] AND-gate policy with
wildcards √ × ×

Selectively IND-CPA
secure Prime order

[27] AND-gate policy with
wildcards √ × ×

Fully (adaptively) IND-
CPA secure

Composite
order

[19] Tolerant AND-gate Policy
based on bits string × √ ×

Selectively IND-CCA
secure Prime order

[31] LSSS × ×
√(not privacy-
preserving)

Selectively IND-CPA
secure Prime order

[34] LSSS × ×
√(not privacy-
preserving)

Selectively IND-CPA
secure Prime order

[33] LSSS × ×
√(not privacy-
preserving)

Selectively IND-CPA
secure Prime order

[29] Tolerant AND-gate policy
based on bits string √ × ×

Selectively IND-CPA
secure Prime order

[25] Strict AND-gate policy √ × ×
Selectively IND-CPA

secure Prime order

[22] (reshold √ × ×
Selectively IND-CCA2

secure Prime order

[24] Strict AND-gate policy √ √ ×
Selectively IND-CPA

secure Prime order

[28] AND-gate policy with
wildcards √ × ×

Selectively IND-CPA
secure Prime order

Ours Tolerant AND-gate policy
based on bits string √ √ √(privacy-

preserving)
Selectively IND-CCA

secure Prime order

Table 2: Notations for comparison.

Notations Meaning
|Z∗p|/|G|/|GT| Size of element in the group Z∗p/G/GT. e: G × G⟶ GT mod p is a symmetric bilinear pairing.
TG

e Time for a group exponential operation in G(3.351ms).
TGT

e Time for a group exponential operation in GT(0.538ms).
Tp Time for a symmetric bilinear pairing e: G × G⟶ GT mod p (5.325ms).
l (e number of rows of the LSSS matrix.
n (e number of the attributes in system.
|S| (e number of the attributes in the user’s attribute set.
W (e bit string-based AND-gate access policy W � w1w2, . . . , wn, where wi ∈ 0, 1{ }, 1≤ i≤ n.
|IW| (e size of IW � i|1≤ i≤ n, wi � 1 .

|I|
(e size of the setI.I is one subset of 1, 2, . . . , l{ }, that is,I⊆ 1, 2, . . . , l{ }; all the attributes inI can satisfy the LSSS access

policy.
t (e threshold of the threshold policy.
na (e number of the attributes in the threshold policy.
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(e only error event is that T � R, but it is queried to H2
oracle. (is occurs with probability (qH2

/p) at most where p

is the order of group GT and qH2
is the number of the queries

to the oracle H2. So,

Pr[C( p
→

, T � R) � 0] �
1
2

+
qH2

p
, (23)

Pr C p
→

, T � e g0, h0( 
cf(a)

  � 0  − Pr[C( p
→

, T � R) � 0] � AdvA −
qH2

p
. (24)

So, the simulator C can solve the n-aMSE-DHH
problem in PPT.

4. Evaluation and Implementation

4.1. Properties Evaluation. In this section, we compare our
scheme with some related CP-ABE schemes in terms of the
properties in Table 1. From Table 1, we can know that only
our scheme provides “constant-size ciphertext,” “constant-
size private key,” and “privacy-preserving outsourced de-
cryption” simultaneously. (e schemes in [23, 24] are also
with constant-size ciphertext and constant-size private key,
but their access structures—“Strict AND-gate Policy” are
less expressive and too strict. (us, these schemes [23, 24]
cannot achieve fine-grained access control. And the work
[25] based on [23] also uses the less expressive “Strict AND-
gate Policy” as its access structure. So, the data owner in [25]
also cannot customize the flexible access policy for his/her
ciphertext. And these works [20–22] apply the (reshold
policy in their schemes, so their schemes [20–22] cannot
realize the precise and flexible attribute-based access control.

4.2.?eoretical Analysis and Simulation Experiments. In this
section, we choose some representative schemes
[19–21, 23, 26, 29, 34] in Table 1 as well as our scheme for
theoretical analysis in terms of the transmission load and
computational complexity. To make the theoretical com-
parison clearer, we adopt the symmetric bilinear pairing
e: G × G⟶ GT for the schemes to be compared and
evaluated. (e definitions of the notations for theoretical
analysis are presented in Table 2. (e evaluation of the
transmission load is shown in Table 3. From Table 3, we can
observe that in our scheme, no matter howmany attributes a

user has and how complexity an access policy is, the length of
the user’s private key is only 2|G| and the size of the ci-
phertext is only 3|G|. (e comparison of the computational
complexity in terms of the five algorithms as AttrKeyGen,
Encrypt, Blind KeyGen (by user), Online Decryption (by
proxy server), and Offline Decryption (by users) is presented
in Table 4.

To evaluate the actual performance in terms of the
transmission overhead and computational complexity of
our scheme, we use the PBC [42] cryptographic library to
run the simulation experiments of our scheme as well as
the scheme in [19, 29], which are also using the “Tolerant
AND-gate Policy based on Bits String” as their access
policies to ensure the single-variable principle. (e
hardware for the experiments is the i5-1135G7 2.4 GHz
with 16 GB 3200MHz RAM and OS is Windows 10 1909.
To realize the symmetric bilinear pairing e: G × GGT with
the security level of 80 bits, we adopt the supersingular
(symmetric) curve E(Fq): y2 � x3 + xmod q with em-
bedding degree k � 2 in the field Fq with the prime q of
512 bits. And G is an additive subgroup in the E(Fq) with
the prime order r of 160 bits. In this case,
|G| � |GT| � 512(bits) × 2 � 1024(bits) � 128(bytes),
|Z∗p| � 160(bits) � 20(bytes). (e execution time of the
cryptographic operations has been listed in Table 2. (e
results of the experiments are shown in Figures 4 and 5.
And we compare the consumption time of local de-
cryption algorithm and privacy-preserving outsourced
decryption algorithm by performing a comparison sim-
ulation experiment between the two algorithms. And the
result of the comparison simulation experiment is shown
in Figure 6. By doing this, we can easily detect that our
privacy-preserving outsourced decryption algorithm can
greatly ease the computing burden of IoT devices. If the

Table 3: Transmission load comparison.

Scheme Private key length Ciphertext length
[20] |S‖G| + (n − 1)|G| + |G| 2|G| + |GT|

[21] |S‖G| + (n − 1)|G| + |G| 2|G| + |GT|

[23] 2|G| |GT| + 2|G|

[24] 2|G| |GT| + 2|G|

[26] |S‖G| |GT| + 2|G|

[34] 2|G| + |S‖G| |GT| + |G| + 2l|G| + |G|

[19] 2|G| |G| + (n − |IW| + 1)|G|

[29] 2|G| + |S‖G| 2|G| + |GT|

Ours 2|G| 3|G|
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user uses the local decryption algorithm to retrieve the
data, the decryption time is positively correlated with the
complexity of access structure. And what is more, by

using our privacy-preserving outsourced decryption al-
gorithm, the decryption time by the IoT devices is
constant.
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5. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a lightweight CP-ABE scheme with
both constant-size ciphertexts and private keys for the IoT
devices in cloud-assisted IoT environment. And users can
outsource the decryption mission to the proxy server in a
secure and private manner by using our privacy-preserving
outsourced decryption algorithm. Our scheme can not only
protect the privacy of users and confidentiality of the data
but also reduce the communication overhead of the cloud-
assisted IoT system and the computing pressure of users.
(en, we rigorously prove that our scheme is selectively

IND-CCA secure by reducing the indistinguishability of our
scheme to the n-aMSE-DHH problem. Finally, we compare
our scheme with other CP-ABE schemes in terms of
properties, transmission overhead, and computational
complexity to show that our scheme is more applicable for
the cloud-assisted IoT system. (e main limitation and
defect of our scheme is that our scheme cannot support the
large universe attributes; that means users only can use the
attributes which are defined by the AA in advance. In future
research, to improve the flexibility and practicality of our
scheme, we will make our scheme support the large universe
attributes.
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+e wide application of wireless sensor networks (WSN) brings challenges to the maintenance of their security, integrity, and
confidentiality. As an important active defense technology, intrusion detection plays an effective defense line for WSN. In view of
the uniqueness ofWSN, it is necessary to balance the tradeoff between reliable data transmission and limited sensor energy, as well
as the conflict between the detection effect and the lack of network resources. +is paper proposes a lightweight Intelligent
Intrusion Detection Model for WSN. Combining k-nearest neighbor algorithm (kNN) and sine cosine algorithm (SCA) can
significantly improve the classification accuracy and greatly reduce the false alarm rate, thereby intelligently detecting a variety of
attacks including unknown attacks. In order to control the complexity of the model, the compact mechanism is applied to SCA
(CSCA) to save the calculation time and space, and the polymorphic mutation (PM) strategy is used to compensate for the loss of
optimization accuracy. +e proposed PM-CSCA algorithm performs well in the benchmark functions test. In the simulation test
based on NSL-KDD and UNSW-NB15 data sets, the designed intrusion detection algorithm achieved satisfactory results. In
addition, the model can be deployed in an architecture based on cloud computing and fog computing to further improve the real-
time, energy-saving, and efficiency of intrusion detection.

1. Introduction

Wireless sensor networks (WSN) provide the necessary
underlying support for the Internet of +ings and also build
a landing platform for artificial intelligence (AI). Both of
them have achieved deep integration and active promotion
in WSN. +e research and application of WSN have been
involved in many fields, from the initial military recon-
naissance to many aspects of social life, such as smart city,
medical health, industrial production, environmental
monitoring, and disaster warning [1]. WSN is a kind of
wireless communication network that is composed of a large
number of sensor nodes in a certain topological structure
through self-organization. +e sensor node monitors the

target area or object and transmits the collected sensor data
to the user along the network route [2]. WSN can break
through the limitations of traditional monitoring methods,
which not only significantly reduces the cost of detection,
but also greatly simplifies the cumbersome process. With the
rapid development of sensor technology, wireless commu-
nication technology, big data, computing intelligence, etc.,
the low-cost and easy-to-deploy WSN can satisfy our urgent
desire to learn more about the surrounding environment or
ourselves. +is technology will greatly enhance the breadth
and depth of our perception of the world [3].

+e application scenarios of WSN are complex and
changeable. Compared with the traditional wired network, it
faces many unique problems and challenges. First of all, the
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computing power and storage capacity of a single sensor
node are quite limited, and the communication ability between
nodes is weak. Furthermore, the sensor nodes are often
scattered in awide range or in a complex or even harsh physical
environment, whichmakes it difficult or impossible to perform
maintenance tasks such as energy supply. In addition, it is an
open network with dynamic and random topology. So, it is
necessary to carry out a series of targeted research to ensure the
real-time, energy-saving, reliability, and other operational re-
quirements of WSN [4]. As a data-centric network, more and
more sensitive data are collected, stored, transmitted, and
processed in WSN. Its security problem has become increas-
ingly serious [5]. Due to the limitations and characteristics of
WSN itself, the data is easy to be destroyed, stolen, or tampered
with. How to protect network security effectively in the face of
various network attacks is an important research topic. Un-
fortunately, passive defense only through firewalls, access
control, and other means is not enough to prevent all the
network attacks. Intrusion detection is a proactive security
protection technology that can monitor the operating status of
network systems and detect intrusions such as internal attacks,
external attacks, or misoperations, so that the network system
can intercept and respond as necessary [6]. Wired network
intrusion detection technology has been relatively mature and
can be divided into two types: misuse-based and anomaly-
based. +e prerequisite of misuse detection is that the
knowledge of attack method has been acquired, and the in-
trusion mode has been defined in advance. Intrusion is de-
tected by judging whether the collected data characteristics
match the intrusion pattern database. +erefore, it only has a
high detection rate for specific attackmethods and is invalid for
unknown attacks. In order to cope with the endless emergence
of various attacks, anomaly detection method can be consid-
ered. +is method assumes that cyber attacks are uncommon
compared to normal behaviors. By comparing the captured
network behavior with normal patterns, it can be judged
whether an intrusion has occurred. Anomaly detection can deal
with unpredictable attacks, but it needs to learn a lot of his-
torical data for training [7]. In order to improve the detection
efficiency, the introduction of AI is expected. Many scholars
have tried to apply artificial neural network [8, 9], machine
learning [10], evolutionary computing [11–13], etc. to the field
of intrusion detection and have achieved constructive research
results [14]. However, WSN has its own characteristics and
limitations in terms of network scale, computing power,
storage space, energy supply, communication bandwidth, and
networkingmode, whichmakes it impossible to directly use the
traditional intrusion detection system (IDS) architecture. AI
technology generally requires high computing power and
consumes relatively large amounts of running time, storage
resources, and energy. +erefore, it is necessary to make
modifications and adjustments to theWSN intrusion detection
model according to the actual application scenarios and user
requirements and seek the balance between security, energy
consumption, real-time, and other objectives [15, 16].

Obviously, WSN intrusion detection is a technical
problemwith multiple constraints. How to provide a feasible
and effective solution is an important issue to be solved
urgently. Many scholars have done fruitful work in this field

[17]. Feature selection is an important and practical strategy
for lightweight intrusion detection. Dimension reduction
can improve the generalization performance and detection
efficiency of intrusion detection. Literature [18] proposed a
novel feature selection algorithm named DRFSA, combining
an intelligent extension to the decision tree algorithm and
convolution neural networks, to classify large volume of data
in WSN. +is model provides better intrusion detection
accuracy, packet delivery ratio, and network throughput,
while it reduces the network delay and false negative rate.
+e researchers also introduced a cryptographic mechanism
to ensure the confidentiality and integrity of the data in the
WSN and achieved encouraging results [19]. Literature [20]
proposed a detection scheme for SQL injection attacks,
which does not require access to the source code of the
application, so it can be directly applied to the cloud en-
vironment. Literature [21] proposed a certificate-based ag-
gregate signature scheme in WSN, which can resist forgery
attacks. In addition, various machine learning and deep
learning technologies are increasingly used to solve theWSN
intrusion detection problem [22, 23].

+is paper proposes a lightweight intelligent intrusion
detection model for WSN.+is model implements detection
based on abnormal traffic data and can quickly and accu-
rately discover attack behaviors in WSN. +e k-nearest
neighbors algorithm (kNN) is selected as the classifier. kNN
is simple to implement and easy to understand. It supports
nonlinear problems well and can provide relatively robust
recognition results. +e time complexity of the kNN is lower
than that of the support vector machine (SVM) [24, 25].
Compared with naive Bayes algorithm [26], kNN has no
hypothesis on data and is not sensitive to outliers. +erefore,
compared with other machine learning algorithms, KNN
meets the requirements of lightweight data classification. In
order to further improve the classification effect, this paper
uses evolutionary algorithm to optimize kNN. +e selected
evolutionary algorithm is the sine cosine algorithm (SCA).
Among many metaheuristic optimization algorithms, SCA
has low computational complexity, simple parameters, and
good optimization performance. Taking into account the
many limitations of WSN intrusion detection, the compact
mechanism is applied to SCA (CSCA), which greatly reduces
the time and space occupied in the optimization process. In
order to ensure that the accuracy requirements are met, a
polymorphic mutation strategy (PM) is designed, and an
improved version of SCA is proposed (PM-CSCA). +e
organic combination of kNN and PM-CSCA constitutes a
lightweight intelligent intrusion detection model for WSN.
On the one hand, the intelligent detection is realized by
means of evolutionary computation and machine learning;
on the other hand, the computational burden of evolu-
tionary algorithm is greatly reduced, so as to ensure the
lightweight of the designed intrusion detection model.

+is article is organized as follows: the second part is
related work, introducing the SCA and kNN used in the
intrusion detection algorithm proposed in this paper. +e
third part introduces the architecture of the intrusion de-
tection system. +e fourth part is the design of intrusion
detection algorithm, including the improvement of SCA,
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and how to combine it with kNN. +e fifth part is the
simulation results and discussion. +e last part is the con-
clusion and future work.

2. Related Works

2.1. Sine Cosine Algorithm (SCA). SCA is a metaheuristic
swarm intelligence optimization algorithm. +e algorithm
has a concise structure, has fewer parameters, and is easy to
understand and implement. +e search trajectory for the
optimal solution is mainly affected by the sine and cosine
functions [27–29].

+e algorithm first initializes the population X, that is, to
create N random candidate solutions Xi(i � 1, 2, . . . , N).
+ey are then guided tomove through the search space using
mathematical models based on sine and cosine functions.
+e optimization process is divided into two stages: global
exploration and local exploitation. +e formula for updating
the position of the solution is as follows:

X
t+1
i � X

t
ir1 ∗ sin r2( ∗ r3P

t
i − X

t
i


, r4 ≥ 0.5,

X
t+1
i � X

t
ir1 ∗ cos r2( ∗ r3P

t
i − X

t
i


, r4 < 0.5,

⎧⎨

⎩ (1)

where t is the current number of iterations, Pt
i is the position

of the current optimal solution in the i − th dimension, and
|·| represents the absolute value. +ere are only four pa-
rameters involved here: r1, r2, r3 and r4. r2 ∈ [0, 2π], which
controls the distance the solution moves each time.
r3 ∈ [0, 1], which gives a random weight to the current
optimal solution. r4 ∈ [0, 1], which controls the switching
between the sine and cosine update modes to ensure the
same probability of using both. +e above three parameters
are random numbers that obey a normal distribution within
their respective ranges. +e parameter r1 determines the
direction of movement. When r1 < 1, the solution will move
to the area between the current position and the target
position to exploit the local potential space. When r1 > 1, the
solution is to move away from the current optimal position
to explore a larger search space. r1 decreases linearly as the
number of iterations increases, realizing the transition from
exploration to exploitation. +e updated formula of r1 is
shown in equation (2). Generally, a � 2, and T represents the
maximum number of iterations.

r1 � a − t
a

T
. (2)

2.2. 0e k-Nearest Neighbors Algorithm (kNN). kNN algo-
rithm is commonly used in data mining and machine
learning. As one of the simplest classification algorithms,
kNN is widely used in many fields. +e core idea is that, in
the feature space, if most of the k samples closest to a sample
belong to a certain category, then this sample also belongs to
this category and has all its characteristics. So, only the
category of the k most similar samples is used to determine
the category of the pending sample when making a classi-
fication decision [30, 31]. +e implementation method is
that all samples are mapped to points in D-dimensional
space; k known samples nearest to the unknown sample are

selected as reference, and the distances between them are
calculated, respectively; according to the majority voting
rule, the unknown sample is classified into the category of
most of its k-nearest neighbors. Obviously, kNN algorithm
mainly considers three elements: the value of K, the way of
distance measurement, and classification decision rules. +e
majority voting method is usually used to make decisions.
+e focus is usually on the choice of k value and the
measurement of distance.

As the only parameter, the value of k has a crucial impact
on the prediction results of kNN [32]. If k is relatively small,
the approximate error of learning will decrease, but the
estimation error will increase, and it is easy to learn noise. In
severe cases, the model becomes complicated, and over-
fitting occurs. Similarly, if the k is large, the model will
become too simple and underfit, which will also lead to
inaccurate predictions. In actual engineering practice, k is
generally selected by cross-validation. +ere is no fixed
experience to guide the setting of k [33]. +is has caused
inconvenience in using the kNN algorithm.

We also need to pay attention to the distance mea-
surement in the sample space. +e shorter the distance, the
higher the similarity between the two sample points, and
conversely, the lower the similarity. +e commonly used
distance measurement methods are Minkowski Distance,
Euclidean Distance, Manhattan Distance, Chebyshev Dis-
tance, Mahalanobis Distance, etc.

Suppose that there are two samples xi and xj in the
D-dimensional feature space, which are expressed as xi �

(xi1, xi2, . . . , xi D) and xj � (xj1, xj2, . . . , xj D).+e distance
between the two samples is denoted as d(xi, xj). kNN
classifiers generally use Euclidean distance to measure the
similarity between samples, as shown in

d xi, xj  �

������������



D

k�1
xik − xjk 

2




. (3)

But in the process of classification, the importance of
features is often different. Some features are strongly cor-
related with the classification results, some are weakly
correlated, and some are even negatively correlated. If the
distance between samples is largely dominated by weakly
correlated or irrelevant features, it will easily lead to con-
fusion in classification. To solve this problem, a certain
weight wk(k � 1, 2, . . . , D) can be assigned to each feature
dimension to express its importance. So, the distance be-
tween samples can be transformed into the following
formula:

d xi, xj  �

���������������



D

k�1
wk xik − xjk 

2




. (4)

As a popular machine learning algorithm, kNN has been
successfully applied in many fields [34, 35]. Some literatures
try to improve it, mostly around the adjustment of pa-
rameter k [36, 37]. In fact, there is no universal experience in
the determination of k, the selection of distance function, or
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the setting of distance weight. All of these should be based on
the distribution of samples, the characteristics of data, and
the needs of analysis. +is can be regarded as a typical
optimization problem. With the help of the optimization
ability of metaheuristic algorithm, a more reasonable and
effective kNN classification model can be constructed [38].

3. WSN Intrusion Detection
System Architecture

Intrusion detection is a security mechanism that collects
information from several key nodes in the network system
and analyzes it to try to find out whether there is any be-
havior that violates the security policy or signs of being
attacked.+e data inWSN shows an explosive growth trend.
+is requires high data processing capabilities, and intrusion
detection also requires sufficient computing power.

+e cloud computing platform has powerful computing
and storage capabilities, as well as open, flexible, and shared
characteristics, which provides a new research idea for WSN
to break through the bottleneck restricting its development.
In order to reduce the burden of importing and exporting
data from the cloud and relieve the pressure of bandwidth
shortage, fog computing can be further introduced. As a new
generation of distributed computing, fog computing is closer
to the edge of the network, providing space for a wider range
of nodes to access. Comprehensive utilization of cloud
computing and fog computing can achieve efficient col-
laborative computing. +e powerful data processing and
storage capabilities of the cloud computing platform provide
technical support for big data analysis of WSN.

+e intrusion detection system designed in this paper is
deployed in the network architecture that combines cloud
computing and fog computing, which can give full play to its
advantages and better meet the data security requirements of
WSN.+e intrusion detection model can be deployed on the
cloud server. Fog computing can be implemented by sink
nodes with rich resources, which can independently assist
the cloud to complete data processing, storage, and other
tasks. WSN generally adopts hierarchical network structure
and is divided into several clusters. +e common sensor
nodes in the cluster collect data and send it to the cluster
heads, which transmit the data to the fog computing virtual
network composed of sink nodes in a multihop manner.
Figure 1 shows the architecture of the above WSN intrusion
detection system.

4. Proposed Works

4.1. 0e Improvement of SCA. SCA is less computationally
expensive compared with many other optimization algo-
rithms. It is a reasonable choice for solving optimization
problems that require low computational complexity and
high real-time performance. In order to further improve the
convergence speed of SCA, this paper uses the compact
mechanism to make the algorithm more lightweight.
Compact SCA (CSCA) can greatly reduce the computing
load, but it will inevitably lose optimization accuracy to a
certain extent. To solve this problem, a polymorphic

mutation strategy (PM) is proposed to enrich the diversity of
population and compensate for the loss of precision. +e
framework structure of PM-CSCA is shown in Figure 2. In
this part, the main ideas and implementation schemes of the
proposed PM-CSCA are described in detail.

4.1.1. Compact SCA (CSCA). Compact is an optimization
mechanism of swarm intelligence algorithm. After compact
processing, the memory requirement of the algorithmwill be
significantly reduced [39, 40]. Because this technology will
greatly alleviate the computational burden of the pop-
ulation-based metaheuristic algorithm, it is particularly
suitable for devices with limited computing power and
scarce storage space, such as sensor nodes, wearable devices,
and embedded devices. SCA is an intelligent optimization
algorithm based on population. +e optimization process is
as follows: N solutions are randomly generated in the
D-dimensional space, and the positions of the solutions are
constantly updated in the iterative process to realize the
evolution of the population and finally find the global op-
timal solution. When the number of solutions is large, or the
dimensionality is high, this calculation mode consumes
more computing power. In application scenarios with high
real-time requirements or limited storage space, the opti-
mization algorithm needs to make necessary adjustments.
+e main idea of compact technology is to transform the
original population into the form of a probability model that
reflects its distribution characteristics. All operations on the
original population are also transferred to its probability
model [41, 42]. Since the number of variables and storage
space required by the probabilistic model are far less than the
original population, the algorithm runs more efficiently in
time and space. +e data structure of perturbation vector
(PV) is usually used to describe the macroscopic probability
distribution of the population: PVt � [μt, σt]. Here, µ and σ
are the mean and standard deviation of PV, respectively, and
t represents the current iteration number. Each pair of µ and
σ in PV corresponds to a probability density function (PDF)
[43] and is updated with the iteration of the algorithm.
Generally, PDF is a truncated normal distribution in the
interval [-1, 1], and the calculation formula is as follows:

PDFi(x) �

���
2/π

√
e

− x− μi( )
2/2σ2

i( 

δ erf μi + 1/
�
2

√
σi) − erf μi − 1/

�
2

√
σi)( .((

(5)

It can be seen that PDF is a function of µ and σ. Among
them, x ∈ [− 1, 1], erf represents error function, and i means
dimension. Next, the cumulative distribution function
(CDF) corresponding to the PDF can be obtained. +e
calculation method is as follows:

CDF � 
x

− 1
PDFdx

� 
x

− 1

���
2/π

√
e

− (x− μ)2/2σ2( )

σ(erf(μ + 1/
�
2

√
σ) − erf(μ − 1/

�
2

√
σ))

dx.

(6)
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Since PDF is a truncated normal distribution in the
interval [− 1, 1], the CDF range is from 0 to 1. With the
inverse function of CDF, a virtual solution y can be obtained
by using PV:

y �
�
2

√
σerf − 1

− erf
μ + 1

�
2

√
σ

  − xerf
μ − 1

�
2

√
σ

 

+ xerf
μ + 1

�
2

√
σ

  + μ,

(7)

where y ∈ [− 1, 1], erf − 1 is the inverse function of erf , and x

is a random number between [0, 1]. It is necessary to map
the virtual solution y to the solution yds of the decision
space. Assuming that, in the D-dimensional decision space,
the upper and lower limits of a certain dimension are ub and
lb, respectively. y can be mapped to yds using

yds � y ×
1
2

(ub − lb) +
1
2

(ub + lb), (8)

yds then attempts to move using equation (1). Evaluate the
quality of the position before and after the movement, and
record them as winner and loser, which are used to update
the PV. Please see equations (9) and (10) for details.

μt+1
i � μt

i +
1

Np

winneri − loseri( , (9)

σt+1
i �

�������������������������������������

σt
i 

2
+ μt

i 
2

− μt+1
i 

2
+

1
Np

winneri − loseri( 
2



.

(10)

Among them, Np is the number of solutions in the
virtual population. In the process of updating PV, the global
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optimal position is updated synchronously, and then the
next iteration is carried out. With the help of compact
mechanism, the original population is greatly reduced in
size, and considerable benefits are achieved in both time and
space [44–46]. However, due to the use of approximate
probability distribution to simulate the real distribution of
data, it is inevitable to bring the risk of loss of optimization
accuracy, resulting in the occurrence of local traps or
missing the global optima.

4.1.2. Polymorphic Mutation Strategy (PM). In order to
make up for the possible loss of precision in compact SCA, a
polymorphic mutation strategy (PM) is proposed. Based on
the SCA initial population, a variety of distribution functions
are introduced to realize polymorphic variation, and then
the population with better quality is obtained through
greedy selection. +is can effectively increase the diversity of
the population and create more opportunities for covering
potential search areas, thereby improving the optimization
accuracy. +ree distribution functions are used here:
Gaussian distribution, Cauchy distribution, and Levy′ dis-
tribution. Gaussian distribution is a kind of thin-tailed
distribution, which is an important probability distribution
in statistics. It is often used to represent an uncertain
random variable. Cauchy distribution belongs to fat-tailed
distribution, and the possibility of extreme values is greater
than that of Gaussian distribution. Among all the distri-
butions, the generalized Cauchy distribution has the largest
spreading characteristic. Levy′ distribution can be approx-
imated as heavy-tailed distribution. It can be used to gen-
erate Levy′ flight, that is a random walk with relatively high
probability of having a larger stride. So, the search efficiency
of Levy′ flight is better in the unknown environment or in
large space [47].

In PM strategy, the population X initialized by SCA is
randomly divided into three subpopulations: X1, X2, X3.
Generate three variables between [0,1]: G, C, L, which obey
different probability distributions: G ∼ N(μ, σ2),
C ∼ C(μ, σ2), L ∼ Levy′(λ)(Levy′ ∼ u � t− λ, 1< λ≤ 3). Per-
form mutation based on Gaussian distribution on X1 to
obtain a new subpopulation XG, as shown in equation (11).
In the same way, mutations based on Cauchy distribution
and Levy′ distribution are applied to X2 and X3, respec-
tively; and XC and XL are obtained according to equations
(12) and (13).

XG � X1 + X1 ⊗ G, (11)

XC � X2 + X2⊗C, (12)

XL � X3 + X3⊗ L, (13)

Here, G ∼ N(0, 1), C ∼ C(1, 0), L ∼ Levy′(λ)

(Levy′ ∼ u � t− 1.5). +e product ⊗ means entry-wise
multiplications. According to the fitness value obtained by
the evaluation function f (·), all solutions from the pop-
ulation X, X1, X2 and X3 are sorted, and the better pop-
ulation X∗ is obtained by greedy selection.

+e computational complexity of the proposed PM-SCA
depends on the following processes: initial population,
polymorphic mutation, fitness evaluation, greedy selection,
update population, and compact mechanism. Suppose that
the number of solutions is n, the dimension is d, and the
number of iterations is t. +e computational complexity of
initializing n d-dimensional solutions is O(n × d). +e
computational complexity of evaluating all solutions is
O(t × n). +e complexity of greedy selection is
O(n × log n). +e computational complexity of updating all
solutions is O(t × n × d). Among them, the computational
complexity of polymorphic mutation is O(1), and the
compact mechanism hardly brings about an increase in
computational complexity. In general, the computational
complexity of PM-SCA is the same as that of original SCA.

+e pseudocode of PM-CSCA is shown in Algorithm 1.
When the maximum number of iterations max iter is
reached, or other termination conditions are met, the global
optimal solution xgbest and its corresponding fitness value
fgbest are output.

4.1.3. Experiment Results. In order to test the performance
of the algorithm, this part uses benchmark functions to carry
out comparative experiments in the five algorithms of PM-
CSCA, CSCA, SCA, Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO),
and Whale Optimization Algorithm (WOA). 12 typical
benchmark functions are selected here, including 3 uni-
modal functions (F1 ∼ F3), 3 multimodal functions
(F4 ∼ F6), and 6 complex functions (F7 ∼ F12), as shown in
Table 1.

For the purpose of measuring the performance of the
algorithm in a comprehensive and objective way, the al-
gorithm runs independently 30 times in each experiment,
recording the best value, average value (Avg), and standard
deviation (Std), respectively. Please refer to Table 2 for
specific data, and the best results have been marked in bold.
+e convergence curves of the benchmark functions are
shown in Figure 3.

In the test of the three types of benchmark functions,
PM-CSCA has achieved an absolute advantage in the al-
gorithms participating in the comparison. +e performance
is particularly prominent in the optimization of complex
functions. All indicators of the 6 complex functions
(F7 ∼ F12) have got the first place. PM-CSCA shows good
optimization strength and reliable stability.

4.2. Combination of PM-CSCA and kNN. kNN parameter k
and distance weight wk determine the classification effect to
a large extent. However, these aspects usually depend on the
subjective decision of users, which brings great uncertainty
to the performance of the algorithm. +e PM-CSCA pro-
posed in this article can be used to optimize the relevant
parameters of kNN to obtain the best or approximately best
configuration of the classifier.

+e samples in the D-dimensional feature space corre-
spond to the N solution vectors of the evolutionary algo-
rithm: Xi(i � 1, . . . , N), the specific form is shown in
equation (14). +e first dimension represents the
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parameter K of kNN, which can be set as a random integer
within a certain range as required. wij ∈ [0, 1], the random
number represents the j − th distance weight in the i − th
solution. Evolutionary algorithm will continuously search
and iterate under the guidance of the objective function and
finally output the optimal solution or the approximate best
[48–51], that is, the most suitable related parameters of kNN.

Xi � ki, wi1, wi2, . . . , wij, . . . , wi D , i � 1, . . . , N, j � 1, . . . , D.

(14)

5. Simulation Results and Discussion

Machine learning usually uses the following four criteria to
evaluate the performance of the model: the true positive
(TP), true negative (TN), false positive (FP), and the false
negative (FN). In the field of intrusion detection, their
specific meanings are as follows: TP is the number of actual
attack records classified as attacks, TN is the number of
actual normal records classified as normal, FP is the number

of actual normal records classified as attacks, and FN is the
number of actual attack records classified as normal. +ey
are also used to calculate a variety of performance evaluation
indicators, such as detection rate (DR), false alarm rate
(FAR), and accuracy rate (ACC). +e calculation methods
are as shown in the equations (15)–(17).

DR �
TP

(TP + FN)
, (15)

FAR �
FP

(FP + TN)
, (16)

ACC �
(TP + TN)

(TP + FN + FP + TN)
, (17)

DR represents the probability of positive prediction among
samples with normal real value. FAR is the probability of
positive prediction among samples with abnormal real
values. ACC is to divide the number of samples with correct
prediction by the total number of samples, indicating the

Initialize the parameters related to the algorithm: ub, lb, Dim, max_iter, PV(μ, σ);
Generate initial population X containing N individual Xi(i � 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . , N);
Divide X into three subpopulations X1, X2, X3;
Realize the mutation of three subpopulations by using equations (11)–(13), respectively;
Evaluate each individual by the objective function;
Greedy selection: select N individuals from X, X1, X2 and X3 using greedy strategy, and get new population X∗;
Do
Update SCA parameter: r1, r2, r3 and r4;
Get y1 from PV by equations (5)–(8);
Update the y1 by SCA to get y2;
Evaluate y1 and y2 by the objective function to get [winner, loser];
for i� 1:Dim
Update PV via by equations (9) and (10);
if fwinner <fgbest
Update the best solution obtained so far;

end
while (t<max iter) or (get the expected function value);
Return the best solution obtained so far as the global optimum;

ALGORITHM 1: Pseudocode of PM-CSCA.

Table 1: Benchmark functions for testing.

Function Dimension Range Fmin

F1(x) � 
π
i�1 x2

i 20 [− 100, +100] 0
F2(x) � maxi |xi|, 1≤x≤ n  20 [− 100, +100] 0
F3(x) � 

n
i�1 ix4

i + random[0, 1) 20 [− 1.28, +1.28] 0
F4(x) � 

n
i�1[x2

i − 10 cos(2πxi) + 10] 20 [5.12, +5.12] 0
F5(x) � (1/4000) 

π
i�1 x2

i − 
n
i�1 cos(xi/

�
i

√
) + 1 20 [− 32, +32] 0

F6 (x) � (
5
i�1 i∗ cos(i + 1)x1 + i)∗ (

25
i�1i∗ cos((i + 1)x2) + i) 20 [− 5.12, +5.12] 0

F7(x) � ((1/500)∗
25
i�1(1/i + 

2
i�1(xj − xij))) 20 [− 65, 65] 0

F8 � 4∗x2
1 − 2.1∗ (x6

1/3 + x1 ∗x2) − 4∗x2
2 + 4∗x4

2 2 [− 5, +5] 0
F9(x) � [1 + (x1 + x2 + x3)

2 ∗ (19 − 14x1 + 3x2
1 − 14x2 + 6x1x2 + 3x2

2)]

×(18 − 32x1 + 12x2
1 + 48x2 − 36x1x2 + 27x2

2)
2 [− 2, +2] 3

F10(x) � − 
4
i�1 [(X − ai)(X − ai)

T + ci]
− 1 4 [− 10, +10] − 10.1532

F11(x) � − 
7
i�1 [(X − ai)(X − ai)

T + ci]
− 1 4 [− 10, +10] − 10.4028

F12(x) � − 
10
i�1[(X − ai)(X − ai)

T + ci]
− 1 4 [− 10, +10] − 10.5363
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Table 2: Results of PM-CSCA, CSCA, SCA, PSO, and WOA on 12 benchmark functions.

Function Algorithm Best value Avg Std

F1

PM-CSCA 1.49E − 95 1.62E − 94 3.62E − 21
CSCA 6.02E − 19 4.07E − 03 9.37E+ 02
SCA 7.04E − 17 1.70E − 19 4.03E − 19
PSO 201.2388 8.30E+ 01 3.00E+ 01
WOA 7.91E − 20 7.41E − 19 1.03E − 17

F2

PM-CSCA 2.79E − 08 5.91E − 08 3.93809E − 07
CSCA 1.70E − 06 3.22E − 01 7.330382517
SCA 0.00010521 4.39E − 07 3.81943E − 07
PSO 6.0981 5.82E+ 00 1.426012414
WOA 10.1124 9.35E − 02 0.004428296

F3

PM-CSCA 0.0024941 0.000918692 0.000285841
CSCA 0.0030472 0.811201 0.429978878
SCA 0.010223 0.000496352 0.000630681
PSO 0.076345 0.01382486 0.002997254
WOA 0.0032755 0.000493716 0.007144592

F4

PM-CSCA 1.97E − 11 1.74E − 04 4.49035E − 05
CSCA 4.58E − 09 6.23E − 02 20.2012566
SCA 3.52E+ 01 3.72E+ 00 0.40291051
PSO 42.6913 2.75E+ 01 8.681105181
WOA 0 0.00E+ 00 0.000095952

F5

PM-CSCA 0 0.070084961 0.234385246
CSCA 0.55431 0.4014294 16.96738349
SCA 0.35735 0.018086667 0.171485471
PSO 3.0755 2.14161 0.388616247
WOA 0.12531 0.0712398 0.019007278

F6

PM-CSCA 0.022866 0.0694455 0.015782176
CSCA 0.10923 0.115816364 1738716.553
SCA 0.10679 0.0784325 0.022381946
PSO 8.9794 4.19622 1.311501322
WOA 0.14293 0.001379359 0.000136212

F7

PM-CSCA 0.99867 0.998402 0.59335955
CSCA 1.0924 1.70102 0.966604051
SCA 2.9821 1.401698 0.792971048
PSO 1.993 0.998402 9.2957E − 05
WOA 2.9821 1.791716 0.907953884

F8

PM-CSCA 0.00076939 0.001097476 0.000323742
CSCA 0.0015264 0.00461873 0.003881268
SCA 0.0015936 0.000929303 0.00040039
PSO 0.001016 0.001423611 0.0004534
WOA 0.0014995 0.001104929 0.000151675

F9

PM-CSCA 3 3 2.22045E− 16
CSCA 3.0003 3.88066 0.007128226
SCA 3.0001 3.0003 4.58258E − 05
PSO 3.0033 3.00784 0.000652993
WOA 3.0001 3 3.68258E − 05

F10

PM-CSCA − 3.8499 − 3.85357 0.000224499
CSCA − 3.8544 − 3.80696 0.854785298
SCA − 3.8317 − 3.83598 0.000801249
PSO − 3.6506 − 3.79914 0.006526132
WOA − 3.8074 − 3.75664 0.001567945

F11

PM-CSCA − 4.9998 − 4.35345 0.000961301
CSCA − 2.9376 − 3.68698 0.077142766
SCA − 4.5372 − 3.8552 0.002753834
PSO − 1.9555 − 3.81817 0.046047219
WOA − 3.7214 − 3.86085 0.010410014
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Figure 3: Continued.

Table 2: Continued.

Function Algorithm Best value Avg Std

F12

PM-CSCA − 4.9514 − 4.80574 0.201138842
CSCA − 0.94657 − 1.89185 0.998811381
SCA − 4.7207 − 3.995813 1.204583359
PSO − 1.4388 − 2.313657 0.934009458
WOA − 2.4202 − 2.24961 0.706751911

Statistics of the number of wins

PM-CSCA 11 10 10
CSCA 0 0 0
SCA 0 0 0
PSO 0 0 0
WOA 1 2 2
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accuracy of prediction results. Obviously, the DR and ACC
of intrusion detection should be high enough, while the FAR
should be as low as possible. +is article uses the ACC
indicator as the fitness function fit(·), as shown in

fit �
TP + FN

TP + TN + FP + FN
. (18)

In order to verify the performance of the intrusion
detection model, this paper used the NSL-KDD and UNSW-
NB15 datasets commonly used in WSN intrusion detection
to conduct simulation experiments. Each sample in the NSL-
KDD dataset consists of 34 numerical features, 7 symbol
features, and one-dimensional labels. +ere are five types of
samples including normal data and 4 types of attack data.
+e four types of attacks are denial of service (DoS), sniffing
(Probe), illegal access to superuser privileges by ordinary
users (U2R), and illegal access from remote machines (R2L).
NSL-KDD includes two training data sets (KDDTrain+,
KDDTrain+_20%) and one test data set (KDDTest+). +e
training data set contains 21 types of attacks, and the test set
adds 17 new attacks.

UNSW-NB15 is a more recent dataset than NSL-KDD,
so it is more representative of real network traffic. It includes
100GB of original network traffic and a total of 2540044 data
samples. +e features of this dataset are different from NSL-
KDD and are more in line with the current network protocol
model. It contains 10 categories, a normal category and 9
attack categories (i.e., Fuzzers, Analysis, Backdoors, DoS,
Exploits, Generic, Reconnaissance, Shellcode, and Worm).

Before the implementation of the algorithms, the
datasets are preprocessed, including numerical, normali-
zation, and other operations. +e detection performance of
five intrusion detection models was tested, respectively
(SVM, kNN, PSO+ kNN, SCA+ kNN, and PM-
CSCA+kNN). +e experimental results are shown in

Table 3 and the average results of 10 independent experi-
ments are recorded. +e population size of the three evo-
lutionary algorithms of PSO, SCA, and PM-CSCA is set to
30, and the number of iterations is 120. +e model PM-
CSCA+kNN achieved the best results on the three indi-
cators of ACC, DR, and FAR (indicated in bold), which
means that the model can identify most WSN attack be-
haviors and distinguish different types.

+is paper introduces evolutionary algorithms in the
intrusion detection model. Figure 4 shows the iterative
process of the four optimization schemes. It was found that
the result of optimizing kNN by SCA is always better than
that of PSO; although CSCA has a great advantage in
convergence speed, the accuracy is not stable, and some-
times it will fall into the local optimum; PM-CSCA has the
best optimization effect on kNN, showing strong compet-
itiveness both in accuracy and speed.

+e confusion matrix is used to evaluate the accuracy of
the four detection models on NSL-KDD, as shown in Fig-
ure 5.+e horizontal axis represents the predicted value, and
the vertical axis represents the true value, which visually
shows the misclassification of each category. It can be seen
that PM-CSCA+kNN has the best detection effect.

For WSN intrusion detection systems, reducing the false
alarm rate is a challenge. We conducted five independent
experiments (E1∼E5) on two data sets. Figure 6 Intuitively
shows the comparison result of the false alarm rate of four
different detection algorithms. It can be seen that the false
alarm rate of PM-CSCA+kNN is extremely stable at a low
level. For the convenience of showing the relationship be-
tween DR and FAR, the Receiver Operating Characteristics
(ROC) curves based on two datasets are drawn, as shown in
Figure 7. +e ROC curves corresponding to the algorithm
proposed in this article are all closest to the upper left
boundary, so the effect of this prediction model is the best.
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Figure 3: Convergence curves of 12 benchmark functions.
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Figure 4: Comparison of the convergence curves of PSO, SCA, CSCA, and PM-CSCA. (a) Based on NSL-KDD dataset. (b) Based on
UNSW-NB15 dataset.
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Figure 5: Continued.

Table 3: Performance indicators comparison of five intrusion detection models (SVM, kNN, PSO+ kNN, SCA+KNN, and PM-
CSCA+kNN) on NSL-KDD and UNSW-NB15 datasets.

Model
NSL-KDD UNSW-NB15

ACC (%) DR (%) FAR (%) ACC (%) DR (%) FAR (%)
SVM 92.116 92.459 9.3684 92.6 91.82 8.73
kNN 94.100 95.370 8.1300 86.64 85.35 11.48
PSO+ kNN 95.890 96.078 4.2105 90.64 89.86 10.08
SCA+ kNN 97.952 97.321 1.6575 93.84 93.28 7.95
PM-CSCA+kNN 99.327 99.206 0.5848 98.27 97.94 5.82
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Figure 6: Comparison of the false alarm rate of kNN, PSO+ kNN, SCA+ kNN, and PM-CSCA+kNN. (a) Based on NSL-KDD dataset. (b)
Based on UNSW-NB15 dataset.
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Figure 5: Confusion matrices of four intrusion detection models on NSL-KDD. (a) kNN. (b) PSO+ kNN. (c) SCA+ kNN. (d) PM-
CSCA+kNN.
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6. Conclusion and Future Works

Intrusion detection is one of the key issues that need to be
solved urgently in practical applications of WSN. With the
continuous expansion of the service area and the rapid rise
of data volume, the threat and consequences of network
attacks in WSN cannot be ignored. Most of the existing
intrusion detection systems can only deal with specific types
of attacks, and they are powerless against unknown attacks
[52]. And while protecting the network security, it inevitably
increases the energy consumption and transmission delay.
+ese problems need to be paid more attention inWSN.+is
paper proposes a lightweight and intelligent intrusion de-
tection model for WSN, which comprehensively considers
security, energy saving, and real-time. Intelligent anomaly
detection is realized through the joint use of kNN and SCA.
+e introduction of evolutionary algorithms makes the kNN
classifier change from lazy learning to active optimization in
the setting of its parameters, which significantly improves
the detection accuracy. kNN and SCA are both algorithms
with less computation and easy implementation, which meet
the requirements of lightweight model. In order to be more
efficient, this article proposes an improved version of SCA:
PM-CSCA. Two technologies are integrated: compact
mechanism greatly reduces the time and space required for
algorithm, and PM strategy ensures the optimization ac-
curacy, and these have been verified in tests based on
benchmark functions. PM-CSCA shows good optimization
ability in the benchmark function test. In simulation ex-
periments on public data set, the intrusion detection model

proposed in this paper has also been proved to be feasible
and effective. In addition, the intrusion detection system for
WSN is deployed in the hybrid computing mode. Cloud
computing, fog computing, and AI work together to provide
a feasible and efficient solution for maintaining data security
in WSN.

We will do further research on the lightweight and in-
telligent WSN intrusion detection model, for example, how
to use unsupervised machine learning techniques to deal
with unpredictable cyber attacks [53]. Furthermore, more
core technologies of evolutionary computing can be applied
to solve big data or large-dimensional problems encountered
in intrusion detection [54, 55].

+e following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

Abbreviations

WSN: Wireless sensor networks
kNN: k-nearest neighbor algorithm
SCA: Sine cosine algorithm
CSCA: Compact SCA
PM: Polymorphic mutation
AI: Artificial intelligence
IDS: Intrusion detection system
SVM: Support vector machine
PV: Perturbation vector
PDF: Probability density function
CDF: Cumulative distribution function
PSO: Particle swarm optimization
WOA: Whale optimization algorithm.
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Figure 7: ROC curves of three classification algorithms on two datasets.
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In recent years, with the emergence of many Internet of .ings applications such as smart homes, smart city, and connected
vehicles, the amount of network edge data increases rapidly. Now, edge computing for Internet of .ings has attracted the
research interest of many researchers. .en, a thorough analysis of the current body of knowledge in edge computing for Internet
of .ings is conducive to a comprehensive understanding of the research status and future trends in this field. In this paper, a
bibliometric analysis of edge computing for Internet of .ings was performed using the Web of Science (WoS) Core Collection
dataset. .e relevant literature studies published in this field were quantitatively analyzed based on a bibliometric analysis method
combined with VOSviewer software, and the development history, research hotspots, and future directions of this field were
studied. .e research results show that the number of literature studies published in the field of edge computing for Internet of
.ings is on the rise over time, especially after 2017, and the growth rate is accelerating. China and USA take the lead position in
the number of literature studies published. Zhang is the most productive author, and Satyanarayanan is the most influential
author. IEEE Access and IEEE Internet of .ings Journal are the main journals in this field. Beijing University of Posts
Telecommunications has published most literature studies. Research hotspots of edge computing for Internet of .ings mainly
include specific problem research such as resource management, architecture research, application research, and fusion research
of this field with some other fields such as artificial intelligence and 5G.

1. Introduction

At present, the global Internet of .ings (IoT) has entered
the third wave of development. In 2018, and the number of
IoT connections around the world had reached about 8
billion [1]. Artificial Intelligence (AI) technologies [2], such
as deep learning, provide technical supports for intelligent
analysis of massive data in the IoT. With the rapid devel-
opment of IoT and AI, more and more intelligent appli-
cations appear in front of people, such as smart home, smart
city, industrial IoT, and Internet of vehicles. .ese appli-
cations are usually resource-intensive [3], which bring great
challenges to resource-constrained terminal devices. In the
traditional cloud computing architecture, data need to be
transferred centrally to the cloud for processing. However,

such a large amount of data transmitted in the IoT will
increase the network load, resulting in transmission con-
gestion and data processing delay. At the same time, the
transmission of these massive data in the IoT will also in-
crease the risk of data leakage, which puts the privacy and
confidentiality of data at risk. .erefore, the processing of
data information relying only on traditional cloud com-
puting cannot be completed effectively. At this time, edge
computing arises at the historical moment.

Pang et al., based on cloud computing, put forward the
concept of edge computing [4] to improve the overall
availability and extensibility of the system by pushing data to
the edges of the Internet. Edge computing can effectively
solve the problem of big data processing in the IoT [5]. Edge
computing is a kind of computing mode [6]. Compared with
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the data-centralized cloud computing model, edge com-
puting processes data at the network edges. Functional
entities with the capabilities of application, storage, and
computing between data sources and cloud data centres can
serve as network edges. Qian et al. [7] proposed a workflow-
aided Internet of .ings (WIoT) paradigm with intelligent
edge computing (iEC) to automate the execution of IoT
applications with dependencies. .eir design primarily
targeted at reducing the latency from two perspectives,
including IoTapplication perspective and edge computation
perspective. Liao et al. [8] provided a promising paradigm to
support the implementation of industrial IoT by offloading
computational-intensive tasks from resource-limited ma-
chine-type devices (MTDs) to powerful edge servers. In
addition, Bonomi et al. [9] proposed the concept of fog
computing which bridges the gap between the cloud and IoT
devices by enabling computing, storage, networking, and
data management to the network nodes within the close
vicinity of IoTdevices. Compared with fog computing, edge
computing lays more emphasis on the coordination of re-
sources among edge devices. Edge computing is a tech-
nology for processing upstream data of cloud or downstream
data of IoT [5]. Edge computing provides a theoretical basis
for the implementation of fog computing services [10].

Edge computing for Internet of .ings (EC-IoT) is an
emerging research field in recent years. Now, it is in a
period of rapid development, and its hotspots are con-
stantly emerging. Li et al. [11] proposed a design scheme of
intelligent building gateway based on edge computing and
priority classification for the problems of various types of
equipment, inconsistent communication protocols, large
data communication volume, and poor real-time perfor-
mance in the field of large buildings. Zhang et al. [12]
established an industrial edge network model and proposed
a new cache replacement algorithm based on combing
Persistence Prediction and Size Caching Strategy (PPPS).
.is algorithm effectively improved the hit ratio and cache
utilization efficiency of edge cache and reduced the delay of
user request files. Du et al. [13] proposed optimization
strategies in NOMA-based vehicle edge computing net-
work, which could effectively reduce the cost of task
processing under the premise of guaranteeing the maxi-
mum delay. Yi et al. [14] proposed a vehicle-adaptive in-
terest packet routing scheme based on relationship strength
and interest degree for both inter-/intracommunities which
combined the idea of edge computing. Although some
breakthroughs have been made in some application fields,
the development of EC-IoT has been hampered by some
problems such as fragmentation, insecurity, and increased
network load. .erefore, it is urgent to conduct a sys-
tematic analysis of the knowledge system of EC-IoT, an-
alyze the key technologies, and discuss the future
development trends and hotspots.

In this paper, a bibliometric study of EC-IoT literature
was conducted with the aim of revealing some valuable
insights to the active scholars and practitioners in the EC-
IoT field. In terms of scientific impact, bibliometrics research
has been widely used to analyze trends and identify
emerging scientific fields [15–19].

.e results extracted from the bibliometric study pre-
sented in this paper included (1) the top 10 most cited
literatures; (2) the most popular journals; (3) the most
productive authors; (4) annual literatures and citation
trends; (5) main research institutions; (6) the most published
countries/regions; and (7) hotspots.

.is paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, the data
sources, main methods, and research questions in this paper
were introduced. In Section 3, core literatures, core journals,
core authors, overall growth, main research institutions,
notable countries/regions, and hot spots related to EC-IoT
from WoS core collections were studied in detail. In Section
4, a brief conclusion was given, and a brief summary of the
future development of this field was made.

2. Data and Methods

2.1. Description of Data Source. .e literature data of this
paper came from the Sci-Expanded database of Web of
Science (WoS) Core Collection of the Institute for Scientific
Information (ISI). .e knowledge development system of
EC-IoT was expected to be fully understood, and this field
has been around for about 20 years, so the time frame is
limited to 2000–2020, which covers almost the entire period
of large-scale scientific production in this field. By December
16, 2020, 13,498 references were retrieved in WoS Core
Collection datasets under the theme of “edge computing” or
“mobile computing.” .e retrieved literature studies were
then further refined under the theme “IoT” or “Internet of
things” or “smart Home” or “Smart City” or “Industrial
Automation” or “Connected vehicles.” At this time, a total of
2732 literature studies were retrieved. .e complete records
and references of these literature studies were exported as
the dataset.

2.2. Research Methods. Based on bibliometric analysis, the
main literature studies, journals, authors, research institu-
tions, countries/regions, and keywords of EC-IoT were
statistically studied. Bibliometric analysis is based on
mathematics and statistics to quantitatively analyze scientific
literature studies published in a specific field of knowledge
[20]. .e status quo and development trend of science and
technology are described, evaluated, and predicted to a
certain extent, and the current research status and frontiers
of the discipline are reflected [21]. .rough bibliometric
analysis, the development history, research hotspots, and
future directions of EC-IoT were explored.

In recent years, knowledge mapping tools are used in
bibliometrics research to transform the table analysis of
written data into visual maps that are more visual and easier
to read. Visualization of Similarities Viewer (VOSviewer) is
a kind of bibliometric analysis and knowledge visualization
software jointly developed by N. J. Van Eck and L. Waltman
from the Science and Technology Research Centre of Leiden
University in the Netherlands in 2010 [22]. In this paper, the
clustering algorithm in VOSviewer was used to carry out co-
occurrence analysis of published countries and high-
frequency keywords. In addition, cocitation networks of
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cited literature, journals, and authors were built for visual
analysis of the knowledge maps.

2.3. Research Questions. .e current situation in the world
raises many questions that need to be answered. In this
paper, the following questions need to be answered that will
help to identify the dynamics of EC-IoT and provide a
holistic means for future research in field. .ese questions
are addressed as follows:

RQ1: what are the most influential literatures of EC-
IoT?
RQ2: which journals are the most popular in the EC-
IoT field?
RQ3: which authors are leading the EC-IoT study?
RQ4: what is the evolution of EC-IoT research field?
RQ5: what are the main research institutions?
RQ6: what is the research status of EC-IoT in countries/
regions around the world?
RQ7: what are the EC-IoT hot spots?

3. Bibliometric Analysis of EC-IOT Literatures

.e publication status of literatures is usually regarded as an
important indicator to measure the development level of a
discipline and the level of scientific research achievements
and contributions [23]. Trends in EC-IoT research were
studied in this paper using statistical literature studies and
the frequencies of citations over time.

3.1. Analysis of Core Literature Studies. .e main literature
studies on EC-IoT were highlighted. .e top 10 most cited
literatures in the world are listed in Table 1. .ese literature
studies have had the widest influence in EC-IoT.

On top of the list, Shi et al. [5] first proposed the def-
inition of edge computing in 2016. .ey analyzed the ap-
plications of edge computing in smart homes and cities
through case studies and pointed out the opportunities and
challenges of edge computing. .eir paper had the highest
total citations, with a value of 1342. And, the value of its
average citations per year is also the highest. .is shows that
their paper has a strong impact. In the second place of the
list, Mao et al. [24] provided a comprehensive survey of the
state-of-the-art mobile edge computing (MEC) research.
.ey discussed a series of issues, challenges, and future
research directions for MEC research, such as MEC system
deployment and cache-enabled MEC. Chiang et al. [25]
expounded the opportunities and challenges of fog com-
puting in view of the IoT network context. Stankovic et al.
[26] presented a vision for how IoT could change the world
in the distant future and enumerated eight key research
topics. Lin et al. [27] conducted an overview of IoT with
respect to system architecture, enabling technologies, se-
curity and privacy issues, and presented the integration of
fog/edge computing and IoT and applications.
Satyanarayanan et al. [28] introduced the emergence of edge
computing. Gu et al. [29] proposed a Service-Oriented

Context-Aware Middleware (SOCAM) architecture, aiming
to solve the context-aware problems of wireless network and
mobile computing. Abbs et al. [30] provided the definition of
mobile edge computing, its advantages, architecture, ap-
plication areas, and future directions. Dastjerdi et al. [31]
introduced the advantages of fog computing. Shi and
Dustdar [32] analyzed the promise of edge computing.

EC-IoT is an emerging field of research. Edge computing
was not formally defined until 2016. .erefore, the majority
of the most cited literature studies in the world are summary
articles, as shown in Table 1. .ese articles mainly analyzed
and discussed the problems such as the concept, application,
challenge, and development prospects of EC-IoT.

3.2.Analysis ofCore Journals. In the development of EC-IoT,
journals play an important role as the main disseminators of
the process of studies. .e top 7 leading journals with the
most published literatures in the EC-IoT field are listed in
Table 2.

According to Table 2, IEEE Access and IEEE Internet of
.ings Journal are the most popular journals in the EC-IoT
field, and they have the greatest number of literature studies
published. Among them, IEEE Access has published 279
literature studies in this field, ranking first. Meanwhile, the
total number of literature studies published by the journals
listed in Table 2 reaches 832, accounting for about 30% of all
literature studies retrieved. .ese journals provide signifi-
cant supports for research and development in the EC-IoT
field.

Next, the journal citation totals [33, 34] were studied,
that is, the most cited journal and the journal frequently
cited by the same source. .e minimum number of citations
of journals was set 50 in VOSviewer. A visualization of
journal cocitation network is shown in Figure 1. In Figure 1,
the sizes of dots and words represent the cited times. .e
larger the dots and words are, the more times they are cited.
It can be seen from Figure 1 that IEEE Access and IEEE
Internet of .ings are cited the most times, indicating that
these two journals have very strong influences in the EC-IoT
field. Besides, the sensor with the third place in Table 2 has
been cited much less often.

3.3. Analysis of Core Authors. .e core authors are the most
productive authors. .ey are researchers who have pub-
lished many literature studies in a certain research field.
Studying the core authors is conducive to analyzing and
finding authoritative EC-IoT experts. Price’s law in biblio-
metrics can be used to determine the core author in a re-
search field [5]. Place’s law pointed out the core authors,
which can be expressed as follows:

M � 0.749
�����
Nmax


, (1)

where Nmax is the maximum number of literature studies
published by the same author and M is the minimum
number of literature studies published by the core authors.
.e authors who published more than M literature studies
are the coauthors. As shown in Table 3, the maximum
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Table 1: .e top 10 most cited literatures.

Number Literature title Total
citation

Average citation per
year

1 Edge Computing: Vision and Challenges [5] 1342 268.4
2 A Survey on Mobile Edge Computing: .e Communication Perspective [24] 836 209
3 Fog and IoT: An Overview of Research Opportunities [25] 801 160.2
4 Research Directions for the Internet of .ings [26] 796 113.71

5 A Survey on Internet of .ings: Architecture, Enabling Technologies, Security and Privacy,
and Applications [27] 598 149.5

6 .e Emergence of Edge Computing [28] 442 110.5
7 A Service-Oriented Middleware for Building Context-Aware Services [29] 438 27.38
8 Mobile Edge Computing: A Survey [30] 417 139
9 Fog Computing: Helping the Internet of .ings Realize Its Potential [31] 342 68.4
10 .e Promise of Edge Computing [32] 325 65

Table 2: .e top 7 leading journals with the most published literatures.

Number Journal title Number of literatures
published

Impact factor
(2019)

1 IEEE Access 279 3.74
2 IEEE Internet of .ings Journal 251 9.51
3 Sensors 98 3.27
4 Future Generation Computer Systems: .e International Journal of eScience 72 5.38
5 IEEE Transactions on Industrial Informatics 50 9.11
6 IEEE Network 44 7.50
7 IEEE Communications Magazine 38 11.05
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Figure 1: A visualization of journal cocitation network.
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number of literature studies published by the same author in
the EC-IoT field is 27. .en, M � 4. .erefore, the authors
who have published more than 4 literature stuides are the
coauthors in this field, totaling 466..e number of literature
studies published by these 466 core authors accounted for
88.61% of all published literature studies.

According to Table 3, Zhang is the most productive
author. However, scientometrics have done a great deal of
work on how to meaningfully quantify the publication of
academic results. .ey believe that counting the number of
literatures is one way, and that counting the total number of
citations is considered the other way that is more meaningful
[35].

.e minimum number of citations of the authors was set
50 in VOSviewer. .en, of the 36638 authors, 155 meet this
threshold. A density visualization of author cocitation
network is shown in Figure 2. If the color is lighter and the
words are larger, the author’s number of citations is higher.
As can be seen in Figure 2, M. Satyanarayanan, W. Shi,
F. Bonomi, and X. Chen have the highest authors’ number of
citations. .is indicates that their work is recognized by
many researchers and has a strong impact in the EC-IoT
field.

3.4. Analysis of the Overall Growth Trend. When down-
loading data from the WoS Core Collection database, the
time range was set from 2000 to 2020. However, the first EC-
IoT literature retrieved was in 2005 [29]. .erefore, the data
we used were from 2005 to 2020. Number of literature
studies and total number of citations by year are shown in
Figure 3.

As can be seen from Figure 3, number of literature
studies and total number of citations generally show an
upward trend in the EC-IoT field. In particular, their growth
accelerated rapidly after 2017, almost exponentially. .is
may be because the definition of edge computing had not
been proposed before 2016, and the research on EC-IoTwas
still on the exploration stage. Shi et al. [5] defined edge
computing for the first time in 2016, which attracted the
attention of many researchers. .erefore, EC-IoT entered a
period of rapid development after 2017. .e number of EC-
IoT literature studies reached a maximum of 947 in 2019 but
fell slightly to 783 in 2020. .is may be due to the impact of
COVID-19 on a global scale. Nevertheless, the total number
of citations in EC-IoT has been on the rise. As such, EC-IoT

is in the explosion stage, and future research in this field is
likely to continue for a long time. With the booming de-
velopment of edge computing, EC-IoT will be urgently
needed to be applied in various fields such as smart home,
smart city, industrial automation, and connected vehicles. At
the same time, the rapid development of IoT is also driven by
the practical problems in various industries.

3.5. Analysis of Main Research Institutions. From 2005 to
2020, Beijing University of Posts Telecommunications has
published 115 literature studies, accounting for 4.21% of all
literature studies in this field. Beijing University of Posts
Telecommunications ranks first in the number of published
literature studies of EC-IoT. Xidian University ranks second,
with 52 published literature studies. It was followed by
University of Electronic Science and Technology of China
and King Saud University. .e top 10 research institutions
with the most published literature studies are shown in
Figure 4.

As can be seen from Figure 4, the top 10 research in-
stitutions are dominated by universities, and Chinese re-
search institutions are the majority. China’s research and
development in EC-IoT has reached a certain scale. Besides,
King Saud University in Saudi Arabia and the University of
Messina in Italy are also among the top 10 research insti-
tutions. .is indicates that these two research institutions
are also concerned about EC-IoT.

3.6. Analysis of Notable Countries/Regions. Considerable
efforts have been made to promote the development of EC-
IoT to generate knowledge that can be used to solve
problems encountered in practical applications of IoT. .e
top 10most published countries are shown in Figure 5. It can
be seen from Figure 5 that China is the country with the
highest productivity, which produced 931 literature studies
in total, accounting for 34.08% of the total. It is followed by
USA, which produced 576 literature studies, accounting for
21% of the total. .en comes Italy, England, and South
Korea. Many literature studies in the EC-IoT field have been
published by 10 countries in Figure 5, which provide a good
foundation for this work..is gives these countries a leading
position in research and a better opportunity and devel-
opment prospect in the future development process of IoT
applications.

Table 3: .e top 10 authors with the most published literature studies.

Number Author name Number of literature studies published
1 Y. Zhang 27
2 J. Zhang 23
3 Y. Chen 22
4 X. Chen 21
5 J. J. Liu 19
6 J. J. P. C. Rodrigues 18
7 S. Dustdar 17
8 Y. Jararweh 16
9 Y. Liu 16
10 M. Villari 15
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Next, the spatial distribution of the literature studies
published is discussed. A geographic visualization of the
literatures published is conducive to the clear understanding
of the geographic output distribution of literature studies, so
as to help researchers further understand the overview of
scientific research achievements of EC-IoT. A geographic
visualization of research co-occurrence network is shown in
Figure 6. According to Figure 6, countries all over the world

attach great importance to EC-IoT, and there are three
research intensive regions in the world, namely, Europe,
southeast North America, and Southeast Asia.

3.7. Analysis of Hotspots. Keywords are an important part of
the literature, which highly condense the content of the
literature. .e co-occurrence network analysis of keywords
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can effectively reflect the research hotspots in the subject
area. .e minimum number of occurrences of a keyword
was set 40 in VOSviewer. After merging EC-IoT and its

synonyms, four clusters of high-frequency keywords were
obtained, whose nodes of the same color belong to the same
cluster. A visualization of keywords co-occurrence network
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is shown in Figure 7. Keywords of “edge computing,”
“Internet of .ings,” “Internet,” and “IoT” are not shown
because literature studies retrieved all related to “edge
computing” and “Internet of .ings.”

Cluster 1: cluster 1 is the study of specific difficult
problems of EC-IoT, as shown in the red node region.
.e specific problems of EC-IoT include resource
management, resource allocation, computation off-
loading, energy consumption, and delay.

Cluster 2: cluster 2 is the study of the overall archi-
tecture of EC-IoT, as shown in the green node region.
.rough the optimization and innovation of the overall
architecture, the protection of privacy and security will
be further increased.

Cluster 3: cluster 3 is the study of EC-IoT applications,
as shown in the blue node region. Mobile computing is
combined with big data technology and artificial in-
telligence algorithms to make EC-IoT better applied in
smart homes, smart city, and some other fields.
Cluster 4: cluster 4 is the study of mobile edge com-
puting (MEC) with 5G, as shown in yellow node area.
.e development of 5G ensures high bandwidth and

low latency in the transmission process, which provides
the network security for EC-IoT. With the continuous
maturity of 5G technology, the study of MEC will also
usher in rapid development.

Research hotspots of EC-IoT are understood through the
statistics of keywords with frequent co-occurrence. In summary,
it includes four aspects: specific difficult problems, overall ar-
chitecture, applied research and joint research with 5G.

.e literature keyword analysis not only provides an ef-
fective way for the knowledge structure of the research field but
also provides an effective way for the exploration of the de-
velopment trend in the field. .erefore, it can be speculated
that problems of EC-IoT related to resource management,
resource allocation, computation offloading, energy con-
sumption, and delay will be further studied in the future.
Meanwhile, with the gradual maturity of EC-IoT technology
and 5G, EC-IoT will be further promoted and popularized in
smart cities, smart transportation, and some other applications.

4. Conclusions

Significant influential aspects of EC-IoT literatures were
studied in this paper. It can be summarized as follows: the
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most influential literature in the world was written by Shi
who first proposed the definition of edge computing. IEEE
Access and IEEE Internet of .ings are the two leading
journals that have published most literature studies and are
citedmost times. According to Price’s Law, there are 466 EC-
IoT core authors in the world, among which Zhang is the
most productive author, and Satyanarayanan is the most
cited author. On the whole, the number of EC-IoT literature
studies published and literature studies cited are on the rise.
In particular, they showed an exponential growth trend after
2017. .e future research of EC-IoT will continue for a long
time. Beijing University of Posts Telecommunications ranks
first in the number of published literature studies of EC-IoT.
Countries all over the world attach great importance to EC-
IoT, and there are three research intensive regions in the
world, namely, Europe, southeast North America, and
Southeast Asia. China and USA are the most published
countries. In addition, the research hotspots of EC-IoT
mainly focus on four aspects, including specific difficult
problems, overall architecture, applied research, and joint
research with 5G. In the future, with the constant maturity of
EC-IoT technology and 5G technology, EC-IoT will be
further promoted and popularized in smart cities, smart
transportation, and some other applications.
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*e rapid evolution of the Internet of *ings (IoT) and the development of cloud computing have endorsed a new computing
paradigm called edge computing, which brings the computing resources to the edge of the network. Due to low computing power and
small data storage at the edge nodes, the task must be assigned to the computing nodes, where their associated data is available, to
reduce overheads caused by data transmissions in the network. *e proposed scheme named task priority-based data-prefetching
scheduler (TPDS) tries to improve the data locality through available cached and prefetching data for offloading tasks to the edge
computing nodes. *e proposed TPDS prioritizes the tasks in the queue based on the available cached data in the edge computing
nodes. Consequently, it increases the utilization of cached data and reduces the overhead caused by data eviction. *e simulation
results show that the proposed TPDS can be effective in terms of task scheduling and data locality.

1. Introduction

Edge computing is a paradigm to extend cloud computing
services to those at edge nodes in networks. *us, it brings
the computing services near to Internet of things (IoT)
devices [1]. Putting resources at the edge of the network
enables achieving low latency processing. However, since
the enormous number of IoT devices generates a high
volume of data, transmitting them to the cloud yields high
computational processing. In general, the cloud contains
distributed computing resources and processes the data
using a group of servers in parallel and distributed way.
Sending all the data and tasks to the cloud for processing
makes the core network congested and yields a huge load to
the cloud servers. To minimize the workload of the core
network and the cloud, novel paradigms such as edge

computing and fog computing are developed [2–7] to bring
computational resources to the edge of the network and
offer services near to each IoT device as shown in Figure 1.
Due to low computing power and limited data storage, the
edge nodes are clustered to perform computation and the
huge tasks are distributed to the edge nodes. To distribute
the tasks resourcefully and efficiently to the edge nodes
based on task-associated data, an efficient task scheduling
strategy is required. In other words, a cost-effective task
scheduler is needed to assign the tasks closer to the data on a
cluster node and bring the resources near to computation
nodes while improving the overall system performance.

In cloud computing systems, complicated tasks and data
are collected to the cloud for computing processes [8, 9]. All
these data and tasks are generated by IoT devices which are
connected to the cloud by a middle layer, i.e., IoT edge
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nodes. *ousands of IoT devices are connected to the cloud
which can yield a heavy load to the core network and the
cloud system. *is increases the frequency of communica-
tion exchanges and causes a long latency to the end-users.
Consequently, there are resource limitations in a cloud
computing layer to incline many researchers toward the
computation at edge devices. Data generated by IoT devices
can be processed by middle layer devices such as IoT nodes
and base stations. *e nodes at the edge level retain low
processing power and limited resources and, thus, they
cannot handle such heavy and complicated tasks. *erefore,
a cost-effective task management strategy is needed to
distribute the complicated tasks to the edge nodes in an
efficient way.

In a cloud computing cluster, a task manager predicts the
amount of data at the computing node and assigns the tasks
to appropriate targeted nodes to guarantee data locality [10].
Based on this prediction, each node tries to bring and
preload the data from other locations. How much the
preloaded data match the task depends on the result of the
prediction. *e wrong prediction will yield the preloaded
data, which is not useful for running the task. It implies the
wastes of communication bandwidth and system resources.
Yet, the preloaded data can be exploited by fetching the
associated task from the queue. So far, several scheduling
schemes have been proposed to balance the workload in the
network based on the amount of available resource and data
[11–20]. All these schemes are prefetching the data but they
do not consider tasks’ priorities concerning the available
cached or stored data. On the contrary, our approach in this
paper assigns a priority to a task according to availability if
the required data can be obtained from the cached-data
queue. Consequently, it can reduce the overhead required
for task eviction.

On the other hand, in distributed systems [21, 22],
fetching a computation task near to data is cheaper than
fetching the data near to the computation task. Bringing the

computation task close to the required data is called data
locality in cloud computing environments. It is impossible to
guarantee 100% data locality but it somehow can be im-
proved with the existing data at the edge level by minimizing
unnecessary data transmissions. For quick access, used data
are kept in the cache memory for iterative processes. *e
cache memory contains two different types of data: static
data, which is not changeable and can be used in the next
round of task execution, and dynamic data, which is
changeable and useable in the next round. Due to limited
memory capacity, it is impossible to keep all the data needed
for the task in the cache memory of the computing node,
since data swap-out and swap-in require frequent processes
in the cache and storage memories. Loading data from the
storage memory to the cache memory is an expensive
process in terms of data processing and transferring. If the
cache memory becomes full and the system cannot store
more data in the cache memory, least recently used (LRU)
and first-in-first-out (FIFO) eviction techniques [23] can be
applied to swap out unnecessary old data from the cache
memory.

In this paper, we extend the idea from our earlier work
[11] to utilize the existing preloaded data effectively based
on a cost-effective scheduling strategy, named task pri-
ority-based data-prefetching scheduler (TPDS), which
distributes the tasks to the computing nodes logically. *e
proposed TPDS tries to match the task in the queue with
the cached-data at the computing node. It generates a
priority for a task and allocates the task to a proper edge
node based on task-associated data in the cache. With this
technique, the frequency of data swapping in the cache
can be significantly reduced and the data utilization can
be improved for available tasks. If there is no task in the
queue for the cached-data, the data is swapped out and
replaced by the required new data. In this paper, we
employ the multi-server queuing theory [24] to evaluate
the performance of the proposed scheduling strategy. *e
proposed TPDS achieves better performance in terms of
data locality, task distribution, and reduction of system
overheads caused by unnecessary evictions and data
exchanges. *e main contributions of this paper are
summarized as follows:

(i) Dynamic workload scheduling considering queue-wise
job priorities is proposed based on data locality of the
cache memory in order to maximize the resource ef-
ficiency and the data utilization of a cloud cluster.

(ii) In the cloud cluster, our proposed scheme pre-
fetches and evicts the cached-data from the com-
puting node based on task priority. It is able to avoid
blind eviction of the cached-data and reduce the
system overhead. Hence, it improves the resource
efficiency at each node.

(iii) *rough assigning a task to the computing node
based on the data locality, we can minimize the
average completion and waiting time for each task.

(iv) A multi-server queuing model applicable to the
proposed TPDS scheme is developed in order to

Layer 3

Layer 2

Layer 1 Edge devices
(users, mobiles, smartphone, wearable devices, etc.)

Cloud computing
(servers, data centers)

Edge computing
(routers, switches)

Figure 1: *e structure of edge computing network.
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improve schedulability of the tasks under different
constraints and requirements.

*e rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we review the related previous work concerning scheduling
considering prefetching and data locality. We propose a
scheduling strategy based on priority-based data-prefetching
in Section 3. In Section 4, we evaluate the performance of the
proposed strategy, compared to the conventional ones. Fi-
nally, this paper is concluded in Section 5.

2. Related Work

Many data locality schemes for task scheduling have been
developed to improve the performance of the computing
system regarding task execution. *e data locality enables
avoiding unnecessary data transmissions for the task in
cloud computing. In distributed cloud system, tasks are
assigned to the nodes in the network based on the prediction
of associated data [25].

In [26], a new caching algorithm, called similarity-aware
popularity-based caching (SAPoC), is proposed to promote
the performance of wireless edge-caching by utilizing the
similarity among contents in dynamic scenarios. It is de-
veloped for dynamic wireless edge-caching scenarios, where
both mobile devices and contents arrive and leave dy-
namically. In SAPoC, a content’s popularity is determined
by not only its history of the requests but also its similarity
with existing ones to enable a quick-start of newly arrived
contents. It aims to devise an efficient edge-caching strategy
considering the dynamic nature of wireless edge computing
systems.

In [10], data locality awareworkflow scheduling (D-LAWS),
which focuses on data locality, data transfer time based on
network bandwidth, virtual machine (VM) consolidation, and
fairness of workflow scheduling at the node level, is proposed.
*e D-LAWSmaximizes resource utilization and parallelism of
tasks and analytically formulates data transfer time between
VMs. It combines VMs and considers task parallelism by using
data flow while planning task executions for a data-intensive
scientific workflow. Moreover, it reflects more complex
workflow models and the data locality regarding data transfer
before task executions. In [27], the authors proposed a novel
scheduling scheme for real-time bag-of-tasks jobs that arrive
dynamically at a hybrid cloud. It takes into account end-to-end
deadlines of the jobs, as well asmonetary cost required for use of
the complementary public cloud resources. In [28], a novel
hierarchical architecture for multiple cloudlets is proposed for
mobile edge clouds. In this work, the authors target improving
the efficiency of cloud resource utilization by organizing the
edge cloud servers into a hierarchical architecture. Instead of
servingmobile users directly using a flat collection of edge cloud
servers, the basic idea of the proposed scheme is to opportu-
nistically aggregate the mobile loads and send the peak loads
exceeding the capacities of edge cloud servers at lower tiers to
other servers at higher tiers in the edge cloud hierarchy. *ey
developed analytical models to compare the performance be-
tween flat and hierarchical designs of edge computing in terms
of resource utilization efficiency. Also, they provided theoretical

results that show the advantages of the proposed hierarchical
edge cloud architecture.

In [29], Raicu et al. implemented regulating data locality
and resource utilization. In [30], the authors proposed a
cache-aware task scheduling (CATS) technique that finds
suitable resources for executing the data-intensive workload.
*e proposed model minimizes energy consumptions for
both core network and cache accesses. *e CATS model
brings good tradeoffs between energy minimization and
execution time reduction by employing accurate analytical
models. Similarly, to enhance the data locality and repli-
cation technique, a delay scheduling scheme, called delay
scheduling based replication algorithm (DSBRA), is pre-
sented in [31]. *e DSBRA tries to replicate and de-replicate
blocks of the data based on prior information taken from the
scheduler. *is algorithm focuses on block-level replication
but some blocks are stored on the least loaded nodes and
some blocks are stored on the heavily loaded nodes. In [32], a
locality-based data scheduling algorithm 1 is proposed. It
allocates the input data blocks to proper nodes based on their
processing capacity in order to enhance the performance of
MapReduce in heterogeneous Hadoop clusters.

*e prefetching technique is a smart approach for re-
ducing the extra-overhead of data traffic in distributed
computing systems. By applying this technique, the delay
consumed for task execution can be reduced due to the
presence of preloaded data for the task. However, pre-
fetching and predicting data to be preloaded based on the
scheduled tasks become a great challenge. In [31, 32], the
authors present how to enhance the prefetching techniques
and also focus on task scheduling for TaskTracker based on
the data. *e above-mentioned prefetching strategy maxi-
mizes the data locality in distributed computing
environments.

Our approach in this paper is based on these previous
studies which take into account prefetching to efficiently
reuse existing cache data. *e main focus in the proposed
approach is data eviction and confirmation before task
assignment. Our goal is to improve the data locality and
to guarantee the resourceful task scheduling in edge
computing environments. In the next section, we present
the proposed scheduling strategy which enhances the
performance of data preloading for tasks and reduces the
frequency of cached-data removal blindly. According to
our proposed approach, the task scheduler tries to select
the most appropriate node in the edge computing cluster
from the perspective of the data locality and to assign the
task to the selected node. It is able to increase the cached-
data utilization and enhance the swapping process for
minimizing the overall system overhead.

3. Proposed Task Priority-Based
Data-Prefetching Scheduler (TPDS)

In this section, the proposed TPDS is presented for edge
computing clusters. *e TPDS tries to avoid unnecessary
eviction of data in order to improve the operation process of
task scheduling and data caching. Since the costs of data
transfer and eviction result in a great impact on system
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performance, the proposed TPDS attempts to reduce the
costs for data transfer and eviction, while it tries to improve
the task execution procedure.

3.1. Design Goals. *e design goals of the proposed
strategy are (i) prioritization of tasks based on the existing
data in the cache memory of the computing node, (ii)
improvement of awareness between the computing nodes
and a task manager regarding data and task to increase hit
ratio of the cached-data, and (iii) speeding up the exe-
cution of tasks by reducing the waiting time of jobs and
increasing the utilization of the cached-data. Let us
consider a set of tasks T � t1, t2, t3, . . . , tn  with the as-
sociated data set D � d1, d2, d3, . . . , dn  and edge com-
puting nodes E � e1, e2, e3, . . . , en , which contain
different data blocks dn in the cache memory, C, or
storage, S. Based on the traditional data locality scheme,
the task tn ∈ T will be assigned to the computing node
en ∈ E which contains its required data, dn. *en, task
allocation to the node can be expressed as

tn⟶ en

Sen∈E∃dn,

or

Sen∈E←RLn
∃dn,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

(1)

where RLn
denotes any remote location, which contains

data dn near to node en.
We assume that five tasks arrive in the system as shown

in Figure 2. *e details of task allocation to the computing
node, en ∈ E, are given in Table 1. *e task t1 is assigned to
the computing node e1 since the cached-data of the node,
Ce1∈E, have the data block d8 that is needed for the pro-
cessing of t1. Similarly, the task t2 needs d2 which is un-
available in the cache of the n-th node, Cen∈E, but available
in the storage Se2∈E of the node e2. By the LRU cache re-
placement policy, d0, which is the old data block, is
swapped with d2. Similarly, the task t3 needs the data block
d3, which considers an old data block is replaced with d1 as
shown in Figure 2.

In Figure 2, it is noted that there are two data blocks d0
and d3 which are replaced with d2 and d1 by the LRU
policy for the tasks t2 and t3, respectively, due to the
limited capacity of the cache memory. After finishing, the
tasks t2 and t3, and the data blocks d0 and d3 will shift
again to the cache Cen∈E for the tasks t4 and t5, which
require them. *erefore, the proposed scheduling strategy
avoids such unnecessary eviction and swapping of data by
prioritizing the tasks based on the available cached-data in
the computing node Cen

∃ dn as shown in Table 2 and
Figure 3. Equations (2) and (3) express the computing
node and task allocation based on the availability of
cached-data.

en ∈ E � ∀en Cen∈E, Sen∈E , (2)

∀tn⟶∀en

Cen∈E∃dn,

Sen∈E∃dn,

Sen∈E←RLn
∃dn.

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩
(3)

4. Performance Evaluation Model

In this section, a theoretical model of the proposed TPDS is
formulated and derived. We employ an M/M/c queuing
model to evaluate the performance of the proposed TPDS.
Suppose that there are n number of tasks denoted by T �

t1, t2, t3, . . . , tn  with a set of data blocks denoted by D �

d1, d2, d3, . . . , dn  and a set of computing nodes denoted by
E � e1, e2, e3, . . . , em . Here, e denotes the computing
nodes, m represents the total number of computing nodes, D
represents the set of data blocks, and dn denotes the specific
data block required for a task. If all tasks arrive in the system,
the total number of data blocks contained in the cache for all
computing nodes can be expressed as

T � 
n

i�1
ti, (4)

D � 
m

i�1


n

j�1
dj. (5)

According to the proposed TPDS, before eviction of the
data dn ∈ D from the cache memory Cem∈E, the computing
node sends a request to the task manager in order to know if
there is any task tn ∈ T in the queue for this eviction of the
data dn ∈ D. If there is a task in the queue of the task
manager, then it gives a priority to the task and assigns that
task to the node em ∈ E. Otherwise, the data dn is evicted and
swapped in the cache memory. To estimate and optimize the
probabilistic performance of edge computing nodes, the
notations are defined in Table 3.

In this model, we consider two types of tasks: high
priority task and low priority task, based on the cached-data
as shown in Figure 3. *e high priority tasks are the tasks
whose required data are already available in the cache
memory and low priority tasks are the tasks whose required
data are not available in the cache memory of the edge node
en ∈ E as follows:

tn �

tn<Cen ∈ E∃dn > high priority,

or

tn<Cen ∈ E∄dn > low priority.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

(6)

We consider all tasks arriving at the edge computing
nodes with the rate of λ ∈ T. We assume that the arrival of a
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task follows a Poisson process and each arrival is transferred
to different nodes in the cluster of edge computing nodes.
Let ρ � λ/μ be the traffic strength regarding the tasks with
different priorities based on the available cached-data, where
λ and μ are the arrival rate and the service rate, respectively.

*e parameters for task requests in the queuing model are
Ns, WQ, and Ts. Among these three parameters, WQ affected
by the number of tasks being served plays the primary role in
the performance. As shown in Figure 4, the scheduling
policy is based on M/M/(en ∈ E). According to M/(en ∈ E)

Tasks queue

t4. . . t5 t3 t2 t1

d0 d3
d6

d1 d2 d8

Task manager

t1

t2

t3

e1

e2

e3

Ce1

Ce2

Ce3

Se1

Se2

Se3Old Eviction

Eviction
Old

d5 d8

d9 d7
d5 d9

d7 d6

d7 d3

d8 d0

d7 d4

d8 d2

d4 d6

d3 d11

d1 d2

d6 d8

Figure 2: Data prefetching and eviction process without task priority.

(1) Initialize the values
(2) QT: Queue of tasks in TaskManager.
(3) QD: Record of cached-data in edge node.
(4) QE: List of nodes
(5) Qtn.dn: List of data needed for task execution.
(6) Procedure:
(7) Check status of nodes
(8) en←I dl e

(9) en←busy

(10) While (QT is not empty) do
(11) if (enis idle) then
(12) for all tasks in queue do
(13) if tn.dn ∈ Cen∈E then
(14) en ∈ E← tn <h>
(15) else
(16) if (Cen∈E need eviction) then
(17) evcit←Cen∈E.old_data
(18) Cen∈E← Sen∈Edn
(19) en ∈ E← tn
(20) end if
(21) end if
(22) end for
(23) busy← en

(24) end if
(25) end while

ALGORITHM 1: Task priority-based data-prefetching.
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queueing model, remaining time, waiting time, and service
time of the tasks in edge computing are mathematically
evaluated.

As the requests to edge nodes come from the end devices
like smartphones, tablets, and wearable devices, the pool of
the tasks and the size of the queue are considered to be
limitless in the task manager at the cluster of edge nodes.*e
state transition diagram of M/M/(en ∈ E), which can be
denoted through balance equations, is shown in Figure 5.
When the number of tasks tn ∈ T is less than the number of
computing nodes en∃ dn, only n out of the nodes en are busy
and the mean service rate is equal to n?. From (4), we can
obtain

Pn � P0
en ∃ dnρ( 

n

(n)!
  1≤ n≤ en( . (7)

If the number of tasks is greater than or equal to en∃ dn,
i.e., n≥ en∃ dn, all the nodes are busy and the effective service
rate is equal to μ(en∃ dn). *us,

Pn � P0
en ∃ dnρ( 

n

en ∃ dn( 
n−P

en ∃ dn( !
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ for n> en∃ dn( . (8)

d6

Records of cache data in nodes

d7 d2 d3 d9 d8 d0

d1
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e3
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Ce3
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d3 d11
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Figure 3: Data prefetching and eviction process based on task priority.

Table 1: An example of assigning tasks without considerations of priority and data locality.

Arrival of tasks Required data Computing nodes
t1 d8 e1 ∃ d8
t2 d2 e2 ∃ d2
t3 d1 e3 ∃ d1
t4 d0 e2 ∃ d0
t5 d3 + d6 e2 ∃ d3+6

Table 2: An example of assigning tasks based on priority and data
locality.

Arrival of
tasks

Prioritized
tasks

Required
data

Computing
nodes

t1 t1 d8 e1 ∃ d8
t2 t4 d0 e2 ∃ d0
t3 t5 d3 + d6 e2 ∃ d3+6
t4 t2 d2 e2 ∃ d2
t5 t3 d1 e3 ∃ d1

λ ∈ T
Tasks

Queue

Scheduler

e1

E

e1

en

μ1

μ2

μc

...

Figure 4: Edge computing queue model M/M/(en ∈ E).
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Here, ρ � λ/μ(en ∃ dn) where ρ must be less than 1 for
system stability. Note that the expected number of busy
nodes is equal to ρ(en ∃ dn) � λ/μ. To obtain P0, both sides of
(7) and (8) are summed up. Since 

∞
n�0 Pn � 1, P0 is derived

as

P0 � 

en− 1

n�1

en ∃ dnρ( 

n!

n

+
ρen

en ∃ dn( !(1 − ρ)
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

− 1

. (9)

*e proposed TPDS is an efficient scheduling strategy
that minimizes the costs of data transfer and execution
latency. For evaluation of the system performance, it is
necessary to calculate the total number of tasks in the queue,
the total waiting time, the service time of the jobs, and the
total number of tasks in the system. If the number of in-
coming tasks is less than the number of nodes in the cluster
as represented in (7), the system is under the stable con-
dition. *us, it is expected that all tasks can be completed on
time with no extra waiting in the queue. Otherwise, as in (8),
it is highly probable that some tasks wait for long time and
never get a service. *e proposed TPDS tries to optimally
minimize unnecessary eviction and improve the data locality
for the tasks. As discussed earlier, when n> en∃dn, some
tasks must wait in the queue. *us, the estimated number of
tasks in the queue is given by

NQ � P0
(ρ)

en∃dn

en ∃ dn − 1( ! μen ∃ dn − λ( 
2. (10)

To evaluate the system performance by applying Little’s
law, it is necessary to obtain the total waiting time of tasks
before service, the total number of tasks in the queue, and the
total time spent by a single task in the cluster of edge
computing nodes.

WQ � P0
μ(ρ)

en∃dn

en ∃ dn − 1( ! μen ∃ dn − λ( 
2, (11)

Ts � P0
μ(ρ)

μen∃dn

en ∃ dn − 1( ! μen ∃ dn − λ( 
2

⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ +
1
μ

, (12)

Ns � P0
λμ(ρ)

en∃dn

μen ∃ dn − 1( ! μen ∃ dn − λ( 
2

⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ +
λ
μ

. (13)

*e probability that all nodes are busy in edge com-
puting clusters can be derived from (14) and (15).

PB � P0 

∞

n�en

ρn en ∃dn( 
en

en ∃ dn( !
 , (14)

PB � P0
en ∃ dn( 

en

en ∃ dn − 1( ! μen ∃ dn − λ( 
. (15)

5. Performance Evaluation

In this section, the proposed TPDS is evaluated through
computer simulations. *e job completion time and node
utilization under data locality in the cache memory are es-
timated by Cloudsim [33]. Cloudsim includes a broker (task
manager node) and client nodes (number of machines) en-
tities. *e results of the proposed TPDS are compared with
the existing scheduling and eviction schemes: FIFO, LRU, and
HPSO [23, 34]. *e efficiency of the proposed TPDS strategy
is evaluated in terms of hit ratio of cached-data, task execution
time, task waiting time, and data locality. *e parameter
details for the Cloudsim simulator are given in Table 4.

Figure 6 shows the used ratio of data for the proposed
TPDS, compared with the three conventional schemes. *e
proposed TPDS maximizes utilization of the cached-data by
using it for the incoming task in the queue.*e proposed TPDS
is not blindly swapping out the old data without knowing the
incoming task in the queue.*us, it is noted that the hit ratio is
higher in the proposed TPDS than the conventional FIFO,
LRU, and HPSO schemes. Particularly, when the number of
data blocks increases, the time consumed for completing the
task for all the schemes also increases due to swapping out data
blocks from the cache memory without checking the queue of
the taskmanager.*is causes lower hit ratios in the cached-data
as the number of data blocks increases.

Figure 7 shows the execution times of tasks of the
proposed TPDS and three conventional schemes. As shown
in Figure 8, the execution time of the task for the proposed
TPDS is always smaller than those of the conventional FIFO,
LRU, and HPSO schemes. It is because the more swapping
out of data gives the longer waiting time to the task to update
the associated data for the incoming task. Pre-existing data
for tasks will execute the task quickly and there is no need to
wait to bring the related data.

Similarly, Figure 8 shows the average waiting time of
tasks. From the figure, it is observed that the waiting time of
the proposed TPDS is smaller than those of the conventional
FIFO, LRU, and HPSO schemes. Compared to the conven-
tional schemes, the proposed TPDS consistently allows
shorter average waiting time in the whole range of the
number of tasks. *e number of tasks is varying from 200 to
2200 and the same distribution of job sizes is maintained
throughout the simulation test. *e proposed TPDS signif-
icantly outperforms the other conventional schemes in terms
of average execution time as the number of tasks increases.

t1

1 (en ∃ dn) 2 (en ∃ dn) n – 1 (en ∃ dn)

. . .

n (en ∃ dn)

t2 t2 tn–1 tn

0 1 2 n – 1 n

Figure 5: State transition diagram of M/M/(en ∈ E).
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Another feature of the proposed TPDS is the priority
scheduling of tasks as shown in Figure 9. It is noted that, with
help of this scheduling strategy, the jobs achieve nearly the
best data locality, which is helpful to improve the perfor-
mance of distributed systems. *e proposed TPDS takes
advantage of cached-data locality to accelerate the com-
putation of the task and minimize the CPU usage and data
transfer load in terms of swapping out and swapping in data
from the cache memory. It significantly improves the per-
formance of the computing nodes and the execution of tasks.
It is shown that the proposed TPDS also always outperforms
the conventional schemes in terms of data locality.

In Figure 10, the average execution time of the proposed
TPDS is compared with the conventional schemes. We use
six different types of workloads as different numbers of data
blocks (200 to 2200). Compared to the conventional
schemes, the proposed TPDS reduces the average execution
time by 8.5% to 10.2% for six different workloads,

Table 3: *e variables used in the performance model.

Variable Description
NQ *e number of tasks waiting in the queue for service
Ns Total number of tasks in the edge computing system
Ts *e total time spent by the task in the edge computing system
WQ *e total time of the task waiting in the queue for service
Pn *e probability that the system has “n” number of tasks
Pb *e probability that all nodes are busy in the edge computing system
en ∃ dn *e computing node that contains the related data, dn, for the task
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Figure 7: *e comparison of task execution time.

Table 4: Cloudsim simulator parameters.

Entity Parameters Values

Cloudlets/task
Length of the task (expected number of instructions) 50–2000

Number of tasks for six times running 200 to 2200
*e priority of tasks based on the cached-data blocks High, medium, and low

Virtual machine

Number of VMs 50 in ache data center
VM memory 1GB to 2GB
Bandwidth 500–1000

Number of CPUs 1 to 3

Data center Number of data centers 5
Number of hosts 2 to 3
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Figure 8: *e comparison of average waiting time.
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respectively. *is demonstrates that the proposed TPDS
performs data locality more efficiently than the existing
schemes due to the availability of data blocks in the cache
memory.

6. Conclusion

As the number of IoT devices and the scale of cloud
computing grow in popularity, many edge computing and
distributed systems have emerged in recent years. In general
edge computing architecture, computing power, bandwidth,
and data at the edge are scarce resources. To improve system
performance, a task scheduling strategy must be efficient. In
this paper, we proposed a cache data locality scheduler for
edge-computing cluster environments. *e proposed
strategy schedules tasks by taking a broad view and adjusts
data for tasks dynamically according to data in cache
memory. Especially in an edge computing cluster envi-
ronment, where the number of resources is limited, our
proposed approach tries its best to enhance task execution
under limited resources and reduce the extra flow of data in
the cluster network. When the computing cluster is over-
loaded, the proposed strategy takes the advantage of data in
the cache and brings the task first which finds the needed
data in the cache of the node. *e simulation results show
that the proposed strategy exhibits some improvements

which can also work in a busy network and cluster. As future
work, we plan to improve the proposed task scheduling
strategy based on available resources. We will consider the
aspects that may affect the performance including data
distributions and replication in a heterogeneous system.
Edge computing and distributed technologies are growing
up due to massive data volume generated by a large number
of IoTdevices. Accordingly, it is essential to keep update and
development on scheduling strategies and efficient algo-
rithms for tasks to manage resources in edge computing
environments.
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Information Communication Technology (ICT) environment in traditional power grids makes detection andmitigation of DDoS attacks
more challenging. Existing security technologies, besides their efficiency, are not adequate to cater to DDoS security in Smart Grids (SGs)
due to highly distributed and dynamic network environments. Recently, emerging Software Defined Networking- (SDN-) based
approaches are proposed by researchers for SG’s DDoS protection; however, they are only able to protect against flooding attacks and are
dependent on static thresholds. -e proposed approach, i.e., Software Defined Networking-based DDoS Protection System (S-DPS), is
efficiently addressing these issues by employing light-weight Tsallis entropy-based defense mechanisms using SDN environment. It
provides early detectionmechanismwithmitigation of anomaly in real time.-e approach offers the best deployment location of defense
mechanism due to the centralized control of network.Moreover, the employment of a dynamic thresholdmechanism ismaking detection
process adaptive to the changing network conditions. S-DPS has demonstrated its effectiveness and efficiency in terms of Detection Rate
(DR) and minimal CPU/RAM utilization, considering DDoS protection focusing smurf attacks, socket stress attacks, and SYN
flood attacks.

1. Introduction

-ere is a drastic increase in energy dependence from very
minute to huge activity especially the cloud-based data
centers and Internet of -ings (IoT), which have a dire need
of availability, reliability, and efficiency of power systems.
-is requirement paved path towards the Smart Grid (SG)
paradigm that ensures two-way communication within
power systems. It holds the capability to remove the con-
straints of a traditional grid infrastructure and provide
power systems that are scalable, dynamic, situation-aware,
and flexible. On the other hand, such facilities give birth to
complexity, heterogeneity, and interconnectivity of diverse
ICT requirements due to which the existing network par-
adigms and security strategies are marked as ineffective

[1, 2]. Moreover, the IP-enabled communication infra-
structure in SGs raises the likelihood of malicious activities
and attacks. Such attacks may result in wrong smart meter
readings or incorrect demands or responses to or from
electricity company or they can be severe for power gen-
eration systems [3].

Millions of consumers are serviced by SG. -e service
provided by SG is crucial and the availability of such a service is
extremely important.-e SGmakes up a cyber-physical system
(CPS) and a single error in any part of the system can lead to a
direct or indirect catastrophic effect on human life [4]. Dis-
tributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks are also makingmore
frequent appearances and are becomingmore sophisticated and
severe because of the fact that the existing protection mecha-
nisms are not capable to deal with such threats. Hence,
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detection, mitigation, and prevention of DDoS attacks are now
on the top most priority of engineering industries and research
arena. Researches have come upwith SDN-based approaches to
handle DDoS attacks in SG [5]. However, still experimental
validation of the proposed approaches is lagging. Also, SGs are
safeguarded against High-Rate (HR)-DDoS attacks only during
their detection and mitigation approach [1] [6]. -is level of
safety is not enough for a sensitive ICTinfrastructure such as SG
that carries mission critical information. Because of these
reasons, there exists a desperate need for further research re-
garding SDN-based security protocols in SG to ensure a safe and
light-weight mechanism against DDoS, having a capability to
detect in the early stages and mitigation of varied level of DDoS
attacks.

-e remainder structure of the paper is organized as
follows: Section 2 discusses related work with critical
evaluation of literature, motivation with problem statement,
and approach with contribution. Section 3 discusses system
model with implementation constraints. Experimental setup
with evaluation criteria is discussed in Section 4. Results and
discussion are presented in Section 5. Section 6 discusses
performance evaluation of the approach. Finally, Section 7
presents conclusion with future work.

2. Literature Review

Considering the wide spread of ICT and upcoming IoT
devices, applications, and scenarios in almost every field of
life, the authors in [7] showcased the vulnerabilities that may
attract negative attentions. Moreover, the authors discussed
state-of-the-art work regarding mitigation of such malicious
activities. Researchers from academia and industry have
shown interest and utilize new network paradigm, i.e., SDN
to deal with underlying security risks in SG communication
network [5]. -e authors in [8] presented a comprehensive
survey focusing SG communication security measures and
privacy breaches. Major emphasis is given to privacy han-
dling within SG communication networks. In [9], the au-
thors presented a taxonomy of network attacks focusing fog-
based smart grid SCADA systems. -e authors in this study
classify intrusion detection systems (IDSs) as major solution
for the attacks; however, they focused mainly on machine
learning approaches which at times are more time con-
suming and compel in comparison to entropy-based IDSs.

-e authors in [10] used blockchain for securing the data
and SDN to deal with control issues and scalability. Fur-
thermore, the authors in [11] also used blockchain to secure
energy sector, mainly authentication and privacy issues.

SDN is recently used in SG to provide a resilient SDN-based
security framework/simulators and communication architec-
ture. Researchers have utilized either single or multicontroller
architecture to establish the underlying network infrastructure
[12] which is considered to be the first SG-enabled simulator
which is resilient and secured. -e proposed security module is
able to detect and resolve DoS attack within 60 seconds with no
impact on bus system. However, maximum power capacity
allowed on each bus/branch is not mentioned to address how
much additional load other branches can bear in case of failure.
Static threshold of 40% for number of packets/sec is used in

detection mechanism. Similarly, in [1], a novel SDN-based
communication architecture for resiliency and security of
microgrid operations is proposed. -ey have used three ap-
plications, i.e., self-healing mechanism, network verification,
and intrusion detection. Self-healing mechanism uses rapid
network configuration changes to mitigate further penetration
by doing traffic isolation. Network verification is implemented
using consistent updates feature, to avoid network instability by
ensuring consistency of packets. Specification-based intrusion
detection system is proposed; however, experimental validation
is missing in the work.

Entropy-based approaches have been widely in tradi-
tional networks to provide DDoS protection. -ese ap-
proaches have proved to be useful in SDN environment as
well, providing better detection efficiency [13]. -e authors
in [14] used open flow SDN controller to detect DDoS at-
tacks on SG. As this is basic feature of SDN framework, the
proposed methodology is also situation aware; however, for
anomaly detection, an entropy-based mechanism is pro-
posed which not only detects but also mitigates the attacks.
However, the authors have not enhanced their proposed
model to adoptively change according to situation and
environment.

-e authors in [15] presented a DDoS traceback
mechanism under the umbrella of SDN architecture. -e
authors established an anomaly tree by analysing the
communication flow changes via base station nodes. Once
the anomaly tree is formulated, traceback scheme calls out
any of different DDoS protection algorithms depending
upon the nature and severeness of the attack. -e authors
claim that proposed scheme is better than the state-of-the-
art frameworks regarding detection and trace back time with
minimal usage of resources. In the future, the authors intend
to optimize this approach by making it adoptive such that it
can detect most types of the DDoS attacks.

A scheduling algorithm based on two levels is proposed
in [16] to make sure better QoS regarding power services and
communication network. For this purpose, an SDN con-
troller is utilized and in first level, a scheduling mechanism is
devised focusing priority in terms of delay constrained
power services. Once priority-based services are schedules,
then congestion and queueing control mechanism follows
which ensures minimal delay with respect to the priority
assigned. -e authors used Mininet and Ryu controllers for
simulation purposes. -e proposed approach reduced delay
and packet loss ratio with respect to state-of-the-art work.
An elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) is presented in [17]
and the proposed scheme which is based on mutual au-
thentication by using biometric system.-e authors claim to
eliminate many authentication attacks.

Moreover, ECC technique supersedes other state-of-
the-art protocols considering the performance metrics of
communication and computational time considering SG
environment. -e authors in [18] proposed multilevel
autoencoders-based IDS for DDoS attacks in SGs. -e
authors claim to have better accuracy in predictive
analysis with other state-of-the-art methods. In [19], the
authors presented a novel SDN-based IDS for SG. Basic
feature of SDN, i.e., centralized controller in control
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plane, is made distributed by using blockchain approach.
-e proposed model is simulated using AnyLogic and
results declare it as more effective in terms of DDoS
detection with state-of-the-art frameworks. Moreover,
this approach also reduces the controller overhead;
however, the delay in decision making is the trade-off that
is not required in demand responsiveness feature of SG.

-e authors in [20] present a novel entropy-based sta-
tistical approach in multicontroller SDN environment ap-
proach which is proposed for early detection and mitigation
of DDoS attack. Apart from early detection, it is able to
identify the attack path as well to apply the mitigation
strategy instantly after detection. Shannon entropy with
experimental static threshold against “DA” is used as de-
tection mechanism, whereas Drop/block ports mechanism is
used for mitigation purpose. Experimental validation for
backup controller functionality, in case of primary controller
failure, is missing. -reshold mechanism should have been
adaptive rather than static, considering dynamic nature of
modern networks. -e authors have not addressed the ef-
ficacy of approach in protecting against LR-DDoS attacks.
Further, approach should have been validated using per-
formance metrics like DR and FPR.

Apart from SDN-based approaches for DDoS protection, it
is important to discuss existing entropy-based approaches that
have been successful in detecting DDoS attacks in traditional
networks. Different variants of entropy are available for
detecting DoS/DDoS attacks, i.e., generalized entropy, Tsallis
entropy, and normalized entropy. Each of them can achieve
varying DR and FPR for HR and LR-DDoS attacks. Some are
able to detect both types of DDoS attacks with better DR and
FPR, where some are best suited for a single type only. -ese
solutions depend on the traffic features and perform statistical
procedures on normal and attack traffic to do the comparison in
order to find the anomaly. -e authors in [21] present a
generalized entropy-based feature selection technique which is
used to detect network anomalies from real-life WAN traffic
data with a high DR and low FPR. An outlier score function is
used to detect the anomalies. -e algorithm was evaluated
against other techniques like LOF andORCAusing dataset Zoo.
-ey achieved DR of 94.11% and FPR of 2.38%, higher than the
other two approaches. However, user-defined parameters for
threshold values are used. Although these values are set after
conducting training on datasets, but still, it poses a limitation
with respect to dynamic nature of networks and underlying
attacks. -e approach did not directly work on categorical and
mixed types data.

A variant of Renyi entropy is proposed in [22], as a light-
weight detection system utilizing extended entropy-based
metric to detect HR-DDoS flooding attack and IP traceback.
-e proposed approach is evaluated against other entropy
metrics like Shannon entropy and Kullback–Leibler divergence
using both simulated and real-time DDoS datasets. Another
important variant of parameterized entropy, i.e., Tsallis entropy,
is utilized by researchers for anomaly detection. A feature-based
Anomaly Detection System (ADS) using Tsallis entropy at
device level is proposed in [23] and is capable of detecting and
classifying known and unknown anomalies with additional
information regarding network usage. Primitive properties of

flows like SA, DA, SP, and DP and derived flow properties at
device and network level, i.e., out-degree, in-degree, per flow,
per packet, per byte, packet per sample (pps), etc., are used in
flow extraction process. Based on the discussion above, it can be
observed that the authors have not highlighted the capability of
their approach to detect both HR and LR-DDoS attacks.
Moreover, static thresholds based on experiments are utilized in
their approaches which cannot prevail in dynamic and complex
environments like SG. Real dataset for DDoS attacks based on
SG networks are not publically available easily [24]; hence,
researchers have used simulated datasets for validation of their
work.

Tsallis entropy metric has performed well, as per validation
metrics, compared to other entropic metrics in detecting
varying number of DDoS attacks, i.e., both LR-DDoS and HR-
DDoS attacks. For effective DDoS defense mechanism, miti-
gation strategies should also be incorporated with intrusion
detection system. Placement of detection mechanism is way
important for efficient detection and in-time capitalization of
DDoS attack. Such fact has not been addressed by many of the
researchers. Finally, Tsallis entropy metric, besides its efficiency
with respect to DR and FPR, has not been tested in an SDN
environment. Utilizing SDN for securing SGs is in focus for
energy engineering industries and research arena as well. -e
authors in [25] orchestrate a strategic connection, monitoring
SDN controllers and sources of new flow requests that are
threatening for DDoS attack. Compromised switches are
identified and a noncooperative game is orchestrated using
dynamic Bayesian network. -e authors in [26] proposed a
DDoS detectionmechanism in SGs using Convolutional Neural
Network. Variance fractal dimension trajectory is used as a
preprocessing tool, whereas postprocessing of data is conducted
by employing support vector machine. -e authors claimed to
achieve 87.35% accuracy in DDoS detection. Critical evaluation
of literature is given in Tables 1 and 2.

2.1. Motivation and Problem Statement. In light of the above
discussion, it can be concluded that SDN significantly addresses
the deployment locality requirement to its centralized controller
architecture. Further, entropy-based techniques used by the
researchers rely on experimental-based thresholds and do not
adapt to changing network conditions.-erefore, it necessitates
developing an adaptive light-weight entropy-based defence
mechanism using SDN environment for SG, providing early
detection and mitigation of anomaly in real time. Real-time
reconfiguration based on network conditions is required to
change static thresholds and also tomake it appropriate for high
Detection Rate (DR) and low False Positive Rate (FPR). Here
DR measures portion of the attacks that are detected correctly
by the system and FPR provides the percentage of events that
are reported as negative events where actually they are positive
events. -is factor makes it highly inappropriate for SG due to
dynamic nature and heterogeneity.

With the advent of IoT, security concerns related to user
and network resources have become even more critical and
prone to attacks. SG being one important application of IoT
also shares the same security threats that exist in traditional
IoT environment. However, protection of DDoS attacks in
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Table 1: SDN-based security approaches for DDoS protection.

Approach Security
parameter Network/dataset Experimental setup Tools/

simulators

Parameters/
approach for
intrusion
detection

Limitations

DSSnet:
microgrid
simulator [1]

DoS and
resilience

IEEE-13 bus power
distribution system

with two
subsystems, i.e.,
wind turbine and
energy storage

system

Developed a
simulator for
evaluation of

microgrid operation.
Applications:
(i) Self-healing

network
management

(ii) Communication
network verification
(iii) Specification-
based intrusion

detection

OpenDSS,
Mininet, virtual
time system
(Linux-based

kernel)

(i) Network
slicing

(ii) Traffic
isolation

A little literature on
specification-based
intrusion detection

provided experimental
validation of intrusion

detection is not
provided.

PYGRID: SG
simulator [12]

DoS
protection

and
resilience

Simulated IEEE-14
bus power system

Scenarios:
normal operation,
bus failure, and bus

attack
Result:

successfully
mitigated DDoS

attack

Mininet,
PYPOWER

(i) Number of
packets/

second� 40%
threshold

(ii) Flows count

(i) Maximum power
capacity allowed on

each bus/branch is not
mentioned; rationale

for using fixed
threshold limit for

number of packets/sec
is missing.

(ii) All traffic flows are
being monitored for
rapid detection.

Computation overhead
cost is associated with
the approach since all

flows will go to
application layer.

Multicontroller-
based SDN [20]

UDP/TCP/
ICMP flood

attacks
Simulated

Design components
entropy-based DDoS
detection algorithm

(i) Virtualized
network

environment of 3
switches and 32

hosts
(ii) Set of mitigation

actions (block
traffic/ports)

(iii) UDP flood
attack simulated

POX
controller,
Mininet 2.0,

and Scapy tool
for traffic
generation

Analysis metric
(i) Destination
IP address
entropy

(i) Experimental
validation for backup

controller
functionality, in case of
primary controller
failure, was missing.
(ii) -reshold value
should have been

changed dynamically as
per the changing

network environment.
(iii) -e authors did

not address the efficacy
of approach in

protecting against LR-
DDoS attacks

(iv) Flash crowds may
be detected by the

algorithm as an attack,
resulting in extra FPR.

(v) -e proposed
approach should have
been validated against
performance metrics
like DR, FPR, etc.
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SG has grabbed more intention of researchers. -e reason is
the occurrence of massive DDoS attack on Ukraine power
grid in 2015. Existing security protocols/techniques provide
network protection at Internet edge only and are not suf-
ficient enough to prevent dynamic attacks, considering
borderless architecture of IoT. Additionally, current ap-
proaches of security, i.e., firewall zoning and intrusion de-
tection and prevention system (IDPS) are too constrained by
traditional network architecture. -ey are computationally
heavy when considering the increase in network devices
[27]. If appropriate security actions are not taken, then
attacks like DDOS, service unavailability, and most im-
portantly threat to human life might happen. Moreover,
early detection and mitigation are deemed necessary for
infrastructure like SG since deep penetration to SG network
can lead to devastating consequences.

Entropy-based techniques used by the researchers rely
on experimental-based thresholds and do not adapt to

changing network conditions. Moreover, utilization of static
experimental thresholds and Shannon entropy do not
provide adequate security against both HR and LR-DDoS
attacks for an ICT infrastructure like SG. Static thresholds
need to be reconfigured on changing network conditions to
adjust for high DR and low FPR and that makes it unsuitable
for SG. Moreover, Shannon entropy provides low DR and
FPR as compared to Tsallis entropy [23] and on detection of
DDoS attack, it is important to mitigate it as well to prevent
its penetration further in the network; that is missing in
DDoS protection approaches. In order to improve the se-
curity and reliability of SG in reference to DDoS attacks,
researchers have suggested an SDN-based approach to
handle the glitches in the conventional network paradigms.
However, these approaches [6, 12, 20] are still only capable
of handling HR-DDoS attacks, i.e., TCP/UDP/ICMP-based
flooding attacks only, not catering stealthy and low-rate
DDoS attacks, and also rely heavily on static thresholds.

Table 2: Entropy-based approaches.

Year Technique Anomalies
addressed Dataset Data

source
Source
tool

Flow
properties for

anomaly
detection

Comparison Validation
metrics (%) Conclusion

2016
[21]

Generalized
entropy

DDoS,
probe

Real:
KDDcup99,
NSL-KDD,

UCI machine
learning
repository
datasets

Simulated:
Testbed
dataset

(TUIDS) for
DDoS and

probe attacks

IP
packet/
IP flow

Netflow
data

Dynamic
selection of
features
through
mutual

information
and GE

LOF for τ � 0.58 at
dataset Zoo

DR� 82.35
FPR� 19.04

Proposed
approach
achieved
better DR
and FPR
metrics

compared to
other outlier
approaches

ORCA DR� 88.23
FPR� 13.09

Proposed
approach

DR� 94.11
FPR� 2.38

Shannon entropy DR� 55
FPR� 15

Kullback–Leblier
divergence

DR� 70
FPR� 15

2015
[22]

Extended
entropy

DDoS, port
scan,

network
scan, DoS,
worm, and

spam

Legitimate
traffic from
tsinghua
University
Campus
network

IP flow Netflow

Source IP
address, source

port,
destination IP,

address,
destination

port, flow byte,
flow direction,

protocol
number, and
TCP control

bit

— DR� 93.46
FPR� 5 2015

2017
[23]

Tsallis
entropy

Real and
simulated
versions:

DDoS, alpha
flow, port
scan,

network
scan

Real
Campus

network data,
i.e., UTFPR/

Toleda
Campus and
FISTSC/GW

campus

IP flow Netflow
v9

Source
address,

destination
address, source

port,
destination
port, number
of packets,
number of

flows, number
of bytes, in-

degree

Tsallis entropy DR� 100
FPR� 1

Achieved
better DR
and FPR

compared to
Shannon
entropy
validation
metrics

dropped a
little with
sampling
effects

Shannon entropy DR� 25
FPR� 2.2806

After
incorporating

sampling effects in
technique

DR� 99.45
FPR� 0.12
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Hence, it makes it necessary to develop a light-weight DDoS
defence mechanism for SG that is fueled by SDN envi-
ronment and using Tsallis entropy for better DR and FPR.
Additionally, the SDN environment should be adaptive and
capable of providing early detection and mitigation of both
HR and LR-DDoS attacks.

2.2. Solution and Contributions. Considering our proposed
solution, DDoS detection application uses Tsallis entropy
metric with traffic features, i.e., Source Address (SA),
Destination Address (DA), Source Port (SP), and Destina-
tion Port (DP) for efficient detection of varying DDoS at-
tacks. For mitigation approach, IP address and port blocking
mechanism is available in SDN controller software; i.e.,
OpenFlow is utilized. Blocking data is provided by the local
list maintained in the SDN controller. Since SDN controller
provides a global view of the whole network and is centrally
located, the proposed approach significantly addresses the
locality problem of DDoS defense mechanism that is missing
in literature. A novelty in approach is added by using dy-
namic thresholds for traffic features using Exponential
Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) instead of static
threshold values for detection purposes. Moreover, to the
best of our knowledge, Tsallis entropy in SDN environment
has not been used previously. -e proposed approach
provides a near real-time detection within 250 packets with
mitigation of anomaly in real time. In the following section,
the proposed system model is discussed in detail. -e fol-
lowing contributions are made in this work:

(i) A light-weight entropy-based detection approach is
developed underlying SDN environment

(ii) Adaptive threshold mechanism is proposed to
achieve better DR and False Positive Rate (FPR)
using Exponentially Weighted Moving Average
(EWMA) and Tsallis entropy

(iii) Low-rate (LR)- and HR-DDoS attacks are suc-
cessfully detected

(iv) In addition to the real-time protection mechanism,
a DDoS mitigation mechanism is also explained in
terms of proposed model

(v) Resource utilization (CPU and RAM utilization is
optimized without compromising LR- or HR-DDoS
protection)

3. System Model

In existing SDN-based solutions, a limited level of DDoS
protection, i.e., against flooding-based DDoS attacks only, is
being provided. Further, deployment locality of DDoS de-
fencemechanism is critical in efficient and in-time detection.
Most of the researchers did not fully address the issue of
locality. SDN controller has a global view of the network and
is responsible for all routing and filtering features of a
network. In other words, it is a brain and central point of
network. -erefore, SDN network utilization can provide
optimal deployment locality for DDoS defence mechanism.

Lastly, software-based control of SDN provides IP address/
port blocking mechanisms as a built-in feature.

So, these mechanisms can be optimally utilized as a
DDoS mitigation approach. -e conceptual framework is
divided into two parts, namely, SDN-based environment for
consumer-utility provider network and intrusion detection
and prevention system (IDPS) as depicted in Figure 1. In this
section, a detailed description of the system model is pre-
sented, following the implementation constraints and
limitations.

IDPS is divided into three modules, namely, flow col-
lector (“FC”), anomaly detector (“AD”), and anomaly
mitigation (“AM”), as depicted in Figure 1. “FC” module is
located in controller and collects network flows/packets and
statistics from each connected switch through Netflow
standard protocol, utilized by the controller. -ese flows are
stored in the local database of the controller and relevant
features, i.e., Source Address (“SA”) and Destination Ad-
dress (“DA”), are extracted for further processing by “AD.”
“AD” calculates Tsallis entropy value per traffic feature in
current window of 50 packets and compares it with cor-
responding feature threshold value for that window. In case
of a mismatch as per conditions discussed in subsequent
section, an alarm is generated and further action is taken by
the “AM”module. “AM”module performs drop/deny action
on the flows and pass it on to v-switch performing for-
warding decisions. It also stores the blacklisted IPs in
blacklist database maintained locally in the controller for
scrutiny of incoming packets.-reshold calculator calculates
threshold values per feature for next window by applying
Exponentially Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) on
current window entropy value and previous window
threshold value and passes it on to “AD” module for
comparison purposes. Table 3 describes the primitive flow
properties being used in the analysis. After extraction of
required details, data is parsed to “AD” module which
follows the mechanism as discussed in upcoming sections.

3.1. Anomaly Detector Module (AD Module). After extrac-
tion of traffic features (“SA,” “SP,” “DA,” and “DP”) by “FC”
from new packets destined to the controller from OF
switches through Netflow protocol supported by POX
controller, data is fed to the “AD” module. Data in anomaly
detector is processed based upon window size that can be
based upon either time stamp of packet received or number
of packets. For this work, it is based upon number of packets
and set to 50 packets per window for efficient detection and
memory foot-print [20]. Moreover, the experimental setup
constitutes not more than 50 hosts (smart meters and utility
server), so 50 packets per window is an appropriate window
size. -erefore, consider W as the set of data with n elements
in which each data element xmi signifies the event pertaining
to specific traffic feature as can be seen in (1). Probability of
xmi happening in window W can be calculated using (2).
Further, Tsallis entropy is denoted by “Hq” which can be
calculated by (3) [23]. For q> 1, higher probabilities have
more impact on the final entropy value compared to lower
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probabilities and vice versa. Here value of q is set as − 1.3 or
− 0.8 for high DR and low FPR.

w � xmi, m � 1, 2, 3, 4, i � 1, 2, . . . n, (1)

Pmi �
xmi

n
, (2)

Hq �
1

q − 1
1 − 

n

i�1
p

q
mi. (3)

In each window, entropy values of four traffic features
are calculated and compared with respective normal
entropy value, using (4). Here H

xm

q− (n) is the entropy value
of specific traffic feature taken in normal traffic condi-
tions, i.e., without any abnormal traffic, and λ signifies the
difference of entropies. In case the value of λ is positive, it
means the entropy value of feature for current window
has decreased; i.e., data distribution is concentrated.
However, in case value of λ is negative, it means the

entropy value of feature for current window has in-
creased; i.e., data distribution is dispersed.

H
xm

q− (n) − Hq � λ. (4)

Application of (4) is different for each traffic feature as
depicted in Table 4. In case of DDoS attack, value of λ is
positive for “DA” and negative for “SA,” whereas for dif-
ferent types of DDoS attacks, values of “SP” and “DP” are
variable. Equations (1)–(4) are calculated for subsequent
windows (50 packets per window) and in case value of λ is
positive for “DA” and negative for “SA” for five consecutive
windows, an alert for DDoS attack is generated. A counter
for subject purpose is utilized, which is incremented on
meeting the set conditions in each window. In case set
conditions for “SA” and “DA” are not met in any 5 con-
secutive windows, counter is set to zero and process starts
again with counter� 0.

3.2. Anomaly Mitigation Module. A specific action is asso-
ciated by the controller with each flow in flow tables of the
controller as discussed in background section related to OF
protocol. In case an alarm is generated by the “AD” module,
then the “SA” with maximum number of occurrences in the
5 windows is extracted and “drop/deny” action is set by the
controller against the matched flows associated with that
“SA” in run time.

SDN controller

Legitimate profile
entropy for startup

window only

Flow collector

Traffic feature
extractor

Entropy
calculator

Comparison b/w
current and threshold

entropy values

Detection module

�reshold
calculator

Alarm

Blacklist

�reshold
entropy

Tsallis
entropy

Fo
r n

ex
t w
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do

w
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ca
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n

Attack
response
module

PACKET_IN

Smart meter and utility server network

Figure 1: System model S-DPS.

Table 3: Primitive flow properties for AD.

No.
(m)

Primitive flow property
(xm) Detail

1 SA Source IP address of packet

2 DA Destination IP address of
packet
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3.3. Dynamic 5reshold. Initially, threshold values for each
traffic feature are set by simulating the network environment
in normal conditions, i.e., without any attack traffic. -ese
threshold values are used to detect DDoS attack in progress
as per the conditions discussed previously. Value of
threshold dictates the performance of entropy-based de-
tection approach in terms of DR and FPR. So, choosing
optimal thresholds is most significant and important to
achieve desired results. One approach is to conduct multiple
experiments using attack traffic (tool or datasets) with
normal traffic to tune these thresholds, while another ap-
proach is to utilize current network conditions in real time
and system automatically updates these thresholds. -e
latter is more convenient and effective, considering the
dynamic nature of SG network. So, in order to make the
anomaly detection adaptive, consider a mean entropy value
for each traffic feature as and for each subsequent window,
mean entropy value for each traffic feature as a threshold, is
calculated using (5). EWMA filter is used for calculating the
average mean, and β value of 0.1 is used for catering current
network conditions and is more reactive in nature, con-
sidering highly critical networks such as SG. Value of
constant c depends upon the network characteristics.

H
xm

q(i) � β × H
xm

q(i− 1) +(1 − β) × H
xm

q(i)  + c. (5)

-reshold values, calculated as per (5), are based upon
current network conditions with β value set to 0.1 (very
reactive) and can result in high FPR for burst channel.
Similarly, in case of stealthy attack pattern such as in-
creasing and decreasing DDoS attacks, detection will be
difficult. So, there is a need to tune the value of threshold
in real time. In order to achieve optimumDR and FPR and
keep the threshold in acceptable bounds, a maximum
change/difference of current threshold from the normal
entropy threshold (calculated during normal conditions)
should not exceed by 1.5, considering 90% confidence
interval for normal distribution. In case it exceeds more
than 1.5 times, value of current threshold will become 1.5
times to normal entropy threshold; otherwise, it will re-
main the same as per the calculated mean threshold value.
However, for decreasing entropy with respect to normal
entropy threshold (calculated during normal conditions)
for more than 1.5 times, value of current threshold will be
normal entropy threshold value divided by 1.5 to nor-
malize the threshold; otherwise, it will remain the same as
per the calculated mean threshold value. -e multipli-
cation and division factor of 1.5 is used to keep the
thresholds within reasonable bounds with respect to
normal threshold value. -e increasing entropy check is
applicable for SA entropy, whereas decreasing entropy
check is applicable for DA entropy. -e reason is that
DDoS attack tends to decrease DA entropy while

increasing SA entropy values. Flow chart for the algorithm
is presented in Figure 2. In OF-based v-Switch, a packet
for which no flow entry exists is passed on to controller for
decision making. So, in the algorithm packet in flow step
signifies entry of new packet in the controller. Traffic
features of the packet as per Table 3 are checked for
existence of entries already in the system. In case entries
exist in the lists; then occurrence counters for each feature
are incremented. Otherwise, new entries in the corre-
sponding lists are made. If the number of packets count
has reached 50 as per the set window, entropy value for
each traffic feature using the corresponding traffic feature
list is calculated. It is then compared with the threshold
value. In case current DA entropy value is less than mean
DA threshold value and current SA entropy value is
greater than mean SA threshold value; then the consec-
utive window counter is incremented and the same cycle
starts again for next window with number of packets
count set to zero. Moreover, in case the current DA,
entropy value is greater than mean DA threshold value
and SA entropy is less than mean SA threshold value; then
the cycle starts again with number of packets count set to
zero.

3.4. Implementation Constraints and Limitations. As previ-
ously mentioned in related work, DDoS related datasets for
SG are not publicly available and datasets like MIT Lincoln,
FIFA, DDoSTB, and CAIDA datasets are not SG related [12].
-erefore, [1, 12] relied on simulated traffic to test the vi-
ability of their proposed approach. Similarly, in the paper,
simulated normal and attack traffic is being generated using
Scapy tool to test the proposed model because it is python-
based and can be integrated with Mininet. Single topology is
tested for different types of DDoS attacks and the traffic is
simulated one. Results obtainedmay vary in real-time traffic.
Moreover, model presented is independent of any protocol
(tested for TCP/UDP/ICMP-based packets) and threshold
for DDoS detection is being adjusted automatically with
varying network conditions. So, solution is viable for dy-
namic network conditions as in modern networks. Apart
from it, the solution is tested using a software-based sim-
ulator. Its capability will further be improved with powerful
hardware-based SDN controller available in the markets.

Furthermore, the approach is based on single con-
troller architecture, wherein it can present a bottleneck
and security constraint when dealing with large-scale
network like SG. Difference between using single-con-
troller and multicontroller architecture is linked to load
balancing, high availability, and security of controller.
However, for this research it is outside the scope of work
and the approach can be integrated and tested with
multicontroller architecture for future research.

Table 4: Interpretation of value of λ.

No. (m) Flow property Value of λ Impact Result
1 SA Negative real number Data dispersion Attack from multiple IPs
2 DA Positive real number Data concentration Attack towards specific IP

8 Security and Communication Networks
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4. Experimental Setup

In this section, an experimental setup for validation of
S-DPS against Utility-Consumer Communication Network
implementation is discussed. For this purpose, a series of
steps are followed in order to establish simulation for
performing the experiments using test cases as discussed in
the following section.

4.1. Simulation Steps

4.1.1. Controller. POX is used as SDN controller for the
experiments. It is an open-source and python-based con-
troller that is widely used in experiments. It is lightweight
and developed as a platform to be customizable, meeting
desired needs of a controller. It supports famous operating
system like Windows, Linux, and MAC OS and has a
network discovery feature installed. Apart from this, an-
other two famous controllers like Floodlight and Beacon
are also available. However, in most SDN-based papers
highlighted in literature review, NOX controller, a pre-
decessor of POX, is used. So, for the research POX con-
troller is selected.

4.1.2. Network Emulator. Mininet 2.2.2 is used as a network
emulator for the experiment. It is an open-source platform
with support for SDN environment and OF protocol. It
treats each network component as a kernel process and can
be installed easily on a laptop or Personal Computer (PC)
using kernel namespace feature. Each network namespace
has its own Network Interface Card (NIC), Address Reso-
lution Protocol (ARP) table, ping service, scripts, and
routing table. Both Graphical User Interface (GUI) and
command line interfaces are available to create network
topologies. As a default, NOX controller is embedded in
Mininet.

4.1.3. Traffic Generation. Scapy is used as a traffic generator
tool, both for normal and for attack traffic. It has features of
scanning, packet spoofing, packet forging, sniffing, etc. Here,
TCP packets are generated using the tool. It supports python
programming language and POX controller also uses py-
thon. So, both controller and traffic generation tool can be
integrated. Spoofed source IP addresses and Host IP ad-
dresses are generated using python function “random.”

-is function returns a uniform random float in the
range of 0.0 to 1.0.-ese random floats are joined together to
form a spoofed IP address. Other options, i.e., type of
packets and packets interval available in Scapy, are used to
create normal and attack traffics. TCP/UDP/ICMP is set for
type of packets and 0.4 seconds as interval for normal traffic
between smart meter and utility server. Moreover, TCP/
UDP/ICMP-based DDoS attacks with attack rates ranging
between 200 and 4000 packets/sec are simulated in existing
researches, i.e., [6, 20, 27, 28]. Such variations of traffic
generation are catered for in existing experiments, covering
both LR- and HR-DDoS attacks.

4.1.4. Network Setup. Network is set up on Laptop Dell
Inspiron with Core i3 2.41 Ghz processor, 4GB RAM, and
100/1000Gbps NIC. Operating System is Windows 8.1 with
VirtualBox 6.0.4 installed. Mininet 2.2.2 on Linux Ubuntu
14.04.4 is installed in the VirtualBox for setting up the
environment. Mininet 2.2.2 supports OF version 1.3.
Moreover, “mn” command is used in Mininet to set up the
network. As a default, two hosts with one switch are con-
figured. However, custom network is set up using different
filters available in “mn” command, i.e., related to controller
either local or remote, type of switch, number of hosts/
switches, etc.

4.1.5. Network Topology. A tree-type network constituting
smart-meter-utility server communication network is
depicted in Figure 3. It has a depth of 2 with 10 switches and
54 hosts (smart meters and utility server). Here “smart
meters” are the core of SGs because they are smart and
possess the ability to sense, measure, and examine the usage
of electricity, continuously transmit the data and informa-
tion collected to the central location, and perform two-way
communications with all other components of the SG and
the consumer. Meanwhile, “utility server” has a dual-role to
play; i.e., it has a two-way communication with smart meter
as well as with power generation facility. It is located at
control center and provides live consumption data to both
users and to power generation facility. Finally, “controller” is
the brain of the overall network managing all OF-enabled
switches/routers by installing forwarding rules and performs
centralized network and configuration management for
better performance and security in the network.

Utility server is connected to Switch-1, whereas Switches
2–10 are used to connect 53 smart meters, evenly divided,
i.e., 6 smart meters each. However, last switch consists of 5
smart meters. OF-enabled v-Switch available in Mininet is
used to connect hosts. L3-learning module of POX con-
troller with addition of two functions, i.e., traffic feature
collection and entropy calculation, is used for the controller
function of the network.

4.2. Evaluation Criteria. -e S-DPS is evaluated using DR
and FPR metrics where DR measures portion of the attacks
that are detected correctly by the system and represented by
(6) and FPR provides the percentage of events that are
reported as negative events where actually they are positive
events and represented by (7). In the equations, True Positive
(TP) event means that the system has detected a correct
anomalous event, whereas False Positive (FP) means system
has detected an incorrect anomalous event; i.e., actually the
event is legitimate but detected otherwise. Similarly, True
Negative (TN) event means that the system has detected a
correct legitimate event, whereas False Negative (FN) means
system has detected an incorrect legitimate event, i.e., ac-
tually the event is anomalous but detected otherwise. Varied
levels of both LR- and HR-DDoS attacks, i.e., smurf, socket
stress, and SYN flood attacks, are launched against the utility
server for early detection and real-time mitigation of attack.
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DR �
TP

TP + FN
, (6)

FPR �
FP

TN + FP
. (7)

5. Results and Discussion

-e experiment covers topology highlighted in Figure 3, which
contains 10 switches and 54 hosts. Each host from h1-h53
represents a smart meter, where host h54 is a utility server with
which each smart meter sends its observed values. Each switch
in the topology is OF-enabled v-Switch centrally connected to
POX controller c0. In order to simulate the traffic between
connecting entities, certain parameters like frequency of
communication between smart meter and utility server, type of
protocol, etc., need to be defined. AMI infrastructure does not
have any standardized architecture and varying implementa-
tions exist defining the network and dynamics of communi-
cation. Frequency of communication between smart meter and
utility server is also set to different intervals, i.e., 1 second, 4
seconds, 60 seconds, 5 minutes, and 15 minutes, depending
upon the scheduling criteria set by utility service provider [29].
Considering the periodic traffic profile in most common ar-
chitectures, smart meters are scheduled to transmit and receive
at interval of 0.4 seconds [30]. Further, both UDP and TCP
protocols are used in two-way communication between smart
meter and utility server. Seven sets of traffic profiles are gen-
erated in the experiment, i.e., normal traffic, smurf attack, socket
stress attack, and SYN flood attack. Traffic profile for the ex-
periments is shown in Table 5. -ese traffic profiles are

simulated using UDP/TCP/ICMP-based packets at destination
port 80/21 using random spoofed source IP addresses and
source ports.

5.1.Normal TrafficProfile. In normal traffic profile, a total of
5 runs of experiment are performed, each containing 1250
packets with window size of 50 packets. Packet interval
between smart meter(s) and utility server and reverse is set to
0.4 seconds. In normal circumstances, at any given point in
time, a utility server is sending probe to any smart meter and
any smart meter is sending its readings to utility server.

-erefore, two-way packets are generated randomly
using one of the IP addresses of smart meter and of utility
server with interval of 0.4 seconds to obtain average normal
entropy value.-e whole experiment is covering observation
of 6,250 packets. -e results of normal traffic separately for
source IP (SrcIP) and destination IP (DestIP) are presented
in Figure 4. Here, average entropy values per window for
both SrcIP and DestIP are used to plot the graphs. As can be
seen from Figure 4, entropy value for DestIP ranges from
1011.923 to 1372.990 and average normal entropy value is
being utilized as a base entropy for DestIP in attack sce-
narios. Similarly, entropy value for SrcIP ranges from
1066.081 to 1722.328 and average normal entropy value is
1320.678, being utilized as a base entropy for SrcIP in attack
scenarios.

5.2. SmurfAttack. A smurf attack is a type of DDoS attack in
which vulnerabilities in Internal Protocol (IP) or Internal
Control Message Protocols (ICMP) are exploited as such
that it makes the overall computer network inoperable. For

POX controller

Utility server-host 54

Smart meter
(1-6)

Smart meter
(7-12)

Smart meter
(43-48)

Smart meter
(49-53)

FC, AD, and AM

Figure 3: Network topology.
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smurf attack to work, a false IP packet with spoofed IP is
created. IP packet is basically an ICMP ping message that
tells the network nodes to receive and send back echo reply.
-ese echoes are then sent back to all network devices
creating an infinite loop in the network. To further amplify
the attack, IP broadcasting technique can be used.

In the experiment, an ICMP echo request is generated
towards the broadcast address of all switches/routers, i.e.,
10.0.0.255 using the spoofed IP address, i.e., of target address
(10.0.0.54), which is a utility server. In this case, all the smart
meters lying under these switches/routers will send their ICMP
echo replies towards the target, i.e., utility server. In order to
further amplify the attack, each smart meter is relaying
6000bytes of junk IPv4 packets towards the target. Two separate
scripts are being run manually using two random hosts, e.g., h1
and h4. At h1, normal traffic generation is carried out, whereas
at h4 (attacker machine), smurf attack towards target address
(utility server) is launched. Traffic profiles both for source and
destination IP for the scenario are depicted in Figure 5. It can be
seen from Figure 5(b) that destination IP current entropy is far
below the threshold value between windows 6 and 25, meaning
the number of packets with same DestIP/window, i.e., towards
the target host, has increased exceptionally resulting in decrease
of overall DestIP address entropy. So, the attack is detected in

these windows. Further, to verify whether it is a DoS or DDoS
attack it can be seen from Figure 5(a) that source IP current
entropy is above the threshold value between windows 11–22,
meaning the number of packets with multiple SrcIPs/windows
for the target host exists, resulting in increase of overall SrcIP
address entropy from the threshold. -erefore, the attack de-
tected is DDoS. In case it is below the threshold values, the
attack is considered as DDoS attack.

Moreover, comparison between the normal and attack
traffic for destination IP is depicted in Figure 5(c). It can be been
seen that entropy values/window for attack traffic has declined
significantly compared to normal traffic since most of the
traffic/window is directed towards a single DestIP, resulting in
decline of entropy. Moreover, it can be observed from
Figures 5(a) and 5(b) that S-DPS-based threshold is changing as
per the current network conditions compared to experimental
static threshold that remains fixed no matter how much the
network environment varies. So, S-DPS-based threshold is able
to provide true picture of the network while achieving DR of
100% with 0% FPR for simulated traffic.

5.3. Socket Stress Attack. Considering socket stress attack,
raw sockets are used to establish a connection with the target
machine. It is an asymmetric resource consumption attack,

Table 5: Traffic profiles.

Type of
traffic Protocol DP SP Payload: number

of packets Source IP address Destination IP address Traffic
interval

Attack
type

Normal UDP 80/
21 2/3 None 10.0.0.54 or random

(10.0.0.0/24)
10.0.0.54 or random

(10.0.0.0/24) 0.4 sec —

Smurf
attack ICMP — — 6000 bytes 10.0.0.54 10.0.0.255 — DDoS

Socket
stress TCP 21 Random

(0–65535) None 10.0.0.4 10.0.0.54 — DDoS

SYN flood TCP 80 Random
(1000–9000) None Random 10.0.0.54 — DDoS

c

Average entropy (Dest IP) - normal traffic
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where asymmetric refers to less requirement of resources at
attacker end verses a great deal of resource consumption on
target machine. For such attack to work, it should be tar-
geted to an open port in victim’s machine. In the attack,
attacker advertises a zero window at the end of three-way
handshake; meaning it has not received the data so the
victim will tend to open the connection and probe the client
periodically to check whether data is received or not.

Similarly, multiple connections at the victim machine are
opened, consuming many resources on the victims’ ma-
chine. Socket stress attack script is executed randomly on h4
(attacker machine) targeting utility server (victim machine)
at IP address 10.0.0.54 and port 80. In the attack, 20 random
connections using random source ports are created with a
timeout value of 1minute. Timeout value defines the time
before which new connection is established to the target. So,
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Figure 5: Smurf attack detection- static vs. dynamic thresholds. (a) Source IP address traffic profile; (b) destination IP address traffic profile;
(c) destination IP-normal vs. smurf attack traffic.
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at any given point in time, a minimum of 20 connections
remain active on the target machine. Two separate scripts are
being run manually using two random hosts, say h1 and h4.
At h1, normal traffic generation is carried out, whereas at h4,
socket stress attack towards target address is launched.
Traffic profiles both for source and destination IP for the
scenario are depicted in Figure 6. It can be seen from the
figure that destination IP current entropy is far below the
threshold value between windows 5 and 25, meaning the
number of packets with same DestIP/window, i.e., towards
the target host, has increased exceptionally resulting in
decrease of overall DestIP address entropy. So, the attack is
detected in these windows. Further, to verify whether it is a
DoS or DDoS attack, it can be seen from Figure 6(b) that
source IP current entropy is not above the threshold value
for consecutive windows from windows 1 to 25. It means
that the number of packets with single SrcIP/window for the
target host exists, resulting in decrease of overall SrcIP
address entropy from the threshold. -erefore, the attack
detected is DoS. Moreover, comparison between the normal
and attack traffic for destination IP is depicted in Figure 6(c).
It can be seen that destination IP entropy values/window for
attack traffic has decreased significantly after the attack
compared to normal traffic using the proposed S-DPS
mechanism since most of the traffic/window is directed
towards a single DestIP, resulting in decline of entropy.

5.4. SYN Flood Attack. In case of SYN flood attack, the
attacker exploits part of normal TCP three-way handshake
process by sending repeated SYN packets to the target
machine with a frequency above its capacity to process. It
can target all open ports or a specific port to block the
service(s) of the target machine. -e target machine re-
sponds to all received requests with SYN-ACK packets for
that open port(s) and wait for ACK packets for some time. In
most scenarios, source IP address and ports are malicious,
i.e., spoofed, so ACK packets are never sent back or, in
another case, ACK packets are not sent by the attacker
deliberately to shut down the service of target machine. SYN
flood attack script is executed randomly on h4 (attacker
machine) targeting utility server (victim machine) at IP
address 10.0.0.54 and port 80. In the attack, 10,000 packets
with random source IP address and ports (ranging between
1000 and 9000) are sent to the utility server. -ese packets
have random “seq” numbers and “window” size between
1000 and 9000. Two separate scripts are being run manually
using two random hosts, say h1 and h4. At h1, normal traffic
generation is carried out, whereas at h4 (attacker machine),
SYN flood attack towards target address (utility server) is
launched. Traffic profiles both for destination and source IPs
for the scenario are depicted in Figure 7. It can be seen from
Figure 7(a) that destination IP current entropy is far below
the threshold value between windows 5 and 25; meaning the
number of packets with same DestIP/window, i.e., towards
the target host, has increased exceptionally resulting in
decrease of overall DestIP address entropy. So, the attack is
detected in these windows. Further, to verify whether it is a
DoS or DDoS attack, it can be seen from Figure 7(b) that

source IP current entropy is above the threshold value for
consecutive windows from windows 6–25, meaning the
number of packets with multiple SrcIPs/windows for the
target host exists, resulting in increase of overall SrcIP ad-
dress entropy from the threshold. -erefore, the attack
detected is DDoS. Moreover, comparison between the
normal and attack traffic for destination IP is depicted in
Figure 7(c). It can be seen that destination IP entropy values/
window for attack traffic has decreased significantly after the
attack compared to normal traffic using the proposed S-DPS
mechanism since most of the traffic/window is directed
towards a single DestIP, resulting in decline of DestIP
entropy.

For all the attacks discussed above, although the target is
utility server (h54), controller being the brain of SDN net-
work is processing all the normal and attack packets. So, in
addition to utility server (target machine) controller is also
being targeted in all attack scenarios discussed, but the
detection and mitigation approach is implemented at the
controller so attack is mitigated within near real time.

5.5. Mitigation of DDoS Attack. On detection of DDoS
attack, it is important to mitigate it as well to prevent its
penetration further in the network. OF protocol, due to its
real-time reconfiguration feature, enables us to define flow
rules that can block the switch ports in real time. -e
authors in [6, 27, 28] utilized OF port blocking or deletion
of flows as a mitigation strategy, achieving time and space
complexity of O (n), where “n” may be number of packets
processed for port blocking or number of flows deleted. For
that matter, port blocking strategy is utilized, achieving the
same complexity of O (n). One timer variable of Boolean
type, i.e., “timerSet,” and two functions, i.e., Preventing()
and _timerfunc(), are incorporated in the default
L3_learningmodule of POX controller. By default, timerSet
is set to “False” so that controller continues to operate
without active DDoS defense mechanism till entropy of the
window does not fall under threshold value of that window.
In case entropy values of the windows from the entropy
dictionary are less than the threshold values, Preventing()
function is invoked with global Set_Timer set to “True”;
otherwise, timerSet value is set to “False” to enable/allow
normal operation of the controller again, i.e., without active
DDoS defense mechanism. Eventually, _timer_ func is used
to detect the happening of DDoS attack using the dictio-
nary maintained by Preventing() function and block the
switch ports with count greater than and equal to 5, oc-
curring in five consecutive windows. Preventing() function
is incorporated in POX controller using “_handle_-
openflow_packetIn” instance. Each time a new packet en-
ters the controller, packet is accounted for in the dictionary
being maintained. Dictionary constitutes a switch ID and
port number with its counter. It has a form like switch ID
(port number, count). Switch ID is recognized by OF
parameter “event.connection.dpid” and port number by
“event.port.” It is used to detect whether DDoS attack has
occurred or not. After creating the dictionary for 25
windows, _timer_func() is used to detect and mitigate
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DDoS attack. It iterates through all the items in the dic-
tionary and if specific ports of a specific switch have its
count greater than and equal to 5 and for five consecutive
windows, DDoS attack is detected and these switch ports
are blocked by sending message to controller using OF

procedure calls, i.e., “of.of p_packet_out” and “core.open-
flow.sendToDPID().” -e mitigation strategy is performed
successfully on 25% rate attack on single host. As per re-
sults, dictionary maintained by the controller contains
count of 69 for Switch-1 and Port-1, 12 for Switch-2 and
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Figure 6: Socket stress attack detection-static vs. dynamic thresholds. (a) Destination IP address traffic profile. (b) Source IP address traffic
profile. (c) Destination IP-normal vs. socket stress attack traffic.
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Port-1, 60 for Switch-2 and Port-4, and 61 for Switch-8 and
Port-9. All such switch ports are blocked by the controller
as part of prevention strategy.

6. Performance Evaluation

-e performance of S-DPS is evaluated using metrics like
CPU/RAM utilization. CPU/RAM utilization is measured

and compared with and without the approach using 25%
attack rate on single host scenario. As mentioned in previous
sections of conceptual framework, 4 additional functions are
added to the L3-learning module of POX controller, i.e.,
traffic feature collection, entropy calculation, timer function,
and preventing function, for DDoS detection and mitigation
purpose. In order to see the effect of these functions on the
overall CPU/RAM utilization of Mininet and on the
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Figure 7: SYN flood attack detection-static vs. dynamic thresholds. (a) Destination IP address traffic profile; (b) source IP address traffic
profile; (c) destination IP-normal vs. SYN flood attack traffic.
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controller, two simulations are run again. One simulation
constitutes 25% rate attack on single host without the so-
lution and other simulation with same setting with proposed
solution.-e elapsed time for both simulations is 25 seconds
and normal traffic ran for 200 seconds. “Top” and “Htop”
commands have been used to capture the CPU/RAM uti-
lizations. Results are depicted in Table 6. It can be seen from
Table 6 that overall CPU/RAM utilization is 55.5%/171MB
in case of simulation without the solution and controller
instance has consumed 12.3%/1.4% of total memory. In case
of simulation with the solution, overall CPU/RAM utiliza-
tion is 55.2%/205MB and controller instance has consumed
29.6%/1.7% of total memory. -ere is a slight increase in
controller instance CPU/RAM utilization but it is still in
acceptable limits.

DDoS detection and mitigation functions are incorpo-
rated in SDN controller, considering the low computational
complexity of approach used, i.e., O (n) for both time and
space complexity. It is verified by CPU/RAM utilization with
and without the approach. At controller end, CPU utiliza-
tion rises to only 29.6% from 12.3% with S-DPS. Similarly,
there is a minimal increase in RAM utilization from 1.4% to
1.7%. Considering the facts, S-DPS can be both efficient and
effective approach to provide DDoS protection in dynamic
networks like SG communication network. -e reason is its
nondependency on any training requirements and due to
adaptive nature of threshold calculations.

Several approaches to DDoS detection exist in literature.
For example, Self-Organizing Maps (SOM), a machine
learning approach, has been used by [31] to learn the be-
havior of network and decide whether network is attacked or
not. Several hours of learning is required for better DR and
FPR. In case of network or topology change, SOM is re-
quired to be trained again. With expansion of network,
neurons used in SOM are also required to be increased,
making the solution more expansive towards the network.
-e S-DPS is built in inside the controller and is easily
adaptable to the changing network. No training is required
upfront and computational complexity is lower than ma-
chine learning approach—SOM. Similarly, the authors in
[32, 33] have utilized SNORT alongside SDN for DDoS
detection. As highlighted previously, S-DPS has achieved
better CPU/RAM utilization compared to SNORT. More-
over, DDoS protection mechanism is embedded in S-DPS,
where in [33] separate SNORTdetection system is integrated
with SDN environment making it less transparent towards
computational overhead, sampling requirements, and
bandwidth limitations, if any. Both SOM and SNORT apply
complex operations to learn the behavior of the network,
e.g., processing large matrices or pattern matching schemes.
In S-DPS, entropy-based mechanism is providing the same
functionality without any of the complexities available in
SOM and SNORT.

Benefits that are achieved through S-DPS are highlighted
as follows:

(i) High DR with no FPR
(ii) DoS, LR-DDoS, and HR-DDoS attacks that have

been successfully detected

(iii) -reshold mechanism that is adaptive rather than
static and without any experimental adjustment for
better DR/FPR, thus making it more suitable for
modern/dynamic networks

(iv) DDoS mitigation mechanism also provided as an
addition for real-time protection

7. Conclusion

Given the nature of current dynamic networks, DDoS at-
tacks are constantly becoming more sophisticated and are
rapidly growing. -ese attacks can prove to be devastating
for the underlying networks, with special emphasis to
communication networks existing in SGs. -e conventional
approaches to counter these attacks are not enough to
provide sufficient safety. Many researchers have claimed that
the evolving SDN-based approaches are successful in dealing
with the DDoS attacks in such networks. But, it is reported
that these approaches employ the static threshold mecha-
nisms to detect the attacks which is not suitable, given the
dynamic and heterogeneous networks of SGs. S-DPS has
claimed to efficiently address and manage these issues by
employing an SDN-based environment and using a light-
weight entropy-based defense mechanism. -e DDoS pro-
tection strategy is made more efficient and effective through
the reconfiguration of network in real time and by providing
the global view of SDN networks. It is capable of detecting
the threat along with the mitigation of anomaly at the same
time as early as the first 250 packets by blocking the ports.
Additionally, the existing SDN-based approaches are unable
to detect different level of DDoS attacks but with the use of
Tsallis entropy and its sensitivity factor, detection becomes
possible. DR of 100% with FPR of 0% is achieved through
simulation of HR-DDoS attacks. -e S-DPS is able to show
its capability and productiveness in both protection against
DDoS and computational costs through minimum usage of
CPU and RAM.

7.1. Future Works. Single controller architecture is utilized
in S-DPS, making it vulnerable to computational/bandwidth
bottlenecks for very large networks. In order to add resil-
iency in S-DPS, a multicontroller architecture is recom-
mended. Intercontroller communication mechanism is
necessary to provide synchronized operations of the pro-
tection system, with necessary recovery and failsafe
mechanism.

Data Availability

-e data are available from the corresponding author upon
request.

Table 6: Resource utilization.

Controller
instance Mininet instance

Resource utilization CPU% RAM% CPU% RAM (Mbs)
Without S-DPS 12.3 1.4 55.5 171
With S-DPS 29.76 1.7 55.2 2.5
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Ciphertext policy attribute-based encryption (CP-ABE) is an encryption mechanism that can provide fine-grained access control
and adequate cloud storage security for Internet of )ings (IoTs). In this field, the original CP-ABE scheme usually has only a
single trusted authority, which will become a bottleneck in IoTs. In addition, different users may illegally share their private keys to
obtain improper benefits. Besides, the data owners also require the flexibility to change their access policy. In this paper, we
construct a multiauthority CP-ABE scheme on prime order groups over a large attribute universe. Our scheme can support white-
box traceability along with policy updates to solve the abovementioned three problems and, thus, can fix the potential re-
quirements of IoTs. More precisely, the proposed scheme supports multiple authority, white box traceability, large attribute
domains, access policy updates, and high expressiveness. We prove that our designed scheme is static secure and traceable secure
based on the state-of-the-art security models. Moreover, by theoretical comparison, our scheme has better performance than other
schemes. Finally, extensive experimental comparisons show that our proposed algorithm can be better than the
baseline algorithms.

1. Introduction

With the help of cloud computing technology, Internet of
)ings (IoTs) [1] can bridge physical devices and virtual
objects, which has become a promising networking scenario
in the cyber world. In IoTs, more and more companies and
individuals store data in the cloud, requiring the cloud
servers to provide data access services. However, cloud
servers are generally considered to be untrustworthy for the
reason that the data of IoTs often contain sensitive infor-
mation. In order to protect the privacy of these data, one of
the traditional technologies is to encrypt the data, and data
owners need to be online at all times to distribute their secret
keys. Although these technologies achieve access control, the
management of these keys will become a bottleneck when
more and more users joined the system. In addition, for each
type of data, it is necessary to maintain one or more copies of
the ciphertext for different users with different keys, which
will cause a waste of storage overhead in an IoTs system [2].

To this end, Sahai et al. [3] firstly proposed attribute-based
encryption. )e concept of attribute-based encryption
(ABE) is a one-to-many encryption mechanism that can
provide fine-grained access control and data security. Goyal
et al. [4] further proposed the key policy ABE (KP-ABE) and
ciphertext policy ABE (CP-ABE). )en, Bethencourt et al.
[5] studied the CP-ABE scheme with a complete description,
showing that CP-ABE allows data owners to define access
strategies under the user’s attributes. Once the user encrypts
specific data, other users can decrypt them if and only if their
attributes meet the access policy. )anks to these charac-
teristics, the CP-ABE scheme is considered a more suitable
encryption mechanism for cloud storage access control than
KP-ABE.

However, the original CP-ABE scheme only has a single,
trusted authority dealing with the user’s key distribution and
attribute management, which will become a bottleneck in
the cloud, especially in an IoTs system. Liu et al. [6] proposed
a scheme under a different hierarchy of attributes with the
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name of ciphertext-policy hierarchical attribute-based en-
cryption. Deng et al. [7] elaborate on ABE and propose a new
versatile cryptosystem referred to as ciphertext-policy hi-
erarchical ABE.Wang et al. [8], based on the access structure
layered model, proposed a novel access control scheme
about file hierarchy by using ABE to solve the problem. Liu
et al. [9] propose a novel T-CP-ABE system that gives high
policies expressiveness in any monotone access structures
and add traceability. Liang et al. [10] propose a CP-ABPRE
to deal with the security problem by using the dual system
encryption technology with the selective proof technique.
But, the schemes mentioned above are all single attribute
authorization (AA) ABE schemes. It is completely borne in
the cloud environment, which not only brings a serious
burden to the authorization center but also requires the
authorization center to be completely trusted. Single-attri-
bute authority cannot meet the development needs of
practical applications because different attributes in different
fields in many application scenarios are caused by different
environments. For example, there is a situation that the data
owner wants to share data with the researchers in the re-
search institutes and the managers in the government de-
partments. In this case, the attributes of researchers are
determined by the research institutes. At the same time, the
“government attributes” are managed by the government
department. )e abovementioned ABE schemes are not
suitable for this situation where the attributes need to be
managed by multiple agencies.

On the other side, in some CP-ABE schemes, it is easy to
discover their attributes in the private key. )ere may be an-
other situation that some malicious users illegally share their
private keys to obtain economic benefits. )us, the features of
the CP-ABE scheme that can track leaked secret keys are
particularly important. )erefore, we also need a traceability
mechanism to track these malicious users. For example, at-
tackers can access critical vulnerabilities in a wide variety of IoTs
applications and devices to perform their malicious activities.
)is requires the design of effective security mechanisms in an
IoTs-related application.

Except for the traceability, the policy update of the
CP-ABE system also needs to be considered for supplying
more functions. For instance, when addressing security,
trust, and privacy in IoTs, the data owner may need to
alter the access policy stored on the cloud. In that case,
the traditional solution is to let the data owner find the
cloud storage server’s relevant ciphertext and decrypt it,
then encrypt the ciphertext using a new access strategy,
and upload the newly encrypted ciphertext back to the
cloud server. It, thus, brings much computational burden
to the system. )erefore, the policy update is another
important characteristic of the actual system.

To sum up, there are three major challenges in CP-ABE
that we need to solve as follows:

(1) How to solve the bottleneck of single authority
authorization in cloud storage applications, espe-
cially in an IoTs system?

(2) How to prevent some malicious users from illegally
sharing their private keys?

(3) How to propose an algorithm that makes the data
owner’s access control more flexible in IoTs-enabled
applications?

1.1. Our Contribution. )is paper addresses the above-
mentioned challenges by proposing a scheme named
T-DPU-MCP-ABE (Traceable and Dynamic Policy Updat-
ing Multiauthority Attribute-based Encryption). More
precisely, we propose a T-DPU-MCP-ABE based on the
prime order bilinear group, and we prove its static security
and resistance to traceable attacks under two related security
models. Our security assumption utilizes the q-type hy-
pothesis [11] and is based on the LRSW hypothesis [12]. As
far as we know, we are the first one to support the properties
of large attribute domain, policy update, white box trace-
ability, multiauthorization, and high expressiveness and still
have good performance. Especially, the features are de-
scribed in detail as follows:

(1) Large attribute domain: the size of public parameters
is affected by the number of authorized institutions
and will not increase linearly with the number of
attributes. )ere is no need to determine the system
attribute domain when the system is established.

(2) Policy update: data owners may often need to modify
the ciphertext access policy according to various
requirements. Policy updates provide flexibility and
allow data owners to adjust their encrypted data
access policies to achieve fine-grained control.

(3) White box Traceability: it can track malicious users
who illegally share private keys. )rough white box
tracking that does not need to maintain a user list,
the efficiency of the solution is improved, and no
additional storage overhead is consumed.

(4) Multiple authorized authorities: multiple authorized
authorities undertake the key distribution work and,
thus, reduce the workload and solve the problem of
incomplete trustworthiness of the single authority.

(5) High expressiveness: supports flexible access control
and supports any monotonous access structure ac-
cess strategy.

1.2. Organization. )e rest of this paper is arranged as
follows. In Section 3, we introduce the necessary background
knowledge. In Section 4, we give the formal definition and
security model of auditable ABE. In Section 5, we give the
main constructions and security analysis. In Section 6, we
provide a performance and experiment evaluation. Finally,
Section 7 presents a brief conclusion and future work.

2. Related Work

Melissa [13] proposed a ciphertext strategy-based multi-
agency authorization attribute-based encryption (MCP-
ABE) scheme. )e scheme has a central authority with the
ability to decrypt each ciphertext, which reduces the security
of decryption key storage. Lewko et al. [14] proposed a
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multiagency authorization scheme that supports arbitrary
access structures based on the groups in composite order,
resulting in a low efficiency. In order to improve the effi-
ciency of the scheme, Yannis et al. [15] proposed a CP-ABE
scheme based on prime order groups and made it support
large attribute domains. )en, Yannis et al. [11] proposed a
multiagency authorization CP-ABE scheme based on prime
order groups and also support large attribute domains. In
this scheme, the authors used the linear secret-sharing
scheme (LSSS) to improve expression ability. However, none
of the abovementioned studies support traceability.

)e traceability in ABE is divided into white-box
traceable and black-box traceable [16]. In this field, Ning
et al. [17] proposed a white-box traceable method that
enables large attribute domains and high expressive capa-
bility. )eir white-box traceable scheme is based on a single
authorization center. To improve this, Li et al. [18] proposed
a CP-ABE scheme with multiauthorization centers. How-
ever, this scheme only supports the access strategy of the
AND gate, which limits in low expressive capability. )en,
Zhou et al. [19] proposed a multiagency authorization CP-
ABE scheme with white-box traceable that supports high
expressive capability on medical cloud systems. However,
their scheme does not support large attribute domains, and
each authorization center has to maintain an identification
table, which increases the storage overhead for tracking.

In the study of policy update, Ying et al. [20] proposed
the first CP-ABE scheme that supports the modification of
any form of fine-grained access control policy, and it is
proved to be adaptive and secure under the standard model,
but the system’s communication overhead and storage
overhead are high. After that, Liu et al. [21] proposed an ABE
scheme that supports outsourcing decryption, attribute
revocation, and policy update. )is scheme is more flexible
and practical in practice, but its privacy-protection capa-
bilities are slightly lacking. Recently, Jing et al. [22] proposed
a CP-ABE scheme that supports access policy update and
rapid expansion of attributes but did not consider the ap-
plication scenarios of multiauthorization agencies.

3. Background

3.1. Access Structure. We define U as a set of attributes, an
access structure A is a collection of nonempty subsets of U,
that is, A ∈ 2U/ ϕ , and the collection contained in A is
called an authorization set. If the user has an authorized
attribute set, the user can perform decryption, but not vice
versa.

For all B and C, B ∈ A, and B⊆C, if C ∈ A, we say that the
access structure A is monotonous. We restrict to a mono-
tone access structure in this paper.

3.2.Prime-OrderBilinearGroups. Let p be a big prime andG
and GT be cyclic groups with prime order p; we say that e:
G × G⟶ GT is a computable bilinear map if it has the
following properties:

(1) Bilinear, i.e., (e(Pa, Qb) � e(P, Q)ab) for all
P, Q ∈ G, a, b ∈ Zq

(2) Nondegeneracy, i.e., there exists P, Q ∈ G such that
e(P, Q)≠ 1, namely, the map does not send all pairs
in G × G to the identity in GT

(3) Computability, i.e., there is an efficient algorithm to
compute e(P, Q) for all P, Q ∈ G

3.3. Linear Secret-Sharing Schemes. Let U be the set of at-
tributes, as shown in [23];  is a linear secret-sharing
scheme (LSSS) on U if it has the following properties:

(1) For each attribute form of a vector overZp, there is a
secret share s ∈ Zp.

(2) )e matrix for  is called a share-generating matrix
meaning a matrix M with l rows and n columns for
each access structure A on S. For i � 1, . . . , l, we
define a function ρ labels row i of M with attribute
ρ(i). We consider the column vector
υ→ � (s, r2, . . . , rn), where s ∈ Zp is the secret to be
shared and r2, . . . , rn ∈ Zp are randomly chosen.
)en, M υ→ ∈ Zl×1

p is the vector of l shares of the
secret s according to .

For the LSSS scheme, it enjoys the linear reconstruction
property. More precisely, let  be an LSSS for the access
structure A, S∗ ∈ A be an authorized set, and let
I ⊂ 1, 2, . . . , l{ } be defined as I � i ∈ [l]∧ ρ(i) ∈ S∗ . )en,
for constants ωi ∈ Zp 

i∈I such that, for any valid shares
λi � (M υ→)i i∈I of a secret s according to , we have

i∈Iωiλi � s.

3.4. Problem Assumption. Decisional q-parallel bilinear
Diffie–Hellman exponent (q-PBDHE) assumption: the de-
cisional q-parallel bilinear Diffie–Hellman exponent (deci-
sional q − PBDHE) problem [11] is saying that, given the
tuple (G, p, e, g, gs), it satisfies

∀i ∈ 1, . . . , 2q , j ∈ 1, . . . , q , i≠ q + 1: g
ai

, g
bjai

 , (1)

∀i ∈ 1, . . . , q : g
s/bi , (2)

∀i ∈ 1, . . . , q + 1 , j, j′ ∈ 1, . . . , q , j≠ j′: g
saibj/bj′ 

 ,

(3)

if we can distinguish Z � e(g, g)aq+1s from a random value in
GT.

Formally speaking, if |Pr[A( y
→

, Z � e (g, g)aq+1s) � 0]−

Pr[A( y
→

, R) � 0]|≥ ε, we say that an algorithm A has ad-
vantage ε in solving the abovementioned decisional
q − PBDHE problem. )en, if all probabilistic polynomial
time (PPT) algorithms have, at most, a negligible advantage
in solving the decisional q − PBDHE problem, we say that
the decisional q − PBDHE assumption holds.

LRSW assumption [12]: let G be the cyclic group of order
p, g be a generator of G, and two random values x, y ∈ Zp

satisfy X � gx and Y � gy. LetOX,Y(·) be the random oracle,
which inputs m ∈ Zp and outputs a triplet
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A � (a, ay, ax+mxy), where a ∈ G. If there is no probability
polynomial time algorithm that can generate m, a, b, c sat-
isfying m ∉ Q, Q ∈ OX,Y(·), m ∈ Zp, m≠ 0, a ∈ G, b � ax, c �

ax+mxy with probability at the least ε, then the LRSW as-
sumption in group G is said to be true.

4. Definition and Security Model

4.1. System Model. We show the framework of our system
in Figure 1. )ere are six main entities, namely, cloud
storage provider, attribute authorities (AAs), data owners,
data users, system party, and trusted party. )e system
party will invoke the system setup algorithm and generate
the public parameters (PP). )e PP is then firstly distrib-
uted to the attribute authorities, data owners, data users,
and the trusted party. )en, the AAs invoke the authority
setup process to generate public keys (PKs) and send their
public keys to the data owners, data users, and the trusted
party. Also, if the data users possess valid credentials, AAs
will assign the attributes to them according to their request.
)e data owner generates ciphertext (CT) for the message
he wants to encrypt and uploads to the cloud storage
provider. Once the data owner wishes to alter the access
policy over the existing CT, he/she sends a policy update
key to the cloud storage provider. )en, in the cloud
storage, the ciphertext will be updated accordingly. Sub-
sequently, if the users’ attributes satisfy the access policy of
the CT, they can use the components of secret key to
generate their secret key SK and perform decryption op-
eration. Finally, the trusted party invokes the tracing al-
gorithm if there is dispute or suspicion and reports the
suspected user’s ID (gid) to the AAs.

4.2.Definition. Our proposed cryptosystem according to the
abovedescription consists of the following eight algorithms:

Setup(λ)⟶ (PP): on input of a security parameter λ,
the algorithm (run by the system) outputs the global
PPs.
AuthoritySetup(aid, PP)⟶ (SKaid, PKaid): we as-
sume each authority is recognized by an identifier aid.
On input of the global PPs and aid, the algorithm
outputs the public key PKaid and the cloud secret key
SKaid.
KeyGen(gid, S, SKaid , PP)⟶ SKS,gid: on input of
the user identity (gid), a set of user’s attributes S, and
the corresponding authority’s secret keys SKaid and PP,
the algorithm outputs the private key SKS,gid for user
matching his/her attribute set S.
Encrypt(msg, (M, ρ), PKaid,PP)⟶ (CT): this algo-
rithm is run by a data owner who wants to share the
data in the cloud. )e algorithm inputs the message
(msg) concerning an access policy (M, ρ), a set of
respective public keys PKaid and PP, and outputs the
ciphertext CT.
Decrypt(CT, SKS,gid, PP)⟶ msg: this algorithm is
run by a data user. On input of the global PPs, a ci-
phertext CT and a private key SKS,gid matching an

attribute set S and the algorithm outputs the message
msg if decryption is possible.
PolicyUpdateKeyGen (PP, PKaid, SharesInfo(msg),

(M, ρ), (M′, ρ′))⟶ UKmsg: this algorithm is run by a
data owner. On input of the global PPs, a set of public
keys PKaid, the encryption information
SharesInfo(msg), the old access policy (M, ρ), and new
access policy (M′, ρ′), the algorithm outputs the policy
update key UKmsg.
CTUpte(CT,UKmsg)⟶ CT′: this algorithm is run by
the cloud storage provider. On input of the ciphertext
CT and updated key UKmsg, the algorithm outputs an
updated ciphertext CT′.
Trace(SKS,gid, PKaid , PP)⟶ gid or ⊥: this algo-
rithm is run by the trusted party. On input of the
decryption key SKS,gid and the public keys PKaid  for
corresponding authorities and PPs, the algorithm
outputs an authority gid.

4.3. SecurityModel. We focus on two types of adversaries as
follows:

(1) We consider the malicious data users as the static
adversary. For static adversaries [11], we request that
no unauthorized user can decrypt encrypted data
stored in the cloud. In addition, we request that the
collusion of a group of unauthorized malicious users
is still unable to obtain unauthorized decryption
privileges, which means our scheme needs to have
collusion resistance.

(2) We consider the “honest but curious” cloud
provider as the traceable adversary. We assume
that the traceable adversary [24] will follow the
protocol’s specification but will collect as much
information as possible, i.e., secret/private keys.
)e traceable adversary is not allowed to obtain
more secret information than it already has. In
addition, it cannot identify “who has accessed the
encrypted data” and “who has requested the de-
cryption service.” Also, it cannot link a valid
decryption request to a previous decryption
request.

)en, we have the following two security models.

4.3.1. Model 1: Security for Static Adversary. )e security
model for static adversary is based on the static security
model [11]. To define the security of our scheme (satisfying
the abovementioned requirements), we design the following
security games:

Init. )e adversary A selects a set of corrupted au-
thorization agencies, records it as Caid⊆Uaid, and keeps
it unchanged throughout the game. )e normal au-
thorized agencies are recorded as Naid⊆Uaid with
Naid ⊆Uaid � ∅; A knows the secret key of each cor-
rupted organization SKaid aid∈Caid

.
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Setup. )e challenger C runs the system Setup of the
solution in this article and sends the global PP to the
opponent.
Query. A requests (gidj, Sj) 

j∈[m]
as the relevant

private key, where Sj ⊆U is the attribute set of the user
with identity gidj. All users’ identities are unique, and
for arbitrary i ∈ S, there holds T(i) ∉ Caid. )en, the
adversary sends two messages msg0 and msg1 with the
same length and a set of challenges
(Mi, ρi), . . . , (Mp, ρp) . For each challenge, the access
policy must satisfy the nonauthorization set. Finally,
the ciphertext policy is requested to update any two
access policies of the query challenge message and
among them.
Challenge. )e challenger C randomly selects and
responds to the adversary according to the RW scheme
[11], including a set of public keys of the normal au-
thority, a satisfied user private key, and a set of veri-
fication ciphertexts used to challenge the adversary. We
use the simulator to convert the adversary’s query into a
form that the challenger can recognize as a RW scheme
and also convert the challenger’s response to the
adversary.
Guess. A outputs a guess b′ � 0, 1{ } for b.

As can be seen in this game, the advantage of A is
defined as Adv � |Pr[b′ � b] − 1/2|.

According to [11], we have the following definition.

Definition 1. )e T-DPU-MCP-ABE scheme is static secure
if all PPT adversaries have at most a negligible advantage in
the abovementioned game.

4.3.2. Model 2: Security for Traceable Adversary. )e security
game for traceable adversary is similar to the game of the
static one except the Setup, Query, and Forgery (identical to
Guess) as follows:

Setup. C runs Setup(λ) and AuthoritySetup(aid,PP)

and sends the PP and the authority public key PKaid to
A.
Query. A requests (gidj, Sj) 

j∈[m]
as the relevant

private key, where Sj⊆U is the attribute set of the user
with identity gidj. )en, C runs KeyGen
(gidj, Sj, SKaid, PP) and sends SKSj,gidj

 
j∈[m]

to A.

Forgery. A outputs a forgery secret key SK∗, if
Trace(SKS,gid, PKaid , PP) ∉ Δ, and gid ∉ gid1, . . . ,

gidm}.

According to [24], we have the following definition.

Definition 2. )e T-DPU-MCP-ABE scheme is traceable
secure if all PPTadversaries have at most a negligible advantage
|Pr[Trace(SK∗, PKaid , PP) ∉ Δ, gid1, . . . , gidm ]| in the
abovementioned game.

5. Traceable and Dynamic Policy Updating
Multiauthority Attribute-Based Encryption

Here, we present our attribute-based key encryption scheme.
Our scheme is constructed on the bilinear group G with a
large prime order p and utilizes the LSSS access strategy
together with two random oracle hash functions H1 and H2.
We realize the traceability by adopting the CL (Came-
nisch–Lysyanskaya) signature scheme [25]. Our scheme has
two domains, namely, the attribute domain U and the au-
thority domain Uaid. )ere is a corresponding authorized
authority aid releasing an effective attribute set to the users
for each attribute.

)en, our scheme is specifically constructed as follows.

5.1. Our Construction

Setup(λ)⟶ (PP): this algorithm takes as input the
security parameter λ and gets D � (G, GT, p, e), where
p is the prime order and GT, e is the bilinear mapping
e: G × G⟶ GT. It sets the attribute universe be
U � Zp. It then chooses random g ∈ G and three
cryptographic hash functions H1, H2, and T, where
H1, H2: 0, 1{ }∗ ⟶ G are used to hash the identity and
the attribute of a user into an element of G, respectively.
Also, T: 0, 1{ }∗ ⟶ Z∗q is used to hash the attribute i

into the corresponding aid. Finally, this algorithm sets
the global public parameters PP � (G, GT, p,

e, g, H1, H2, T) as output.
AuthoritySetup(aid,PP)⟶ (SKaid, PKaid): the al-
gorithm chooses three random αaid, βaid, caid ∈ Zp.
Together with the inputs aid and PP, it then publishes
the public key PKaid � e(g, g)αaid , gβaid , gcaid  of the AU
and sets the secret key as SKaid � αaid, βaid, caid .
KeyGen(gid, S, SKaid ,PP)⟶ SKS,gid: the algorithm
chooses random t ∈ Zp, u ∈ G, u ∉ H1(gid) and
computes

K1,i,gid � g
αaid · H1(gid)

βaid · H2(i)
t

· u
βaid gid+caid( )K2,i,gid

� u
caidK3,i,gid � uK4,i,gid � g

t
K5,gid � gid.

(4)

It outputs the secret key SKS,gid � K1,i,gid, K2,i,gid,

K3,i,gid, K4,i,gid}i∈S, K5,gid}.
Encrypt(msg, (M, ρ), PKaidPP)⟶ (CT): on input of
the message (msg), the PPs and an access policy (M, ρ)

(where M is an l × n matrix), the public key of the
agency PKaid, and the public parameters PP, the al-
gorithm firstly chooses a random s ∈ Zp. )en, it
chooses random x2, . . . , xn ∈ Zp, sets two vectors v �

(s, x1, x2, . . . , xn) and υ � (0, υ2, . . . , υn), and com-
putes the vectors of shares of s and 0 as λx � MxvT and
ωx � MxυT, respectively (where T denotes the trans-
pose of the matrix).
Finally, it chooses random rx ∈ Zp and computes
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C0 � msg · e(g, g)
s
,

C1,x � e(g, g)
λx+αδ(x)rx ,

C2,x � g
ωx ,

C3,x � g
βδ(x)rx ,

C4,x � H2(ρ(x))
rx ,

C5,x � g
− rx .

(5)

)e ciphertext CT is set as CT � C0, C1,x, C2,x,

C3,x, C4,x, C5,x}x∈ 1,...,l{ }}.
Decrypt(CT, SKS,gid, PP)⟶ msg: on input of

CT � C0, C1,x, C2,x, C3,x, C4,x, C5,x 
x∈ 1,...,l{ }

 , S,

SKS,gid, and PP, the algorithm sets the identification set
as I⊆ 1, . . . , l{ }. For all x ∈ I and x: ρ(x) ∈ S , the
algorithm computes

Dx � C1,x · e H1 K5,gid , C2,x · C3,x 

· e K2,ρ(x),gid · K
K5,gid
3,ρ(x),gid, C3,x  · e C4,x, K4,ρ(x),gid 

· e K1,ρ(x),gid, C5,x ,

(6)

where cx x∈I and x∈IcxMx � (1, 0, . . . , 0).
Finally, the message is recovered by computing

msg �
C0

x∈I D
cx

x .
(7)

PolicyUpteKeyGen(PP, PKaid, Shares,
(M, ρ), (M′, ρ′))⟶ UKmsg: M is a generator matrix
of 1, . . . , n, and Shares represents the information of the
two random vectors v and υ contained in the en-
cryption algorithm. We define the function
δ(i) � T(ρ(i))i∈[I] and δ′(j) � T′(ρ(j))j∈[I].
First, the new access strategy and the old access strategy
are used as input through the strategy comparison
method in the literature [26] to generate three subset
record rows indexes I1,M, I2,M, I3,M. )en, it picks two
random vectors v′ � (s, v2′, . . . , vn

′) and
υ′ � (0, υ2′, . . . , υn

′) and then calculates λj
′ � Mj
′v′T and

ωj
′ � Mj
′υ′T with j ∈ 1, . . . , l′ .

When the row index satisfies (j, i) ∈ I1,M′ (marked as
module 1), the algorithm generates the update key as

UKj,i,msg 1 � UK1,j,i,msg � g
λj′− λi ,UK2,j,i,msg � g

ωj′−ωi
 .

(8)

When the row index satisfies (j, i) ∈ I2,M′ (marked as
module 2), the algorithm randomly picks aj ∈ Zp and
calculates the update key as
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Figure 1: Framework of the system model.
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UKj,i,msg 2 � aj,UK1,j,i,msg � g
λj
′−ajλ

i ,UK2,j,i,msg � g
ωj′− ajωi

 .

(9)

When the row index satisfies (j, i) ∈ I3,M′ (marked as
Module 3), the algorithm randomly picks rj

′ ∈ Zp and
generates the update key as

UKj,i,msg 3 �

UK1,j,i,msg � g
λj+α

δ′(j)
rj′,

UK2,j,i,msg � g
ωj′,

UK3,j,i,msg � g
β
δ′(j)

rj′,

UK4,j,i,msg � H2 ρ′(j)( 
rj′,

UK5,j,i,msg � g
rj′

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

. (10)

Finally, the data owner sends the updated key UKmsg to
the cloud storage service provider with
UKmsg � UKj,i,msg 1, UKj,i,msg 2, UKj,i,msg 3 .
CTUpdate(CT,UKmsg)⟶ CT′: after the cloud
storage service provider receives the update key, it
updates the ciphertext CT to CT′. By doing so, the
cloud storage service provider cannot obtain relevant
information during the re-encryption process of the
ciphertext. )e specific updates are as follows:
When the row index belongs to module 1, the update
parameter is

C1,j
′ � C1,i · e g,UK1,j,i,msg  � e(g, g)

λj′+αδ′(j)
rj′,

C2,j
′ � C2,i · UK2,j,i,msg � g

ωj′,

C3,j
′ � C3,i � g

β
δ′(j)

rj′,

C4,j
′ � C4,i � H2 ρ′(j)( 

rj′,

C5,j
′ � C5,i � g

− rj′,

rj
′ � ri, δ′(j) � δ(i) � H2 ρ′(j)(  � H2(ρ(i)).

(11)

When the row index belongs to module 2, the update
parameter is

C1,j
′ � C1,i 

aj
· e g,UK1,j,i,msg  � e(g, g)

λj′+αδ′(j)
rj′,

C2,j
′ � C2,i 

aj
· UK2,j,i,msg � g

ωj′,

C3,j
′ � C3,i 

aj
� g

βδ(i)riaj � g
β
δ′(j)

rj′,

C4,j
′ � C4,i 

aj
� H2(ρ(i))

riaj � H2 ρ′(j)( 
rj′,

C5,j
′ � C5,i 

aj
� g

− riaj � g
− rj′,

rj
′ � riaj, δ′(j) � δ(i).

(12)

When the row index belongs to module 3, the update
parameter is

C1,j
′ � e g,UK1,j,i,msg  � e(g, g)

λj′+αδ′(j)
rj′,

C2,j
′ � UK2,j,i,msg � g

ωj′,

C3,j
′ � UK3,j,i,msg � g

β
δ′(j)

rj′,

C4,j
′ � UK4,j,i,msg � H2 ρ′(j)( rj

′,

C5,j
′ � UK5,j,i,msg � g

− rj′,

rj
′ � riaj, δ′(j) � δ(i).

(13)

Finally, the updated ciphertext CT′ is
CT′ � C0, C1,j

′, C2,j
′, C3,j
′, C4,j
′, C5,j
′ 

j∈ 1,...,l′{ }
 .

Trace(SKS,gid, PKaid , PP)⟶ gid or ⊥: the algorithm
inputs the decryption key SKS,gid and the public key
PKaid  associated with the global public parameter PP.
If the decryption key SKS,gid is not in the form SKS,gid �

K1,i,gid, K2,i,gid, K3,i,gid, K4,i,gid 
i∈S, K5,gid  or cannot

pass the key integrity check, the algorithm will output a
special symbol to indicate that there is no need to trace
SKS,gid. )e key integrity check of this scheme is as
follows:

K1,i,gid, K2,i,gid, K3,i,gid, K4,i,gid ∈ G, K5,gid ∈ Z
∗
p,

e K2,i,gid, g  � e K3,i,gid, g
caid ,

e K1,i,gid, g  � e(g, g)
αaid · e H K5,gid , g

βaid  · e F(i), K4,i,gid  · e K2,ρ(x),gid · K
K5,gid
3,ρ(x),gid, g

βaid .

(14)

If there is an attribute i ∈ S that satisfies equations
(14), it is considered that the key SKS,gid passes the in-
tegrity check, and the identity gid is output as the trace
identity.

5.2. Correctness. )e correctness of our scheme can be
obtained from the following equations. It is known that

Dx � C1,x · e H1 K5,gid , C2,x · C3,x 

· e K2,ρ(x),gid · K
K5,gid
3,ρ(x),gid, C3,x  · e C4,x, K4,ρ(x),gid 

· e K1,ρ(x),gid, C5,x .

(15)

According to the corresponding values of CT and SKS,gid,
we can obtain
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Dx � e(g, g)
λx+αδ(x)rx · e H1(gid), g

ωx · g
βδ(x)rx 

· e u
cδ(x) · u

gid
, g

βδ(x)rx 

· e H2(ρ(x))
rx , g

t
  · e g

αδ(x) · H1(gid)
βδ(x)

· H2(i)
t

· u
βδ(x) gid+cδ(x)( ), g

− rx ,

� e(g, g)
λx+αδ(x)rx · e H1(gid), g( 

ωx+βδ(x)rx

· e(u, g)
cδ(x)+gid( )βδ(x)rx · e H2(ρ(x)), g( 

rxt

· e(g, g)
− αδ(x)rx · e H1(gid), g( 

− βδ(x)rx

· e H2(ρ(x)), g( 
− rxt

· e(u, g)
− cδ(x)+gid( )βδ(x)rx ,

� e(g, g)
λx · e H1(gid), g( 

ωx .

(16)

)en, for cx x∈I and x∈IcxMx � (1, 0, . . . , 0), we have


x∈I

λxcx � 
x∈I

Mxν
T
cx � (1, 0, . . . , 0) · νT

� s,


x∈I

ωxcx � 
x∈I

Mxυ
T
cx � (1, 0, . . . , 0) · υT

� 0.
(17)

Hence, we have


x∈I

D
cx

x � 
x∈I

e(g, g)
λx · e H1(gid), g( 

ωx 
cx

,

� e(g, g)
Σx∈Iλxcx · e(g, g)

Σx∈Iωxcx ,

� e(g, g)
s
.

(18)

)is proves that the message can be correctly restored to

msg �
C0

x∈I D
cx

x .
(19)

5.3. Security Analysis

Theorem 1. Assume the CP-ABE system in [11] is statically
secure; then, the T-DPU-MCP-ABE system is static secure
with respect to Definition 1.

Proof. For simplicity, we use ΣRW, Σtdpum to denote the CP-
ABE system in [11] and our T-DPU-MCP-ABE system,
respectively. We suppose there exists a static polynomial
time attacker A that breaks ΣRW with a nonnegligible ad-
vantage in selectively with a challenge LSSS access policy
(M∗, ρ∗), where M∗ is an l × n matrix. We will build a PPT
algorithm B that breaks Σtdpum with a nonnegligible
advantage.

Init: B gets a challenge LSSS access policy (M∗, ρ∗)
from A and transmits the received (M∗, ρ∗) to the Σe
challenger C.
Setup: C generates the common parameter
PP � (G, GT, p, e, g, H1, H2, T) and sends it to A.
Query: B initializes an integer counter j � 0 and an
empty table T. )en, A makes the following queries:

Receiving A’s decryption key query with an attribute
does not satisfy (M∗, ρ∗), B sets the attribute as Sj and
j � j + 1, then sends them to the Σtdpum challenger, and
obtains a secret key SKS,gid′ � ( K1,τ,gid′ , K2,τ,gid′ , K3,τ,gid′ ,

K4,τ,gid′ }τ∈[|S|], K5,gid′ ). A chooses a corrupted AA Caid ∈ Uaid
and generates the corresponding public key
PKaid′ � (e(g, g)aid, gβaid) in SRW. Also, for each aid ∈ Caid,A
randomly chooses caid ∈ Z∗p and generates the system public
key PKaid � (e(g, g)aid, gβaid , gcaid). )en, A responses for
the normal AA Naid, the corrupted AA Caid by interacting
withB as follows.A requires (gidj, Sj) 

j∈[m]
, where Sj ⊂ U

is the corresponding attribute set of user gidj. All users’ gidj

are unique and for arbitrary i ∈ S, we have T(i) ∉ Caid. )en,
A fixes a coin b ∈ 0, 1{ }, which is used to generates message
msg0 or msg1 with the same length. A chooses a set of
challenge (M1, ρ), . . . , (Mq, ρq) . Finally, A sends all the
chosen parameters to B.

Challenge: A chooses two same length messages
(m0, m1) and sends toB. )en,B submits (m0, m1) to
the Σtdpum challenger, obtains a challenge common
public key PKaid′ � (e(g, g)aid, gβaid), and generates a
ciphertext ct∗ � (C∗0 C∗1,x, C∗2,x, C∗3,x, C∗4,x, C∗5,x 

x∈ 1,...,l{ }
).

B chooses a random bit bB ∈ 0, 1{ }, computes
keybB

� C∗/mbB
, and sends the new ciphertext ct∗ �

(C∗0 C∗1,x, C∗2,x, C∗3,x, C∗4,x, C∗5,x 
x∈ 1,...,l{ }

) to A.
Guess: finally, after receiving the abovementioned
responses, A outputs a guess bA ∈ 0, 1{ }. If bA � 1, it
means that A guesses that keybB

is a random key, and
B outputs 1 − bB. If bA � 0, meaning that A guesses
that keybB

is the key from ct∗new, B outputs bB.

Since the real system is the same as the distributions of
the challenge ciphertext, ifA breaks the security of SRW with
a nonnegligible advantage, then the simulator B can se-
lectively break Stdpum with the same advantage. □

Theorem 2. Assume the CL signature scheme in [25] is
against existing forgery, and the T-DPU-MCP-ABE system in
Section 5.1 is traceable secure with respect to Definition 2.

Proof. )e security proof of the T-DPU-MCP-ABE system
with respect to Definition 2 (i.e., for traceable adversary) is
identical to the abovementioned proof except that the ad-
versary runs the Forgery phase instead of the Guess phase.
Here, we suppose there exists a PPT attacker A that se-
lectively breaks the CL scheme with a nonnegligible ad-
vantage. We can build a PPT simulator algorithm B that
selectively breaks Σtdpum with a nonnegligible advantage. It is
proved that the CL scheme is secure against existential
forgery under adaptive chosen message attack with LRSW
assumption.

Setup: the CL scheme challenger C delivers each
authority’s public keys G, GT, p, g, gβaid , gcaid  to the
simulator algorithm B. B chooses random values
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αaid ∈ Z∗p for each authority, runs Setup(λ) and
AuthoritySetup(aid,PP) to generate the public key
PKaid � e(g, g)αaid , gβaid , gcaid , and sends the public
parameter PP and the authority public key PKaid to
A.)e two hash functions H1 andH2 of our scheme are
managed by simulator B.
Query.A requests (gidj, Sj) 

j∈[m]
as the relevant private

key, where Sj⊆U means the attribute set of the user gidj.
Before A forges the key, to maintain hash functions H1
and H2, B will set two empty tables, T1 and T2, re-
spectively, and update them according to the query ofA.
When the gid queried by A does not exist in the table of
T1 and T2,B will select a random element tgi d ∈ Z∗p and
a random element ti ∈ Z∗p and then record (tgid, gtgid) and
(ti, gti ) with T1 and T2, respectively. At the same time,
simulator B will return the hash value of H1 or H2
according to opponent the query ofA. For each i ∈ Sj, if
the attribute authority aid � T(i), then B will submit
(gidj, aid) to Challenger C according to the query ofA so
as to obtain the signature (u, ucaid , uβaid ·((caid/gidj)+1)) in the
CL scheme. )en, B takes the random value t ∈ Z∗p and
runs KeyGen(gidj, Sj, SKaid, PP) as well as sends

SKSj,gidj
 

j∈[m]
toA. In this step,B should computes the

following:

K1,i,gid � g
αaid · H1 gidj 

βaid
· H2(i)

t
· u

βaid gid+caid( ),

K2,i,gid � u
caid ,

K3,i,gid � u,

K4,i,gid � g
t
,

K5,gid � gid.

(20)

)en, the final calculation is SKSj,gidj
as

K1,i,gidj
, K2,i,gidj

, K3,i,gidj
, K4,i,gidj

 
i∈Sj

, K5,gidj
 .

Forgery. in this step,A already queries from simulator
B the value of H1(gid) and H2(i) and obtains H1(gid)

as g
tK5,gid and H2(i) as gti . A assumes the unknown

K3,i,gid � gt3 and K4,i,gid � gt4 . )rough formula (14) in
Section 5.1, we could get that
K2,i,gid � (K3,i,gid) � gt3caid . Also through formula (14)
in Section 5.1, we could get that
K1,i,gid � g

αaid+tK5,gid
βaid · (K4,i,gid)ti · (K3,i,gid)βaid(K5,gid+caid).

)en, B calculates a legal signature σ according to the
CL scheme, and the calculation process is as follows:

σ1 �
K1,i,gid

g
αaid+tK5,gid

βaid · K4,i,gid 
ti
,

� K3,i,gid 
βaid K5,gid+caid( 

.

(21)

)en, A picks a gid as a message and gives
σ � (K3,i,gid, K2,i,gid, (σ1/K

gid
3,i,gid)) as the signature of the

message gid according to the CL scheme.

Finally, A outputs a forgery secret key SK∗, if
Trace(SKS,gid, PKaid , PP) ∉ Δ and gid ∉ gid1, . . . , gidm .
As gid ∉ gid1, . . . , gidm , we know that the signature of
message gid is not invoked byB yet. )us, the simulatorB
breaks the CL scheme with the same advantage.

Since in the abovementioned game the whole system has
the decryption keys, the distributions of the public parameters,
and challenge ciphertext, if A breaks the security of the CL
scheme, then the simulatorB can selectively break Stdpum with
the same advantage. Hence, if the LRSW assumption holds
true, the proposed cryptosystem is against forgery, meaning
that our scheme is traceable secure for the adversary. □

5.4. Proof of Collusion Prevention. In our scheme, we use the
unique gid and construct the hash function value corre-
sponding to gid to resist collusion attack, which has been
proved to be feasible by Allison and Waters [14]. In the
process of decryption, the data user needs to calculate
Dx � e(g, g)λx · e(H1(gid), g)ωx . For a single user with the
access policy satisfaction attribute set, since ωx are the shares
of secret value 0, e(H1(gid), g)ωx can be eliminated, where
e(H1(gid), g)ωx � 1. In case of collusion attack, two or more
users will have different gid; thus, the value of H1(gid) will
also be different; e(H1(gid), g)ωx with a secret value of 0
cannot be constructed, and thus, it cannot be eliminated.
)erefore, two or more users cannot share their attribute key
values to generate collusion attacks, which means this
scheme is resistant to collusion attack.

6. Performance Evaluations

6.1. Georetical Analysis. We first theoretically make a
comparison of our scheme with others. )e comparison of
feature and performance of our work and related works is
given in Tables 1 and 2 .

It can be seen from Table 1 that the YB scheme [11] does
not realize the traceability, nor does it have the function of
dynamic access policy update; although the JZXL scheme
[27] has both traceability and large attribute domains, it is
constructed based on composite orders and is a single au-
thorization which will become a bottleneck. Since the QLZH
scheme [28] and the YLLT scheme [29] are based on tree
access structure, they do not have the functions of large
attribute domain, dynamic access strategy update, and
traceability. )e YLMH scheme [30] can realize the dynamic
access strategy update but does not support traceability;
while the ZLML scheme [31] does not have the function of
dynamic access policy update. Compared with the above-
mentioned related schemes, our scheme not only supports
traceability, large attribute domain, and dynamic access
policy update at the same time under multiple authorization
agencies but also is based on the prime order bilinear group
structure, which is more efficient.

Let G and GT be the size of elements in G and an ex-
ponentiation in GT, respectively. Let e be a pairing and exp
be the maximum amounts of time to compute an expo-
nentiation in G. Let A be the number of ciphertext attributes,
|S| be the size of the attribute set of a private key, and l be the
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output size of a function. Let I be the number of rows of the
matrix when decrypting.

In Table 2, we show the communication cost and the
computing cost comparison. Compared with other solutions,
our scheme is relatively better in the process of adding multiple
functions.On the one hand, for the communication cost, we can
draw the following conclusions: Firstly, our scheme has the
advantages in the length of the private key that our scheme
supports big attribute universe.More precisely, the public key of
our scheme does not increase linearly with the size of the at-
tribute domain in an attribute authority, while that of the
YLMH scheme will, and the storage occupied by our public key
is smaller than that of the SPB scheme [32] and the ZLML
scheme. Secondly, although the user’s private keys in the YB
scheme and the YLMH scheme are relatively small, none of
these schemes support traceability. In order to enhance the
security of the system, the scheme in this paper supports the
traceability function, and the user’s private key does not increase
too much. Furthermore, compared to the YLMH scheme and
the ZLML scheme, the length of the ciphertext in our scheme is
optimized, which is only linearly related to the number of rows
from the generator matrix. On the other hand, for the calcu-
lation cost, our scheme supports an access strategy update
algorithm, while the YB scheme and the YLMH scheme do not
support this function. Finally, for the decryption cost, our
scheme is much smaller than that of the YLMH scheme. )e
decryption cost in our scheme is only related to the number of
attribute organizations where the attributes belong. Although
the decryption cost in our scheme is slightly higher than that of
the YB scheme and the ZLML scheme, the YB scheme does not
support traceability and the ZLML scheme does not support
access policy update.

6.2. Experimental Analysis. In this section, we conduct a
simulation experiment to evaluate the comparison of our
scheme and the baseline algorithms (the simulation code is
available in (https://github.com/monzxcv/ABE)). We select
the scheme in [11] (YB scheme) and the scheme in [30]
(YLMH scheme) as our baseline algorithms and run the

experiments in five aspects: system initialization, key gen-
eration, data encryption, user decryption, and access strategy
re-encryption. All the experiments are run on a 64-bit
operating system of the Ubuntu 14.04 platform with a core
1.8GHz processor and 4GB RAM. We used Charm version
0.50 and Python version 3.7 as our program languages. We
first convert the YB scheme, YLMH scheme, and our scheme
into asymmetric bilinear mapping and use the famous
supersingular symmetric elliptic curve group (“SS512”).
)en, in the process of encryption and decryption, the YB
scheme, YLMH scheme, and our scheme are only related to
the number of access policy attributes. )erefore, in this
experiment, we change the number of user attributes and
calculate the time of system initialization and user key
generation under the same condition to get our first com-
parison. In addition, we change the access policy and cal-
culate the time of the user encryption and decryption to get
another comparison. Finally, the time consumed for
updating ciphertext under the same condition is calculated.
)e experimental attributes are constructed with
AN, N ∈ [1, . . . , 50]. )e strategy set is selected
(A1∧A2∧ · · ·∧AN). We increase the number of attributes
from 5 to 50, and there are ten different access strategies. In
order to ensure the accuracy of the conclusion, every ex-
periment is run 15 times.

)e system initialization cost and the average time cost
of user private key generation are shown in Figures 2 and 3
when the number of attributes varies from 5 to 50.We fix the
number of AAs in 8, and we also fix the number of attributes
in the access policy in 8. Since both our scheme and YB
scheme support large attribute domains, the system ini-
tialization process has nothing to do with the number of
attributes, as is verified in Figure 2. It can be seen that as the
number of attributes increases, the cost of the YLMH
scheme increases, and the cost of our scheme still keeps a
constant value, so the larger the number of attributes, the
more the advantage in our scheme. It can be seen from
Figure 3 that the cost of the user private key generation time
in all the three schemes increases linearly with the increase of

Table 1: Characteristics comparison of ABE schemes.

YB [11] JZXL [27] QLZH [28] YLLT [29] YLMH [30] ZLML [31] Ours
Order groups Prime Composite Prime Prime Prime Prime Prime
Large universe √ √ × × × √ √
Policy updating × × × × √ × √
Traceable × √ × × × √ √
Access structure LSSS LSSS TREE TREE LSSS LSSS LSSS
Multiauthority √ × √ √ √ √ √

Table 2: Performance comparison of multiauthority ABE schemes (https://github.com/monzxcv/ABE).

YB [11] SPB [32] YLMH [30] ZLML [31] Ours
AA’s public key G + GT 3G + GT (ni + 1)G + GT 3G + GT 2G + GT

User’s private key 2|S|G 4|S|G + GT 2|S|G + GT 4|S|G 4|S|G + GT

Ciphertext 3lG + (l + 1)GT 4lG + (l + 1)GT (2l + 1)G + GT 5lG + (l + 1)GT 4lG + (l + 1)GT

Encryption cost 3l exp + (l + 1)e 4l exp + (l + 1)e (2l + 1)exp + e 5l exp + (l + 1)e 4l exp + (l + 1)e

Decryption cost 3|I| 4|I| 2|S| + 2|I| 3|I| 4|I|

Security assumption q-type q-type q-PBDHE q-type q-type
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attributes. )is is because each attribute in the user’s private
key must be calculated accordingly. Finally, the generation
time cost is not much different from that of the YB scheme
and the YLMH scheme.

Figure 4 shows the average time cost of the encryption
and decryption process when the number of attributes
used in the access policy varies from 5 to 50. We fix the
number of AAs in 8, and the number of attributes for each
user is also fixed in 8. It can be seen from Figure 4 that the
average execution time of the key generation and en-
cryption/decryption process of the proposed scheme is
equivalent to that of the YB scheme, while our scheme is
more practical than the YB scheme, such as supporting
traceability and dynamic access policy update. Although
the YLMH scheme’s encryption cost is the smallest, its
decryption cost is the largest among the three schemes
and is related to the number of attributes the user has. If

the user’s attributes increase, the decryption time cost of
the YLMH scheme will be higher.

Figure 5 shows the algorithms’ average computing time
in the YB scheme, YLMH scheme, and our scheme in policy
update. Since the YB scheme does not support dynamic
strategy updates, we use the traditional update method.
)ere are three modes for updating of dynamic strategy in
the YLMH scheme and our scheme. We use mode 3 (which
has the highest cost) for comparison. In addition, the
number of AAs is fixed in 8, and the number of attributes for
each user is also fixed in 8. We vary the number of attributes
by 5, 10, and 15. As it can be seen from Figure 5, our scheme
and YLMH scheme can dynamically update the strategy.
)us, the time cost is less than that of the YB scheme.
Although our scheme costs slightly more than the YLMH
scheme, our scheme supports traceability, which is con-
sidered to be more practical.
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7. Conclusions and Future Work

Regarding the three problems in the CP-ABE scheme of
multiauthority, traceability, and the flexibility in changing the
access policy, we propose a scheme to achieve good solutions.
Our scheme supports multiple authorities, white box trace-
ability, large attribute domains, access policy updates, and
high expressiveness. )en, we prove that our scheme is static
secure and traceable secure based on the state-of-the-art
security models. By supporting the traceability, there is no
need to maintain the authorized institution’s identity table;
thus, our solution is more practical. )e experimental results
indicate that our scheme has efficient performance while
enjoying the abovementioned features. In future work, we
plan to conduct a study on computational outsourcing and
hidden access strategies for CP-ABE.
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Software component plays a significant role in the functionality of software systems. Component of software is the existing and
reusable parts of a software system that is formerly debugged, confirmed, and practiced. *e use of such components in a newly
developed software system can save effort, time, and many resources. Due to the practice of using components for new de-
velopments, security is one of the major concerns for researchers to tackle. Security of software components can save the software
from the harm of illegal access and damages of its contents. Several existing approaches are available to solve the issues of security
of components from different perspectives in general while security evaluation is specific. A detailed report of the existing
approaches and techniques used for security purposes is needed for the researchers to know about the approaches. In order to
tackle this issue, the current research presents a systematic literature review (SLR) of the present approaches used for assessing the
security of software components in the literature by practitioners to protect software systems for the Internet of*ings (IoT). *e
study searches the literature in the popular and well-known libraries, filters the relevant literature, organizes the filter papers, and
extracts derivations from the selected studies based on different perspectives. *e proposed study will benefit practitioners and
researchers in support of the report and devise novel algorithms, techniques, and solutions for effective evaluation of the security
of software components.

1. Introduction

*e role of component-based software engineering (CBSE)
is obvious in software development. Software is designed
according to previous experiences and component reus-
ability which can save a lot of time, effort, and resources
[1, 2]. Its effort is to bring commercial, cost-effective, and
quality system by integrating the existing components. A
system is designed using available components which is
cheap, already tested, and error-free [1, 3–6]. An individual
component is a single part of a software system and is a unit
to facilitate reputable functionality in the system. *e
functionality of such components is combined which forms
a complete software system. Two types of interfaces are used
in a component such as provided and required interfaces.

Both of these interfaces are a source of communication
inside the software system. A component can be replaced,
modified, and changed according to the requirements of the
system. *e developments with the use of existing com-
ponents can save about half of the complete developed
software [7]. Compositional approaches have many benefits
in the development of software systems from the appearance
of development of components which has accordingly
produced substantial attention in research and develop-
ments in business standards for architectures of domain-
specific, component interaction, toolkits, and numerous
other applicable fields.

A number of approaches exist for the security of systems
[8–12]. *e elementary prerequisites of security are de-
marcated in Availability, Integrity, and Confidentiality
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[10, 13–17]. Diverse reviews, frameworks, surveys, models,
and analysis affecting the IoT security for security investi-
gation are in use. Tekeoglu and Tosun [18] offered a
framework of layer-based packet capturing for inspecting
IoT devices’ privacy and security. Mazhelis and Tyrväinen
[19] assessed platforms of IoT from application provider
perceptions. Machine learning (ML) algorithms have ex-
posed a substantial enactment in diverse applications and
fields such as text recognition, facial recognition, and de-
tection of spam. *ese applications of ML have under-
standable performance in different areas and domains
[9, 12, 20–25]. *e devices of the Internet of Medical *ings
(IoMT) are susceptible to quite a lot of security threats,
attacks, and liabilities. IoMT devices are suffering com-
mencing massive threats of security due to little costs and
power, unlike typical mobile and desktop devices. *e
malware reproduces itself by negotiating the joining that
links the devices of IoT [26]. Mao et al. [27] planned an
approach for structuring dependencies of security to mea-
sure the implication of system security from an extensive
perception. *e consequence of small-world and power-law

distribution for in- and out-degree in security dependence
networks was observed. *e authors in [28] planned a
method to measure the performance and services’ evaluation
of security for the cloud on the ground of a set of evaluation
measures using Goal-Question-Metric. *e authors in [29]
conceived a framework for testing the security of interfaces
of automotive Bluetooth with the help of a proof-of-concept
tool for carrying out a test on a vehicle with the support of a
planned framework. Nazir et al. [1] presented an approach
for assessing software security of components via the ana-
lytic network process (ANP). *e approach of ANP can
work in a complex situation where the dependence arises
among diverse network nodes.

*e proposed research presents an SLR of the existing
approaches used by practitioners to protect software systems.
*e protocol followed for conducting the proposed study is
based on [3]. *e study searches the literature in the popular
and well-known libraries, filters the relevant literature, or-
ganizes the filter papers, and extracts derivations from the
selected studies based on different perspectives. *e following
key contributions are achieved by the proposed study:

Define review protocol

Define search strategies

Document search 
strategies

Inclusion/exclusion
criteria

Quality criteria
assessment

Quantitative meta-analysis

Figure 1: Process of conducting a systematic literature review.
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(i) To study the security measures for assessing soft-
ware security of components

(ii) To identify the techniques andmethods available for
assessing software security of components

(iii) To show how these techniques efficiently work for
evaluating the security of components

*e paper is structured as follows. Section 2 shows the
research method focusing on SLR for showing the analysis of
the current study. Section 3 shows the results and discus-
sions of the paper with answers to the research questions.
*e conclusion is presented in Section 4.

2. Methodology

2.1. Research Plan and Process. *e SLR is a formal way of
searching the keywords, identifying the relevant materials
associated with the research, organizing in an efficient way,
and deriving meaningful information and derivations from
the studies selected. Figure 1 represents the steps followed
for the proposed research where firstly the review protocol is
defined, then the search strategies are defined for the re-
search, then the search strategies are documented, the rel-
evant materials are included while the rest of the materials
are excluded, the quality assessment is done for the selected

Research questions

Search strategy
RQ1 RQ2

RQ3

Springer

ScienceDirectIEEEHindawi

ACM

Search string

(”So�ware component” OR “component of so�ware”) AND (”security” OR “protection”) AND (”evaluation” OR 
“assessment” OR “measuring”)

29 23 33 114 65

Articles screening (inclusion and exclusion criteria)

Total initial
papers

Filter by tile Filter by abstract Filter by content

927 264 198 117

Quality assessment
No (0), partial (0.5), full (1) Data extraction Data synthesis

Figure 2: Protocol process and the libraries.
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papers, and lastly the data analysis is extracted from the
included papers.

2.2. ResearchQuestions. Below are the questions which were
defined for the current study:

(1) What can be the security measures for assessing
software security of components?

(2) What are the techniques and methods available for
assessing the security of software components?

(3) How efficiently the techniques work for evaluating
component security?

2.3. Keywords and Libraries. *e keywords (“Software
components” OR “components of software”) AND (“secu-
rity” OR “protection”) AND (“evaluation” OR “assessment”
OR “measuring”) were defined to search the libraries. *e
following libraries were adopted for the process of search.
Other libraries were skipped due to the reason that these

libraries are publishing materials which are peer-reviewed,
while Google Scholar has all of the materials.

(i) ACM
(ii) Hindawi
(iii) IEEE
(iv) ScienceDirect
(v) Springer

*e following are the details of the process of the search
for each of the selected library.

(i) ACM: [[[All: “software components”] OR [All:
“components of software”]] AND [[All: “security”]
OR [All: “protection”]] AND [All: (]] OR [All: (] OR
[All: “evaluation”] OR [All: “assessment”] OR [All:
“measuring”]

(ii) Hindawi: “(“Software components” OR “compo-
nents of software”) AND (“security” OR “protec-
tion”) AND (“evaluation” OR “assessment” OR
“measuring”)”

ACM Hindawi IEEE Science
Direct Springer

Abstract 23 19 29 74 53
Title 29 23 33 114 65
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Figure 3: Overall search results.
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Figure 4: Final filtered papers by contents.
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(iii) IEEE: (“All Metadata”:Software components) OR
“All Metadata”:components of software) AND “All
Metadata”:security) OR “All Metadata”:protection)
AND “All Metadata”:evaluation) OR “All Metadata”:
assessment) AND “All Metadata”:measuring)

Figure 5: Selected articles.
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(iv) ScienceDirect: “(“Software components” OR
“components of software”) AND (“security” OR
“protection”) AND (“evaluation” OR “assessment”
OR “measuring”)”

(v) Springer: “(“Software components” OR “compo-
nents of software”) AND (“security” OR “protec-
tion”) AND (“evaluation” OR “assessments” OR
“measuring”)”

Figure 2 shows the process of searching the keywords in
the given libraries with the results of the search obtained.*e
filtering process of papers by title, abstract, and finally
contents is also shown in the figure. *e figure is initially
based on the research questions defined and then the search
process in the given libraries with the use of Boolean op-
erators “AND” and “OR.”

Figure 3 shows the number of papers filtered by title and
then by an abstract in the given libraries. Initially, huge
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numbers of papers were obtained during the search
process. It was considered that the analysis of all the
searched papers was difficult, so due to this reason, the
papers were filtered by title for obtaining the relevant
papers. After this, a total of 264 papers were obtained
which was also difficult to analyze in one process, so these
articles were then filtered by abstract, and a total of 198
articles were achieved.

*e articles were filtered based on content, and a total of
117 articles were achieved for the given libraries which are
shown in Figure 4.

*e articles selected are shown in Figure 5.
After this, the details of each library were analyzed which

are given hereinafter. *e library of ACM was analyzed in
the first step for the research article type and content type.
*is search was for the initial results of the search which is
shown in Figure 6.

*e article type for the ACM library is shown in Figure 7.
After the initial search process, the materials were fil-

tered to extract only relevant studies. Figure 8 shows the
articles published in the mentioned years.

*e article types were viewed in the given year. Figure 9
depicts article types and the total number of articles in given
years.

After searching the ACM library, the library of the
Hindawi publisher was checked for relevant materials re-
lated to the proposed study. Figure 10 presents year-wise
publication numbers in the library of Hindawi.

Figure 11 represents the total number of articles pub-
lished in given years based on the types of publications.

*e library of IEEE was searched for identifying relevant
studies to the proposed research. Figure 12 shows initial
search results for publications with publication types in the
IEEE library.

*e obtained papers from the searched process in the
IEEE were then filtered to extract only relevant papers.
Figure 13 shows the total number of articles in given years in
the IEEE library.

Figure 14 presents publication types with publication
numbers in given years in the same library.

*e library of ScienceDirect was considered to find the
relevant materials to the proposed research. During the
initial search process, the publication types were checked
which is shown in Figure 15.

*e total number of articles was checked in given years.
*e total number of articles with the year of articles is
presented in Figure 16.

*e publication titles were also checked that where the
papers are published. Figure 17 presents the titles of the
articles with a total number of articles.

After filtering the process of papers in the ScienceDirect
library, the number of articles in given years was reviewed.
*e details are given in Figure 18.

Figure 19 presents the total number of articles with the
types of publications in given years.

Finally, the library of Springer was searched to obtain the
associated material to the proposed research. *e initial
search results for the number of publications with article
types are shown in Figure 20.
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Figure 24: Sum of scores for each paper.
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After filtering the process of papers, the results were
analyzed to obtain meaningful results related to the pro-
posed research. Figure 21 represents article numbers in the
given year in the library of Springer.

Figure 22 represents the total number of publications
with the type of publications in the given year in the Springer
library.

2.4. Quality Assessment of the Selected Papers. *e quality
assessment process of the carefully chosen articles was
done in order to know how much the paper is related to
the proposed study. A score of “1” was given to the re-
search paper which completely fulfills the research
question, “0.5” was given to the paper somewhat satisfying
the research question, and “0” was given to the paper not
satisfying the research question. Figure 23 shows the
quality score for each paper based on the defined research
questions.

Figure 24 shows the sum of the overall score for each
paper. *e assigned values of the selected papers for all the
research questions were summed and the total score is
shown in the figure.

3. Results and Discussion

After individual analysis of the libraries, all the references
were merged into a single Endnote file to analyze them. It
was found that there is an increase in the year-wise number
of publications related to the proposed research. Figure 25
shows the number of publications in the given years for the
overall libraries collectively.

Figure 26 shows the number of publications along with
the type of publications in the given years for all the libraries
collectively.

3.1. What Can Be the Security Measures for Assessing the
Security of Software Components? Security features can
play a significant role in the smooth running of a par-
ticular system. A number of features were identified from
the literature based on which the security is evaluated.
Table 1 shows the identified list of features from the
literature presented by different researchers.

3.2. What Are the Techniques and Methods Available for
Assessing the Security of Software Components? Diverse ap-
proaches are presented by the researchers to tackle the issue
of security evaluation of software and its components. *ese
approaches work from different perspectives. Table 2 shows
the summary of the existing techniques available for security
evaluation.

3.3. How Efficiently the Techniques Work for Assessing the
Security of Components? *ere is high need of effective
security evaluation techniques which can efficiently
evaluate the security of software system. Such techniques
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Other
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Figure 26: Overall number of papers and type of papers in all
libraries in the given years.

Table 1: Identified list of security features presented by researchers.

References Features

[30]

Maximum signal range
Variety of network topologies

Safety and security of data transfer
Reliability and dependability of WCT

*roughput and data rate
Applicability of WCT
Wireless power transfer

Minimum latency

[17]

Confidentiality
Availability
Integrity

Authentication
Access control
Authorization

Auditing
Trust
Privacy

Reputation metering
Accountability

Replay protection
Anonymization

Resilience to attacks
Fault tolerance
Nonrepudiation

[31]

Confidentiality
Integrity

Availability
Fault tolerance
Accountability
System trust

[32]

Privacy and security
Technology

Communication
Culture
Job

Legal regulation

[33]

Privacy protection
Node information certificate
Secure cloud computing
Encryption mechanism

Anti-DDoS
Platform security

Secure multiparty computation
Information application security

Antiattack security
Heterogeneous network recognition
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Table 2: Existing approaches for evaluating security.

Citation Technique Description

[34] Quantitative assessment approach *is approach evaluates the component security level quantitatively
and identifies efficiently the component security vulnerabilities.

[35] Secure multiparty computation (SMC)
*is paper revisits the history of developments to SMC that

completed the years and studies the opportunity of coupling reliable
hardware with SMC.

[36] Software-defined networking (SDN) *e analysis demonstrated that SDN appears to be the most attractive
developmental structure for upcoming networks.

[37] Conventional security mechanisms
*ey focus on emerging security threats aiming at vulnerabilities,
human errors, and defects of a mobile device structure in existing

schemes.

[38] Abstract network model *e analysis shows that the abstract network model is a valuable
method for attack graph-based assessments.

[39] Logic programming
In this article, model-based testing and logic programming was

introduced for detecting accessible SQL injection (SQLI) and cross-
site scripting (XSS) of web applications.

[40] Cognitive dimensions questionnaire
Results revealed that the usability issues of security application
programming interfaces (APIs) may be determined using this
methodology with significantly good reliability and validity.

[28] Goal-question-metric (GQM) method
*e proposed assessment methodology might help cloud service

providers (CSPs) to practice a security self-evaluation and is suitable
for the level of their security services within the cloud market.

[29] *reat model *is model is helpful for the evaluation of the Bluetooth interface on
a range of built-in automotive infotainment systems.

[41] Security assessment
*is study presents the cybersecurity associated principles for the
smart grid which address the issue in different ways and to various

extents.

[42] Semantic model
In this paper, a semantic model for structuring and risk visualization

implemented into the metric visualization system (MVS) was
presented.

[43] NIST national vulnerability database (NVD) combined
with EBIOS risk analysis and evaluation methodology

*e finding of this research has demonstrated that virtual networks,
SDN controllers, and hypervisors continue to present new attack
capabilities that are continually being exposed, further escalating the

security risk of modern data centers.

[44] Security behavior

*e research findings show that psychological ownership, descriptive
norm, response cost, self-efficacy, and perceived vulnerability all were
significant in determining personal computing security intentions
and behavior for both the mobile device and home computer users.

[45] Countermeasure-cantered approach In this article, a prototype implementing such a security management
system is described.

[46] *reat model
*is work presents a quantitative study on the security solutions for
communication quality used in robotics, while security capabilities

are enabled.

[47] Supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA)
systems security

*is provides an insight into developing a framework that can be
used to assist critical infrastructure sectors.

[48] Innovative ontology and graph-based approach

For network security evaluation, an innovative approach that uses
ontology was proposed.*e ontology is intended to illustrate security
knowledge such as that of attacks, vulnerabilities, assets, and the

relationships between them.

[49] Information-theoretic model
For the computer systems security analysis, the entropy concept was
utilized and a quantitative model was derived. *e assessment

process consists of dynamic and static phases.

[50] International symposium on formal methods (FM 2012)
*is short paper is intended to accompany a talk at the 18th

international symposium (FM 2012). It discusses software security
with a highlight on formal aspects, defenses, and low-level attacks.

[51] Security metrics and risk analysis In this work, formal analysis of associations between risk and security
metrics and formal definition of risk were provided.

[52] Security information and event management (SIEM)
systems

*e article proposed a general framework for the visualization of
SIEMwhich permits integration of different visualization approaches

and expands simply the application functionality.
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Table 2: Continued.

Citation Technique Description

[53] Big data framework A framework for big data in this work was proposed to build up the
security capability of small enterprises.

[54] Usability of security software *is article addresses the usability of security alerts across a wider
range of security products.

[55] Security evaluation using Bayesian belief networks

*is article demonstrates parts of the gap, in particular the challenges
associated with variable quality of information, lack of empirical
information, limited budget, short time-to-market, and lack of

resources.

[56] Multimetrics approach for security

*is article presents a multimetric approach jointly with a
methodology to estimate the system security, privacy, and

dependability (SPD) level throughout both the running and design
process.

[57] Ontology-based model for security assessment
In this article, the ontology-based framework was classified in five
dimensions for assessing attack effect; they are defense, vulnerability,

attack target, attack vector, and attack impact.

[58] Vulnerability-centric requirements engineering
framework

*is paper gives an engineering framework tomaintain the elicitation
of security requirements and analysis based on vulnerabilities.

[59] Evaluation and assessment of the security of wearable
devices

*is paper examined the usefulness and design of SecuWear platform
for recognizing vulnerabilities in these areas and assists wearable

security research to mitigate them.

[60] Assessment of platforms *is paper explains how the PRIME platform trust can enhance trust
and manager operates.

[61] Software-defined security framework For protecting the distributed cloud, a software-defined security
framework was proposed in this paper.

[62] Software-defined mobile network security *is article gives a survey of software-defined mobile network
(SDMN) and its related security issues.

[63] Reputation model In this article, the most critical as well as essential security threats for
a utility-based reputation model in grids were assessed.

[64] IoT monitoring solution A monitoring tool based on the extension of the Montimage network
monitoring tools for IoT systems was presented in this paper.

[65] A comprehensive pattern-driven security methodology
ASE—a comprehensive pattern-driven security methodology

intended particularly for (common) distributed systems—focuses on
the early life cycle phases and particularly the design phase.

[66] Contract-based security assertion monitoring *is article demonstrates how in a live environment on Linux a
contract-based security assertion monitoring can be attained.

[67] Network security visualization For the security visualization systems evaluation such as ranking and
rating, a framework was proposed in this paper.

[68] Empirical study *is article empirically examines how refactoring can progress the
security of an application by removing code bad smells.

[69] Computational approach For the standardization of the software development process, a
computational approach was proposed in this work.

[70] Multitarget approach

In this paper, for the estimation of scores and vulnerability
characteristics from the technical description, a model of the
combination of multitarget classification and text analysis

approaches was created.

[71] A new threat identification approach
In this paper, for the assessment of security threats quantitatively, a
new approach was adopted, which is modular, extendable, and

systematic.

[72] Regression model For the identification of security requirements, a linear based
approach was proposed in this work.

[73] Problem-oriented security patterns
Based on the problem frames technique, a systematic approach was
proposed in this work for the iterative development of software

architectures and requirements analysis.

[74] A framework for semiautomated coevolution
For the security maintenance and support, a model-based framework
was addressed in this paper for a software system during the long-

term evolution.

[75] A manual approach *e legal and security risks were discussed in this paper which arise
from reuse.

[76] A coarse approach to quantitative modeling and analysis
For the integrated vulnerability assessment, a methodology using a
coarse approach to quantitative analysis and modeling was discussed

in this paper.
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Table 2: Continued.

Citation Technique Description

[77] Cyberdefense and cloud vulnerability assessment
In order to decrease, evaluate, and assess the vulnerability level of

distributed computing systems (DCIs), an IT security audit
framework was created in this paper.

[1] Analytic network process (ANP) For the component security evaluation, an ANP was proposed in this
paper.

[78] Distributed security systems
Distributed security systems were examined in this paper with

devoted server modules that perform client modules’ monitoring and
managing.

[79] *reatened-based software security evaluation method
In software security literature, for the software security assessment, a
new concept was introduced in this paper: the threatened-based

method.

[80] Measurement frameworks *is paper reports a measurement framework for software
development.

[81] A cloud data monitoring system
Based on autonomic computing, a data security monitoring approach
was proposed in this paper for the feasibility verification through

simulation.

[82] Hybrid reputation model
Based on both explicit definition of reputation and implicit

reputation calculation, a hybrid reputation model is presented in this
article.

[83] Security architecture
In this paper, the implementation and design of a security framework
to FPGA-based heterogeneous systems developed on top of MAC-

based OS/Hypervisors was presented.

[84] Website security analysis A model-based website security testing method was proposed in this
paper.

[85] Methodology for enhancing software security For enhancing software security in the development life cycle, a
methodology was proposed in this paper.

[86] Dynamic disassembly of machine instructions
*is paper talks about a novel concept RECSRF, consisting of the
runtime execution complexity (REC) and its evaluation method

security risk factor (SRF).

[87] Protection of IoT devices using Berkeley packet filters *is paper reports a practical approach which is an easy-to-use
framework to protect IoT devices against attacks.

[88] Software security knowledge
For the secure software development that incorporates an artifact and
a knowledge-based management system, a case-based management

system (CBMS) was proposed in this work.

[89] Security analysis of android applications
*is paper addresses a mobile app security investigation tool

StaDART that merges dynamic and static examination to present the
existence of dynamic code update.

[90] Surveys and overviews
*is paper summarizes the field of software vulnerability

examination and discovery that uses machine learning and data
mining approaches.

[91] Security and privacy *is paper talks about safe patch fingerprinting.

[92] Text mining
*is paper focuses on text mining approaches and their different
classification techniques (support vector machines, neural networks,

and decision trees).

[93] Software security engineering
*is paper described an attempt to benchmark and baseline the state

of company software and also incorporates state of software
reliability data across the company’s products.

[94] Quantitative measurement In this paper, for software engineering service bus (EngSB) platform
assessment, a set of quantitative metrics was proposed.

[95] Common vulnerability scoring system *is article reports which information cues decrease or increase
vulnerability evaluation by humans.

[96] Automatic approach
In this article, an automatic approach was proposed for detecting the
software vulnerabilities on multiple systems using/sharing API

libraries or similar code.

[97] Software and application security *is paper talks about the software vulnerabilities by means of
descriptions only via deep learning and word embedding approaches.

[98] *reat analysis *is paper talks about the threat agent approach.

[99] Machine learning techniques
*is paper reports a lightweight dynamic and static features approach
for the software vulnerability testing detection by means of machine

learning methods.

[100] Models of computation In this paper, a cryptographically secure attestation scheme was
proposed, which detects direct memory access (DMA) attacks.

[101] Understanding security requirements and challenges *is work describes the state-of-the-art efforts in ensuring security in
the IoT network.
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Table 3: Summary of the existing techniques for evaluating security.

Citation Technique Description

[102] A framework for the comparison of security
adaptation approaches

Five security adaptations were compared in this framework. *e framework
includes three perspectives that are life cycle, security, and adaptation. *e
evaluation illustrated that in each adaptation approach the monitor and

analysis phase is described.

[103] Information security risk assessment
*e analysis showed that this method gets more scientific evaluation and
reliable and stable results on the evaluation of the risk of the control systems

of industry.

[104] State fusion finite state machine model
In this paper, an SF-FSM model was proposed to recognize a legitimate

application to evaluate its vulnerabilities and illegal behavior of
unauthorized parties for an industrial control system.

[105] Core unified risk framework (CURF)
*is approach is suitable for the qualitative comparison of activities and
processes in each method of information security risk assessment (ISRA)

and presented a measure of completeness.

[106] Complexity metrics for software security
improvement

For the security level of computer-based systems, improving software
security is essential.

[107] Security vulnerability assessment, prevention, and
prediction (SVAPP)

*e proposed SVAPP methodology exploits an active security barrier
approach and adapts it to suit the security facet.

[108] Security quality requirements engineering
(SQUARE) method

In this paper, SQUARE effectiveness was evaluated in terms of its artifacts
(attack tree, security templates, system architecture diagram and use-case
diagram, and scenarios), a set of security goals, vulnerabilities, threats, and

prioritized and categorized security requirements.

[109] SODA
In this paper, SODA was introduced, which leverages integrate virtual
network functions (VNFs) and software-defined networking (SDN) to
realize service management and security policy for IoT environments.

[110] Evaluating of security risks framework
In this article, the security risks for IEC 61850 network, intelligent electronic
devices (IEDs), and distributed denial of service (DDoS) attack assessment

within an SDN-enabled smart grid communication network.

[111] Security analysis and security rules *is analysis investigates four in-app payments’ implementation and also
summarizes a series of security rules.

[112] Formal framework
In this paper, a formal framework for the strength of software obfuscation
evaluation was proposed. It is used for the protection of secret data or

control-flow graphs (CFGs) of a program.

[113] Machine learning methods *e contribution of this paper is a methodology for analyzing features from
C source code to classify functions as vulnerable or nonvulnerable.

[114] UML or SysML language
In this article, the state of the art associated with quantification, verification,
and security specification for systems and software that are modeled by

means of UML or SysML language is reviewed.

[115] Security diagnosis as a service (SDaaS)

*e scalability, performance, and accuracy of the framework were evaluated.
*e results of the evaluation reveal that SDaaS demonstrates information
flow vulnerabilities with not merely scalability, performance, and accuracy,

but furthermore lightweight footprint on resource utilization.

[116] Calculus IoT-LySa *is article presents a methodology, based on the process calculus IoT-LySa,
to infer quantitative measures on the evolution of systems.

[117] Framework for modeling and assessing the
security of the Internet of *ings (IoT)

*e IoT is facilitating innovative applications in a variety of domains. *e
key contributions of this article were to assess the framework using three

scenarios, including environment monitoring, wearable healthcare
monitoring, and smart home.

[118] Broadcasting service *is article describes and records all probable threats to broadcasting
services

[119] Security in software evolution
In this chapter, four challenges including relevant knowledge, the impact of

available knowledge, reestablishing, and reactions of security were
addressed.

[120] Framework for security testing In this article, the proposed framework is used for security testing
subsequent to the system implementation.

[121] Multiperspective security management
*e projected modeling approach for managing and designing ITsecurity in
institution account used for diverse perceptions is based onmultiperspective

enterprise modeling.

[122] Embedded device design and verification *is paper focused on the approaches for verification and design of
information systems with embedded devices.
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Table 3: Continued.

Citation Technique Description

[123] Automotive security assurance
In this article, a systematic security assessment to specify undesirable

behaviors, enabling the assignment of severity ratings in a (semi-) automated
manner was explored.

[124] Pattern-based method In this paper, for establishing a cloud-specific information security
management system (PACTS), a pattern-based method was presented.

[125] Temporal hierarchical attack representation
model

In this article, network changes were systematically formalized and
categorized on the basis of their causes of the change.

[126] Stochastic modeling For the security metrics quantitative assessment, a state-based stochastic
model was proposed in this paper.

[127] Experimental assessment
In the presence of denial of service (DoS) attacks for the assessment of the
security of web service frameworks, an experimental approach was proposed

in this article.

[128] Hash power distribution analysis model
In this article, a hash power distribution analysis model for the profitability
of miner measurement was proposed based on various incentives toward an

evaluation of Bitcoin security.

[129] mHealth apps security framework (MASF) To secure the execution of mHealth apps and their users’ data, the mHealth
apps security framework (MASF) was proposed in this article.

[130] Abstract model In this article, for the support of single sign-on (SSO) development, an
abstract model was provided.

[131] A proactive approach
To quantitatively assess the security of network systems, a proactive
approach was addressed in this paper for validating, formulating, and
identifying a number of essential features that mostly affect its security.

[132] Trust modeling and evaluation For a component-based software system, an autonomic trust management
solution was introduced in this paper.

[133] Static analysis For the security static analysis tools, an evaluation framework was
introduced in this paper.

[134] SecuWear platform
*is paper presents a multicomponent research platform, called SecuWear,

for mitigating, analyzing, and testing vulnerabilities in software and
hardware.

[135] One-to-many bilateral e-trade negotiation
framework

A mobile agent-based secure one-to-many bilateral e-trade negotiation
framework was presented in this paper.

[136] Model integrated computing
For rapidly deploying cyberphysical system (CPS) attack experiments, a
model-based software development framework integrated with a hardware-

in-the-loop (HIL) testbed was presented in this work.

[137] Concise binary object representation (CBOR) *is paper reports instantiated architecture for verification and secure
measurement of dynamic runtime information for Linux-based OS.

[138] Multidomain networks
In this article, a framework was proposed for leveraging service function

chaining (SFC) and software-defined networking (SDN) to improve
collaboration among security service functions (SSFs).

[139] Security-informed safety *is paper talks about security-informed safety.

[140] Trust model In this article, for cloud-edge-based data-sharing infrastructure, a 5 level
trust model was proposed.

[141] Security and risk assessment
*is paper gives suggestions about unmasking the uncertainty of risk

assessment and facilitating oversight of its practice by public actors, judicial
and legislative.

[142] Software security vulnerabilities In this work, for recurring software vulnerabilities, an empirical study was
reported.

[143] Self-destructive tamper response In this paper, a method for tamper-resistant software was created, so as to be
resistant to dynamic analysis as well as static analysis.

[144] Model of virtual machine (VM) Based on memory introspection, a model of VM security monitoring was
proposed in this article.

[145] Software-defined networking (SDN)
*is paper reports the NOSArmor, which contains various security

mechanisms, such as a security building block (SBB), into a consolidated
SDN controller.

[146] Binary-level patch analysis framework
SPAIN which is a patch analysis framework was proposed in this paper for
summarizing patch patterns, security patches identification, and their

corresponding vulnerability patterns.
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can be useful for the success of software from a business
perspective. Table 3 shows the summary of the efficiently
used techniques for evaluating the security of software
systems.

4. Conclusion

Components of software play an important role in the
functionality of the activities of software systems. Compo-
nents are considered to be reused due to the properties that
are already tested, debugged, and experienced in practice.
*e security of components is important for its nature due to
avoidance of happening of illegal or malicious activities that
can harm the success of the software system. *e security of
component can be high if it has a higher level of security.
Security of software components can save the software from
the harm of illegal access and damages of its contents.
Diverse approaches are available to tackle the issues of se-
curity of components from diverse perceptions. A detailed
report of the existing approaches and techniques used for
security purposes is needed through which the researchers
should know the in-depth knowledge of approaches, tools,
and techniques. *e proposed research presents an SLR of
the approaches used by practitioners to protect software
systems for IoT. *e study has searched the literature in the
popular and well-known libraries, filters the relevant liter-
ature, organizes the filter papers, and extracts derivations
from the selected studies based on different perspectives.*e
proposed research will help practitioners and researchers in
presenting new algorithms, techniques, and solutions for
efficient assessment of the software components from se-
curity perspectives.
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Predicate encryption (PE), formalized by Katz et al., is a new paradigm of public-key encryption that conceptually captures the
public-key encryption that supports fine-grained access control policy. Because of the nature of PE, it is used for cloud storage so
that users can retrieve encrypted data without revealing any information about the data to cloud servers and other users. Although
lots of PE schemes have been studied, the predicate-hiding security is seldom considered; that is, the user’s secret key may leak
sensitive information of the predicate. Additionally, the security of the current predicate-hiding PE schemes relies on the discrete
logarithm assumption which cannot resist the quantum attacks in the future. In this paper, we propose a generic PE for inner
product under symmetric-key setting, called private IPE, from specific key-homomorphic pseudorandom function (PRF). 0e
rigorous proofs are provided to show that the construction is payload-hiding, attribute-hiding, and predicate-hiding secure. With
the advantage of the generic construction, if the underlying PRF can resist quantum attacks, then, through our proposed generic
construction, a quantum-resistant private IPE can be obtained.

1. Introduction

In recent years, cloud computing has become increasingly
important as smartphones and Internet of 0ings devices are
widely used in our life. Users typically upload their data to the
cloud to achieve efficient computing and reduce storage re-
quirements of their devices. Due to the fact that the uploaded
data are sensitive, users may consider using authentication
protocol [1–4] and encryption schemes [5, 6] to protect their
data privacy in cloud environment. One novel approach is to
encrypt data before it is uploaded to the cloud. However,
encrypted data loses flexibility in data usage, such as fine-
grained control over access to encrypted data. For example, a
user may want to search for and download ciphertext that
corresponds to certain attributes. If each piece of data is purely
encrypted, the only way is to download all the ciphertexts and
decrypt them for search. Unfortunately, this approach would
be very inefficient. 0erefore, how to efficiently control the
access to encrypted data and ensure the privacy and security of
data is an urgent issue for cloud computing.

Predicate encryption (PE) [7], formalized by Katz
et al., is a general paradigm that conceptually captures the
public-key encryption supporting fine-grained access
control policy. In a PE scheme for a predicate function P, a
secret key, issued by a trusted authority, is associated with
a key attribute y, while the ciphertext is associated with a
ciphertext attribute x. Specifically, the ciphertext can be
decrypted using the secret key if and only if P(x, y) � 1.
0erefore, PE can be used as access control mechanism for
the previous cloud storage scenario and provide the
flexibility for encryption schemes, which allows sender to
encrypt data with more complicated access policy. For
example, in a school scenario, the secret keys of each
teacher and each student are associated with key attributes
“teacher” and “student,” respectively. If the principal
wants to encrypt a file that can only be decrypted by each
student and teacher, he/she can use a PE supporting
“belong to” functionality and encrypt this file with a ci-
phertext attribute “student or teacher.” Because the key
attributes “teacher” and “student” belong to ciphertext
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attribute “student or teacher,” the secret keys associated
with these key attributes can decrypt the ciphertext.

Additionally, Katz et al. proposed the first PE supporting
inner product predicate, called PE for inner product (IPE),
whereas ciphertext can be decrypted if and only if the inner
product of x and y is equal to 0. 0ey further suggested that
IPE can be used to build other more flexible schemes, such as
(anonymous) identity-based encryption [8], hidden vector
encryption [9, 10], CNF/DNF formulas [7], PE schemes
supporting polynomial evaluation [11], and exact thresholds
[12]. 0e most basic security requirement of IPE, called
payload-hiding, stipulates that a ciphertext does not reveal
any information of the plaintext if P(x, y) � 1. A stronger
security requirement of PE is attribute-hiding, which stip-
ulates that a ciphertext reveals nothing about the ciphertext
attribute. Although a lot of attribute-hiding IPE schemes
[13–16] have been studied, seldom schemes [17–19] focus on
the predicate-hiding security. In more detail, a secret key
may reveal some sensitive information of the predicate that
belongs to the key holder. Actually, in public-key crypto-
system, since the encryption algorithm is publicly accessible,
any user can adaptively generate a ciphertext. 0e user who
has obtained a secret key can evaluate its predicate with
possible ciphertexts; thus it is hard to achieve predicate-
hiding in the public-key setting.

Shen et al. [18] first considered constructing the IPE
under symmetric-key setting, a.k.a. private IPE, to achieve
predicate-hiding security requirement. More precisely, in
the work, when generating a secret key, generating a ci-
phertext requires a master secret key, so that not every user
can adaptively generate a ciphertext to test which predicate is
embedded in the secret key. Compared with IPE under
public-key setting, private IPE is more suitable for cloud
storage under self-use scenario. For example, as shown in
Figure 1, Alice uses the cloud storage service to store her
files. For privacy concern, she uses private IPE as an access
control mechanism. Alice not only uploads an encrypted file
ctFile,i but also uploads another ciphertext
ctx,i � Encrypt(SK, x, M � 1) for a specific ciphertext at-
tribute by using private IPE. When Alice wants to retrieve
encrypted files, she can send the secret key for some key
attribute, that is, sky⟵KeyGen(SK, y), to the cloud. 0e
cloud can then evaluate the predicate on each ciphertext by
performing decryption. If the predicate is satisfied, that is,
1�

?
Decrypt(ctx,i, sky), the cloud returns the corresponding

encrypted files of those ciphertexts.
After Shen et al.’s pioneering work [18], Yoshino et al.

[19] provided a more practical IPE scheme that uses only
three groups, whereas [18] required four groups. In addition,
Kawai and Takashima [17] then introduced a predicate-
hiding IPE, where the security is proven under the decision
linear assumption without random oracles. However, the
sizes of the secret keys of the above schemes [17–19] are
linearly related to the lengths of the key attributes. Due to the
fact that users may obtain many secret keys for decrypting
different ciphertext, it is important to reduce the key size of
secret key. In addition, Shor [20, 21] has shown that existing
quantum algorithms can break the discrete logarithm and
factoring assumptions. 0erefore, the current private IPE

schemes [17–19] are susceptible to quantum attack. Hence,
how to construct a quantum-resistant private IPE scheme
where the secret key is of constant size remains an open
issue.

1.1. Our Contributions. In this paper, inspired by Alamati
et al.’s work [22], we propose a generic private IPE con-
struction by utilizing specific key-homomorphic pseudo-
random functions (PRF). By the advantage of the generic
construction, the construction enjoys the security properties
of the underlying primitives. 0erefore, if the underlying
key-homomorphic PRF is quantum-resistant, we further
obtain a quantum-resistant private IPE scheme. In partic-
ular, in our construction, we require the underlying key-
homomorphic PRF to have the following property for de-
cryption correctness: the key space K and the output space
Y are equal to Zq, for some prime q.

To obtain a private IPE scheme with constant-size secret
key, we carefully use the key-homomorphic property of the
key-homomorphic PRF to map each predicate attribute to
the inner product of master secret key and secret key.0at is,
sky � 

ℓ
i�1(

yi

j�1 F(ai, h)) � F(〈a, y〉, h), where y � (y1, . . . ,

yℓ) is a predicate vector and (a � (a1, . . . , aℓ), h) is the
master secret key. Hence, the size of secret key is only log2 q,
where q is the underlying modulo.

In addition, the rigorous security proofs are provided to
demonstrate that if the underlying key-homomorphic PRF
satisfies pseudorandomness (i.e., the output value of key-
homomorphic PRF is indistinguishable from the value
randomly chosen from Y), the proposed construction
satisfies the criteria of payload-hiding, attribute-hiding, and
predicate-hiding privacy. 0e comparison of our con-
struction with other state-of-the-art private IPE schemes is
presented to show that our result is not only more secure but
also more efficient with respect to the size of secret key.

In summary, this work introduces a generic construction
to show how to obtain the first quantum-resistant private
IPE scheme with a constant-size secret key.

1.2. Paper Organization. 0e rest of the paper is organized
as follows. Section 2 recalls the definition of the PRF used in
our generic construction. Moreover, Section 3 provides the
definition and security requirement of the private PE. Next,

Search

Return

Cloud server

ctFile,i ctx,i = Encrypt (SK, x, M = 1)

User
Upload2
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1 ≟ Decrypt (ctx, sky)

...
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Figure 1: Private IPE scheme for cloud storage in self-use scenario.
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Sections 4 and Section 5 introduce and provide the security
proofs of our generic constriction, respectively. Section 6
compares our proposed construction with the related
private IPE schemes. Finally, Section 7 concludes this
study.

2. Pseudorandom Function (PRF)

In this section, we recall the definition of pseudorandom
function from [23].

Definition 1 (pseudorandom functions [23]). A PRF F: K ×

X⟶Y is a keyed function defined over a key space K, a
domainX, and a rangeY (these sets may be parameterized
by the security parameter λ), whose output is indistin-
guishable from a truly random value. 0e security of a PRF
can be defined by the two experiments EXP(0) and EXP(1)

with an adversaryA. At first, a key k is uniformly randomly
chosen from the key space K. Given the description of the
PRF, the adversary is then allowed to make queries to the
following oracles:

(i) Evaluate. Given x ∈ X from A, the oracle returns
F(k, x) to A.

(ii) Challenge. Given x ∈ X from A, where x has not
been queried to evaluate Oracle, if b � 1, then the
oracle returns F(k, x), and if b � 0, then the oracle

returns a random y⟵$
Y.

Once the adversary is done querying the oracles, it
outputs a bit b′ ∈ 0, 1{ }. For b � 0, 1, we define Wb as the
event where the adversary outputs b′ � 1 in the experiment
EXP(b). 0e advantage of an adversary A is defined as

AdvPRFA 1λ  � Pr W1  − Pr W0 


. (1)

We say that a PRF is secure if, for all PPT adversary A,
AdvPRFA (1λ) is negligible.

Definition 2 (key-homomorphic PRF [24]). Let (K, ∘ ) and
(Y, ∗ ) be groups.0en, a keyed function F: K × X⟶Y

is a key-homomorphic PRF:

(i) F is a secure PRF.
(ii) For every k1, k2 ∈K and every input x ∈ X, we have

F k1, x( ∗F k2, x(  � F k1 ∘ k2, x( . (2)

Definition 3 (pseudorandom generators [24]). A pseudo-
random generator (PRG) is an efficiently computable
function G: X⟶ Y with the following security, where
(X, °) and (Y, ∗ ) are groups. 0e security of a PRG is
secure if, for any PPT algorithm A, is negligible.

AdvPRGA 1λ  � |Pr[A(G(x)) � 1; x⟵X] − Pr[A(R) � 1; R⟵$
Y]|.

(3)

3. Private Predicate Encryption

Let P � Pℓ ℓ∈Nc for some constant c ∈ N be a predicate
family, where Pℓ: Aℓ × Pℓ⟶ 0, 1{ } is a predicate function
defined over a ciphertext attribute space Aℓ and a key at-
tribute spacePℓ. 0e family index ℓ specifies the description
of a predicate from the family. We would occasionally omit
the index ℓ when the context is clear.

3.1. System Model. A private PE for predicate function
P: A × P⟶ 0, 1{ } consists of four algorithms: Setup,
KeyGen, Encrypt, and Decrypt. 0e details of the algo-
rithms are shown as follows:

(i) Setup(1λ, 1ℓ)⟶ (pp, SK). Given the security
parameters and the family index (λ, ℓ), the algo-
rithm outputs the system parameter pp and the
secret key SK. Note that the description ofA andP

will be implicitly included in pp.
(ii) Encrypt(pp, SK, x, M)⟶ ctx. Given the system

parameter pp, a secret key SK, a ciphertext attribute
x ∈ A, and a message M, the algorithm outputs a
ciphertext ctx for x.

(iii) KeyGen(pp, SK, y)⟶ sky. Given the system pa-
rameter pp, a secret key SK, and a key attribute
y ∈ P, the algorithm outputs the secret key sky for y.

(iv) Decrypt(pp, ctx, sky)⟶ (M/⊥). Given the sys-
tem parameter pp, a ciphertext ctx, and a secret key
sky, the algorithm outputs a message M or an error
symbol ⊥.

Definition 4 (correctness). For all λ, ℓ ∈ N, x ∈ A, and
y ∈ P, letting ctx⟵Encrypt(pp, SK, x, M) and
sky⟵KeyGen(pp, SK, y), we have

M⟵Decrypt pp, ctx, sky , if P(x, y) � 1;

⊥⟵Decrypt pp, ctx, sky , if P(x, y) � 0,
(4)

where (pp, SK)⟵Setup(1λ, 1ℓ).
In this paper, we construct a private PE scheme sup-

porting inner product predicate function defined over Zℓ
q,

where q is a large prime. 0at is,

(i) ℓ denotes the dimension of the vector space.
(ii) A � P � Zℓ

p.
(iii) For all x, y ∈ Zℓ

q, P: (x, y) � 1 if 〈x, y〉 � 0.

Such encryption schemes are called “private PE for inner
product” (private IPE), and A � Zℓ

q and P � Zℓ
q are called

attribute vector space and predicate vector space,
respectively.

3.2. Security Definitions. In private PE, there exist three
types of adversary that want to retrieve the information of
message, ciphertext attribute, and key attribute from ci-
phertext and secret key. 0erefore, we model three se-
curity requirements of private PE, payload-hiding,
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attribute-hiding, and predicate-hiding securities, to model
the attacks from these adversaries.

0e payload-hiding security [7] for predicate function
P: A × P⟶ 0, 1{ } is defined as an interactive game be-
tween a challenger C and an adversary A. In payload-
hiding models, a ciphertext reveals nothing about the
encrypted message, and thus in some literature it is de-
fined as IND-CPA security.

3.2.1. Payload-Hiding Game

(i) Setup. 0e challenger C runs Setup(1λ, 1ℓ) to
generate a secret key SK and the system pa-
rameter pp. 0en, it sends the system parameter
pp to the adversaryA and keeps the secret key SK

secretly.
(ii) Query Phase 1. A can query polynomially many

times of the oracles described as follows:

(i) KeyGen Oracle: when A issues a query with
y ∈ P, C returns a secret key sky⟵KeyGen

(pp, SK, y).
(ii) Encrypt Oracle: when A issues a query with

x ∈ A and a message M, C returns a ciphertext
ctx⟵Encrypt(pp, SK, x, M).

(iii) Challenge. 0e adversary A submits x∗ ∈ A such
that P(x∗, y) � 0 for all y ∈ P, which has been
queried to KeyGen Oracle in Query Phase 1, and
two massages M0, M1 with the same length to the
challenger C. 0en C randomly chooses b ∈ 0, 1{ }

and returns a challenge ciphertext cx∗⟵Encrypt

(pp, SK, x∗, Mb).
(iv) Query Phase 2. 0is phase is the same as Query

Phase 1, except that A is only allowed to make a
query to KeyGen Oracle with y ∈ P such that
P(x∗, y) � 0.

(v) Guess.0e adversaryA outputs a bit b′ and wins the
game if b′ � b.

0e advantage of an adversary for winning the payload-
hiding game is defined as

AdvPH
A 1λ  � Pr b′ � b  −

1
2




. (5)

Definition 5 (payload-hiding for private predicate encryp-
tion). We say that private PE is payload-hiding if there is no
probabilistic polynomial-time adversary A winning the
above payload-hiding game with a nonnegligible advantage.

Next, we define the “attribute-hiding” security for private
PE, which can be also extended from the attribute-hiding
definition for conventional PE [7]. Attribute-hiding security
models that there is no adversary can obtain any information
of the ciphertext attribute x from the ciphertext. We then

define attribute-hiding via a security game between a chal-
lenger C and an adversary A.

3.2.2. Attribute-Hiding Game

(i) Setup, Query Phase 1, Query Phase 2, and Guess are
the same as those in the payload-hiding game.

(ii) Challenge. 0e adversary A submits two ciphertext
attributes x(0), x(1) ∈ A such that
P(x(0), y) � P(x(1), y) for all y ∈ P, which has been
queried to KeyGen Oracle in Query Phase 1, and a
massage M with the same length to the challengerC.
0en, C randomly chooses b ∈ 0, 1{ } and returns a
challenge ciphertext cx∗⟵Encrypt(pp, SK, x(b),

M).

0e advantage of an adversary for winning the attribute-
hiding game is defined as

AdvAH
A 1λ  � Pr b′ � b  −

1
2




. (6)

Definition 6 (attribute-hiding for private predicate en-
cryption). We say that private PE is attribute-hiding, if there
is no probabilistic polynomial-time adversaryAwinning the
above attribute-hiding game with a nonnegligible advantage.

0ere is another weaker notion, called “weak attribute-
hiding” [25]. 0e weak attribute-hiding game is the same as
the above attribute-hiding game, except the following:

(i) 0e adversary sends (x(0), M0), (x(1), M1) to invoke
the Challenge phase.

(ii) 0e restriction on x(0), x(1) is modified to
“P(x(0), y) � P(x(1), y) � 0 for all y ∈ P which has
been queried to KeyGen Oracle in Query Phase 1.”

Furthermore, we define the “predicate-hiding” for private
PE scheme via the following game, which models the notion
that a secret key sky reveals nothing about the key attribute y.

3.2.3. Predicate-Hiding Game

(i) Setup, Query Phase 1, Query Phase 2, and Guess are
the same as those in the payload-hiding game.

(ii) Challenge. 0e adversary A submits two key attri-
butes y(0), y(1) ∈ P to the challenger C, such that
P(x, y(0)) � P(x, y(1)) � 0 for all x ∈ A which has
been queried to Encrypt Oracle in Query Phase 1.
0en, C randomly chooses b ∈ 0, 1{ } and returns a
challenge secret key sky(b)⟵KeyGen(pp, SK, y(b)).

0e advantage of an adversary for winning the predicate-
hiding game is defined as

AdvPP
A 1λ  � Pr b′ � b  −

1
2




. (7)
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Definition 7 (predicate-hiding for private predicate en-
cryption). We say that private PE achieves predicate-hiding
if there is no probabilistic polynomial-time adversary A

winning the above predicate-hiding game with non-
negligible advantage.

4. A Private IPE from Key-Homomorphic PRF

In the following, we describe how to obtain a private IPE
from a key-homomorphic PRF. In our construction, we
require that R � Zq, for some prime q. Additionally, we
assume that the decryptor knows the value of predicate
vector y of his/her secret key sky.

(i) Setup(1λ, 1ℓ). Suppose that the message space is
0, 1{ }m for some positive integer m � poly(λ).
Given the security parameters (λ, ℓ), where λ, ℓ ∈ N,
the algorithm outputs the system parameter pp and
the secret key SK as follows:

(i) Choose a prime q � poly(λ).
(ii) Choose a key-homomorphic PRF

F: R × X⟶R, where X is the domain and
(R, +, ·) is a ring.

(iii) Choose a � (a1, . . . , aℓ) ∈R
ℓ.

(iv) Choose a pseudorandom generator
G: R⟶ 0, 1{ }m.

(v) Choose h⟵$
X.

(vi) Output pp � (F, G) and the secret key
SK � (a, h).

Note that the descriptions of F and G are
implicitly included in the system parameter pp.

(ii) Encrypt(pp, SK, x, M). Given the system param-
eter pp, a secret key SK, an attribute vector
x � (x1, . . . , xℓ) ∈R

ℓ, and a message M, the al-
gorithm runs the following steps:

(i) Choose random δ, σ⟵$
R.

(ii) ci � F(
δ
j�1 (xi) + ai, h) + σ for i � 1, . . . , ℓ.

(iii) c0 � M⊕G(σ).
(iv) Output ciphertext ctx � (c0, . . . , cℓ) ∈

0, 1{ }m × Rℓ.

(iii) KeyGen(pp, SK, y). Given the system parameter
pp, a secret key SK, and a predicate vector
y � (y1, . . . , yℓ) ∈R

ℓ, the algorithm computes the
following steps:

(i) sky � (
ℓ
i�1 

yi

j�1 F(ai, h)) � F(〈a, y〉, h).
(ii) Output sky.

(iv) Decrypt(pp, ctx, sky). Given the system parameter
pp, a ciphertext ctx, and a secret key sky, the al-
gorithm computes the following steps:

(i) ct′ � 
ℓ
i�1(yi · ci) − sky.

(ii) Compute σ � ct′ · (
ℓ
i�1 yi)

− 1.
(iii) Compute M � c0⊕G(σ).

Correctness. Let ctx and sky be as above. 0en,

ct′ � 
ℓ

i�1
yi · ci(  − sky

� 
ℓ

i�1
yi · F 

δ

j�1
xi + ai, h⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ + σ⎛⎝ ⎞⎠⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ − sky

� F 
δ

j�1
〈x, y〉 +〈a, y〉, h⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ + 

ℓ

i�1
yiσ − F(〈a, y〉, h).

(8)

If 〈x, y〉 � 0, we have

ct′ � F(〈a, y〉, h) + 
ℓ

i�1
yiσ − F(〈a, y〉, h) � 

ℓ

i�1
yiσ. (9)

0en, we can compute σ � ct′ · (
ℓ
i�1 yi)

− 1, and the
plaintext can be decrypted by

c0⊕G(σ) � M⊕G(σ)⊕G(σ) � M. (10)

Our scheme accommodates approximate homomor-
phism [26], as long as the error term is bounded.

5. Security Proofs

5.1. Payload-Hiding Security. We prove the payload-hiding
security of our scheme using the sequence-of-game ap-
proach [27]. Let (c0, c1, . . . , cℓ) be the challenge ciphertext
given to the adversary in the payload-hiding game. Besides,
let R0 be a random element in 0, 1{ }m and let R1, . . . , Rℓ be
random elements in R. We define the following hybrid
games differing in what challenge ciphertext is sent to the
adversary:

(i) Game0.0e challenge ciphertext is (c0, c1, . . . , cℓ). It
is identical to the original payload-hiding game
defined in Section 3.2.

(ii) Gamei, 1≤ i≤ ℓ. 0e challenge ciphertext is
(c0, R1, . . . , Ri, ci+1, . . . , cℓ).

(iii) Gameℓ+1. 0e challenge ciphertext is
(R0, R1, . . . , Rℓ).

We remark that the challenge ciphertext in Gameℓ+1
leaks no information about the encrypted message, since it is
composed of ℓ + 1 random elements, whereas the challenge
ciphertext in Game0 is well formed.0erefore, the advantage
of the adversary in the last game is 0. We then prove the
indistinguishability between the adjacent games in the fol-
lowing lemmas.

Lemma 1. If the underlying PRF F is secure, then Gamek−1 is
indistinguishable from Gamek, for k � 1, . . . , ℓ.

Proof. Suppose that there is an adversary A that is able to
distinguish Gamek−1 from Gamek with a nonnegligible
advantage. 0en we can build a challengerC1 to distinguish
the experiment EXP(0) from the experiment EXP(1)

Security and Communication Networks 5



shown in Section 2. After invoking the experiment EXP(b)

and receiving the description of the PRF F, the challengerC1
simulates a hybrid game for an adversary A as follows:

Setup. 0e challenger first randomly chooses
a1, . . . , ak−1, ak+1, . . . , aℓ from R and h from X and a
pseudorandom generator G and then sends pp � (F, G) to
the adversary. Next, the challenger makes a Challenge query
with h to the underlying experiment and obtains f as the
response. 0e value of f will be used in the later simulation
for KeyGen and Encryption Oracle.

Query Phase 1. In this phase, the adversary is allowed to
make polynomially many queries to the following oracles.

(i) KeyGen Oracle: taking as inputs a vector
y � (y1, . . . , yℓ) ∈R

ℓ, the challenger computes

sky � 

y1

j�1
F a1, h(  + · · · + 

yk−1

j�1
F ak−1, h( 

+ 

yk

j�1
f + 

yk+1

j�1
F ak+1, h(  + · · · + 

yℓ

j�1
F aℓ, h( 

� 
ℓ

i�1
i≠ k

yiF ai, h(  + ykf,

(11)

and returns sky to the adversary. By implicitly setting
aj to the chosen key of the underlying experiment, it
is easy to verify that sky is a valid secret key for y.

(ii) Encryption Oracle: taking as inputs a vector
x � (x1, . . . , xℓ) ∈R

ℓ and a message M, the chal-
lenger performs as follows:

(1) Randomly choose δ, σ from R.
(2) Compute ck � F(

δ
j�1 (xk), h) + f + σ � F(δx

k, h) + f + σ.
(3) For i � 1, . . . , k − 1, k + 1, . . . , ℓ, compute ci the

same as in the Encrypt algorithm since the
challenger knows a1, . . . , ak−1, ak+1, . . . , aℓ, h.

(4) Compute c0 � M⊕G(σ).
(5) Return ctx � (c0, c1, . . . , cℓ).

Challenge. 0e adversary submits two messages M0, M1
with the same length and a vector x∗ � (x∗1 , . . . , x∗ℓ ), such
that 〈x∗, y〉≠ 0 for all y queried to KeyGen Oracle. After
receiving x∗, M0, M1, the challenger randomly chooses
β⟵$

and then can compute the challenge ciphertext ct∗ as
follows:

(1) Randomly choose δ, σ from R.
(2) For i � 1, . . . , ℓ,

(i) if i< k, choose a random element Ri⟵
$

and set
ci � Ri.

(ii) if i � k, compute

ck � F 

δ

j�1
x
∗
k , h( ⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ + f + σ � F δx

∗
k , h(  + f + σ. (12)

(iii) if i> k, compute ci the same way as that in the
scheme since the challenger knows ak+1, . . . , aℓ
and h.

(3) Compute c0 � Mβ⊕G(σ).
(4) Return ct∗ � (c0, c1, . . . , cℓ).

Query Phase 2. It is the same as Query Phase 1 except that
the adversary is not allowed to make a query to KeyGen
Oracle with y such that 〈x∗, y〉 � 0.

Guess. 0e adversary outputs a bit β′. 0en the chal-
lenger outputs 1 if β′ � β and 0 otherwise. Before analyzing
the advantages of the challenger in breaking the underlying
PRF, we first discuss that the outputs of the oracles are well
formed, nomatter which experiment the challenger interacts
with. Let Si be the event where the adversary makes a right
guess in Gamei. First, if the challenger is actually interacting
with the experiment EXP(0), then f is a random element in
R. In this case, the answer to a KeyGen Oracle,

sky � 
ℓ

i�1
i≠ k

yiF ai, h(  + ykf,
(13)

is an element of R and the answer to an Encryption query
(c0, c1, . . . , cℓ) is a vector in 0, 1{ }m × Rℓ, and



ℓ

i�1
yi · ci(  − sky � 

ℓ

i�1
i≠ k

yi F δxi + ai, h(  + σ( 

+ yk F δxk, h(  + f + σ( 

− 
ℓ

i�1
i≠ k

yiF ai, h(  + ykf

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

� 
ℓ

i�1
yiF δxi, h(  + 

ℓ

i�1
σ

� F δ
ℓ

i�1
xiyi, h⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ + 

ℓ

i�1
σ

� 
ℓ

i�1
σ

⟺〈x, y〉 � 0.

(14)

0erefore, the answers to KeyGen and Encryption
queries are well formed.

Next, we analyze the advantage of C1 in breaking the
underlying PRF. First, if the challenger is interacting with the
experiment EXP(0), thenf is a random element inR.0us,
c1, . . . , ck in the challenge ciphertext are random elements,
and thus we are in Gamek. 0us, the probability that the
challenger outputs 1 is

Pr Sk  � Pr C1 outputs 1  � Pr β′ � β  � Pr W0 . (15)

Second, if the challenger is interacting with the exper-
iment EXP(1), then f is the output of the PRF with input h.
By implicitly setting the encryption key component ak as the
chosen key of the underlying experiment, we have
f � F(ak, h), and thus the challenger answers the KeyGen
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and Encryption queries correctly. As for the challenge ci-
phertext, we have that

ck � F 
δ

j�1
x
∗
k( , h⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ + f + σ � F δx

∗
k , h(  + F ak, h(  + σ � F δx

∗
k + ak, h(  + σ, (16)

is a valid ciphertext component. Since c1, . . . , ck−1 are
random elements from R, we are in Gamek−1. In this case,
the probability that the challenger outputs 1 is

Pr Sk−1  � Pr C1 outputs 1  � Pr β′ � β  � Pr W1 .

(17)

Finally, combining the above two cases, we have that

Pr Sk−1  − Pr Sk 


 � Pr W1  − Pr W0 


 � AdvPRFC1
1λ ,

(18)

and hence, Gamek−1 is indistinguishable from Gamek, if the
underlying pseudorandom function is secure, for
k � 1, . . . , ℓ. □

Lemma 2. If the underlying PRG G is secure, then Gameℓ is
indistinguishable from Gameℓ+1.

Proof. Given the description of the PRG G and a challenge
ψ ∈ 0, 1{ }m, the challengerC2 simulates the following hybrid
game for an adversary A:

Setup.0e challenger first chooses a key-homomorphic
pseudorandom function F: R × X⟶R, a1, . . . , aℓ
from R and h from X and then sends (F, G) to the
adversary.
Query Phase 1. 0e challenger is able to answer the
KeyGen (Encryption, resp.) queries by following the
KeyGen (Encrypt, resp.) algorithms to generate the
secret keys sky (ciphertexts ctx, resp.), since the chal-
lenger knows the secret key SK � (a1, . . . , aℓ, h).
Challenge.0e adversary submits twomessagesM0, M1
with the same length and a vector x∗, such that
〈x∗, y〉≠ 0 for all y queried to KeyGen Oracle. After
receiving x∗, M0, M1, the challenger randomly chooses
β⟵$

0, 1{ } and then can compute the challenge ci-
phertext ct∗ as follows:

(1) Randomly choose R1, . . . , Rℓ⟵
$
R.

(2) For i � 1, . . . , ℓ, set ci � Ri.
(3) Compute c0 � Mβ⊕ψ.
(4) Return the challenge ciphertext

ct∗ � (c0, c1, . . . , cℓ).

Query Phase 2. It is the same as Query Phase 1 except
that the adversary is not allowed to make a query to
KeyGen Oracle with y such that 〈x∗, y〉 � 0.
Guess. 0e adversary outputs a bit β′. 0en, the chal-
lenger outputs 1 if β′ � β. Let Si be the event where the
adversary makes a right guess in Gamei. If the term
ψ � G(σ) is generated from the PRG G for some σ, then
we are in Gameℓ, and we have

Pr Sℓ  � Pr C2(ψ � G(σ)) � 1 . (19)

If ψ is randomly chosen from 0, 1{ }m, then we are in
Gameℓ+1, and we have

Pr Sℓ+1  � Pr C2 ψ⟵$
0, 1{ }

m
  � 1 . (20)

Finally, we have that

Pr Sℓ  − Pr Sℓ+1 


 � Pr C2(ψ � G(σ)) � 1  − Pr C2 ψ⟵$
0, 1{ }

m
  � 1 





� AdvPRGC2
1λ 

(21)

is negligible. □

Theorem 1. :e proposed private IPE scheme achieves
payload-hiding, if the underlying pseudorandom function is
key-homomorphic and secure and the pseudorandom gen-
erator is secure.

Proof. By combining Lemmas 1 and 2, we have

Pr S0  − Pr Sℓ+1 


 � 
ℓ

i�1
Pr Si−1  − Pr Si (  + Pr Sℓ  − Pr Sℓ+1 ( 





≤ Pr S0  − Pr S1 


 + · · · + Pr Sℓ−1  − Pr Sℓ  + Pr Sℓ  − Pr Sℓ+1 




� AdvPRFC1
1λ  + · · · + AdvPRFC1

1λ 
√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√

ℓ

+AdvPRGC2
1λ 

� ℓ · AdvPRFC1
1λ  + AdvPRGC2

1λ .

(22)
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Note that Pr[S0] � AdvPH
A (1λ) since Game0 is the pay-

load-hiding game, and Pr[Sℓ+1] � 0 since ct∗ leaks no in-
formation about the encrypted message in Gameℓ+1.

0erefore, for any PPT adversary A, there exist algorithms
C1,C2 such that

AdvPH
A 1λ  � Pr S0  � Pr S0  − Pr Sℓ+1 


≤ ℓ · AdvPRFC1

1λ  + AdvPRGC2
1λ . (23)

is negligible. □

5.2. Attribute-Hiding Security. We then prove that our
scheme achieves attribute-hiding. 0e proof is similar to the
proof for payload-hiding security, and hence we will omit
some content to avoid the unnecessary redundancy. Let
(c0, c1, . . . , cℓ) be the challenge ciphertext given to the ad-
versary in the attribute-hiding game. Besides, let R1, . . . , Rℓ
be random elements inR and let R0 be a random element in
0, 1{ }m. We define the following hybrid games differing in
what challenge ciphertext is sent to the adversary:

(i) Game0. 0e challenge ciphertext is (c0, c1, . . . , cℓ). It
is identical to the original attribute-hiding game
defined in Section 3.2.

(ii) Gamei, 1≤ i≤ ℓ. 0e challenge ciphertext is
(c0, R1, . . . , Ri, ci+1, . . . , cℓ).

(iii) Gameℓ+1. 0e challenge ciphertext is
(R0, R1, . . . , Rℓ).

In the last game, the challenge ciphertext is composed of
ℓ + 1 random elements, and hence the adversary obtains no
information about the attribute vector from the challenge
ciphertext. We then prove that the adjacent games are in-
distinguishable in the following lemmas.

Lemma 3. If the underlying PRF F is secure, then Gamek−1 is
indistinguishable from Gamek, for k � 1, . . . , ℓ.

Proof. Suppose that there is an adversary A that is able to
distinguish Gamek−1 from Gamek with a nonnegligible
advantage. 0en we can build a challengerC3 to distinguish
the experiment EXP(0) from the experiment EXP(1)

shown in Section 2. After invoking the experiment EXP(b)

and receiving the description of the PRF F, the challengerC1
simulates a hybrid game for an adversary A as follows.

For Setup, Query Phase 1, Query Phase 2, and Guess, the
challenger performs the same as in the proof of Lemma 1.

For Challenge phase, after receiving
x(0) � (x

(0)
1 , . . . , x

(0)
ℓ ), x(1) � (x

(1)
1 , . . . , x

(1)
ℓ ), and M from

the adversary, where

〈x(0)
, y〉 � 0 �〈x(1)

, y〉 or 〈x(0)
, y〉 ≠ 0≠ 〈x(1)

, y〉, (24)

for all y queried to KeyGen Oracle in Query Phase 1, the
challenger performs as follows:

(1) Randomly choose β⟵$
0, 1{ }.

(2) Randomly choose δ, σ from R.
(3) For i � 1, . . . , ℓ,

(i) if i< k, choose a random element Ri⟵
$
R and

set ci � Ri.
(ii) if i � k, compute the following.

ck � F 
δ

j�1
x

(β)

k , h⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ + f + σ � F δx
(β)

k , h  + f + σ.

(25)

(iii) if i> k, compute ci the same way as that in the
scheme since the challenger knows ak+1, . . . , aℓ
and h.

(4) Compute c0 � M⊕G(σ).
(5) Return ct∗ � (c0, c1, . . . , cℓ).

0e analysis of the correctness of the simulation is
similar to that in the proof of Lemma 1. Let Si be the event
where the adversary makes a right guess in Gamei. If f from
the PRF game is a random element in R, then we are in
Gamek; otherwise, we are in Gamek−1. 0erefore, we have

Pr Sk−1  − Pr Sk 


 � Pr W1  − Pr W0 


 � AdvPRFC3
1λ .

(26)

0at is, Gamek is indistinguishable from Gamek−1, if the
underlying pseudorandom function is secure, for
k � 1, . . . , ℓ. □

Lemma 4. If the underlying PRG G is secure, then Gameℓ is
indistinguishable from Gameℓ+1.

Proof. 0e proof of this lemma is similar to the proof of
Lemma 2, with the only difference being that the challenger
received two vectors x(0), x(1) with a message M; in Lemma
2, the challenger received two messages M0, M1 with a
vector x∗ from the adversary.

Given the description of the PRG G and a challenge
ψ ∈ 0, 1{ }m, the challengerC4 simulates the following hybrid
game for an adversary A.

For Setup, Query Phase 1, Query Phase 2, and Guess, the
challenger performs the same as in the proof of Lemma 1.

For Challenge phase, after receiving x(0), x(1), and M

from the adversary, where

〈x(0)
, y〉 � 0 �〈x(1)

, y〉 or 〈x(0)
, y〉 ≠ 0≠ 〈x(1)

, y〉, (27)

for all y queried to KeyGen Oracle in Query Phase 1, the
challenger performs as follows:

(1) Randomly choose R1, . . . , Rℓ⟵
$
R.

(2) For i � 1, . . . , ℓ, set ci � Ri.
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(3) Compute c0 � M⊕ψ.
(4) Return the challenge ciphertext ct∗ � (c0, c1, . . . , cℓ).

0e analysis of the correctness of the simulation is
similar to that in the proof of Lemma 3. Let Si be the event
where the adversary makes a right guess in Gamei. If ψ from
the PRG game is a random element in 0, 1{ }m, then we are in
Gameℓ+1; otherwise, we are in Gameℓ. 0erefore, we have
that

Pr Sℓ  − Pr Sℓ+1 


 � Pr C4(ψ � G(σ)) � 1  − Pr C4 ψ⟵$ 0, 1{ }
m

  � 1 





� AdvPRGC4
1λ ,

(28)

is negligible. 0at is, Gameℓ is indistinguishable from
Gameℓ+1, if the underlying pseudorandom generator is
secure. □

Theorem 2. :e proposed private IPE scheme achieves at-
tribute-hiding, if the underlying pseudorandom function is
key-homomorphic and secure and the pseudorandom gen-
erator is secure.

Proof. By combining Lemma 3 and Lemma 4, we have

Pr S0  − Pr Sℓ+1 


 � 
ℓ

i�1
Pr Si−1  − Pr Si (  + Pr Sℓ  − Pr Sℓ+1 ( 





≤ Pr S0  − Pr S1 


 + · · · + Pr Sℓ−1  − Pr Sℓ  + Pr Sℓ  − Pr Sℓ+1 




� AdvPRFC3
1λ  + · · · + AdvPRFC3

1λ 
√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√

ℓ

+AdvPRGC4
1λ 

� ℓ · AdvPRFC3
1λ  + AdvPRGC4

1λ .

(29)

Note that Pr[S0] � AdvAH
A (1λ) since Game0 is the at-

tribute-hiding game, and Pr[Sℓ+1] � 0 since ct∗ leaks no
information about the encrypted message in Gameℓ+1.

0erefore, for any PPT adversary A, there exist algorithms
C3,C4 such that

AdvAH
A 1λ  � Pr S0  � Pr S0  − Pr Sℓ+1 


≤ ℓ · AdvPRFC3

1λ  + AdvPRGC4
1λ  (30)

is negligible. □

5.3. Predicate-Hiding Security. We first give the intuition for
the proof. Let [y1, y2, . . . , yℓ] denote the challenge secret key
generated using the vector (y1, y2, . . . , yℓ). Besides, let
y(0) � (y

(0)
1 , y

(0)
2 , . . . , y

(0)
ℓ ), y(1) � (y

(1)
1 , y

(1)
2 , . . . , y

(1)
ℓ ) be

the two vectors sent from the adversary in the Challenge
phase. To prove the indistinguishability between the cases
[y

(0)
1 , y

(0)
2 , . . . , y

(0)
ℓ ] and [y

(1)
1 , y

(1)
2 , . . . , y

(1)
ℓ ] given to the

adversary, we define a sequence of games below and show
the indistinguishability of any two adjacent games. Each

game differs in the challenge secret key given to the ad-
versary. Let y1′, y2′, . . . , yℓ′ be random elements from R.

Game0,i: [y1′, y2′, . . . , yk−1′, y
(0)
k , . . . , y

(0)
ℓ ] is given

(k � 1, . . . , ℓ)
Game1,i: [y1′, y2′, . . . , yk−1′, y

(1)
k , . . . , y

(1)
ℓ ] is given

(k � 1, . . . , ℓ)

Note that Game0,ℓ and Game1,ℓ are identical, and
Game0,0 and Game1,0 are the games where [y

(0)
1 , . . . , y

(0)
ℓ ]

and [y
(1)
1 , . . . , y

(1)
ℓ ] are given to the adversary, respectively.

We then give the following lemma to prove that

Game0,0 ≈ Game0,1 ≈ · · · ≈ Game0,ℓ ≈ Game1,ℓ ≈ · · · Game1,1 ≈ · · · ≈ Game1,0. (31)

Lemma 5. If the underlying PRF F is secure, then Game0,k−1
and Game0,k are indistinguishable, for k � 1, . . . , ℓ.

Proof. Suppose that there is an adversaryA which is able to
distinguish Gamek−1 from Gamek with a nonnegligible

advantage. 0en we can build a challenger C to distinguish
the experiment EXP(0) from EXP(1) shown in Section 2.
After invoking the experiment EXP(b) and receiving the
description of the PRF F, the challengerC simulates a hybrid
game for an adversary A as follows.
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For Setup, Query Phase 1, Query Phase 2, and Guess, the
challenger performs the same as in the proof of Lemma 1.

For Challenge phase, after receiving
y(0) � (y

(0)
1 , . . . , y

(0)
ℓ ), y(1) � (y

(1)
1 , . . . , y

(1)
ℓ ) from the ad-

versary, where

〈x, y(0)〉 � 0 �〈x, y(1)〉 or 〈x, y(0)〉 ≠ 0≠ 〈x, y(1)〉, (32)

for all x queried to Encrypt Oracle in Query Phase 1, the
challenger performs as follows.

(1) Randomly choose y1′, y2′, . . . , yk−1′ from R.
(2) Compute

sk
∗

� 

y1′

j�1
F a1, h(  + . . . + 

yk−1′

j�1
F ak−1, h(  + 

y
(0)

k

j�1
f + 

y
(0)

k+1

j�1
F ak+1, h(  + · · · + 

y
(0)

ℓ

j�1
F aℓ, h( . (33)

(3) Return sk∗.

If the challenger is interacting with the experiment
EXP(1), then f is the output of the PRF with input h. By

implicitly setting the encryption key component ak as the
chosen key of the underlying experiment, we have
f � F(ak, h), and thus we have

sk
∗

� y1′F a1, h(  + · · · + yk−1′F ak−1, h(  + y
(0)
k F ak, h( 

+ y
(0)
k+1F ak+1, h(  + · · · + y

(0)
ℓ F aℓ, h( 

� y1′, . . . , yk−1′, y
(0)
k , . . . , y

(0)
ℓ ,

(34)

and thus we are in Gamek−1. Otherwise, f is a random
element inR; then we can rewrite f � F(ak, h) + R for some
random element R ∈R. Besides, there must exist an element

y such that R � (y
(0)
k )− 1yF(ak, h). By implicitly setting

yk
′ � y

(0)
k + y, we have



y
(0)

k

i�1
f � y

(0)
k f � y

(0)
k F ak, h(  + R(  � y

(0)
k F ak, h(  + y

(0)
k y

(0)
k 

− 1
yF ak, h( 

� y
(0)
k F ak, h(  + yF ak, h(  � y

(0)
k + y F ak, h(  � yk

′F ak, h( .

(35)

Table 1: Comparison with other related private IPE schemes [17–19]. Here, the length of ciphertext attribute and key attribute is n. |G| and
m represent size of an element of |G| and message, respectively. MSK, SK, CT, Qun. Res., GSD, C3DH, and 3FCOBGA stand for master
secret key, secret key for some key attribute, ciphertext for some ciphertext attribute, quantum-resistant, general subgroup decision,
composite 3-party (decisional) Diffie-Hellman, and 3-factor-based composite-order bilinear groups assumption, respectively.

SSW09 [18] YKNS12 [19] KT13 [17] Ours
Security Selective Selective Adaptive Adaptive
Order of G Composite Composite Prime —
Assumption A variant of GSD, C3DH, DLIN 3FCOBGA DLIN PRF
MSK size (4n + 4)|G| (4n + 4)|G| 5n|G| n log2 q

SK size (2n + 2)|G| (2n + 2)|G| 6n|G| log2 q

CT size (2n + 2)|G| (2n + 2)|G| 6n|G| m + n log2 q

Qun. Res. No No No Yes†
†If the underlying PRF is resistant to quantum attacks, then our proposed scheme is resistant to quantum attacks.
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Since f is a random element in R, yk
′ is also a random

element in R. 0at means sk∗ � [y1′, . . . , yk
′, y

(0)
k+1,

. . . , y
(0)
ℓ ], and thus we are in Gamek. Let Si be the event

where the adversary makes a right guess in Gamei.
0erefore, we have

Pr Sk−1  − Pr Sk 


 � Pr W1  − Pr W0 


 � AdvPRFC 1λ .

(36)

0at is, Gamek is indistinguishable from Gamek−1, if the
underlying PRF is secure, for k � 1, . . . , ℓ. □

Theorem 3. :e proposed private IPE scheme achieves
predicate-hiding, if the underlying pseudorandom function is
key-homomorphic and secure and the pseudorandom gen-
erator is secure.

Proof. 0e proof for the indistinguishability between
Game1,k−1 and Game1,k is the same as that for the indis-
tinguishability between Game0,k−1 and Game0,k, due to the
symmetry of the game sequence. 0is completes the proof of
the predicate-hiding. □

6. Comparison and Analysis

To the best of our knowledge, although existing private IPE
schemes [17–19] can resist payload-hiding, attribute-hiding,
and predicate-hiding security, these schemes cannot resist
quantum attacks because their security is based on discrete
logarithm assumption. In this section, we compare our
scheme with the existing private IPE schemes in terms of
security properties and the size of master secret key, secret
key, and ciphertext, as shown in Table 1.

0e results show that our construction has higher se-
curity and efficiency in terms of secret key size because the
size is not related to attribute length. In particular, the se-
curity of [18, 19] is only selective security; meanwhile that in
[17] and our construction is adaptive security, making it
more resistant to real attacks. In secret key size, our con-
struction is of constant size, while the secret key sizes of
[17–19] are linearly related to the key attribute length. In
terms of ciphertext size, the encryption algorithm in
schemes [17–19] only encrypts ciphertext predicate, while
our proposed construction further encrypts message;
therefore, the ciphertext size of our scheme is m + n log2 q,
where m is the length of message. Finally, [17–19] are not
resistant to quantum attacks, while our construction is re-
sistant to quantum attacks if the underlying PRF is resistant
to quantum attacks.

7. Conclusions and Future Works

With the development of cloud computing, the privacy of
uploaded data needs to be concerned and protected. Private
IPE is well suited to cloud computing scenario because it
provides encryption for access control. In this paper, we
propose a generic private IPE construction that achieves
payload-hiding, attribute-hiding, and predicate-hiding se-
curity by utilizing specific key-homomorphic PRF. For

future works, because the current construction requires that
the key space and output space of the underlying key-ho-
momorphic PRF be Zq, how to provide construction with
less restriction is an open problem that remains to be solved.
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/e Internet of things (IoT) has been widely used for various applications including medical and transportation systems, among
others. Smart medical systems have become the most effective and practical solutions to provide users with low-cost, noninvasive,
and long-term continuous health monitoring. Recently, Jia et al. proposed an authentication and key agreement scheme for smart
medical systems based on fog computing and indicated that it is safe and can withstand a variety of known attacks. Nevertheless,
we found that it consists of several flaws, including known session-specific temporary information attacks and lack of per-
verification. /e opponent can readily recover the session key and user identity. In this paper, we propose a secure authentication
and key agreement scheme, which compensates for the imperfections of the previously proposed. For a security evaluation of the
proposed authentication scheme, informal security analysis and the Burrows–Abadi–Needham (BAN) logic analysis are
implemented. In addition, the ProVerif tool is used to normalize the security verification of the scheme. Finally, the performance
comparisons with the former schemes show that the proposed scheme is more applicable and secure.

1. Introduction

A wireless sensor network (WSN) [1–5] (also called sensor
network) is a multihop self-organizing network system
formed by several inexpensive minisensor nodes distributed
in the detection region by wireless communication. /e aim
of WSN is to gather and process the information of the
sensing objects in the network coverage area and transmit it
to the observer. /e WSN is a significant foundation of the
Internet of things and has been used in several fields, such as
smart healthcare. Wireless medical sensor networks
(WMSNs) [6] can be used to build universal medical sys-
tems, which can immediately verify patient emergency sit-
uations through the remote monitoring function and can
increase the quality of patient medical treatment. In a WSN-
based healthcare system, medical sensors are physically

applied on patients, and then the acquired data are for-
warded to authorized entities in a secure manner. However,
the sensors deployed in the wireless medical sensor network
have limited storage and computing capabilities; therefore,
when excessive data are collected, the real-time nature of all
the data processing may not be guaranteed.

To resolve the aforementioned critical problems, the
concept of a fog-driven IoT healthcare system [7–9] (Fig-
ure 1) is proposed to move computing functions to users and
devices at more remote locations. /e fog-driven IoT
healthcare system consists of the three following layers:
healthcare device layer, medical fog layer, and medical cloud
layer. In fog computing [10–16], fog nodes (including
routers, gateways, switchers, and access points) are dis-
tributed at the margin of the network and approach terminal
facilities in a geographic location. By expanding cloud
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services to the margin of the network, fog computing
transforms cloud data centers into distributed platforms
while preserving cloud services for users. /erefore, the
waiting time for wireless medical sensor data processing is
minimized [17–19], improving user experience and service
quality.

Generally, sensor nodes are resource-constrained de-
vices with computing, communication, and storage func-
tions. In addition, sensor nodes are usually distributed in
a sparsely populated environment. Because the nodes are
vulnerable to threats from adversaries, the security of the
deployed equipment cannot be guaranteed. Hence, the se-
curity of wireless sensor networks has become a significant
challenge for researchers, particularly in WMSN because
medical data, security, and privacy issues are more serious
considering key patient private information. A few chal-
lenges need to be overcome to exploit the entire mechanism
and run it efficiently. Maintaining the integrity of the
medical data gathered from sensor nodes, providing only
legitimate users with secure access to these data, and pre-
venting misuse of data transmitted through public channels
are the main challenges that need to be addressed and must
be handled carefully./e integrity and confidentiality of data
transmitted between the parties must be guaranteed [20].

To establish trust between communication parties and
prevent counterfeiting, it is necessary to provide a unique
identification [21] and authentication [22] to each user or
fog node in the system. In addition, data transmitted
through public channels and stored in fog nodes or cloud
servers need to be encrypted to ensure data security and
privacy [23–25]. However, owing to themobility of deployed
fog nodes and terminal devices, it is not practical to share
session keys between them in advance. /e authenticated
key agreement (AKA) [26–29] is a sufficient scheme for user
or node authentication and generating public session keys;
however, it is rarely used for fog computing.

Recently, numerous AKA protocols [28–41] have been
proposed in WSN, fog computing, and IoT environments.
Turkanovic et al. [31] proposed an effective AKA scheme for
heterogeneous WSNs, in which the user authenticates
through the sensor node without communicating with the
gateway node. However, Farash et al. [33] found that their
protocol is vulnerable to theft attacks of smart cards and
does not provide the untraceability and anonymity of sensor
nodes to the user. Wang and Wang [32] indicated that the
realization of anonymous authentication cannot be ac-
complished only through a symmetric cryptographic system.
/erefore, it has always focused on designing AKA schemes
based on asymmetry. Hayajneh et al. [34] proposed
a lightweight authentication scheme based on the Rabin
signature, which is used for the remote monitoring of pa-
tients by wireless sensor networks. In 2018, Amin et al. [35]
proposed a lightweight AKA protocol that is applied to IoT
devices in a distributed cloud computing environment. /e
mutual authentication between the user, service provider,
and control server is implemented in their protocol, and
a common session key is shared between the user and the
server provider. In the scheme indicated above, only
a symmetric cryptographic system is used to make the

scheme highly efficient. Yeh et al. [30] proposed the first
AKA elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) wireless sensor
network solution, leading to other researchers proposing an
increasing number of ECC-based AKA protocols
[36, 41–46].

Although several AKA schemes have been proposed for
IoT environments, these protocols are rarely suitable for
directly deployed fog computing environments. Hamid et al.
[45] proposed a third-party single-round AKA protocol with
bilinear pairing for this feature and indicated that it can
ensure the privacy of medical data of the fog-based medical
system. However, because the session key generated by this
scheme is static, it cannot provide forward privacy. /e key
exchange mechanism of this scheme is based on Joux’s
three-party Diffie–Hellman key exchange algorithm [43];
thus, it is also vulnerable to man-in-the-middle attacks.
Recently, Jia et al. [46] proposed an AKA scheme for a fog-
driven IoT healthcare system using bilinear pairs, in which
the cloud server authenticates the IoT device as well as the
fog node and generates a shared common session key be-
tween them. Based on the Bellare–Rogaway–Pointcheval
(BRP) security model [42], they claim that the proposed
scheme can resist various known attacks. Informal security
analysis also indicates that this scheme retains user ano-
nymity and untractability. Some important related works are
summarized in Table 1.

In this study, we first analyzed Jia et al.’s scheme and
revealed that it is vulnerable to a random number imper-
sonation attack and key compromise impersonation attack.
/en, we proposed an enhancement based on their proposal
and remedied the shortcomings of their scheme. In our
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Decision making

Medical caregiver interface
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Location notification
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Figure 1: /e concept of fog-driven IoT healthcare system.
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proposed scheme, the mutual authentication and key
agreement between the three entities can be achieved only by
one round of communication. After the cloud server verifies
the identity of the IoT devices and fog nodes, it generates
shared common session keys between them. For a security
analysis, we adopted the BAN logic, ProVerif, and an in-
formal security analysis. /ese approaches can provide
evidence indicating that our improvement can resist several
well-known security threats.

2. Cryptanalysis of Jia et al.’s AKA Scheme

2.1. Review of Jia et al.’s AKAScheme. Here, we briefly review
the scheme proposed by Jia et al. [46], which mainly consists
of the following four phases: system setup, user registration,
and fog node registration, as well as authentication and key
agreement.

2.1.1. System Setup. /e cloud service provider (CSP) selects
a nonsingular elliptic curve on the finite field Fp, where p is
a large prime number, and l � log2p is the security pa-
rameter. Let G be a cyclic group of order n generated by
a base point P. /en, CSP selects a random s ∈ Z∗n and
computes Ppub � s · P. (G, P, Ppub) are published as the
public system parameters, while s remains hidden. Six secure
hash functions h0, h1, h2, h3, h4, h5 , are selected by CSP,
where h0: G1⟶ 0, 1{ }∗, h1: 0, 1{ }∗ × 0, 1{ }∗ ⟶ Z∗p,
h2: 0, 1{ }∗× Z∗p × Z∗n⟶ Z∗p, h3: G1 × Z∗p × G1 × 0, 1{ }∗ ×

0, 1{ }∗ × 0, 1{ }∗ × 0, 1{ }∗ ⟶ Z∗p, h4: G1 × G1 × G1 × G1 ×

0, 1{ }∗ × 0, 1{ }∗ ⟶ Z∗p, and h5: G2 × G1 × G1 × G1⟶
Z∗p. We assume that the CSP is fully trusted and also holds
a database to record registered users and fog nodes.

2.1.2. User Registration. Ui inputs respective identity IDi

and password PWi, and then computes RIDi � h1(IDi

����PWi)

⊕ ri, where ri ∈Z∗p is a random number chosen by Ui. /en,
Ui sends (IDi, RIDi) to CSP via a secure channel. After
receiving the Ui request, CSP randomly chooses xi∈Z∗p and
computes Ri � h2(IDi||s||xi) ⊕RIDi. /e CSP then stores Ri

in the smart card and the (IDi, xi) in its database and finally
sends the smart card to the user over a secure channel. After

the user receives the smart card, Ui calculates R∗i � Ri ⊕ ri

and replaces Ri on the card with R∗i .

2.1.3. Fog Node Registration. Each fog node FN must be
registered with the CSP before deployment. FN transmits its
identity IDj to CSP. /en, CSP randomly selects yj∈Z∗p and
computes Rj � h2(IDj||s||yj); CSP sends Rj to the fog node
over a secure channel and stores (IDj, yj) into its database.

2.1.4. Authentication and Key Agreement. In this phase, CSP
can help Ui and FN to authenticate each other and establish
a session key SK after executing the following steps:

(a) Ui randomly chooses a ∈ Z∗n and computes
A � a · P, A � a · Ppub, PIDi � IDi ⊕ h0(A), Mi � h1

(IDi

����PWi)⊕R∗, |Ni � h3(A
�����Mi

����A‖IDi

����IDj

�����Tu)|,
where Tu is the current timestamp. Ui sends
Msg1 � {A, PIDi, Ni, Tu} to FN.

(b) Upon receiving Msg1, FN first checks that the
freshness of the timestamp Tu meets the re-
quirements. /en, FN randomly selects b ∈ Z∗n and
calculates B � b · P, B � b · Ppub, PIDj � IDj ⊕ h0(B),
| Lj � h3(B

�����Rj

�����A‖PIDj

�����IDj

�����Tf), where Tf is the
current timestamp. Finally, FN sends Msg2 � {A,
B, PIDi, PIDj, Ni, Lj, Tu, Tf} to the CSP.

(c) After receiving Msg2, CSP first checks the validity of
two timestamps Tu, Tf and then executes the fol-
lowing steps:

(i) CSP computes A′ � sA, B′ � sB,IDi
′�PID

i ⊕ h0(A′), and IDj
′�PIDj ⊕ h0(B′).

(ii) CSP searches its database to find entries that
match (IDi

′, xi) and (IDj
′, yj). If there are no

matching entries, CSP denies the request and
immediately terminates the session. Otherwise,
CSP computes Mi

′� h2(IDi
′||s||xi), Rj

′� h2

(IDj
′||s||yi), Ni

′� h3(A′||Mi
′||A||IDi

′||IDj
′
�����Tu),

and Lj
′� h3(B′||Ri

′||A||IDi
′||IDj
′
�����Tf).

Table 1: /e summary of authentication schemes.

Scheme Cryptographic techniques Limitations

Ref. [31]
Smart card Vulnerable to smart card theft attacks

One-way hash function Does not support anonymity
Does not support untraceability

Ref. [35]
Symmetric encryption Does not support anonymity
One-way hash function Vulnerable to impersonation attacksElliptic curve cryptography

Ref. [36]
Bilinear pairing Vulnerable to replay attacks

One-way hash function Does not support mutual authenticationSmart card

Ref. [46]
Elliptic curve cryptography Insecure session key establishment

Bilinear pairing Does not support anonymityIdentity-based cryptography

Ref. [41] Bilinear pairing Vulnerable to impersonation attacksOne-way hash function
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(iii) CSP checks whether Ni � Ni
′ and Lj � Lj

′. If one
of these equations is not true, the CSP rejects the
request and terminates. Otherwise, it randomly
chooses c ∈ Z∗n and computes C � c · PAuthi �

h4 (A
�����B‖C‖A ′||IDi

′||Tc)|Authj � h4 (A
�����B‖C‖

B′||IDj
′||Tc), Kc � e(A, B)C, and SKc � h5(Kc����A‖B‖C); note, the current timestamp is Tc.

Finally, CSP forwards Msg3 � {C, Authi, Authj,
Tc} to FNj.

(d) Upon receiving Msg3, FN checks the freshness of Tc

and verifies whether Authj � h4(A
�����B‖C‖B||IDj||Tc).

If the equation is not true, FN terminates the session.
Otherwise, FN calculates SKf � h5(Kf

�����A‖B‖C),
where Kf � e(A, C)b. /en, FN sends Msg4 � {B, C,
Authi, Tc} to Ui.

(e) Upon receiving Msg4, Ui checks the freshness of Tc

and verifies whether Authi � h4(A
����B‖C‖A||IDi||Tc).

If not, Ui aborts the session. Otherwise, Ui computes
SKu � h5(Ku

����A‖B‖C), where Ku � e(B, C)a.

2.2. Security Weakness of Jia et al.’s Scheme

2.2.1. Known Session-Specific Temporary Information Attack.
Here, we demonstrate that Jia et al.’s scheme suffered from
a known session-specific temporary information attack.
/is attack is indicated in Canetti and Krawczyk’s (CK)
adversary model [47]. We allow an attacker E to fully
control the communications over the user, fog node, and
CSP for “authentication and key agreement phase.” /us,
E can intercept the messages and obtain the hidden in-
formation of a current session from either side over
a public channel, which enabled the recovery of key in-
formation from the session, such as the session key and
the entity’s identity.

(a) Session key recovery. Based on the CK adversarial
model, we may assume that an attacker E can obtain
a random number a of users Ui. Note, E can also be
intercepted
A, B,PIDi, PIDj, Ni, Lj, Tu, Tf, C,Authi,Authj  in
the open channel. /en, E can compute
SKu � h5(A‖B‖C‖Ku), where Ku � e(B, C)a. Note,
we may assume that E can obtain b or c from FN and
CSP. /e session key SK can also be computed by
e(A, C)b and e(A, B)c because SK � e(B, C)a

� e(A, C)b � e(A, B)c in Jia et al.’s scheme; note, a,
b, and c are random numbers chosen by Ui, FN, and
CSP, respectively.

(b) Identity recovery (anonymity violation). By the same
assumption in (a), E can recover the Ui identity
IDi � PIDi ⊕ h0(A∗), where A∗ � a · Ppub. Similarly,
E can recover IDj � PIDj ⊕ h0(B∗), where
B∗ � b · Ppub, while E obtains the FN random value b.

2.2.2. Lack of Per-Verification. Step (a) of the authentication
and key agreement phase lacks verifying the user input IDi

and PWi. /is will increase the redundant computational
cost, while the user inputs an incorrect IDi or PWi. /e
incorrect input will be identified by CSP in step (c) of the
authentication and key agreement phase.

3. Our Improved Scheme

In this section, we propose an improvement based on Jia
et al.’s scheme to overcome the previously indicated security
weaknesses in Section 2. In our improvement, the system
setup is the same as in Jia et al.’s scheme.

3.1. Modified User Registration. /is phase is depicted in
Figure 2.

(a) Ui randomly chooses ri∈Z∗p, inputs the password
PWi and the identity IDi to compute
RIDi � h1(IDi

����PWi)⊕ ri. /en, Ui sends (IDi, RIDi)
to CSP via a secure channel.

(b) After receiving (IDi,RIDi), CSP randomly chooses
xi ∈ Z∗p and computes qi � h2(IDi||s||xi),
Ri � qi ⊕RIDi, Di � h2(qi

����IDi)⊕RIDi. /e CSP then
stores (Ri, Di) in the smart card and the (IDi, xi) in
its own database and finally sends the smart card to
the user over a secure channel.

(c) After the user receives the smart card, Ui calculates
R∗i � Ri ⊕ ri, Vi � Di ⊕ ri, and replaces Ri, Di with R∗i
and Vi.

3.2. Modified Fog Node Registration. FN transmits its
identity IDj to the CSP. It randomly selects yj∈Z∗p and
computes gj � h2(IDj||s||yj). /en, CSP sends gj to the fog
node via a secure channel and stores (IDj, yj) in its own
database. /is phase is shown in Figure 3.

3.3.Modified Authentication andKey Agreement. /is phase
is depicted in Figure 4.

(a) Ui inputs IDi and PWi and computes
qi � R∗i ⊕ h1(IDi

����PWi), V∗i � h2(qi

����IDi)⊕ h1
(IDi

����PWi). /en, whether V∗i � Vi is checked. If the
equation is true, Ui randomly chooses a ∈ Z∗n and
computes vu � a · qi, A � vu · P, A � vu · Ppub,

PIDi � IDi ⊕ h0(A), Mi � qi � h1(IDi

����PWi)⊕R∗,
Ni � h3(A||Mi||A||IDi||IDj

�����Tu), where Tu is the
current timestamp. Finally, Ui sends
Msg1 � A, PIDi, Ni, Tu  to FN.

(b) Upon receiving Msg1, FN first checks that the
freshness of the timestamp Tu meets the re-
quirements. /en, it randomly selects b ∈ Z∗n and
calculates vf � b · gj, B � vf · P, B � vf · Ppub, PIDj

� IDj ⊕ h0(B), Lj � h3(B||Rj||A||PIDj||IDj

�����Tf),
where Tf is the current timestamp. Finally, FN

forwards Msg2 � A, B, PIDi,PIDj, Ni, Lj, Tu, Tf 

to the CSP.
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(c) After receiving Msg2, CSP first checks the validity of
two timestamps Tu, Tf and then executes the fol-
lowing steps:

(i) To compute A′ � s · A, B′ � s · B, IDi
′ �

PIDi ⊕ h0(A′), IDj
′ � PIDj ⊕ h0(B′) and then

searches for (IDi
′, xi) and (IDj

′, yj) in its database.
If there are no matching entries, CSP denies the
request and immediately terminates the session.

(ii) To compute Mi
′ � h2(IDi

′||s||xi), Rj
′ � h2

(IDj
′||s||yi), Ni

′ � h3(A′||Mi
′||A||IDi

′||IDj
′
�����Tu),

and Lj
′ � h3(B′||Rj

′||A||PIDj
′||IDj
′
�����Tf). /en, it

checks whether Ni � N′i and Lj � Lj
′. If one of

these equations is not true, the CSP rejects the
request and terminates.

(iii) CSP randomly chooses c ∈ Z∗n and computes
zc � h2(yi||s||xi), vc � c · zc, C � vc · P, Authi

� h4(A||B||C||A′||IDi
′
�����Tc), Authj � h4 (A||B||

C||B′||IDj
′
�����Tc), Kc � e(A, B)vc , SKc � h5(Kc

||A||B‖C), where Tc is the current timestamp.
Finally, CSP sends Msg3 � C, Authi,

Authj, Tc} to FN.
(d) Upon receiving Msg3 � C,Authi,Authj, Tc , FN

checks the freshness of Tc and verifies whether Authj

� h4(A
�����B‖C‖B||IDj||Tc). If the equation is not true,

then FN immediately terminates the session. Oth-
erwise,FN calculates Kf � e(A, C)vf , SKf � h5

(Kf||A||B‖C), and forwardsMsg4 � B, C,{ Authi, Tc}

to Ui.
(e) Upon receiving Msg4, Ui checks the freshness of Tc

and verifies if Authi � h4(A
����B‖C‖A||IDi||Tc). If the

equation is not true, Ui immediately terminates the
session. Otherwise, Ui calculates Ku � e(A, C)vu ,
SKu � h5(Ku||A||B‖C).

4. Security Analysis of Our Improved Scheme

In this section, the security of our scheme is illustrated by the
BAN logic, ProVerif, and an informal security analysis.

4.1. Formal Security Analysis Using BAN Logic. In this sub-
section, the sharing session SK calculated by CSP between Ui,
FN, and CSP is presented, which can be used to send request
information to the server when the user wants to obtain data
from the server. Note, the following notations and rules for the
BAN logic can be found in previous studies [33, 35, 39, 48].

4.1.1. Related Rules
Messages meaning rule (A| ≡ A↔K B, A⊲〈X〉K/A| ≡

B ∼ X): if principal A believes that hidden K value is
shared between principals A and B, and A receives the
message X enciphered with K and then A believes that
B is the sender of X.

Nonce verification rule (A| ≡ #(X), A| ≡ B ∼ X/A| ≡
B| ≡ X): if A believes that message X is fresh and that B
has sent X, then A believes that B also believes in
message X.
Jurisdiction rule (A| ≡ B|⇒X, A| ≡ B| ≡ X/A| ≡ X): if
A believes that B has jurisdiction over X and that B
believes on statement X, then A believes on X.
Session key introduction rule A| ≡ #(X), A| ≡ B| ≡ X/
A| ≡ A↔K B: if A believes that message X is fresh and
that B also believes on X, then A believes they share the
session key.

Store (IDi , xi)

Store (Ri
∗, Vi) replace (Ri , Di)

U CSP

Ri
∗ = Ri  ri

Vi = Di  ri

RIDi = h1(IDi||PWi)  ri

qi = h2(IDi||s||xi)

Ri = qi  RIDi

Di = h2(qi||IDi)  RIDi

IDi , RIDi

Smart card (Ri , Di)

a ← Zp
∗

Figure 2: Modified user registration phase.

FN CSP

Store (IDj , yj)

Stores gj
gj

IDj gj = h2(IDj||s||yj)

Figure 3: Modified fog node registration phase.
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Belief rule (A| ≡ B| ≡ (XY)/A| ≡ B| ≡ X): if A believes
that B believes formula (X, Y), then A believes that B
also believes the X or Y part of the formula.

4.1.2. Goals

GOAL 1: Ui| ≡ (Ui↔
SK

FN)

GOAL 2: Ui| ≡ FN| ≡ (Ui↔
SK

FN)

GOAL 3: FN| ≡ (Ui↔
SK

FN)

GOAL 4: FN| ≡ Ui| ≡ (Ui↔
SK

FN)

GOAL 5: CSP| ≡ (Ui↔
SK

FN)

GOAL 6: CSP| ≡ Ui| ≡ (Ui↔
SK

FN)

GOAL 7: CSP| ≡ FN| ≡ (Ui↔
SK

FN)

4.1.3. Idealize the Communication Messages

Msg1 Ui⟶ FN: A, PIDi, Ni, Tu 

Msg2 FN⟶ CSP: B, PIDj, Lj, Tf, A, PIDi, Ni, Tu 

Msg3 Ui⟶ CSP: A, PIDi, Ni, Tu 

Msg4 CSP⟶ FN: Authj, C, Tc 

Msg5 CSP⟶ Ui: Authi, C, Tc 

Msg6 FN⟶ Ui: B,Authi, C, Tc 

4.1.4. Initial State Assumptions

A1: Ui| ≡ #(a)

A2: Ui| ≡ #(A)

A3: Ui| ≡ (A)

A4:Ui| ≡ #(B)

A5: Ui| ≡ #(C)

A6: FN| ≡ #(b)

A7: FN| ≡ #(B)

A8: FN| ≡ (B)

A9:FN| ≡ #(A)

A10:FN| ≡ #(C)

A11: CSP| ≡ #(c)

A12: CSP| ≡ #(C)

A13: CSP| ≡ (C)

A14: CSP| ≡ #(A)

A15:CSP| ≡ #(B)

A16: Ui| ≡ Ui↔
IDj

FN

A17: Ui| ≡ Ui ↔
(IDi ,PIDi ,Ri)CSP

A 18: Ui| ≡ FN � >B

A 19: Ui| ≡ CSP � >C

A 20: FN| ≡ Ui↔
IDj

FN

A 21: FN| ≡ FN ↔
(IDj,gj)

CSP
A 22: FN| ≡ Ui � >A

A 23:FN| ≡ CSP � >C

A 24: CSP| ≡ Ui ↔
(IDi ,PIDi ,Ri)CSP α

A 25: CSP| ≡ FN ↔
(IDj,gj)

CSP
A 26:CSP| ≡ FN � >B

A 27:CSP| ≡ Ui � >A

If a is a random number chosen by Ui, we can obtain
A1and A2; whenMsg1 sends form Ui to FN, A22 is obtained.
From A22, we obtain A9; when Msg3 sends form Ui to CSP,
we obtain A27. From A27, we obtain A14. Similarly, because
b is a random number chosen by FN, we obtain A6 and A7;
when Msg6 sends from FN to Ui, we obtain A18. From A18,
we obtain A4; when Msg2 sends from FN to CSP, we obtain
A26. From A26, we obtain A15. c is a random number
chosen by CSP; we obtain A26 and A27; when Msg5 sends
from CSP to Ui, we obtain A19. From A19, we obtain A5;

U FN
CSP

qi = Ri
∗  h1(IDi||PWi), Vi

∗ = h2 (qi||IDi||PWi)

vu = aqi, A = vuP, A- = vuPpub)
Vi

∗ = Vi? a ← Zn
∗, Tu

PIDi = IDi  h0(A-)r

PIDj = IDj  h0(B-)r
Mi = h1 (IDi||PWi)  Ri

∗

Ni = h3 (A- ||Mi||A||IDi||IDj||Tu)
Lj = h3 (B- ||gj||A||PIDj||IDj||Tf)

Lj′ = h3 (B- 
′||Ri′||A||IDi′||IDj′||Tf)

Ni′ = h3 (A-′||Mi′||A||IDi′||IDj′||Tu)

Rj′ = h2 (IDj′||s||yi)
Mi′ = h2 (IDi′||s||xi)

IDi′ = PIDi  h0(A-′)
A-′ = sA,A-′ = sB

IDj′ = PIDj  h0(B- 
′)

SKc = h5 (Kc||A||B||C)

Msg1 {A, PIDi, Ni, Tu}
Msg2 {A, B, PIDi, PIDj, Ni, Lj, Tu, Tf}

Msg3 {C, Authi, Authj, Tc}
Msg4{B, C, Authi, Tc}Authi′ = h4(A||B||C||A- ||IDi||Tc)

Check Authi′ = Authi? Ku = e (B, C)vu

check N
i
 = Ni′?, Lj

 = Lj′?

SKu = h5(Ku||A||B||C)

Authj′ = h4(A||B||C||B- ||IDj||Tc)
Authi = h4(A||B||C||A- 

′||IDi′||Tc)
Authj = h4(A||B||C||B- 

′||IDj′||Tc)Check Authj′ = Authj? Kf = e (A, C)vf
Kc = e (A, B)vc

SKf = h5(Kf||A||B||C)

B = vf P, B- = vf Ppub

b ← Zn
∗, Tf, vf = bgj

c ← Zn
∗, zc = h2(yi||s||xi) vc = czc, C = vcP, Tc

Figure 4: Modified authentication and key agreement phase.
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when Msg4 sends from CSP to FN, we obtain A23. From
A23, we obtain A10.

4.1.5. Main Proofs Using BAN Rules and Assumptions

(1) For GOAL 1 and GOAL 2. From message Msg6 and
using the seeing rule, we obtain S1: Ui⊲ B,Authi, C, Tc .
Using the seeing rule, we obtain S2: Ui⊲ B{ }. Using A16, S2,
and the message meaning rule, we obtain S3:
Ui| ≡ FN| ∼ B{ }. Using A4, S3, and the nonce verification
rule, we obtain S4: Ui| ≡ FN| ≡ B. Using A18, S4, and the
jurisdiction rule, we obtain S5: Ui| ≡ B. Based on message
Msg5 and the seeing rule, we obtain S6: Ui⊲ Authi, C, Tc .
Using the seeing rule, we obtain S7: Ui⊲ C{ }. According to
A17, S7, and the message meaning rule, we have S8:
Ui| ≡ CSP| ∼ C{ }. Using A5, S8, and the nonce verification
rule, we obtain S9: Ui| ≡ CSP| ≡ C. Using A19, S9, and the
jurisdiction rule, we obtain S10: Ui| ≡ C. Based on A2, A4,
A5, A3, S5, S10, and the belief rule, we obtain S11:
Ui| ≡ #(A, B, C) and S12: Ui| ≡ (A, B, C). Because
A � vuP, B � vfP, C � vcP, we can obtain S13: Ui| ≡
(vu, vf, vc). Because Ku � Kf � Kc � e(B, C)vu � e(A,

C)vf � e(A, B)vc , SKu � SKf � SKc � h5(Ku||A|| B‖C)

� h5(Kf||A||B‖C) � h5(Kc||A||B‖C). Using A2, A16, S12,
S13, and the belief rule, we obtain S14: Ui| ≡ (Ui↔

SK
FN)

(GOAL 1).
Using A2, S14, and the session key introduction rule, we

obtain S15: Ui| ≡ FN| ≡ (Ui↔
SK

FN) (GOAL 2).

(2) For GOAL 3 and GOAL 4. From message Msg1 and
using the seeing rule, we obtain S16: FN⊲ A,PIDi, Ni, Tu .
Using the seeing rule, we obtain S17: FN⊲ A{ }. According
to A20, S17, and the message meaning rule, we have S18:
FN| ≡ Ui| ∼ A{ }. Employing A9, S18, and the nonce ver-
ification rule, we obtain S19: FN| ≡ Ui| ≡ A. Using A22,
S19, and the jurisdiction rule, we have S20: FN| ≡ A. From
message Msg4 and using the seeing rule, we have S21:
FN⊲ Authj, C, Tc . We obtain S22: FN⊲ C{ } via the seeing
rule. According to A21, S22, and the message meaning
rule, we obtain S23: FN| ≡ CSP| ∼ C{ }. Using A10, S23,
and the nonce verification rule, we obtain S24:
FN| ≡ CSP| ≡ C. According to A23, S24, and the juris-
diction rule, we have S25: FN| ≡ C. According to A7, A10,
A9, A8, S20, S25, and the belief rule, we obtain S26:
FN| ≡ #(A, B, C) and S27: FN| ≡ (A, B, C). Because
A � vuP, B � vfP, C � vcP, we can obtain S28:
FN| ≡ (vu, vf, vc). Using A7, A20, S27, S28, and the belief
rule, we obtain S29: FN| ≡ (Ui↔

SK
FN) (GOAL 3).

By using A7, S29, and the session key introduction rule,
we obtain S30: FN| ≡ Ui| ≡ (Ui↔

SK
FN) (GOAL 4).

(3) For GOAL 5, GOAL 6, and GOAL 7. According to
Msg2 and using the seeing rule, we obtain S31:
CSP⊲ B, PIDj, Lj, Tf, A,PIDi, Ni, Tu . Using the seeing
rule, we obtain S32: CSP⊲ B{ }. Using A25, S32, and the
message meaning rule, we obtain S33: CSP| ≡ FN| ∼ B{ }.
Using A15, S33, and the nonce verification rule, we obtain
S34: CSP| ≡ FN| ≡ B. Using A26, S34, and the jurisdiction

rule, we obtain S35: CSP| ≡ B. Based on Msg3 and the seeing
rule, we obtain S36: CSP⊲ A,PIDi, Ni, Tu . We have S37:
CSP⊲ A{ } via the seeing rule. According to A24, S37, and the
message meaning rule, we obtain S38: CSP| ≡ Ui| ∼ A{ }.
Using A14, S38, and the nonce verification rule, we obtain
S39: CSP| ≡ Ui| ≡ A. According to A27, S39, and the juris-
diction rule, we obtain S40: CSP| ≡ A. According to A14, A12,
A15, A13, S35, S40, and the belief rule, we obtain S41:
CSP| ≡ #(A, B, C) and S42: CSP| ≡ (A, B, C). Because
A � vuP, B � vfP, A � vcP, we can obtain S43:
Ui| ≡ (vu, vf, vc). Using A12, S42, S43, and the belief rule, we
obtain S44: CSP| ≡ (Ui↔

SK
FN) (GOAL 5).

Using A14, S44, and the session key introduction rule,
we obtain S45: CSP| ≡ Ui| ≡ (Ui↔

SK
FN) (GOAL 6).

Using A15, S44, and the session key introduction rule,
we obtain S46: CSP| ≡ FN| ≡ (Ui↔

SK
FN) (GOAL 7).

4.2. Informal Security Analysis. In this section, we demon-
strate that our improved scheme can achieve the following
well-known security requirements.

4.2.1. Known Session-Specific Temporary Information
Attacks. /e session key SKu � SKf � SKc � h5(Ku||A||

B‖C) � h5(Kf||A||B‖C) � h5(Kc||A||B‖C) is generated uti-
lizing the hidden values of Ku � Kf � Kc � e(B, C)vu

� e(A, C)vf � e(A, B)vc , and vu � aqi, vf � bgj, vc � czc; (A,
B, C) can be intercepted on an open channel, but adversaries
do not know (qi, gj, zc) because they are the hidden values of
Ui, FN, and CSP, respectively, and, thus, cannot calculate
(vu, vf, vc). /erefore, despite adversaries determining (a, b,
c), they cannot calculate (Ku, Kf, Kc) without (qi, gj, zc).
/erefore, an opponent cannot recover SK using tempo-
rarily leaked session-specific information {a, b, c}.

(qi, gj) are the hidden values of Ui, and FN, respectively;
if only (a, b) is found, but not (qi, gj), the adversaries cannot
calculate vu � aqi, vf � bgj. A � vuPpub, B � vfPpub,
PIDi � IDi ⊕ h0(A), PIDj � IDj ⊕ h0(B); (PIDi, PIDj) can
be intercepted on an open channel, but adversaries cannot
retrieve IDi � PIDi ⊕ h0(A) and IDj � PIDj ⊕ h0(B) with-
out (vu, vf). If adversaries intercept (A, B) on an open
channel, they do not know the key s of the CSP and, thus,
cannot calculate A′ � sA and B′ � sB, or retrieve
IDi � PIDi ⊕ h0(A′), IDj � PIDj ⊕ h0(B′) without s.

4.2.2. Mutual Authentication. CSP authenticates Ui by
verifying whether IDi

′ equals to the IDi saved in the CSP
database and whether Ni

′ equals to Ni, Ni sent from Ui. Ui

authenticates CSP by verifying whether Authi
′ equals to

Authi � h4(A
�����B‖C‖A′||IDi

′||Tc), which includes C calcu-
lated by CSP.

Similarly, CSP authenticates FN by verifying whether IDj
′

equals to the IDj saved in the CSP database and whether Lj
′

equals Lj, Lj sent from FN. FN authenticates CSP by ver-
ifying whether Authj

′ equals to Authj � h4(A
�����B‖ C‖

B′||IDj
′||Tc), which includes C calculated by CSP.

FN authenticates Ui by verifying whether Authj
′ equals to

Authj which includes A calculated by Ui, and Ui authenticates
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FN by verifying whether Authi
′ equals to Authi

� h4(A
�����B‖C‖A′||IDi

′||Tc), which includes B calculated by FN.

4.2.3. Impersonation Attack. To impersonate a legitimate
user, the adversary has to obtain the identity IDi, password
PWi, and qi � h2(IDi||s||xi) of Ui or construct A � vuP,
PIDi � IDi ⊕ h0(A), and Ni � h3(A

�����Mi

����A‖IDi

����IDj

�����Tu

����).
First, the opponent is unable to guess the correct identity and
password ofUi through “password-guessing attack.” Second,
to construct {A, PIDi,Ni}, the adversary has to obtain the
key s and parameter xi. However, it cannot compute qi

without IDi, s, and xi, which are crucial for computing
{A,PIDi,Ni}. /us, the adversary cannot impersonate a le-
gitimate user.

Similarly, to mimic a legitimate fog node, the opponent
must obtain the identity IDj and qj � h2(IDj||s||xj) of FN or
construct B � vfP,PIDj � IDj ⊕ h0(B), and Lj � h3(B

�����gj

�����
A‖IDj

�����IDj

�����Tf

�����); the adversary can obtain the identity IDj,
but it is impossible for the adversary to determine
gj � h2(IDj||s||yj), which is computed and assigned by CSP
in FN registration. gj cannot be computed without s and yj,
which are crucial for computing {B, PIDj,Lj}. /us, the
adversary cannot impersonate a legitimate FN.

/e adversary is also unable to impersonate CSP. To
compute C � vcP, Authi � h4(A

�����B‖C‖A′||IDi
′||Tc), and

Authj � h4(A
�����B‖C‖B′||IDj

′||Tc), s, xi, and yj are required
to compute C � vcP � h2(yi||s||xi)cP. However, the ad-
versary cannot obtain C unless it obtains all three factors at
the same time. /is is beyond the capacity of an adversary.
/us, the adversary cannot impersonate CSP.

4.2.4. Man-in-the-Middle Attacks. If the adversary obtains
Msg1 or Msg2 from the public channel and modifies Msg1
or Msg2 to launch a man-in-the-middle attack, the identity
authentication of CSP cannot be passed; the premise of the
authentication of CSP is to determine the identity of Ui and
FN. From “(2),”we know that CSP will compute IDi

′ and IDj
′

and compare the values with IDi and IDj saved in the CSP
database; if it is not equal, the session will immediately be
terminated. From “(1),” we know that the adversary cannot
obtain IDi and IDj. Meanwhile, from “(3),” we also know
that the adversary cannot obtain the values of s,xi, and yj.
/us, the modified messages cannot pass the verification of
Ni
′� Ni and Lj

′� Lj from CSP.
If the adversary obtains Msg3 or Msg4 from the open

channel and modifies Msg3 or Msg4 to launch the man-in-
the-middle attack, the authentication from Ui and FN will
still not be passed. As indicated by “(2),” we can see that if
the messages are modified by the adversary, they cannot pass
the verification of Authi

′�Authi and Authj
′�Authj from Ui

and FN.

4.2.5. Known Session Key Attacks. A scheme is considered
vulnerable to known session key attacks if an adversary
wants to use the old compromised session key to obtain
sensitive parameters and keys for subsequent

communication sessions. In our scheme,
SKu � SKf � SKc � h5(Ku||A||

B‖C) � h5(Kf||A||B‖C) � h5(Kc||A||B‖C), Ku � Kf � Kc �

e(B, C)vu � e(A, C)vf � e(A, B)vc , A � vuP, B � vfP, C �

vcP, vu � aqi, vf � bgj, vc � czc, is refreshed using random
numbers {a, b, c} and the attacker does not know {qi, gj, zc}.
/us, owing to the computational difficulty of the elliptic
curve Diffie–Hellman problem, it is impossible for the at-
tacker to obtain the new SK information from the old SK and
extract {a, b, c} from {A, B, C}; thus, the scheme we proposed
can withstand the known session key attack.

4.2.6. Compromise Impersonation Attacks. If the CSP long-
term key s is compromised, the adversary may use s to
impersonate a legitimate user to determine FN and CSP.
However, all attack sessions are terminated immediately, as
follows. In a worst case scenario, the adversary may have
access to the data R∗i � h2(IDi||s||xi)⊕ h1(IDi����PWi),Vi � h2(h2(IDi||s||xi)

����IDi)⊕ h1(IDi

����PWi), in the
stolen smart card SC. Despite knowing s, the adversary does
not know the hidden values of {IDi, xi,PWi} to compute
h2(IDi||s||xi) � R∗i ⊕ h1(IDi

����PWi) or qi � h2(IDi||s||xi) di-
rectly. /us, the adversary cannot generate
Msg1� 〈A, PIDi, Ni, Tu〉 to masquerade Ui to launch a new
session.

/e adversary may intercept messages sent by Ui during
authentication and key negotiation and attempt to imper-
sonate the initiator of the session. However, the session will
terminate immediately because the attacker cannot calculate
Ku � e(B, C)vu correctly without knowing the hidden values
of a, qi , despite knowing s.

4.2.7. Parallel Session Attacks. When the entity is in session,
the adversary may try to replay the old messages to launch
a new session attack; however, this is impossible. When an
attacker replays {M1, M2} to CSP, it can pass the verification
of Ni
′ � h3(A′

�����Mi
′
�����A||IDi
′||IDj
′
�����Tu), Lj

′ � h3(B′
�����Rj
′
�����A||IDi
′

||IDj
′
�����Tf). However, because the attacker does not know {a,

b} and {qi, gj}, it cannot compute one of
Ku � h5(Ku||A||B‖C), Kf � h5(Kf||A||B‖C), Ku � Kf �

e(B, C)vu � e(A, C)vf , and vu � aqi, vf � bgj, and the at-
tacker session is immediately aborted.

4.2.8. Stolen Smart Card Attacks. If an attacker steals the
smart card and extracts R∗i � h2(IDi||s||xi)⊕ h1(IDi

����PWi),
Vi � h2(h2(IDi||s||xi)

����IDi)⊕ h1(IDi

����PWi), he/she may im-
personate Ui to FN and CSP. However, the attacker does not
know the sensitive parameter {IDi, PWi, xi, s} to generate the
initiator message PIDi � IDi ⊕ h0(A), Ni � h3(A

�����Mi

����
A||IDi||IDj

�����Tu), thus cannot impersonate Ui to FN and CSP.
Hence, the proposed scheme can withstand stolen smart
card attacks.

4.2.9. Password-Guessing Attacks. If an adversary obtains
information regarding {A, B, PIDi, PIDj, Ni, Lj, C, Authi,
Authj, Tu, Tf,Tc} from the open channel, online password-
guessing attacks may be launched. However, the adversary
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will fail because A � vuP, PIDi � IDi ⊕ h0(A), Ni �

h3(A
�����Mi

����A||IDi||IDj

�����Tu), B � vfP, PIDj � IDj ⊕ h0(B),

Lj � h3(B
�����gj

�����A‖PIDj

�����IDj

�����Tf

�����), C � vcP, Authi � h4(A
�����B‖

C‖A′||IDi
′||Tc), Authj � h4(A

�����B‖C‖B′||IDj
′||Tc), and PWi

are not included in these values. /erefore, PWi remains
secure.

If the smart card is compromised by an opponent, the
parameter {R∗i , Vi} in the SC can be obtained through the
power analysis attack method, and then off-line dictionary
attacks can be made based on the relevant parameter
R∗i � h2(IDi||s||xi)⊕ h1(IDi

����PWi),
Vi � h2(h2(IDi||s||xi)

����IDi)⊕ h1(IDi

����PWi), to guess the user
password. However, because the values {xi, s} are only
known by the CSP, the opponent cannot verify the accuracy
of the guess value; therefore, all sensitive parameters are safe.

4.2.10. Privileged-Insider Attacks. When the attacker obtains
Ui
′ registration information (IDi, RIDi, xi) and the key s of

CSP, the intent is to compute the session key SKu � SKf �

SKc � h5(Ku

����A‖B‖C) � h5(Kf

�����A‖B‖C) � h5(Kc

����A‖B‖C),
which is randomized using {a, b, c} and {qi, gj, zc}. By Ku �

Kf � Kc � e(B, C)vu � e(A, C)vf � e(A, B)vc and vu � aqi,
vf � bgj, vc � czc, the attacker can compute
qi � h2(IDi||s||xi) and obtain (A, B, C) from the public
channel. However, (a, b, c) are random numbers in-
dependently selected by Ui, FN, and CSP, respectively, and
are not available to the attacker; therefore, vu and SKu cannot
be computed.

Similarly, when the attacker obtains the FN registration
information (IDj, yj) and the key s of CSP, the intent is to
compute the session key SKf; the attacker can compute gj �

h2(IDj||s||yj) and obtain (A, B, C) from the public channel.
However, (a, b, c) are random numbers independently se-
lected by Ui, FN, and CSP, respectively, and are not available
to the attacker; therefore, vf and SKf cannot be computed.

/e attacker also cannot compute SKc; zc � h2(yi||s||xi)

can be computed, but vc � czc cannot be computed without
the c selected by CSP. /us, the modified scheme can
withstand privileged-insider attacks.

4.2.11. Replay Attacks. /e adversary may attempt to replay
old messages {Msg1, Msg2, Msg3, and Msg4}. However, all
communicated messages are refreshed and rely on the
timestamp {Tu, Tf, Tc} as well as random numbers {a, b, c}.
Upon receiving the authentication request from the sender,
the receiver first checks the freshness of the timestamp. If the
timestamp is not fresh, the session is terminated
immediately.

4.2.12. Perfect Forward Secrecy. Perfect forward secrecy
indicates that if a long-term key is revealed to an attacker, the
SK between Ui, FN, and CSP, cannot be computed and
remains secure. If an attacker attempts to calculate the
session key, SKu � SKf � SKc � h5(Ku

����A‖B‖C‖)

� h5(Kf

�����A‖B‖C‖) � h5(Kc

����A‖B‖C‖), which is randomized
using numbers {a, b, c} and {qi, gj, zc};

Ku � Kf � Kc � e(B, C)vu � e(A, C)vf � e(A, B)vc , vu � aqi,
vf � bgj, vc � czc. /e attacker obtains (A, B, C) from the
public channel; however, the attacker needs to compute one
of the parameters vu, vf, vc, which cannot be obtained, thus
SK cannot be calculated. /erefore, the improved scheme
can provide perfect forward secrecy.

4.2.13. No Key Control. Each entity cannot control the key
agreement process to calculate SK individually, where SKu �

SKf � SKc � h5(Ku

����A‖B‖C‖) � h5(Kf

�����A‖B‖C‖) � h5(Kc

����
A‖B‖C‖), Ku � Kf � Kc � e(B, C)vu � e(A, C)vf � e(A,

B)vc , and vu � aqi, vf � bgj, vc � czc, A � vuP, B � vf

P, C � vcP. /e details are as follows:
(a, b, c) are random numbers independently selected by

Ui, FN, and CSP, respectively, and (A, B, C) are computed
independently by each entity. If Ui does not know the values
of B and C, which are contributed by FN and CSP, SKu

cannot be computed. Similarly, FN and CSP cannot compute
SKf and SKc without the values of (A, C) and (A, B).

4.2.14. Unknown Key-Share. From “‘(2),” we know that all
three entities are mutually identifiable. If Ui and entity-1
establish the session key and send the request message of
entity-1 by mistake to entity-2, it is impossible to pass the
validation IDi

′ � IDi, IDj
′ � IDj, Ni � h3(A

�����Mi����A||IDi||IDj

�����Tu) � Ni
′ � h3(A′

�����Mi
′
�����A||IDi
′||IDj
′
�����Tu), and

Lj � h3(B
�����gj

�����A‖PIDj

�����IDj

�����Tf

�����) � Lj
′ � h3(B′

�����Rj
′
�����A||IDi
′||

IDj
′
�����Tf), thus the session terminates immediately./erefore,

the proposed scheme can resist unknown key-share attacks.

4.3. Evaluation by ProVerif. In this section, we choose the
widely accepted software tool ProVerif [49–53] to perform
security simulation and testing of the scheme, which can fully
guarantee the characteristics of confidentiality and authenticity.

/e complete scheme shown in Figure 4 is implemented
and validated in ProVerif. During the simulation, we assumed
the two channels shown in Figure 5(a). /e ch is a common
channel used for the transmission of messages between entities
in the authentication phase./e sch is a secure channel for user
and fog node registration. Variables and constants are also
defined in Figure 5(a). IDi and IDj are the identities of users
and fog nodes, respectively, SKu, SKf, and SKc are the keys
negotiated between the three entities, respectively.

User and fog node are described by starting and ending
events, and scheme authenticity is achieved by exposing the
respective relationships between the start and end intervals of
related events initiated by a particular participant. If no end
event is reached, it means the scheme failed to terminate and
the scheme is incorrect. Figures 5(b)–5(d) represent the user,
fog node, and CSP implementation simulation processes, re-
spectively, which are described in detail in Section 3 and ex-
ecuted in parallel.

/e necessary queries are defined in Figure 5(a) to verify the
security and correctness of the scheme. /e query attacker
simulates an actual attack to obtain the session key and secret
random numbers, while the other three query in-events
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(∗-------channel-------∗)
free ch:channel.(∗public channel∗)
free sch:channel[private].(∗secure channel,used for registering∗)
(∗-------shared key-------∗)
free SKu:bitstring [private].
free SKf:bitstring [private].
free SKc:bitstring [private].
(∗-------constants and variables-------∗)
free s:bitstring [private].(∗the CSP's secret kay∗)
(∗free SKu:bitstring [private].
free SKf:bitstring [private].
free SKc:bitstring [private].∗)
free ri:bitstring [private].
free a:bitstring [private].
free b:bitstring [private].
free c:bitstring [private].
const IDi:bitstring.(∗user′sID∗)
const IDj:bitstring.(∗fognode′sID∗)
const Ri:bitstring.
const gj:bitstring.
const Ppub:bitstring.
const P:bitstring.
(∗-------functions & reductions & equations-------∗)
fun h(bitstring):bitstring.(∗hashfunction∗)
fun mult(bitstring, bitstring):bitstring.(∗scalar multiplication operation∗)
fun con(bitstring, bitstring):bitstring.(∗conncatention operation∗)
reduc forall m:bitstring, n:bitstring;getmess(con(m, n))= m.
fun x or(bitstring, bitstring):bitstring.(∗XOR operation∗)
equation forall m:bitstring, n:bitstring;xor(xor(m, n), n)= m.
fun clcommit(bitstring, bitstring, bitstring):bitstring.(∗pairing operation∗)
(∗-------queries-------∗)
query attacker(SKu).
query attacker(SKf).
query attacker(SKc).
query attacker(ri).
query attacker(a).
query attacker(b).
query attacker(c).
query var:bitstring;inj-event(Userend(var))==> inj-event(UserStarted(var)).
query var:bitstring;inj-event(FogNodeend(var))==> inj-event(FogNodeStarted(var)).
(∗query var inj-event(endCSP)==> inj-event(startCSP).∗)
(∗-------events-------∗)
event UserStarted(bitstring).
event Userend(bitstring).
event FogNodeStarted(bitstring).
event FogNodeend (bitstring).

(a)

Figure 5: Continued.
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(∗-------user'sprocess-------∗)
let ProcessUser=
new IDi:bitstring;
new PWi:bitstring;
new ri:bitstring;
let RIDi= xor(h(con(IDi, PWi)), ri)in
out(sch,(IDi,RIDi));(∗userregistration:1∗)
in(sch,(xRi:bitstring));
let Ri′=xor(xRi,ri)in(∗userregistration:3∗)
!
(
event UserStarted(IDi);
new a:bitstring;
let qi=xor(xor(Ri′,ri),RIDi) in
let A=mult(mult(a,qi),P) in
let A′=mult(a,Ppub) in
let PIDi=xor(IDi,h(con(A',qi))) in
let Mi=xor(h(con(IDi,PWi)),Ri′)in
new Tu:bitstring;
let Ni=h(con(con(con(con(con(A′,Mi),A),IDi),IDj),Tu)) in
let Msg1=(A,PIDi,Ni,Tu) in
out(ch,Msg1);(∗authentication:1∗)
in(ch,(xB:bitstring,xxC:bitstring,xxAuthi:bitstring,xxTc:bitstring));
let xxxAuthi'=h(con(con(con(con(con(A,xB),xxC),A'),IDi),xxTc)) in
if xxAuthi=xxxAuthi′ then
let Ku=clcommit(xB,xxC,mult(a,qi)) in
let SKu=h(con(con(con(Ku,A),xB),xxC)) in
event Userend(IDi);(∗authentication:5∗)
0
).

(b)

(∗-------fognode′sprocess-------∗)
let ProcessFogNode=
new IDj:bitstring;
out(sch,IDj);(∗fognoderegistaring:1∗)
in(sch,xgj:bitstring);(∗fognoderegistaring:3∗)
in(ch,(xA:bitstring,xPIDi:bitstring,xNi:bitstring,xTu:bitstring));
!
(
new b:bitstring;
event FogNodeStarted(IDj);
let B=mult(mult(b,gj),P) in
let B′=mult(b,Ppub) in
let PIDj=xor(h(con(B′,gj)),IDj) in
new Tf:bitstring;
let Lj=h(con(con(con(con(con(B′,gj),xA),PIDj),IDj),Tf)) in
let Msg2=(xA,B,xPIDi,PIDj,xNi,Lj,xTu,Tf) in
out(ch,Msg2);(∗authentication:2∗)
in(ch,(xC:bitstring,xAuthi:bitstring,xAuthj:bitstring,xTc:bitstring));
let xxAuthj′=h(con(con(con(con(con(xA,B),xC),B′),IDj),xTc)) in
if xAuthj=xxAuthj′ then
let Kf=clcommit(xA,xC,mult(b,gj)) in
let SKf=h(con(con(con(Kf,xA),B),xC)) in
let Msg4=(B,xC,xAuthi,xTc) in
out(ch,Msg4);
even tFogNodeend(IDj);(∗authencationg:4∗)
0
).

(c)

Figure 5: Continued.
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(∗-------CSP′sprocess-------∗)
let UserReg=
in(sch,(rIDi:bitstring,rRIDi:bitstring));
new xi:bitstring;
new yj:bitstring;
let qi=h(con(con(rIDi,s),xi)) in
let Ri=xor(qi,rRIDi) in
out(sch,Ri).(∗user registaring:2∗)
let FogNodeReg=z
in(sch,(rIDj:bitstring));
new xi:bitstring;
new yj:bitstring;
let gj=h(con(con(rIDj,s),yj)) in
out(sch,gj).(∗fognode registaring:2∗)
let CSPAuth=
in(ch,(xxA:bitstring,xB:bitstring,xxPIDi:bitstring,xPIDj:bitstring,xxNi:bitstring,
xLj:bitstring,xxTu:bitstring,xTf:bitstring));
new xi:bitstring;
new yj:bitstring;
let A″=mult(s,xxA) in
let B″=mult(s,xB) in
let IDi′=xor(xxPIDi,h(A″)) in
let IDj′=xor(xPIDj,h(B″)) in
let Mi′=h(con(con(IDi′,s),xi)) in
let gj′=h(con(con(IDj′,s),yj)) in
let xxxNi′=h(con(con(con(con(con(A″,Mi′),xxA),IDi′),IDj'),xxTu)) in
let xxLj′=h(con(con(con(con(con(B″,gj′),xxA),IDi′),IDj′),xTf)) in
if xxNi=xxxNi′ then
if xLj=xxLj′ then
new c:bitstring;
let zc=h(con(con(xi,s),yj)) in
let C=mult(mult(c,zc),P) in
new Tc:bitstring;
let Authi=h(con(con(con(con(con(xxA,xB),C),A″),IDi′),Tc)) in
let Authj=h(con(con(con(con(con(xxA,xB),C),B″),IDj′),Tc)) in
let Kc=clcommit(xxA,xB,mult(c,zc)) in
let SKc=h(con(con(con(Kc,xxA),xB),C)) in
let Msg3=(C,Authi,Authj,Tc) in
out(ch,Msg3).
(∗-------authentication:3--------∗)
let ProcessCSP=UserReg|FogNodeReg|CSPAuth.
(∗--------main-------∗)
process
let Ppub=mult(s,P) in
(!ProcessUser|!ProcessFogNode|!ProcessCSP)

(d)

Figure 5: ProVerif simulation. (a) Declarations. (b) User’s process. (c) Fog node’s process. (d) CSP’s process and main.

-- Query not attacker(SKu[])
nounif mess(sch[],rIDj_2969)/-5000
Completing...
Starting query not attacker(SKu[])
RESULT not attacker(SKu[]) is true.
-- Query not attacker(SKf[])
nounif mess(sch[],rIDj_7537)/-5000
Completing...
Starting query not attacker(SKf[])
RESULT not attacker(SKf[]) is true.
-- Query not attacker(SKc[])
nounif mess(sch[],rIDj_12015)/-5000
Completing...
Starting query not attacker(SKc[])
RESULT not attacker(SKc[]) is true.

(a)

-- Query not attacker(ri[])
nounif mess(sch[],rIDj_16493)/-5000
Completing...
Starting query not attacker(ri[])
RESULT not attacker(ri[]) is true.
--Query not attacker(a[])
nounif mess(sch[],rIDj_20971)/-5000
Completing...
Starting query not attacker(a[])
RESULT not attacker(a[])istrue.
--Query not attacker(b[])
nounif mess(sch[],rIDj_25449)/-5000
Completing...
Starting query not attacker(b[])
RESULT not attacker(b[]) is true.
--Query not attacker(c[])
nounif mess(sch[],rIDj_29927)/-5000
Completing...
Starting query not attacker(c[])
RESULT not attacker(c[]) is true.

(b)

-- Query inj-event(Userend(var))
==> inj-event(UserStarted(var))
nounif mess(sch[],rIDj_34441)/-5000
Completing...
Starting query inj-event(Userend(var))
==> inj-event(UserStarted(var))
RESULT inj-event(Userend(var))
==> inj-event(UserStarted(var))istrue.
-- Query inj-event(FogNodeend(var_52))
==> inj-event(FogNodeStarted(var_52))
nounif mess(sch[],rIDj_39848)/-5000
Completing...
Starting query inj-event(FogNodeend(var_52))
==> inj-event(FogNodeStarted(var_52))
RESULT inj-event(FogNodeend(var_52))
==> inj-event(FogNodeStarted(var_52)) is true.

(c)

Figure 6: Verification result. (a) Query results for SK. (b) Query results for secrecy. (c) Query results for events.
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correspond to the start and end events of the three processes. If
any of these queries result in false, it means that the scheme is
incorrect. /e results of the discussion query are shown in
Figure 6.

It can be seen from the results in Figures 6(a) and 6(b)
that the session key negotiated between entities and the
secret random number selected by each entity are secure
when dealing with security threats, which proves that the
authenticity and confidentiality of our scheme are guaran-
teed during the execution process. /e results in Figure 6(c)
show that each process started and ended successfully, which
proves the correctness of our scheme.

5. Performance Evaluation

In this section, the security features and defense against
various attacks are compared between our scheme and the
previous schemes [36, 41, 46] in Table 2. We can conclude
that our scheme is more secure than the compared schemes.
Note that “Yes” represents that the scheme can resist the
indicated attack, whereas “No” represents that the scheme
cannot, and “−” represents that the attack method indicated
is not in the scope of the scheme.

Subsequently, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
scheme from the perspective of computational and

communication costs./e improved scheme was implemented
in JAVA with JDK version 1.3, and the simulation of the
scheme was based on the JAVA paired cryptography library
(JPBC) [54], version JPBC-2.0.0. A Windows 10 computer
system was used as the experimental platform, which was
configured with a quad-core 2.3GHz Intel(R) Core i5-8300H
processor and 16GB memory. /e software developed is the
community version of IntelliJ IDEA 2020.2.1 and uses the
widely accepted type A pairing, which is based on the curve
y2 � x3 + x structure in the field Fq of a specific q � 3mod 4.
We have listed the symbols (TGe, TGm, Th, TGa) and time
used in the performance comparison in Table 3. Table 4
presents the calculation costs for the different phases of the
scheme.

As shown by the analysis in Table 4, the computing cost
for our scheme is slightly higher than that of schemes
[36, 46]; however, our scheme provides auxiliary security
features, and the mandatory security objectives achieved by
this scheme are greater than those achieved by other schemes
[36, 41, 46]. Our solution provides security features that
other solutions do not have, such as being able to resist
replay attacks and impersonation attacks and providing user
anonymity, mutual authentication, etc.

To calculate the communication and storage costs, we
present that the length of the random nonce, password, and

Table 2: Comparison of security.

Security properties Ref. [36] Ref. [46] Ref. [41] Our scheme
Known session-specific temporary information attack Yes No Yes Yes
User anonymity and untraceability Yes No Yes Yes
Mutual authentication No [55] — Yes Yes
Impersonation attacks No [55] — No [56] Yes
Man-in-the-middle attacks Yes Yes Yes Yes
Known session key attacks Yes Yes Yes Yes
Compromise impersonation attacks — — Yes Yes
Parallel session attacks — — — Yes
Stolen smart card attacks Yes Yes Yes Yes
Password-guessing attacks Yes Yes Yes Yes
Privileged-insider attacks Yes — — Yes
Replay attacks No [55] Yes Yes Yes
Perfect forward privacy Yes Yes Yes Yes
No key control — Yes — Yes
Unknown key-share — — — Yes

Table 3: Computation time of basic operations.

Operation Description Times (ms)
TGe Bilinear pairing 17.4
TGm Scalar multiplication 13.5
TGa Point addition 0.48
Th Hash function 0.42
Tfe Fuzzy extractor function [36] 17.1

Table 4: Performance comparisons (computation costs).

Ref. [36] Ref. [46] Ref. [41] Our scheme
Authentication and key agreement 3TGm + 19Th + 1Tfe 3TGe + 7TGm + 18Th 4TGe + 10TGm + 25Th 3TGe + 10TGm + 21Th

Total 65.58ms 154.26ms 215.1ms 196.02ms
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identity is 160 bits, and the length of a point in the G1 group
is 1024 bits, denoted as |G1|. /e output length of the hash
functions h0, h1, h2, h3, and h4 in Z∗P is 160 bits, denoted as |
q|. /e output length of h5 and the key length are both 256
bits. /e length of the timestamp is 32 bits, denoted as |T|.
/e communication and storage costs of our scheme and
related schemes are listed in Tables 5 and 6.

As shown in Tables 5 and 6, the communication and the
storage overhead of our scheme are slightly higher. /e
slightly higher cost of our scheme is mainly due to the
increase in computing overhead while providing stronger
security. However, because the primary purpose of a scheme
is to ensure the security and privacy of data, it is acceptable
to have a slightly higher communication cost but stronger
security. After analyzing Tables 4 and 5, our scheme is
concluded to be better than the other schemes [36, 41, 46],
which can provide stronger security and withstand various
known attacks.

6. Conclusion

/e usage of fog-driven IoT healthcare systems has brought
significant convenience to people. /e authentication of the
healthcare system is also the most important. Recently,
a growing number of scholars have taken a closer look at
healthcare systems and developed stronger authentication
protocols for their certification environments. In this study,
we proposed a secure authenticated and key agreement
scheme in fog-driven IoT healthcare systems; the defects of
the original scheme were analyzed and security improve-
ments were proposed. An analysis of the performance
evaluation and informal security in comparison to other
related schemes is also presented in this study, which in-
dicates that our scheme provides more security features. Our
solution uses pairing technology, and the time cost is slightly
higher than other solutions. Future studies can improve on
this limitation, but our solution provides security features
that other solutions do not have, which is more suitable for
the practical application of medical system based on the IoT.
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